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The “India Chronic Poverty Report: Towards Solutions and New Compacts in a Dynamic Context” is timely, coming as it does while the Approach to the Twelfth Plan is being formulated. Written by a group which has been researching chronic poverty for several years, the Report goes back to speeches made in the Constituent Assembly at time of Independence and reminds us that promises made then on the ‘fight to end poverty, squalor, ignorance and disease’ still remain unfulfilled. It draws attention to the gaps between actual achievements in this regard and constitutional provisions regarding equitable development.

Given that the Eleventh Plan focus was to make “growth faster and more inclusive”, and that in this context efforts were also made to impart a “rights approach” in some major anti-poverty schemes, the Report is a reminder of the long-haul nature of India’s development promises. Like all previous plans, the Eleventh Plan was based on the understanding that the only way in which we can find meaningful solutions to the problems of mass poverty is through rapid economic growth. Rapid GDP growth and consequent rise in the state revenue made it possible to allocate larger resources for social sector expenditure. But the Eleventh Plan had also recognized that growth is not an end in itself - it must translate into better life for all citizens of our country.

The Report notes that chronic poverty continues because almost all past growth-mediated poverty-reducing strategies have bypassed various historically marginalised groups and deprived regions. Persistent spatial backwardness and inequality have led to concentration of poverty in certain parts of the country, so there is a geographical dimension to poverty. Additionally, since poverty remains especially prevalent among certain occupational groups, there is a sociological dimension to its persistence. It summarises the debates around the measurement of poverty in India and suggests that while there are differences with regard to measuring poverty, longitudinal tracking of households through panel data enables analysis of the dynamics of poverty. Poverty dynamics recognises the existence of processes through which the poor either escape from poverty or fail to escape it and the non-poor either remain non-poor or become poor. Through analysis of a rural panel dataset covering about 3,000 households across the country it draws attention to the significant scale of incidence of chronic poverty; of non-poor households falling into poverty; and of a proportion of those who are poor managing to escape from it.

The drivers-maintainers-interrupters framework discussed in this Report provides a nuanced approach to identify factors that cause entry into poverty (drivers) and those that cause poverty to persist (maintainers). It also identifies pathways (interrupters), which if strengthened can promote escape from poverty. This framework can be useful in designing programmes for employment generation, education, skill development, health care and social security measures to benefit the disadvantaged. Resources generated by rapid growth enable allocation of more resources for such programmes but, as discussed in this Report, many flaws remain in respect of programme delivery
that need attention for these programmes to effectively bridge not just the development deficit but also the trust deficit to which the authors draw pointed attention.

A major source of this trust deficit is that most programmes have in the past been designed centrally and based on *mai-baap* delivery – with no formal obligation on deliverers to actually deliver and no formal guarantee to make beneficiaries certain that they will actually receive. A relatively new innovation in this context is the “rights approach” that sets down justiciable duties and rights. Rights to information and education have recently been legislated and an employment guarantee (MGNREGA) enacted for rural areas, representing a partial right to employment. Moreover, a major effort is currently on to provide a legislated right to food. Although it is still unclear how much these recent acts have reduced the trust deficit, these along with greater powers to local bodies are an integral part of the architecture to make growth “inclusive”.

Quite apart from addressing the trust deficit, the “rights approach” fits the analysis of this Report which highlights the fact that there is considerable and continuous exit from and entry into poverty and that therefore targeting only those currently poor is not always a good development approach. However, while this aspect is covered since any legal right must necessarily be the right of all citizens and therefore universal, the very concept of chronic poverty does demand some special entitlements for those most likely to be chronically poor.

This issue is important in the context of the ongoing debate on food security. It is clear that the present targeted public distribution system (TPDS) is leaky, inefficient, corruption-ridden and also hugely untargeted because very cheap grain is being distributed on the basis of a very faulty below poverty line (BPL) identification process. Converting TPDS into law is difficult because the right to food cannot be targeted towards only the poor unless poverty can be legally defined and, as this Report makes evident, this is impossible to do realistically. However, the alternative of making entitlements universal is also impossible if these are to involve sizeable quantities at very low prices. Therefore, we need to combine aspects of universal food security, say along lines of availability at prices close to Minimum Support Prices (MSP), with extra entitlements of either lower prices or cash transfers for those whose ability to access food at MSP is likely to remain chronically limited because of their inability to access universal livelihood supports such as MGNREGA. These latter groups would have to be defined on the basis of individual characteristics rather than simply on basis of being “poor”, and the research presented in this Report may be very useful for this purpose. Also, this research clearly shows that ill-health is a major driver into poverty and therefore limiting access to subsidised healthcare only to the pre-defined BPL will bypass many who will end up poor as a result. The design of what ought to be universal and what can be targeted in public healthcare can also therefore be guided by such findings.

In sum, this Report by CPRC India is timely and will undoubtedly help policy makers, not only to focus better on eradicating chronic poverty but also address such issues as that of left-wing extremism which it deals with and which the Planning Commission is also grappling on. I commend the initiative taken by the Chronic Poverty Research Centre headquartered at the Indian Institute of Public Administration and the five academics who have co-authored it, for systematically studying and drawing attention to these issues.

Dr. Abhijit Sen
Member, Planning Commission, Government of India and Professor of Economics, Jawaharlal Nehru University
As opposed to transient poverty, chronic poverty involves people, households, and social groups who are poor for sustained and significant or extended periods of their lives and whose families and children may inherit this persistent condition. While chronic poverty is dynamic in that people do climb out of, or fall into poverty in significant numbers, exiting such poverty can prove difficult. Chronic poverty is often concentrated in certain geographic areas and amongst certain castes and occupational groups. It not only has economic dimensions, but also social and political ones.

There are many factors why chronic poverty exists. Crop failures, ill health, disabling accidents, disasters (natural or manmade), and economic slowdowns can all lead to the non-poor becoming poor, and even becoming chronically poor.

A large proportion of India’s poor are living in chronic poverty. Amongst other things this has resulted in protests, electoral defeats for ruling political parties and coalitions and the rise of extremism. The Chronic Poverty Report indicates that lack of resources or asset-lessness - lack of access to land, water, forests, housing, credit, literacy, capital – are all characteristics of poverty and that the poor are often hungry, lacking in shelter and clothing, sick and not cared for, illiterate and not schooled, and more vulnerable to events outside their control, as well as lacking in voice and power in the institutions of the state and society.

The report reminds us that ending poverty, ignorance, disease and inequality of opportunity had been considered major priorities at the time of independence and that this had even found reflection in the Indian Constitution’s Directives Principles of State Policy. However despite successes through specific measures designated to tackle these issues, a lot is still required to be done especially if one looks at the condition of the various categories of the chronically poor in the country. Thus India’s Eleventh Five Year Plan and recent Budget Speeches have talked of inclusive growth and the Five Year Plan document has expressed the hope there would be major gains in the struggle for removal of chronic poverty, ignorance and disease during the plan period. However, even today unacceptably high levels of poverty and hunger persist in the country.

Accordingly this report, based on decade long studies through three phases of the study project, aims to draw the attention of policy makers and concerned citizens to the gap, or chasm, between our goals, aspirations and targets and what has actually been achieved, at a time when India’s Twelfth Plan is being formulated so that the cause of chronic poverty receives due attention during the Twelfth Plan.

The report has looked at the large numbers of programmes and schemes in various forms that over the years aimed at poverty alleviation, some targeting specific groups, to try and identify why
they have not succeeded to the desired extent. Design flaws, weak implementation, inadequate provision of funds, and the inability of the poor to access scheme benefits, are amongst many factors identified and analyzed.

The adoption of a rights based approach to development has been advocated along with a search for an alternative approach to growth that is employment creating and poverty reducing. It has also been emphasized that there can be no one blueprint for such an alternative.

In fact, as has been rightly pointed out, multiple solutions need to be worked out due to the country’s diversity and the differentiated picture of poverty, and a multi-pronged approach needs to be evolved.

It is not simply a matter of implementing correct policies more effectively. Factors that cause entry into poverty, those that contribute to persistence of poverty, and those that can help in rising out of poverty, all have to be understood. These are not merely economic in nature but could relate to caste, tribe, gender, age, occupation, health, conflict, politics and the like or a combination of these.

The factors that contribute to escape from rural poverty include the development of infrastructure especially at the village level, proximity to urban areas, acquiring access to land and water resources and enhancing their productivity and sustainability, education and health opportunities, development of institutions, effective service delivery, and enhanced government investment.

Towards the end of the report a number of recommendations about the direction to be taken have been listed in a brief final chapter. These include:

(i) More emphasis on collecting data to understand poverty and the causal processes underlying it and its reduction, along with more qualitative research;

(ii) Providing universalized (as opposed to targeted) access in the poorest districts;

(iii) Creating institutional process to unite the poor people;

(iv) Adequate provisioning of resources and entitlements for resources and entitlements for ensuring full implementation of provision of rights to food and health care in addition to the already mandated rights to information, employment, forests and education and ensuring synergies among rights;

(v) Creating an incentive package for high poverty states that eradicate poverty,

(vi) Building a cadre of poverty focused workers,

(vii) Developing a sustainable and poverty – reducing approach to agricultural growth;

(viii) Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of safety net programmes; and

(ix) Increasing substantially the resources – financial and physical - that are allocated for poverty reduction. The report concludes by stating that “public expenditure on delivering employment, primary and vocational education, public health services and agriculture as well as on monitoring, evaluation, mid-course correction and regulation to ensure achievement of planned outcomes would need to increase sharply”. Though it has not been sufficiently examined in the Report as to whether governments can manage such increased resources for this cause along with their other commitments.
Also recommended is the setting up of two Commissions. The first is a National Commission for Poverty Eradication which would be a multi stakeholder platform including alliances of peoples movements and which would interact with the Planning Commission and various Central Ministries to build awareness of issues, contribute to debate, produce evidence in support of new policy, and develop draft bills, along lines similar to the NCEUS. It is intended to be an independent statutory body with think tank, troubleshooting, and impact assessment functions. The second is a proposed Commission on Growth Employment and Poverty Reduction reporting to the Chairman of the Planning Commission and examining how growth can generate more and better quality employment and thereby reduce poverty, as also what is required to implement the right to work beyond MGNREGA (someone associated with this Report has commented that the presently implemented MGNREGA is like applying band aid to prevent further contamination of a festering wound, while other curative measures are also necessary), and the lessons from different models of employment-rich growth in India and abroad in order to propose multiple solutions appropriate for India’s diverse economy and its poorest states and regions. The nature of both the suggested Commissions are so different that one wonders whether both should be designated as a Commission, or whether the first should be an Agency and the second a Task Force. One also wonders whether both these types of tasks could not be carried out by a specially created wing of the Planning Commission. But perhaps the authors of the report have suggested the two Commissions to ensure that each aspect receives sufficient focus and emphasis.

A point brought out is that government programmes suffer due to lack of attention to the details both in policy making and in implementation. It makes one wonder whether the Report would have benefited from the addition in the study team of authors of someone experienced and knowledgeable about policy making and implementation who could have helped spell of recommendations in this regard.

That is not to say that the team of authors has not done a commendable job as they have both extensively and intensively examined, described, analyzed, reviewed, tried to understand, and offered prescriptions on various aspects of poverty measurements and estimates, the dynamics of poverty, the politics around poverty issues and peoples reactions including protests, the poverty reduction outcomes of development interventions, India’s rights based approach and chronic poverty, and possible alternative approaches to growth.

Before ending, a word about the Chronic Poverty Research Centre (CPRC) and the CPRC study in India which has resulted in this report. The CPRC in India is headquartered at the Indian Institute of Public Administration, New Delhi and has links with CPRC at the University of Manchester (UK) and Overseas Development Institute, London which looks at chronic poverty globally. Prof. Aasha Kapur Mehta of IIPA is the nodal researcher at CPRC India. The other three team members are Prof. Amita Shah, Director, Gujarat Institute of Development Research (GIDR) Ahmedabad, Dr. Shashanka Bhide of National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCAER), New Delhi and Prof. Anand Kumar of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) New Delhi. From CPRC UK, Dr. Andrew Shepherd has worked on the India Chronic Poverty Study.

For the last ten years this group, along with a large number of senior academics and policy makers, have been working on understanding and addressing issues related to chronic poverty through research and its dissemination through seminars and conferences, publications (in print and online) and training programmes.
As regards publications based on the CPRC India project - in addition to two books Chronic Poverty in India (2003) and Chronic Poverty and Development Policy in India (2006), a special issue of the journal Margin (in 2006), and papers in many journals including World Development and the Journal of Human Development, around 40 peer reviewed Working Papers have been prepared (most of which are on the CPRC India website or printed by IIPA), and some more are still in the process. Some of the issues covered by the Working Papers include the multi dimensionality of poverty, development of backward districts, vulnerable social groups, poverty and natural resources, rural casual labourers, migration, gender, safety nets, childhood poverty, poverty amongst the elderly, intra – household differentiation, spatial distribution, tribals, rural employment, the commons and the community, impact of health on poverty, malnutrition, food production, land displacement, and political perspectives on chronic poverty. In fact I can visualize at least one more edited book on the subject being prepared to further disseminate some of the recent Working Papers and research findings.

The India Chronic Poverty Report will, I am sure, prove to be a valuable addition to poverty related research and will lead to a better understanding of the multi dimensional aspects of chronic poverty in India and to the designing of appropriate multiple responses, both disaggregated and comprehensive, to the problem.

Dr. Rakesh Hooja
Director, IIPA
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAY</td>
<td>Antodaya Anna Yojana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHDI</td>
<td>Adjusted Human Development Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APL</td>
<td>Above Poverty Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARV</td>
<td>Antiretroviral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHA</td>
<td>Accredited Social Health Activist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYUSH</td>
<td>Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJP</td>
<td>Bharatiya Janata Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPL</td>
<td>Below Poverty Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAG</td>
<td>Comptroller &amp; Auditor General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBGA</td>
<td>Centre for Budget and Governance Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>Chief Executive Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHC</td>
<td>Community Health Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIP</td>
<td>Central Issue Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRCUS</td>
<td>Citizens’ Initiative for the Rights of Children Under Six</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCR</td>
<td>Centre for Macro Consumer Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>Consumer Price Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI (ML)</td>
<td>Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPRC</td>
<td>Chronic Poverty Research Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRPF</td>
<td>Central Reserve Police Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSE</td>
<td>Centre for Science and Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Central Statistical Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOTS</td>
<td>Directly Observed Treatment Short-Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPCE</td>
<td>Daily Per Capita Consumption Expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPL</td>
<td>Direct Poverty Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCI</td>
<td>Food Corporation of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIAN</td>
<td>Foodfirst Information and Action Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUS</td>
<td>Focus on Children Under Six</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPS</td>
<td>Fair Price Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIDR</td>
<td>Gujarat Institute of Development Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM</td>
<td>Genetically Modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCR</td>
<td>Headcount Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDI</td>
<td>Human Development Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>Human Immunodeficiency Virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAMR</td>
<td>Institute of Applied Manpower Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICDS</td>
<td>Integrated Child Development Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICESCR</td>
<td>International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRISAT</td>
<td>International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid-Tropics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFPRI</td>
<td>International Food Policy Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIAPR</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Applied Political Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIPA</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMR</td>
<td>Infant Mortality Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPHS</td>
<td>Indian Public Health Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPF</td>
<td>Indian People’s Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPG</td>
<td>Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Maoist Communist Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCI</td>
<td>Maoist Communist Centre of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGS</td>
<td>Maharashtra Employment Guarantee Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGNREGA</td>
<td>Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGNREGS</td>
<td>Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKSS</td>
<td>Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sangathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLA</td>
<td>Member of the Legislative Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>Maternal Mortality Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNC</td>
<td>Multinational Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoRD</td>
<td>Ministry of Rural Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPCE</td>
<td>Monthly Per Capita Expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>Multidimensional Poverty Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRP</td>
<td>Mixed Recall Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCD</td>
<td>Ministry of Women and Child Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAS</td>
<td>National Accounts Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCAER</td>
<td>National Council for Applied Economic Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEUS</td>
<td>National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDA</td>
<td>National Democratic Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFHS</td>
<td>National Family Health Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>National Planning Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPCB</td>
<td>National Programme for Control of Blindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRHM</td>
<td>National Rural Health Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSS</td>
<td>National Sample Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSSO</td>
<td>National Sample Survey Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBC</td>
<td>Other Backward Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPL</td>
<td>Official Poverty Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACS</td>
<td>Poorest Areas Civil Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDS</td>
<td>Public Distribution System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEO</td>
<td>Programme Evaluation Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
<td>Poverty Gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHC</td>
<td>Primary Health Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLB</td>
<td>Poverty Line Basket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>Purchasing Power Parity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUCL</td>
<td>People’s Union for Civil Liberties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNP</td>
<td>Productive Safety Nets Programme (Ethiopia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWG</td>
<td>People’s War Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>Recommended Daily Allowance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPDS</td>
<td>Revamped PDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI</td>
<td>Right to Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Scheduled Caste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEZ</td>
<td>Special Economic Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJM</td>
<td>Swadeshi Jagaran Manch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPG</td>
<td>Squared Poverty Gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Scheduled Tribe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Tuberculosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TISS</td>
<td>Tata Institute of Social Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPDS</td>
<td>Targeted PDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAPA</td>
<td>Unlawful Activities Prevention Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDHR</td>
<td>Universal Declaration of Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPA</td>
<td>United Progressive Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URP</td>
<td>Uniform Recall Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>Union Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Adivasi Tribal
Anganwadi Government-sponsored child and mother care centre
Antodaya Anna Yojana Scheme to provide access to food for the poorest
Bandh Protest
Chikan Type of embroidery
Crore 10 million
Dal Thick stew often made from lentils
Dalit Scheduled caste
Garibi hatao ‘Eliminate poverty’ (slogan)
Gram rozgar sevak Village employment facilitator
Gram Sabha Congregation of all village members
Jhuggi jhonpri Squatter settlement
Kotwal Officer in charge of local police station
Lakh 100,000
Lok Sabha House of the People (lower house of Parliament elected)
Mitanin ‘Friend’ in anganwadi
Panchayat Local government
Panchayati Raj India’s local government system
Panjiri Sweet snack, treated as a nutritional supplement
Pucca house House made of cement, bricks, steel, timber, etc., with a wall and roof
Rajya Sabha Council of states elected by the states’ assemblies (Upper House of Parliament)
Roti Traditional round flat bread
Swadeshi Economic nationalism
Tehsil Administrative division below the district and above the village
Tehsildar Official of the revenue department at sub-district level
Udhaar Short-term debt
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1. REDEEMING OUR PLEDGES

India attained Independence on 15 August 1947. Speeches made in the Constituent Assembly just before midnight on that historic occasion reflected the vision of the country’s leaders, as those present dedicated themselves to the service of the nation and to the larger cause of humanity (Constituent Assembly of India, 1947).

Dr. Rajendra Prasad, President of the Constituent Assembly, remembered the services and sacrifices of all the men and women, known and unknown, who had faced bullets, death, prison, exile, humiliation and lost wealth, property and time with family and friends in the achievement of Independence. To embark on the task ahead, he asked for ‘unstinted service and cooperation’ from the people, noting that ‘we shall to do our best to deserve it.’

The famous Tryst with Destiny speech by India’s first Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, recognised that freedom and power bring responsibility and that it would be necessary to strive to fulfil the pledges made. Further, he saw that working in the service of India meant working in the service of the millions who were suffering, and required a fight to end poverty, ignorance, disease and inequality of opportunity. The purpose was to bring freedom and opportunity to the ‘common man,’ peasants and workers of India and to build a prosperous, democratic and progressive nation, including social, economic and political institutions to ensure justice for every man and woman. All were equal as the children of India, with equal rights, privileges and obligations.

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, India’s first Vice President, also noted that a free India would be judged by the way it served the interests of the common people in terms of food, clothing, shelter and social services. He also saw eradicating corruption as critical to achieving efficiency in administration, as well as in production and distribution.

In his address on Independence Day, 15 August 1947, Dr. Rajendra Prasad asked that Indians resolve to create the conditions to enable all individuals to develop and rise to their fullest stature, such that poverty, squalor, ignorance and ill-health would vanish and the distinction between high and low and between rich and poor would disappear. He additionally hoped that religion would be practised freely and would not divide and separate, that

---

1 Aasha Kapur Mehta, with inputs from Andrew Shepherd, Anand Kumar, Amita Shah and Shashanka Bhide.
2 See http://parliamentofindia.nic.in/ls/debates/vol5p1.htm for the speeches cited here.
untouchability would be forgotten, that ‘exploitation of man by man’ would cease, that those who were ‘backward’ would catch up with others and that there would be no hunger.

In general, the primary duties of a ruler (or king or state) are protecting the country, maintaining law and order and safeguarding the welfare of the people. Centuries ago, Kautilya advised Chandragupta Maurya that, for a ruler, ‘in the happiness of his subjects lies his happiness; in their welfare his welfare. He does not consider as good only that which pleases him but treats as beneficial whatever pleases his subjects’ (Rangarajan, 1992). Whether we view the statements above as pledges, visions or plans, it is clear that ending poverty, ignorance, disease and inequality of opportunity was identified as a major priority for an independent India.

Over six decades later, two current policy documents, the Prime Minister’s Foreword to the Eleventh Five-Year Plan (Planning Commission, 2008) and the Finance Minister’s Budget Speech on 26 February 2010 (Mukherjee, 2010), stress the need to make growth more inclusive. Reiterating the commitment of his government to making growth both faster and more inclusive, the Prime Minister states that,

‘The higher rate of growth that we have set out for ourselves, coupled with our thrust on the growth process being inclusive, should ensure that the struggle for the removal of chronic poverty, ignorance, and disease will register major gains in the Eleventh Plan.’

The major challenges the Finance Minister outlined in his Budget Speech are:

- Quickly reverting to the high gross domestic product (GDP) growth path of 9%;
- Harnessing economic growth to make development more inclusive; and
- Addressing weaknesses in government systems, structures and institutions at different levels of governance.

In the global context, the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) Outcome Document adopted by Heads of State and Government at the United Nations (UN) in September 2010 welcomed progress made since 2005 in all countries but expressed ‘deep concern that it falls far short of what is needed’ (UN, 2010).

2. THE CHASM BETWEEN WORDS AND ACTIONS

Despite the concern evident in these and other government and UN documents and statements regarding poverty reduction in India, there remains a chasm between goals and targets and their achievement. This report aims to draw the attention of policy makers and concerned citizens to the huge gaps between the constitutional provisions to enable equitable development and India’s dismal report card on poverty, at a time when the Twelfth Plan is being formulated, so as to put the ‘fight to end poverty, squalor, ignorance and disease’ at the top of the political and economic agenda.

What is India’s performance on poverty? Although systematic efforts have been made to alleviate poverty over the past six decades, and poverty incidence declined from about 55% in 1973-74 to 27.5% in 2004-05, the number of the poor has remained more or less same, owing to population growth, persistence of poverty and poverty dynamics. As the Eleventh Plan notes, poverty remains high and the rate of decline has not accelerated along with growth in GDP: ‘because the population has also grown, the absolute number of poor people has declined only marginally, from 320 million in 1993-94 to 302 million in 2004-05’ (Planning Commission, 2008).
Being poor can be described as follows (IBRD, 2000):

‘To be hungry, to lack shelter and clothing, to be sick and not cared for, to be illiterate and not schooled. […] Poor people are particularly vulnerable to adverse events outside their control. They are often treated badly by institutions of the state and society and excluded from voice and power in those institutions.’

Lack of access to resources, or assetlessness, is a unifying characteristic of poverty in all its manifestations. The poor lack ownership of or access to assets such as land, water, forest, a dwelling unit, credit, literacy, longevity, voice and capital – both physical and social (Mehta and Shah, 2001).

The Indian Constitution’s Directive Principles of State Policy are to be used as guidance in making laws and policy and in the governance of the country (Constituent Assembly of India, 1949). For instance, Article 38 pertains to the state securing a social order for the promotion of the welfare of the people. Article 38(2) requires the state to strive to minimise inequalities in income, status, facilities and opportunities, not only among individuals but also among different spatial and occupational groups. Article 39 requires the state to secure the right to an adequate means of livelihood for all citizens, men and women; to ensure equal pay for equal work; to protect the health and strength of workers and children; and to provide opportunities and facilities for people to develop in a healthy manner and in conditions of freedom and dignity. Articles 41, 42 and 43 require the state, within the limits of its economic capacity and development, to make effective provision to secure the right to work, education and public assistance in cases of unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement, and in other cases of undeserved want; to provide for just and humane conditions of work and maternity relief; and to ensure a living wage to enable a decent standard of life for all workers, through suitable legislation or in any other way. Article 46 requires that the state promote with special care the educational and economic interests of vulnerable groups, especially Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs). And Article 47 states that the primary duties of the state include raising the level of nutrition and the standard of living of its people and improving public health.

Reviewing the measures that have been taken to implement the Directive Principles of State Policy, Arora (2007) draws attention to the fact that ‘despite the wide range of legislative and judicial interventions, there have been wide-ranging gaps and failures.’ The state was expected to work towards the realisation of the Directive Principles; not only are there gaps in the extent to which this has occurred but, additionally, in some respects, we have moved away from what was originally intended. Arora mentions three major areas of policy concern in this regard: policy evasion; policy manipulation and distortion; and unanticipated consequences of policy.

The poverty-related outcomes this report discusses reflect these gaps and failures and represent a major policy concern, as they deviate from what was envisaged in the Constitution and the Directive Principles of State Policy. Inequalities in income, status, facilities and opportunities have been minimised neither among individuals nor among different spatial and occupational groups. The challenge of chronic poverty emanates from the fact that the growth-mediated poverty-reducing strategy has bypassed various historically marginalised groups and deprived regions. Further, persistent spatial backwardness and inequality have led to concentration of poverty in certain parts of the country, meaning there is a geographical dimension to poverty.
Additionally, since poverty remains especially prevalent among certain occupational groups, there is a sociological dimension to its persistence. The Eleventh Plan notes that incidence of poverty among certain marginalised groups, for example STs, has hardly declined at all. Meanwhile, research based on panel data, National Sample Survey (NSS) data and fieldwork in Orissa and Madhya Pradesh highlights the disparities between these groups and other segments of the population and the fact that poverty has persisted, especially among STs.\(^3\)

A large proportion of those in poverty are the ‘working poor,’ for whom the state has not been able to meet its requirement to secure the right to an adequate means of livelihood. Levels of malnutrition, child malnutrition and chronic energy deficiency are high, and incidence of malnutrition exceeds incidence of income poverty (Radhakrishna et al., 2006; Swaminathan, 2006).

Overall, and as is well known, there is a sharp dichotomy between two very different realities in India: rapid growth and significant resilience in the face of immense global challenges on the one hand, and the exclusionary nature of growth and denial of the most basic amenities and development opportunities to roughly half the population on the other.

### 3. WHAT IS CHRONIC POVERTY AND WHY IS IT A CAUSE FOR CONCERN?

Chronic poverty describes people (individuals, households, social groups, geographical areas and territories) who are poor for significant periods of their lives, who may pass their poverty on to their children and for whom finding exit routes from poverty is difficult. Large proportions of those who are poor in India are stuck in poverty or are chronically poor. The very size of problem, combined with the fact that many of them will remain poor over time, makes this the most important development issue facing the nation.

There are several reasons why chronic poverty must be addressed as a priority. First, the Indian Constitution gives all those who are poor (and chronically poor) the right to benefit from growth and development. The unacceptably high levels of poverty and hunger that persist reflect a denial of this right. Second, it is likely that it will not be possible to meet national and international goals and targets for the reduction of poverty and human development unless at least some of the chronically poor are included more in the process of development. What happens in India affects the extent to which the world will meet its goals, since India contains such a substantial proportion of the world’s poor. Third, what works in India will be noticed and replicated elsewhere.

Additionally, many of the chronically poor live in India’s persistently poor states – states that are often perceived as ‘poorly performing.’ Social conflict may find easy recruits among the chronically poor, who have less to lose by engaging in conflict and might be mobilised by the politics of grievance. A few may even find better opportunities in conflict situations, criminal behaviour or illegal economic activities. Security and law and order are a precondition for pro-poor development.

Further, if the poverty of the poorest is not addressed, it may become more intractable and costly later. Those ‘left behind’ in a process of development may resent this and may develop coping strategies that are negative for society as a whole. In addition, it may also take much more to lift them out of poverty, which may

---

\(^3\) See Bhide and Mehta (2005, 2006); Kabra (2006); Mehta and Bhide (2003); Padhi et al. (2005); Sah (2005); Shah and Guru (2004); Shah and Sah (2003).
entail mortgaging future resources against present neglect. Finally, and most importantly, there is a moral case to be made: the attention of India’s elite and middle classes needs to be drawn back to this issue.

**Measuring poverty**

Why do we need to measure the extent of poverty and chronic poverty? As we have seen, there is a sharp dichotomy in India between rapid growth and its exclusionary nature. Poverty measurement is important, as it serves as a barometer of the extent to which growth and development are inclusive, and as an indicator of the success or failure of strategies for inclusive growth and poverty reduction.

The basis for identifying the extent of poverty in India has evolved over time. Attempts to define a ‘poverty line’ that permits an estimation of the extent of poverty have a fairly long history. Official methods of determining poverty use average per capita energy intake norms of 2,400 kcal in rural areas and 2,100 kcal in urban areas. However, the use of a minimum adequate norm of nutrition as a key criterion for defining the poverty line has come in for criticism, both for the level at which it has been fixed and for the inadequacy of the expenditure level of households at which these norms are likely to be met in providing a minimum standard of living.

As such, conceptual and empirical approaches to the measurement of poverty and the interpretation of data are not universally accepted. Incidence of poverty based on calorie consumption norms is far higher than estimates based on poverty line consumption expenditure norms. Meanwhile, multidimensional measures of well-being point additionally to deficits in terms of income, health, education and shelter. Poverty is concentrated both spatially and among social and economic groups, and those most vulnerable to poverty include landless labourers, marginal farmers, socially backward classes and people living in remote areas.

The debate on achieving growth that leads to inclusive development has emerged as central in policy formulation, with the Eleventh Plan emphasising ‘inclusive growth’ rather than just rapid growth. What is inclusive growth? Who is currently excluded? What proportion of the population is in poverty? How is poverty estimated? At what level is the poverty line set? Is there a spatial dimension to poverty? Is it concentrated among certain groups? Chapter 2 of this report discusses these issues.

**Poverty dynamics**

The distinction between chronic, persistent or extended-duration poverty and transient poverty is now recognised in discussions on poverty in the Indian context, although estimates of the incidence of these two types of poverty are not common. Studies of poverty have generally focused on the state of being poor, rather than on the ‘dynamics of poverty’ – movement into and out of poverty, and the processes and factors that determine this. Why are a large number of people in India persistently poor? What enables those who are poor to escape from poverty? Why do a large number of people who are not poor become poor? Studying poverty dynamics to answer these questions can bring new understanding of poverty and well-being.

Poverty reduction requires that the earnings of the poor increase, either through productivity or through income transfers. If the options for improving income are either weak or absent, poverty will persist. When there are opportunities, through access to decent work or skills, combined with higher wages, transfer of income-generating assets or improvement in the productivity of owned assets, and if the increase in earnings is significant, the poor may escape from poverty. When shocks occur that lead to a decline in income levels, for instance
crop failures, ill-health, disabling accidents or other disasters, the number of people who are poor will increase.

Poverty dynamics, discussed in Chapter 3, recognise the existence of processes through which the poor either escape from poverty or fail to escape it and the non-poor either remain non-poor or become poor. Analysis of a rural panel dataset covering about 3,000 households across the country provides some insights into poverty dynamics in rural India. Although the exact magnitudes of income mobility of the households may not apply to the country as a whole, the estimates draw attention to the significant scale of incidence of chronic poverty. The estimates also indicate that a significant proportion of non-poor households may fall into poverty while a large proportion of those who are poor manage to escape from it.

This opens up a new perspective on public policies: we can disaggregate what we mean by ‘alleviating,’ ‘reducing’ or ‘ending’ poverty into actions that prevent descent into poverty, those that facilitate exit and those that are necessary conditions for exit.

**Politics**

Protests about liberalisation-related displacements, environmental problems and livelihood losses have arisen in different parts of India and have contributed to the formation of anti-globalisation platforms and networks on the issues of livelihoods and natural resources. Dissatisfaction with the new policies and programmes has also found expression through electoral rejection of ruling parties at central and state levels. Meanwhile, the strongest response to the limits of the new paradigm lies in extremist activities by armed groups challenging the authority of the democratic state and the legitimacy of parliamentary political processes.

This three-dimensional trajectory of politics – protests, elections and extremism – is growing around the key issues facing the poorer sections of society. Chapter 4 discusses these issues, noting that significant poverty persists in Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh and that poverty is resurfacing in pockets of Assam, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and West Bengal, leading to unrest in poorer regions and among weaker sections in these areas. The chapter also identifies four major deficit areas – in political processes, developmental direction, governance and democratic institutions – where reforms are needed to enable the millions currently in poverty to participate meaningfully in development and to lead a life of dignity.

The response of the state and the political elite to the new waves of protest and mobilisation has been twofold: controlling protest activities with the help of police and paramilitary forces; and initiating new laws and programmes through the state machinery to promote inclusive growth, or ‘liberalisation with a human face.’ The state has introduced a number of Acts to change the terms of its engagement with citizens through a new trajectory of governance in the context of livelihoods (rural employment guarantee), human development (right to education), governance (right to information), political space for women (50% reservation in Panchayati Raj [local government system] institutions) and control over natural resources (forest rights for tribal communities).

**Policy responses and rights-based approaches**

Are laws, institutions, programmes and schemes and monitoring mechanisms in place that can enable inclusion? There have been a large number of programmes of different forms over the years, some targeting specific
vulnerable groups, with long-term effects, and many representing short-term efforts to provide consumption support to the poor. If they had been adequate and effective, they would have made a significant dent in poverty. Why, then, has this gamut of schemes failed to deliver the desired outcomes? Were there design flaws? Is the explanation weak implementation? Are funds inadequate? Are there errors of exclusion caused by inability to access scheme benefits? Chapter 5 discusses issues identified in the context of some of these programmes and schemes, explaining why programmes such as MGNREGA will not lift people out of poverty and why Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) and the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) cannot be expected to provide the public assistance needed to reduce malnourishment or the care those who are sick require.

India’s adoption of a rights-based approach to development should in logical terms do much to address chronic poverty. A rights-based approach recognises the multidimensional nature of persistent poverty and the underlying power dynamics. Legislation on the rights to information, employment and education has already been passed, and is under implementation. A controversial Forest Rights Act is also being implemented. However, Chapter 6 argues that success depends on the detailed guarantees, standards and norms and procedures that the political process framing the legislation produces, and on an implementing structure and process that is transforming itself only slowly to one that is demand-led. It is intrinsically difficult and risky for poor people to make such demands, and they will continue to rely on interlocutors and intermediaries, which contains its own risks. Chapter 6 also discusses the extent to which it is possible to transform implementation and delivery more rapidly precisely by using a rights-based approach. As the chapter explains, the challenge is therefore very much in the detail.

The interconnectedness of aspects of deprivation and development suggests that, over time, the rights-based approach will need to be extended to cover new rights. There is already demand and passionate advocacy for a right to food, and a more measured case is being made for a right to health. There are also critical issues for the chronically poor (e.g. gender equality) that cut across the rights being established, as well as others (e.g. inclusive growth) that lie outside of any rights that could currently be established. A major question lies in whether to continue legislating for new rights at this point in time, or whether to build the civic action necessary to do this as well as consensus on the content and implementation modalities of the new laws prior to enactment.

**Growth and poverty**

Is it possible to craft a new approach to growth that focuses directly on poverty reduction? Chapter 7 provides evidence to suggest that, while growth is important for poverty reduction, not all types of growth can reduce poverty in a sustainable manner and within a given timeframe. It is pertinent to recognise this, especially when growth is accompanied by widening inequality, and at a time when a large proportion of people are still caught in the multiple traps of low earnings, limited employment opportunities and almost no access to social security. The most critical challenge, therefore, lies in moving onto a growth path that is employment-creating and poverty-reducing. The chapter discusses an alternative approach to growth, one that is broad-based, focused on domestic markets and environmentally sustainable. While there is no blueprint for an alternative approach such as this, a number of scholars – both nationally and globally – have already identified some of its basic tenets. Chapter 7 brings this debate on alternative growth into mainstream academic and policy discourse in an effort to find a new pathway towards poverty-reducing growth.
4. ABOUT CPRC, CPRC INDIA AND THE PROJECT

The Chronic Poverty Research Centre (CPRC) is an international partnership, or ‘virtual centre,’ that seeks to use quality research to influence policy at both national and international levels. CPRC India is headquartered at the Indian Institute of Public Administration (IIPA), New Delhi. The core team comprises four academics, who work at IIPA, the Gujarat Institute of Development Research (GIDR), Ahmedabad, the National Council for Applied Economic Research (NCAER), New Delhi, and the Sociology Department of Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi. In addition, a large number of senior academics and policy makers contribute to the work of CPRC India and provide invaluable support.

Phase 1 of the CPRC project for India started with two Indian researchers working separately at IIPA and GIDR on different aspects of poverty. This work was combined into a paper entitled ‘Chronic Poverty in India: Overview Study,’ published by CPRC at the University of Manchester in 2001 (Mehta and Shah, 2001). This paper was disseminated widely through the CPRC website and received considerable interest internationally. The paper identified a large number of areas that needed attention, which led to Phase 2 and then Phase 3 of the project.

The two big gaps identified related to analysis of longitudinal or panel data and of the political and sociological dimensions of poverty. Therefore, in Phase 2, two academics with complementary multidisciplinary skills were added to the core team: an economist with wide experience of research rooted in econometrics, agriculture and macroeconomic issues and an academic with an understanding of the political history and sociology of India.

These four academics have worked together on papers on different dimensions of poverty through Phases 2 and 3 up to the present day. Concerned about the extent of poverty despite growth, the group has worked on understanding and addressing poverty-related issues through research and its dissemination through teaching, workshops and conferences. Special efforts have been made to disseminate the work freely through the internet and to send sets of printed working papers to key stakeholders. The project has also focused on building the capacity of young researchers to take part in the work.

The project grew rapidly after 2002 to become a larger network, headquartered nationally at IIPA. It has drawn support from several senior academics and policy makers, who have contributed to the CPRC–IIPA working paper series (with around 40 working papers published on the CPRC website and several more in process). The network is strongly embedded within a larger global network on poverty headquartered at the University of Manchester, thereby gaining the major advantages of synergistic research.

5. WHY THIS REPORT

What is the purpose of this report? When we started our work 10 years ago, attention was focused primarily on India’s successes. Poverty was on the back burner and poverty lines determined by the Planning Commission were regarded as sacrosanct. Leading economists had written seminal articles challenging the poverty lines, but these positions were considered ‘leftist.’ The sudden 10% reduction in Planning Commission estimates of poverty in India from 36% in 1993-94 to 26% in 1999-00 added grist to the mill. CPRC India was one of the many groups of academics that challenged this, as fieldwork did not seem to substantiate it.

*www.chronicpoverty.org/publications/search/simple/doctype/12*
As this report shows, the numbers in poverty are extremely high even with the use of low poverty lines, and are disproportionately high for certain occupational groups, social classes and geographical spaces. Worse, around half of those who are poor are stuck in poverty and unable to get out of it.

In addition to highlighting the importance of understanding and addressing the chronic nature of poverty, this report synthesises debates around poverty lines and poverty measurement; the large numbers of people who are poor for extended periods; the spatial, sociological, economic and political dimensions of poverty and its chronic nature; factors such as ill-health that drive people into poverty; and possible pathways out of poverty, through rights-based approaches and through growth that is poverty-reducing and that does not depend solely on benefits trickling down to the poor.

The speeches made in the Constituent Assembly between 11pm and midnight just before India became independent acknowledged Mahatma Gandhi as the greatest man of our generation. Gandhi’s most quoted talisman was as follows:

‘Whenever you are in doubt or when the self becomes too much with you, apply the following test: recall the face of the poorest and the weakest man whom you may have seen, and ask yourself if the step you contemplate is going to be of any use to him.’

This report is a call to policy makers and concerned citizens to use this talisman, to redeem the pledges made by the Constituent Assembly and to recognise the fact that the numbers and proportions of those in poverty are so large and the extent of chronic poverty so high that this represents the biggest development challenge facing India. As such, the fight to end chronic poverty, to strengthen ways to escape it and to prevent entry into it must be placed at the top of the policy agenda.
1. THE CONTEXT: RAPID ECONOMIC GROWTH AND SLOW POVERTY REDUCTION

For six decades of planned development, the twin challenges of growth and poverty reduction have been key policy concerns for India. High rates of economic growth have finally been achieved and have exceeded expectations, especially in the sixth decade since Independence. The country is now categorised as ‘lower-middle-income,’ up from ‘low-income’ previously. Today, India is the fourth-largest economy in terms of GDP valued in PPP (purchasing power parity) dollars and the second most populous country in the world after China. However, while poverty has declined, the reduction has been well below what was anticipated. Official statistics show that poverty measured in terms of headcount ratio (HCR) declined from 54.9% in 1973-74 to 27.5% in 2004-05, but the pace of poverty reduction over the past decade has been slow (Table 2.1).

India has the largest number of poor people in the world, at an estimated 301.7 million in 2004-05, or 27.5% of the population. Official

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>% of population below poverty line</th>
<th>Total population in poverty (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>321.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>328.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>322.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>307.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>320.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00*</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>260.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>301.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimates for 1999-00 are based on the mixed recall period (MRP) method and are not comparable with estimates for other years, which are based on the uniform recall period (URP) method.


1 Aasha Kapur Mehta and Shashanka Bhide, with inputs from Anand Kumar on extremist conflicts, social status and caste/class issues. Support from Sanjay Pratap at IIPA and Prashant Prakash at NCAER is gratefully acknowledged.
estimates of poverty are based on a poverty line that is set abysmally low, at Rs 356.30 per capita per month in rural areas and Rs 538.60 per capita per month in urban areas. Meanwhile, poverty declined by 12.4 percentage points over the decade from 1977-78 to 1987-88, but by only 8.5 percentage points between 1993-94 and 2004-05. Hence, income poverty in the country declined by less than 1 million a year over a time span of three decades (Planning Commission, 2006), with the rise in population also offsetting some poverty reduction gains. This slowdown in the pace of poverty reduction may indicate difficulties in addressing hardcore poverty, much of which is likely to be chronic in nature (Bhide and Mehta, 2008; Mehta et al., forthcoming).

The debate on strategies to achieve growth that also leads to more inclusive development is central to policy formulation today. The Eleventh Five-Year Plan speaks of achieving inclusive growth rather than just rapid growth (Planning Commission, 2008). But what does this mean? In his Foreword to the Eleventh Plan, the Prime Minister explains that the benefits of rapid growth, in terms of income and employment, must be ‘adequately shared by the poor and weaker sections of our society, especially the Scheduled Castes (SCs) and the Scheduled Tribes (STs), Other Backward Classes (OBCs) and minorities.’ However, as is evident from the estimates of poverty Table 2.1 presents, growth has not in fact been inclusive.

The Foreword notes that, for growth to be inclusive,

‘[…] it must occur not just in our major cities but also in our villages and small towns. It must be spread across all states and not just limited to some. It must generate sufficient volumes of high quality employment to provide the means for uplift of large numbers of our population from the low income low quality occupations in which too many of them have been traditionally locked […] the higher rate of growth that we have set out for ourselves, coupled with our thrust on the growth process being inclusive, should ensure that the struggle for the removal of chronic poverty, ignorance, and disease will register major gains in the Eleventh Plan.’

Growth can provide resources for public policy initiatives to support health, education and employment opportunities for the poor. However, translating growth into a better quality of life for all citizens requires improvements on the outcome indicators pertaining to these dimensions of human development for all socioeconomic groups. In the absence of such improvements, disparities will persist and poverty reduction goals will remain unfulfilled. Achievement of the MDGs and the Eleventh Plan targets depends critically on a significant reduction in poverty. Further, the ‘quality and distribution of economic growth, and not just the quantity of such growth’ matter: this has to be nurtured consciously and cannot be left to market mechanisms that benefit the ‘haves’ and exclude the ‘have-nots’ (ul Haq, 1995).

What is the evidence to show growth leads to the elimination of poverty? In one of the early studies in this field, Ahluwalia et al. (1979) used cross-country data for 36 low-, middle- and high-income countries to analyse the relationship between growth and poverty in developing countries. They find that,

---

2 These numbers are based on national official poverty lines specified in respective years. Estimates based on international benchmarks show that India is home to the largest proportion of the world’s poor, with 41.6% of the population living below PPP $1.25 a day in 2005 (World Bank, 2008).
‘[...] despite the developing countries’ impressive aggregate growth of the past 25 years, its benefits have only reached the poor to a very limited degree. Not only have the poorest countries grown relatively slowly, but growth processes are such that, within most developing countries, the incomes of the poor increase much less than the average.’

The authors conclude that, while it is ‘[...] feasible to design national and international policies that would eliminate the lag between the growth of the incomes of the poor and the growth of developing countries as a whole – and indeed of the rest of the world [...] the very substantial modifications in both national and international policies that are [required are] unlikely to take place without a considerable reordering of social priorities.’

A substantial reduction in poverty would therefore require a combination of policies to accelerate growth, to distribute the benefits of such growth more equitably and to enable a reduction in the growth of the population.

The acceleration in the overall rate of economic growth in India first achieved in the early 1980s has now been sustained for two decades. Per capita real income (net national product) increased by an average of a little more than 3% per year during the 1980s, as compared with less than 1% per year in the previous decade. In the first seven years of the 21st century, until the global economic crisis hit growth rates, the average increase in per capita income was 5.5% per year. The growth experience of the past two and a half decades has given rise to expectations that maintaining overall economic growth momentum over long periods of time is feasible. Sustained growth has been possible because past investments in education, infrastructure, enterprise and institutional changes have facilitated resource mobilisation and new investment.

India’s improved growth performance has not been unique. China’s growth has been sustained over a longer period of time. Meanwhile, the experience of Southeast Asian countries during the same period has been as significant as India’s, and their poverty reduction performance has been far more impressive. Other countries in the South Asian region have also improved their performance during this period.

The global growth climate has improved as countries have liberalised their trade, investment and competition policies. The longer-term prospects for India’s economic growth are linked to the internal and external environment. Kohli (2010) notes that, ‘in the next 30 years, Asia will dominate the world economy, and the Asian economies, including India, can benefit from the neighbourhood effects – the fastest growing markets in the world (in East Asia) will be closer to home.’ He cites demographic factors and the rising middle class as among the ‘fundamentals’ in favour of long-term growth. Derailing factors are infrastructure bottlenecks, poor educational and health systems and governance failures.

What norms or measures are used to determine the poverty line and the extent of poverty? Budgetary allocations for poverty alleviation hinge on estimation of the percentage of India’s population that is poor. Are these estimates accurate? If not, what are the reasons for challenging their accuracy? Has the state recognised these critiques, especially in view of the linkage between poverty estimates and poverty alleviation-related public expenditure? Section 2 of this chapter addresses these questions by looking at the evolution of various approaches to the measurement of poverty and debates around poverty lines. It also presents estimates of hunger, depth and severity of poverty in India.
Poverty is concentrated in certain parts of India and among particular social groups. An understanding of these features is important for an assessment of the type of policy approaches that can reach the poor. Sections 3 and 4 of this chapter draw attention to major dimensions of poverty, such as the rural-urban difference in poverty incidence and differences in poverty incidence among occupational and social groups. They also detail the geographical, sociological and economic concentration of poverty, the nature of multidimensional deprivation and the socio-political consequences thereof. Section 5 concludes the chapter.

2. POVERTY ESTIMATES, CRITIQUES AND RE-ESTIMATES

Traditionally, discussion of incidence, trends and determinants of poverty in India is based on household sample surveys conducted on a quinquennial basis by the National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO). Detailed data on consumer expenditure from nationally representative samples are available from the early 1970s to the present at intervals of five years, with seven large sample consumer surveys conducted since 1973-74.

Official poverty estimates, patterns and trends are determined on the basis of analysis of data on household consumption expenditure, against which poverty lines are juxtaposed to separate the poor from the non-poor and to determine the extent of poverty. These poverty lines are based explicitly on estimates of the normative nutritional requirement of the average person in the rural and urban areas of the country separately.

Poverty lines prior to Independence: Dadabhai Naoroji, the National Planning Committee and the Bombay Plan

The basis for identifying the extent of poverty in India has evolved over time. Attempts to define a ‘poverty line’ that permits an estimation of the extent of poverty have a fairly long history. Dandekar (1996) suggests four measures: proportion of expenditure by a household on essential items such as food; calorie value of food; cost of a balanced diet; and cost of the essentials for a tolerable human existence.

Providing a historical perspective to the preparation of poverty lines in India, Srinivasan (2007) identifies several efforts made in this regard. The earliest was Dadabhai Naoroji’s ‘Poverty and Un-British Rule in India,’ which estimated a subsistence-based poverty line at 1867-68 prices. Using the diet prescribed to ‘supply the necessary ingredients for the emigrant coolies during their voyage living in a state of quietude’ (ibid), which includes ‘rice or flour, dhal, mutton, vegetables, ghee, and vegetable oil and salt,’ he came up with a subsistence-based poverty line, varying from Rs 16 to Rs 35 per capita per year in various regions of India. Srinivasan draws attention to Naoroji’s submission that this does not include the energy requirements for work, or ‘all little luxuries, all social and religious wants, all expenses of occasions of joy and sorrow.’ Comparing the Planning

---

3 The NSSO of the Ministry of Programme Implementation and Statistics conducts surveys on various socioeconomic issues annually. The 61st round of the NSS, conducted between July 2004 and June 2005, collected data on household consumer expenditure on a large sample basis and was the seventh quinquennial survey on the subject. It covered a sample of 79,298 rural and 45,346 urban households in all states and union territories of India.

4 The NSS actually began in 1950 with the launch of the first nationwide survey of household expenditure, with the first comprehensive report available in 1959.
Commission Poverty Line for 2004-05 with Naoroji’s poverty line corrected for inflation, Srinivasan nevertheless concludes that ‘the official poverty lines for 2004-05 are much more modest than Naoroji’s.’

As Secretary of the National Planning Committee (NPC), K.T. Shah prepared a note, dated 4 June 1939, stating that (in IIAPR, 1988),

‘[…] the fundamental aim [of planning] is to ensure an adequate standard of living for the masses […] Estimates of economists in different parts of India have put down this irreducible minimum at figures varying from Rs 15 to Rs 20 per capita per month in the present value of the rupee’ (emphasis added).

The note also,

‘[…] drew attention to the need for bringing about a more equitable distribution of growing wealth. Clearly, the committee’s view was that rapid and inclusive growth was the primary instrument to ensure that every Indian had an adequate standard of living – in other words, to ensure that mass poverty was eradicated’ (emphasis added).

Tests to measure progress included improvements in nutrition, clothing and housing; increases in agricultural and industrial production; elimination of unemployment; and elimination of illiteracy. Srinivasan concludes that, under given levels of inflation, the two above poverty lines could be equivalent, and that both Naoroji and K.T. Shah ‘approached the definition of a poverty line from a subsistence or irreducible minimum standard of living perspective, in which nutritional requirements are implicit.’ However, the two approaches did not specify the same level of activity for the poor, which means that different levels of nutrition may have been required.

The third poverty line that Srinivasan traces is the Bombay Plan of Thakurdas et al. (1944). He concludes that the poverty line they proposed was much more modest than that of the NPC.

**Poverty lines post-Independence**

In 1962, the Planning Commission appointed a Working Group of eminent economists, which recommended a poverty line set at a minimum level of expenditure of Rs 20 per day for rural areas and Rs 25 per day for urban areas at 1960-61 prices, below which households would not be able to meet basic requirements for living. This minimum per capita expenditure took into account the need for balanced food and, in the case of urban areas, some provision for housing. It did not consider expenditure on health and education, as the state was expected to cover these (Dandekar, 1996). Since there was considerable inflation between 1938 and 1960-61, Srinivasan concludes that this line was ‘much more modest than the Rs 15-Rs 20 per capita per month at 1938 prices of the note of K.T. Shah.’

Dandekar and Rath (1971) provided the first systematic assessment of poverty incidence based on NSS data for 1960-61, using a cut-off level of expenditure adequate to provide 2,250 kcal per capita per day in both rural and urban areas. Calorie consumption was estimated based on consumption of various food items for different expenditure groups, and the expenditure cut-off or poverty line was determined accordingly. The study estimated that about a third of the rural population and about half of the urban population ‘lived on diets inadequate even in respect of calories.’ This led to a series of critiques, debates and alternative estimates. In addition, the choice of calories as the key criterion for defining the poverty line provided a further basis for debate on the ‘norm’ for a minimum level of calories.
for healthy living. Further work in this area led to calorie consumption norms based on age/sex distribution of the population separately for rural and urban areas.

This discussion on determining the nutritional or calorie norm in which the poverty line is rooted has been long and complex. Sukhatme (1965) provided an additional dimension to the discussion by pointing to inter- and intra-individual variations in calorie requirements. He suggested retail-level consumption of 2,250-2,300 kcal per capita per day as the ‘norm’ for sustenance. His poverty lines specified a ‘minimum level of per capita consumption expenditure,’ below which households would be considered ‘poor.’ A minimum level of consumption expenditure provided a ‘measurable indicator’ and thus required the availability of household expenditure data to estimate the proportion of poor people in the population of the country.

In fact, one of the serious flaws in these early estimates was that data on the share of the population in different expenditure classes were not available, so estimates of poverty incidence were based on distribution of sample households (Dandekar, 1996).

**Planning Commission Task Force and Expert Group to Estimate Poverty**

In 1977, the Planning Commission constituted a Task Force to estimate poverty. This submitted its report in 1979: on the basis of a systematic study of nutritional requirements, it recommended poverty lines separately for rural and urban areas at national level. Based on observed consumer behaviour in 1973-74, it estimated that, on average, consumer expenditure of Rs 49.63 per capita per month was associated with a calorie intake of 2,400 per capita per day in rural areas. Correspondingly, Rs 56.76 per capita per month was associated with a calorie intake of 2,100 per capita per day in urban areas. The poverty line for subsequent years was estimated by adjusting the poverty line for the base year of 1973-74 for inflation.

Subsequently, in 1989, the Planning Commission constituted an Expert Group to review the methodology used for the assessment of poverty. It recommended (Planning Commission, 1993),

1. Continuation of the calorie-based consumption expenditure as a cut-off to determine the proportion of population below the poverty line;

2. Disaggregation of national poverty lines into state poverty lines and then updating them using the Consumer Price Index (CPI) for Industrial Workers in urban areas and the CPI for Agricultural Labour in rural areas; and

3. Discontinuation of adjustment for the difference between NSS estimates of mean consumption expenditure and the National Accounts Statistics (NAS) estimate, because of increasing divergence between the two and because the adjustment increased the level of consumption expenditure for all households and decreased the estimated rate of poverty as compared with unadjusted data.

Based on the above criteria, Table 2.2 presents Planning Commission estimates of poverty lines separately for rural and urban areas over the period from 1973-74 to 2004-05. The HCR estimated on this basis became the key indicator of the level of poverty in the country. The poverty line for 2004-05 is Rs 356.30 per capita per month for rural areas and Rs 538.60 per capita per month for urban areas.

The use of a minimum adequate norm of nutrition as a key criterion for defining the poverty line has come in for criticism, both
for the level at which it has been fixed and for
the inadequacy of the expenditure level of
households at which these norms are likely to
be met in providing a minimum standard of
living. It is now increasingly accepted that the
poverty line is too low and that the numbers
in poverty would be far larger if the poverty
line were more realistic.

Table 2.2: Poverty line, 1973-74 to 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>49.63</td>
<td>56.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>56.84</td>
<td>70.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>115.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>115.2</td>
<td>162.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>205.84</td>
<td>281.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00</td>
<td>327.56</td>
<td>454.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>356.30</td>
<td>538.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Planning Commission (1997); Press Information

In addition, a large body of literature questions
the accuracy of official estimates of poverty
on various counts: consumption patterns
underlying the rural and urban Poverty Line
Basket (PLB) remain tied down to those
observed in 1973-74; changes in the
consumption pattern of the poor are not
reflected in the poverty lines; use of the CPI
for Agricultural Labourers understates the
price rise for the rural population and hence
the extent of rural poverty relative to urban
poverty; and the state is assumed to provide
basic social services of health and education
(although private expenditure on education and
health was covered in the base year of 1973-
74, no account has been taken either of the
increase in the proportion of this in total
expenditure over time or of its proper
representation in available price indices
(Planning Commission, 2009)). Other issues
include the following: issues of consistency
between the national accounts and sample
survey data; deviation of the official poverty
lines from their original definition based on
minimum calorie norms; unrealistically large
ratios of official rural-urban poverty lines
compared with the initial 1973-74 ratio; etc.5

The first official HCR estimates from the
1999-00 survey of consumer expenditure led
to considerable debate on the comparability
of these estimates with previous surveys:
questions in the 1999-00 survey varied with
regard to the reference period of purchases
used in previous surveys. The HCR based on
the original estimate (mixed recall or reference
period method (MRP)) by the Planning
Commission in 1999-00 was 26.1%, marking
a sharp decline from estimates for 1993-94
(36%), which employed the uniform recall
period (URP) method. The HCR estimate
using the URP in 1987-88 was 38.9%, meaning
that the decline in the HCR between 1993-94
and 1999-00 was far steeper than that between
1987-88 and 1993-94.

Several researchers provided alternative
adjustments to the 1999-00 estimates,6 which
led to upward revisions in the HCR estimate.
Bhalla (2003a, 2003b) offers an alternative
perspective, that the comparability of the
surveys of 1999-00 and 1993-94 is affected
far more seriously by the divergence of NSS
and NAS estimates than by the differences in
recall periods in the questionnaire. He points
to the rise in real wage rates and provides an
HCR estimate for 1999-00 well below the
26.1% obtained from the MRP estimates.
Deaton and Kozel (2005) provide a
comprehensive assessment of the debate on

5 Himanshu (2010); Mehta and Shah (2001, 2003); Popli et al. (2005); Ray and Lancaster (2005).
6 Deaton and Drèze (2002); Sen and Himanshu (2004a, 2004b); Sundaram and Tendulkar (2003a, 2003b).
estimates of poverty during the 1990s, a period of sharp changes in India’s economic policy, from one of licence and control to a more liberal regime.

**Food and non-food components of expenditure**
Saith (2005) highlights a fundamental problem with using different procedures to estimate the food and non-food components of the PLB:

‘While dietary requirements are calculated on a “scientific” basis according to bodily needs, the non-food component of the poverty threshold is not calculated on a needs basis. Instead, the procedure essentially identifies households whose expenditure on food exactly matches the cost of the food component in the poverty line basket, and then checks how much such households actually spend on non-food items.’

As such, there is no guarantee of meeting basic non-food needs.

In 1973-74, the share of food in total expenditure of the poverty line class was 81% and 72% in rural and urban areas, respectively (Planning Commission, 1979). This fell to around 65% and 59% in 1999-00 (Sen, 2005):

‘Thus, the reduction in the share of food is 16 per cent and 13 per cent as compared to the shortfalls in calorie intake of 25 per cent and 15 per cent. Therefore, even if the poverty line classes were to spend the earlier fraction of their expenditure on food, they would yet fall short of the calorie norms, especially in rural areas.’

Sen accepts the likelihood that the 1973-74 proportion of expenditure to meet minimum non-food requirements (especially rent and health care) is not sufficient, ‘thereby leading to a decrease in the income left available for food.’ For example, serious concerns have been expressed regarding state budgetary allocations to and provisioning of health care (NRHM, 2005). Ill-health, and the need to spend large amounts on health care, exacerbates the suffering of those who are already poor and leads those who are non-poor into poverty.\(^7\)

**Poverty lines and calories**

In a major contribution to the literature on poverty measurement, Jaya Mehta and Shanta Venkatraman (2000) point out that current poverty lines do not correspond to consumption of 2,400 kcal in rural and 2,100 kcal in urban areas:

‘Poverty statistics must conform to the definition of the poverty line so that we know what we mean when we categorise so many millions as “poor” […] If the majority in this country are poor the government has to first admit it. Only then can poverty alleviation be given the priority that it deserves.’

Subsequently, Sen (2005), Srinivasan (2007) and Patnaik (2007, 2010) confirmed this serious deviation. ‘If we define the poor as those with energy intakes below the (nutritional) norm, as we should if we assume that anchoring of poverty lines in average nutritional norms makes sense,’ then poverty in India ‘increased significantly between 1993-94 and 2004-05’ (Srinivasan, 2007, emphasis in original). However, ‘official poverty rates declined significantly between 1993-94 and 2004-05,’ as the last three columns of Table 2.3 show (ibid). Further, ‘it is true the two methods of estimating poverty are not strictly comparable, since the average per capita energy intake norms of 2,400 kcals in rural areas and 2,100 kcals in urban areas that are

---

\(^7\) Duggal (2009); Mehta (2007, 2009); Mehta and Gupta (2005).
The Rs 56.76 urban official poverty line in 1973-74 is not consistent with a 2,100 calorie intake and is likely to correspond with 2,000 calories, as indicated. The direct poverty line and poverty percentage in the base year are approximate and derived by assuming the rural-urban differential to remain constant over 1973-74 to 1983.

Sen (2005) notes that the charge was serious: the deviations are large and cause for concern; the actual calorie intake of the poverty line class in every state and in both rural and urban areas is significantly below the calorie norm (except in urban Orissa); and the average shortfall from the norms is about 25% in rural and 15% in urban areas. ‘Unless it can be convincingly shown that lack of income is not the primary cause of the observed non-consumption of the calorie norm, the poverty

Table 2.3: Population below 2,700 kcal per day of household calorie intake per consumer unit, 1993-94 to 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Population below calorie norm (%)</th>
<th>Poverty based on relevant poverty lines (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Srinivasan (2007), based on NSS.

Table 2.4: Rural poor, of the rural population, 1973-74 to 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round no.</th>
<th>28</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>38</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>55</th>
<th>61</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. MPCE giving 2,400 kcal, Rs (poverty line)</td>
<td>56*</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. % below poverty line</td>
<td>72*</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>74.5 (77.5)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Price-adjusted poverty line, Rs official</td>
<td>49*</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. % of officially ‘poor’</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>27.4 (30.4)</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Calorie intake at poverty line</td>
<td>2,200*</td>
<td>2,170</td>
<td>2,060</td>
<td>1,980</td>
<td>1,890</td>
<td>1,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Modified price-adjusted poverty line, Rs, taking base year MPCE 2,400 kcal</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. % that should be officially ‘poor’</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * 2,200 calories was the actual norm accessible with Rs 49; the 2,400 calorie norm required Rs 56 as the poverty line, and about 72% of persons came below this. MPCE = monthly per capita expenditure. RDA = recommended daily allowance.

lines would have to be raised by about 15 per cent for rural areas and 10 per cent for urban’ (ibid). Note that, for the poverty line class in 1999-00, based on their food consumption patterns, there were significant deviations from the official calorie norm in both rural and urban areas. For instance, only 58% of the calorie norm was met in rural Kerala, 64% in Tamil Nadu and 69% in both Tamil Nadu and Karnataka.

However, Sen (2005) defends the level the poverty lines are set at by finding that it is possible in each state to access a suitable basket which, if consumed by the poverty line class, can provide the normative calorie values. He therefore concludes that, ‘by and large, the poverty lines do not need to be revised on the count that they violate the calorie consumption norm.’ However, he accepts that a purely calorie-based measure of food adequacy is simply wrong from a nutritional point of view and the need to ‘ensure sufficient intake of other nutrients, such as proteins, fats and micro-nutrients.’

In view of all of the above critiques and differences in views, the Planning Commission set up an Expert Group headed by Professor S.D. Tendulkar to re-examine the issue and suggest a new poverty line and poverty estimates. The Tendulkar Committee Report (Planning Commission, 2009) recommends four major changes in the methodology for estimating poverty incidence:

1. A conscious move away from the calorie anchor while testing for the adequacy of actual food expenditure near the poverty line to ensure certain aggregate nutritional outcomes;

2. Using the same consumption basket for the rural poor as for the urban poor, but applying prices prevailing in rural areas to estimate the poverty line for rural areas. This exercise is to be done for each state, and estimates of the poor are then to be built up to the national level for rural and urban areas;

3. A price adjustment procedure based predominantly on the same dataset that underlies the poverty estimation and hence corrects for problems associated with externally generated and population segment-specific price indices with outdated price and weight bases used so far in official poverty estimations;

4. The Tendulkar Committee Report recommends four major changes in the methodology for estimating poverty incidence:

Table 2.5: Urban poor, of the urban population, 1973-74 to 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. MPCE giving 2,100 kcal, Rs (DPL 2,100)</td>
<td>65*</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. % of persons below DPL</td>
<td>60*</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OPL, Rs</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>538.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. % of persons below OPL</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Calorie intake at OPL</td>
<td>2,000*</td>
<td>1,905</td>
<td>1,885</td>
<td>1,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Deviation from RDA of 2,100 kcal</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>-195</td>
<td>-215</td>
<td>-305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Ratio of DPL to OPL</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Approximate values. DPL = direct poverty line. OPL = official poverty line.

Source: Patnaik (2010).
4. Explicit provision in price indices for private expenditure on health and education, which has been rising over time, and testing for their adequacy to ensure certain desirable educational and health outcomes.

The Tendulkar Committee has raised the poverty line for 2004-05 from:

1. Rs 356.30 per capita per month based on previous assessment to Rs 446.68 (rural);
2. Rs 538.60 per capita per month to Rs 578.80 (urban).

The HCR has correspondingly increased from 27.5% to 37.2% in 2004-05 (Table 2.6).

Table 2.6: Tendulkar Committee estimates of poverty line and HCR, 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Poverty line (Rs)</th>
<th>Poverty HCR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>446.68</td>
<td>578.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This is well above estimates based on the earlier approach. The Tendulkar Committee also recommends use of prices paid by households as reported in the NSS to construct price indices to update poverty lines in the future. Using the same approach, estimates derived for 1993-94 show the HCR declined by nearly the same number of percentage points between 1993-94 and 2004-05 that the previous approach indicated. The new approach thus essentially redefines the poverty line, but has not found any sharp changes in the direction of HCR trends over time as compared with previous assessments. Using the World Bank’s international norms of per capita expenditure of PPP $1.25 per day, the proportion in poverty is even higher, at 41.6% in 2005.

The Tendulkar Committee’s efforts were an attempt to respond to criticism that official poverty lines were far removed from reality. However, several issues remain to be addressed in the approach. As in the past, the measure continues to ignore intra-household differences in consumption, as well as poverty dynamics and persistence. The route taken to correct the poverty lines uses simplistic shortcuts, on the assumption that urban poverty at 25.7% is ‘less controversial than its rural counterpart at 28.3 per cent that has been heavily criticized as being too low’ (Planning Commission, 2009). The fact that the quantum of literature pertaining to urban poverty is less than that on rural poverty does not mean that either the urban poverty line or the level of officially recognised urban poverty is realistic or acceptable.

Patnaik (2010) questions the Tendulkar Committee’s claim that overall rural poverty reduced between 1993-94 and 2004-05 from 50.1% to 41.8%, pointing out that, at these new lines, accessible daily calorie intake also declined, from nearly 2,100 at the earlier date to 1,930 calories at the later one. Similarly,

‘[…] the report claims that urban poverty at its new poverty lines declined from 31.8% to 25.7% comparing 1993-94 and 2004-05. It keeps quiet about the fact that at these new urban poverty lines accessible daily calorie intake also declined from 1,870 to 1,795 calories, making its figures non-comparable.’

Patnaik concludes that the ‘poor continue to be wrongly counted below a changing standard’ and that the Tendulkar Committee has ‘thrown away the valuable opportunity it had to correct the basic methodological error preventing valid comparison over time, which underlay previous estimates.’

**Depth and severity of poverty**

Measurement of poverty through the HCR has been supplemented by other measures in many studies, such as the poverty gap (PG), the
squared poverty gap (SPG) and the Sen Index. Measures of inequality of distribution of consumption across the population have also been part of the monitoring of poverty over time, as have measures relating to literacy and health. The general perception that incidence of poverty (measured by the HCR) has shown a decline over the years has been criticised on account of the slow nature of improvement on indicators of health, especially nutrition measures. Difficulties in relating consumption expenditure to nutrition have also been highlighted. For instance, the report of an Expert Group meeting chaired by N.C. Saxena (MoRD, 2009) argues that, in order to enable households to consume 2,400 kcal of energy daily, the accepted poverty line (based on updating the 1973-74 poverty line according to the CPI) may have to be increased by 100%. Table 2.7 shows the proportion of households with per capita calorie consumption below the stipulated 2,100 kcal in urban and 2,400 kcal in rural areas over time.

Table 2.7: Population living in households with per capita calorie consumption below 2,100 kcal in urban and 2,400 kcal in rural areas, 1983 to 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Round</th>
<th>Round</th>
<th>% living under the norm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>66.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Meanwhile, price line corrections do not fully capture actual price conditions facing consumers.

The BPL Census

The Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) conducts a Below Poverty Line (BPL) Census, in association with states/union territories, to identify rural households that need assistance through various ministry programmes. Given the difficulty in identifying the poor or persons below the poverty line based on income and consumption expenditure-based criteria, in 2002 MoRD developed an indicator-based scoring approach to classifying households as poor and non-poor. The MoRD BPL Census 2002 scorecard had 13 questions on various aspects, like size of landholding, type of house, availability of clothing, ownership of consumer durables, food security, access to sanitation, education attainment, migration, etc. Each question had five scores, from zero to four, and the household was given a total score out of a maximum possible of 52. The BPL status of each household is on MoRD’s website. Mandava (2010) re-administered the BPL scorecard to all households in two villages in February 2010 to determine the change in household status over time (Box 2.1).

As with methods used prior to the BPL Census 2002, the scorecard method has been critiqued on a large number of grounds. MoRD is now finalising the methodology for the 2011 Census. The approach is to identify those who should automatically be excluded; to ensure the poorest and most vulnerable are automatically included; and to grade the remaining households and identify the poorest among them.

In the Indian context, three basic needs are identified as crucial for survival: food, clothing and shelter. A hungry stomach questions and censures the system’s failure to meet what is a basic biological need of every human being (Times of India, 2001). Food is clearly the

---

8 The HCR does not reflect the severity of poverty: how poor are people below the poverty line? These other measures provide some idea of these characteristics of poverty. World Bank Institute (2005) provides a comprehensive review of the various measures of poverty.
The MoRD BPL Census 2002 scorecard was re-administered to all households in two villages in February 2010. The data on all 13 dimensions were analysed for households in Juvalapalem and Thippalakatta villages in Guntur district, Andhra Pradesh, for two points in time, 2002 and 2010. It was possible to identify houses that had exited poverty, those that had entered it and those that had persisted in it, and to analyse the factors leading to such movements. Using a cut-off score of 20 for declaring a household poor, 21% of households were found to be chronically poor. Some salient observations were:

- Many households around the poverty line had been vulnerable to shocks and influenced by enablers in moving above and below the line. Their entry or exit from poverty cannot be said to be relatively permanent. These are transient poor and vulnerable households, excluded from chronic poverty calculations.
- Children seem to be most impacted by the economic movements of a household. All households that had exited poverty showed an improvement in children’s access to education without them having to contribute to family income; the reverse was true for households that entered poverty.
- Sanitation and access to health care are important in entry, exit and persistence of poverty. Among households without access to sanitation facilities, poor households formed a disproportionately large group.
- A total of 59% of households that had exited poverty showed an increase in the score on migration. Linkages with the urban economy might be driving the escape from poverty in rural India.
- Other factors for exit from poverty are enablers (like access to credit, favourable agro-climatic conditions, alternative asset base, etc.) and more secure livelihoods (in terms of reduced market risks or more days of work).
- Low literacy/educational attainment is connected to persistence of poverty. A total of 89% of households that had remained poor showed no change in educational attainment status (qualification of the most literate adult).
- Other factors for persistence are unsecure livelihoods and poor asset base of households. This indicates that self- and wage employment programmes will help chronically poor households.
- Shocks related to health and agro-climatic conditions are the most common reasons for entry into poverty. Poor public health care delivery and inefficient implementation of women and child welfare programmes are detrimental.
- Being non-poor is associated with multidimensional wellness. Each parameter contributed almost equally between 5% and 10% to the total score. For poor households, the contributions of each of the parameters varied between 2% and 24%.

Source: Mandava (2010).

foremost need of the poor and, as we have seen, those below the poverty line spend a very large proportion of their earnings on food. Swaminathan (2006) stresses the importance of addressing the major causes of food insecurity, under-nutrition and malnutrition among children, women and men in rural and urban areas: lack of adequate purchasing power to permit access to a balanced diet and clean drinking water. India’s inclusion among countries with alarming hunger for 2010 is a severe indictment of the country’s record on hunger (IFPRI, 2010). India is one of four countries with the highest prevalence of underweight in children under five (more than 40%) and ranks 67th on the Global Hunger Index 2010 out of 84 countries, with a score of 24.1 (ibid). With 42% of the world’s underweight children and 31% of its stunted children living in India, this is now a global concern (ibid).

Saxena (2010) explains that hunger is both a cause and an effect of poverty. Hunger affects ability to work productively, think clearly and resist disease. Hunger may lead to low output and hence poor wages. Hunger in India has gender and age dimensions too. Women, children and old people are less likely to receive the full nutritious meals needed for
their development. Citing Mander (2008), Saxena points out that,

‘[…] destitution, leading in extreme cases to starvation deaths but in any case to a life in misery, is more endemic amongst certain groups. These include persons with disabilities, persons with stigmatizing illnesses such as leprosy or HIV/AIDS, the elderly and the young who lack family support and single women. Social and employment factors causing destitution include scheduled caste population, tribal populations, manual scavengers, beggars, sex workers, landless labourers and artisans. Persons displaced by natural disasters or development projects are also often in this group. Due to prolonged deprivation of sufficient food and recurring uncertainty about its availability these people are forced to lose their dignity through foraging and begging, debt bondage and low end highly underpaid work; self denial; and sacrifice of other survival needs like medicine or children’s education, and thus they transfer their misery to the next generation.’

Various NSS rounds in India from 1983 onward have statistically measured self-reported hunger by asking people about the availability of two square meals a day. Table 2.8 shows the results.

### Table 2.8: Self-reported hunger, 1983 to 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>% of population reporting hunger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>18.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Kumaran (2008), in Saxena (2010).*

Explicit hunger is especially severe in rural Orissa, West Bengal, Kerala, Assam and Bihar. The non-availability of two square meals a day peaks in the summer months from June to September, with longer periods of suffering in West Bengal and Orissa (Mehta and Shah, 2001). However, Saxena (2010), citing the Planning Commission (1993), notes that such estimates have limited reliability, owing to subjectivity; variation between individuals and spaces with regard to what constitutes the size of a ‘square meal’; and problems in relying on the male head of household for information on hunger experienced by other family members.

Based on the same NSS data, Ahmed et al. (2007) find that, in all, 58% of people in India suffered from hunger in 1999, of whom 17.4% were ‘ultra hungry’ (Table 2.9). The authors disaggregated those consuming fewer than 2,200 kcal into three groups:

- Subjacent hungry (consuming more than 1,800 but fewer than 2,200 kcal/day);
- Medial hungry (consuming more than 1,600 but fewer than 1,800 kcal/day);
- Ultra hungry (consuming fewer than 1,600 kcal/day).

### Table 2.9: Incidence of subjacent, medial and ultra hunger, 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incidence of hunger (%)</th>
<th>National</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Urban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjacent hungry</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial hungry</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra hungry</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Saxena (2010).*

*In 1999-00 and 2004-05 the question was, ‘Do all members of your household get enough food every day?’ In earlier surveys, respondents were asked about the availability of two square meals a day for family members.*
High and stubborn levels of poverty in the 1970s led to the slogan *Garibi Hatao* (‘Eliminate Poverty’), attributed to late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. More recently, there is increasing recognition of the persistence of poverty and its intergenerational transmission. For instance, the Planning Commission (2008) notes that chronic poverty or ‘persistence of poverty on the scale at which it still exists is not acceptable.’ However, while the existing methodology provides valuable insights into the determinants of incidence of poverty, this method of analysis is less useful in understanding factors influencing entry, exit and persistence of poverty and their determinants. Chapter 3 discusses these issues.

**Bands of vulnerability or poverty**

The National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sectors (NCEUS) presents the concept of a poverty band, so as to be able to explore the realities hidden behind the concept of a poverty line (Table 2.10). It estimates that 76.7% of the Indian population in 2004-05 lived on average per capita daily expenditure of just Rs 16, with the maximum expenditure just Rs 24. Moreover, of the total population, 36% were in the ‘vulnerable’ category. A single exogenous shock (such as death or disability of a breadwinner, serious sickness of a child or others or marriage expenses) could pull them back into the official ‘poverty’ group (Kannan, 2010).

This picture, constructed on the basis of DPCE, reveals that every fifth Indian had only Rs 12 or less to spend each day in 2004-05. Further, three of four persons were in the poor and vulnerable categories in terms of daily consumer expenditure. High- and middle-income categories held 4% and 19.3% of the population, respectively.

**Many dimensions of poverty**

Although household expenditure levels remain the main measure of living standard by which incidence of poverty is measured, and the HCR has become the main indicator of poverty, many writings have made evident the need to look at other measures of quality of life. The Fifth Five-Year Plan, covering 1974-75 to 1977-78, articulated the idea of ‘minimum needs,’ and the Ninth Plan expressed a time-bound goal for achieving universal access to minimum needs – beyond food, clothing and shelter to include health, education, drinking water and sanitation (Bhide and Srinivasan, 2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Poverty status</th>
<th>% of population</th>
<th>DPCE (Rs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extremely poor</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Marginally poor</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vulnerable poor</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Middle-income</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>High-income</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Poor and vulnerable (1 to 4)</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The UN Human Development Index (HDI) captures the multidimensional nature of deprivation in living standards. Income should be regarded as a *means* to improve human welfare, not as an end in itself (Streeten, 1994). According to ul Haq (1995),

‘[…] the defining difference between the economic growth and the human development schools is that the first focuses exclusively on the expansion of only one choice – income – while the second embraces the enlargement of all human choices – whether economic, social, cultural, or political.’

Human and gender development indicators have been used successfully for advocacy, for ranking of geographical spaces and to capture
improvements in human well-being more reliably than per capita income. The HDI is a simple average of three dimension indices, which measure average achievements in a country with regard to ‘a long and healthy life’, ‘knowledge’ and ‘a decent standard of living’. The Ministry of Women and Child Development (MWCD, 2009) uses the infant mortality rate (IMR) and life expectancy at age 1 to estimate a long and healthy life; the 7+ literacy rate and mean years of education for the 15+ age group to estimate knowledge; and estimated earned income per capita per year to capture a decent standard of living.

Alkire and Santos (2010) present the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI), which reflects the deprivations that a poor person faces simultaneously with respect to education, health and living standards. This reflects the same three dimensions of welfare as the HDI but the indicators are different in each case and are linked to the MDGs. The three major components of the MPI are weighted equally (a third each) but cover 10 indicators (two each for health and education and six for living standards), so the one-third weight assigned to each of the three dimensions or components is distributed equally among the sub-components. The index is used to classify the population into poor or non-poor in the context of multidimensional deprivation. If the weighted score is 30% of the maximum achievable score, the household is classified as poor. Hence, ‘poverty’ is determined with regard to not only income or expenditure but also access to a number of other necessities. Based on this measure, 55% of India’s population in 2005 is classified as poor.

3. THE POOR: RURAL-URBAN DISTRIBUTION AND OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE

The bulk of India’s poor live in rural areas. However, the rural-urban distribution of the poor has declined, from 81.33% in rural and 18.67% in urban areas in 1973-74 to 73.2% in rural and 26.8% in urban areas in 2004-05 (Table 2.11).

**Table 2.11: Rural-urban distribution of the poor, 1973-74 to 2004-05**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total population below poverty line (millions)</th>
<th>% of India’s poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-74</td>
<td>321.3</td>
<td>261.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977-78</td>
<td>328.9</td>
<td>264.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>322.9</td>
<td>252.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-88</td>
<td>307.1</td>
<td>231.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>320.3</td>
<td>244.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00</td>
<td>260.2*</td>
<td>193.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>301.7</td>
<td>220.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Estimates for 1999-00 are based on the MRP method and are not comparable with estimates for other years, which are based on the URP method.


Even though rural-urban differences and inter-state differences in poverty incidence were recognised from the start in assessing the extent of poverty in the country, a 1996 report provided a fairly comprehensive assessment of poverty incidence and other deprivations in different socioeconomic groupings of households (World Bank, 1997).

The profile of the poor emerging from the 1996 study painted a stark picture. In rural areas, households whose chief earners were landless wage earners constituted 30% of all poor households. Poor households that were landless and were in occupations that included self-employment constituted 15% of rural poor households. Marginal farmers, cultivating less than 1 hectare of land, accounted for another 31% of poor rural households. The remaining 19% of the poor were found in cultivator groups operating more than 1 hectare of land. Therefore, landless wage earners and marginal farmers accounted for 61% of all poor households.
The structural nature of poverty was also illustrated in the high rates of poverty incidence in some socioeconomic groupings. Poverty incidence for ‘wage earner’ households was 65%; for SC households 50%; and for ST households 51%. For the rural population as a whole, the HCR was estimated at 39% in 1996.

A more recent assessment of the occupational profile of the poor reiterates the 1996 pattern (Table 2.12). In rural areas, the occupation of the chief earner in 63% of households in the bottom income quintile is ‘labour.’ Another 30% of households in the bottom quintile are farmers, presumably operating very small landholdings. In urban areas also, the occupation of the chief earner in 59% of households in the bottom income quintile is ‘labour.’

Desai et al. (2010) also show that the 54% of bottom quintile households essentially depend on daily wage earnings from agriculture and non-agriculture, whereas 21% are cultivators (Table 2.13). The bulk of poverty, therefore, is in the population segment whose only means of livelihood is daily labour.

This is corroborated by findings from panel data analysis, discussed in Chapter 3. A large proportion of those in chronic poverty depend on wage labour for survival and are critically reliant on changes in wages. It is probable that this dependence has grown over time, as alternatives (usually land-based) have shrunk. Panel data analyses reveal that the chronically poor in India depend largely on casual labour, particularly in agriculture, as either the principal occupation or a major subsidiary occupation. Bhalla et al. (2004, 2006) analyse NSS household survey data and provide a statistical picture of casual labourers in India and of levels of poverty in this group, as well as an analysis of aspects of being a casual labourer that make escape from poverty

Table 2.12: Distribution of households by occupation of chief earner and household income quintile, 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation of chief earner</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular salary/wages</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employment in non-agriculture</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employment in agriculture</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular salary/wages</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employment in non-agriculture</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-employment in agriculture</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Tabulation provided by the NCAER Centre for Macro Consumer Research (CMCR) (based on data from an NCAER sample survey in 2004-05). Description of the sample is in Shukla (2007).
There has been a steady increase in the proportion of the Indian population working as casual hired labourers. SCs and STs are grossly overrepresented in this group, whereas people belonging to other social groups are overrepresented among regular salaried workers and the self-employed.

While male rural casual labourers have increasingly worked in the non-farm sector over time, women have increasingly been concentrated in agricultural casual labour and have lost jobs overall, especially in the 1990s. Growth in casual labour is particularly significant among the landless, and was especially rapid after the 1987 drought. In the 1990s, there was an explosion of self-employed people choosing to do subsidiary work as casual labourers to augment their incomes (Bhalla et al., 2004).

Incidence of poverty among rural casual workers is greatest among ‘non-workers’ who do occasional casual work, especially women. Most ST casual workers and 40% of SC casual workers are poor; those who are landless are the poorest. Female casual labourers are poorer than male casual labourers on average (Bhalla et al., 2004). The poorest are engaged in agriculture; construction workers are slightly less poor.

Lack of employment opportunities in rural areas and India’s increasing urbanisation have led to migration to cities, with a large mass of poor people living in slums in towns and metro cities or on pavements and roads. Resettlement, contested claims for space, eviction and conflict often characterise the lives of poor groups in India’s cities (Benjamin, 2003). Certain key characteristics are specific to poor people residing in urban areas. The urban poor are dependent on public bodies to provide basic amenities like drinking water, health care, hygienic sanitation, etc. However, many basic services do not cover slum areas, and local patrons may control access to services that do exist (Chowdhury et al., 2009). Characterising services to slums as ‘patchy, poorly maintained, and severely under-resourced,’ Loughhead and Mittal (2001) associate urban poverty with,

### Table 2.13: Distribution of households by source of income and household income quintile, 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of household income</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural wages</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-agricultural wages</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family business</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivators</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Where necessary, the largest number in a column is adjusted by one unit to have the column sum add up to 100.
Source: Desai et al. (2010).*
‘[...] poor quality housing, often in overcrowded unsanitary slum settlements, and with ill-health which is related to the spread of infectious diseases like tuberculosis (TB), and the constant threat of exposure to environmental hazards such as mosquito infested drains, and fires and floods that could destroy their homes altogether.’

The homeless, according to the Census of India,\(^\text{10}\) comprise ‘those who do not live in buildings or census houses but live in the open on roadside, pavements, in hume pipes, under fly-overs and staircases, or in the open in places of worship, mandaps, railway platforms, etc.’ Estimates vary depending on the source with, for example, the Census estimating the homeless population in New Delhi at 23,903 in 2001, whereas Ashray Adhikar Abhiyan put it at about 100,000 (Government of New Delhi, 2006). Mander (2009) conducted interviews with 93 respondents and found that many of those who are homeless work as casual daily wage labourers or rickshaw pullers, and many survive on the basis of charity.

As part of the informal labour force, adult men and women are both at a disadvantage when seeking work. Based on interviews and case studies conducted in East Delhi, Sudarshan and Bhattacharya (2006) found that women are further constrained by husbands disapproving of their seeking paid work, by reproductive responsibilities and by limited work options. The heavier burden on women of the poverty that affects all members of the household is deeply embedded in culture and tradition that sees greater value in women’s duty and sacrifice than in women’s agency.

Casual labour is highly insecure. As a result, the ‘fluctuating poor’ (those sometimes above, sometimes below, the poverty line) may be becoming an increasingly large category, never emerging sustainably from poverty. Poverty reduction in much of India depends on casual work wage rates and quantity of casual work available; in the longer term, it will rely on reducing the dependence of poor people on casual labour.

4. GEOGRAPHICAL, SOCIOLOGICAL, ECONOMIC AND MULTIDIMENSIONAL ISSUES IN POVERTY

The geography of poverty and multidimensional deprivation\(^\text{11}\)

Geographical factors are important, and the chronically poor are likely to be concentrated in the poorest states in India, which may also ironically be abundant in natural resources, and in districts where multidimensional deprivation is significant. Poverty persists in almost all states. However, the proportion of the poor who suffer long-duration poverty and intergenerational transmission is likely to be significantly higher in those parts of the country that have consistently suffered greater incidence of severe poverty and multidimensional deprivation over many years. Poor states, in terms of per capita state domestic product, have in general remained poor compared with others – and the inequalities among the states have certainly not diminished over time (Bandyopadhyay, 2001; Shepherd et al., 2004).

The core poor states are Orissa and undivided Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh and Assam (see Table 2.14), which are income poor as well as multi-dimensionally deprived. The severely poor are also increasingly concentrated in these states (Radhakrishna et al., 2006). Infant mortality rates, for example, show extremely high averages in these states, especially in Orissa and Madhya Pradesh.

\(^{10}\) http://censusindia.gov.in_Metadata_Metadata.htm.

\(^{11}\) This section draws on Chapter 1 of Mehta and Shepherd (2006).
The regional concentration of poverty and, related to this, the unequal pattern of regional economic development have also been recognised in various policies, right from the early days of planning. For example, the Second Five-Year Plan (1956-1960) articulated balanced regional development as a key goal for India’s development effort (Bhide and Srinivasan, 2004). Drèze and Srinivasan (1996), in World Bank (1997), illustrate variations in poverty incidence within a state but, even so, high levels of poverty have persisted in Bihar, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. Even in 2004-05, the HCR exceeded 40% in Orissa, Bihar, Chhattisgarh (previously part of Madhya Pradesh) and Jharkhand (previously part of Bihar). In Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra, it was between 30% and 40%. About 65% of the poor in India live in eight states: Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Uttarakhand. Half are in the two states of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh alone. Panda (2008) points to the contiguous nature of ‘high poverty states.’

The poorest states are predominantly rural and agrarian. They are also states with failing democratic systems and poor governance, manifested in the criminalisation of politics and the politicisation of crime. Meanwhile, those who suffer poverty are deprived not just in terms of calorific intake and income, but in many dimensions, as we have seen. Table 2.15 presents HDI estimates for India and 35 states/union territories (UTs) for 2006.

Table 2.14: State populations below the poverty line, 2004-05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>HCR (%)</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>HCR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>Tripura</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>Meghalaya</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>Arunachal Pradesh</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>Manipur</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>Gujrat</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>Lakshadweep</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadra and Nagar Haveli</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>Goa</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman and Nicobar Islands</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>Mizoram</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil Nadu</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>Daman and Diu</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pondicherry</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthan</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikkim</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>Chandigarh</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assam</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagaland</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>All-India</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. Most of these are states in which there are high levels of income poverty.

At sub-state level, there is consistently high spatial concentration of poverty over time, with a number of regions experiencing high levels of income poverty over several decades and a smaller number with high levels of severe poverty. The most glaring example is that of rural Orissa, which in 1999-00 earned the dubious distinction of being the poorest state in India, ahead of Bihar (43.33%), recording a poverty ratio of 48.01% (Sakti Padhi et al., 2006). However, regional disaggregation showed that the HCR for the southern NSS region of rural Orissa was a staggering 87.05% (Table 2.16). Even within this, disaggregation by social groups shows higher levels of poverty among STs in all three regions, with virtually all in Southern Orissa living in poverty.

Table 2.16: NSS region-wise and social group-wise HCR, rural Orissa, 1999-00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Social group HCR (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>66.63</td>
<td>42.18</td>
<td>24.32</td>
<td>31.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern</td>
<td>61.69</td>
<td>57.22</td>
<td>34.67</td>
<td>49.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>92.42</td>
<td>88.90</td>
<td>77.65</td>
<td>87.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>73.08</td>
<td>52.30</td>
<td>33.29</td>
<td>48.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1) HCR estimates for STs and SCs at the level of NSS regions are based on very small samples. 2) It is assumed that, for the sake of comparison of HCRs across regions, relative price differences are insignificant, so that poverty lines are roughly comparable.


On the basis of incidence of poverty and certain other development parameters, the

---

12 Mehta and Shah (2001); Mehta and Shepherd (2004); Suryanarayana (2009).
Planning Commission set up an Expert Committee in 1997 to identify the 100 most backward and poorest districts in the country. The broad parameters adopted to analyse the causes of backwardness included indicators of deprivation (poverty ratio) and social and economic infrastructure. Social infrastructure in rural areas was viewed in terms of: 1) availability of safe drinking water; 2) basic health facilities; and 3) housing facilities.

The Committee found that Bihar and Jharkhand had more than a third, or 38, of the poorest districts; Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh had 19; Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand 17; Orissa 4; and Rajasthan 2. It is important to note, though, that some of these districts were found in Maharashtra (10), West Bengal (4), Karnataka (1), Haryana (1), Himachal Pradesh (1), Madhya Pradesh (1), and Sikkim (1).

Spatial inequalities exist at all levels of disaggregation. However, the nature and extent of these vary with choice of indicator and the geographical space over which comparisons are made. Multidimensional deprivation was estimated for about 379 districts in 15 large states of India based on data for the early 1990s, using variables for which data were available at the district level and that reflect long-duration deprivation (Mehta, 2003; Mehta et al., 2004).

For example, persistent spatial variations in the IMR could be considered to reflect persistent deprivation in the means of accessing health care. This could be a result of several factors, such as inability to obtain medical care because of lack of income; lack of available health care facilities in the vicinity; poor quality drinking water, resulting in waterborne diseases that cause mortality; lack of roads and public transport that enable quick transportation to hospitals in case of emergency; or all of the above. Similarly, illiteracy could be considered a persistent denial of access to information, knowledge and voice. Low levels of agricultural productivity may reflect a poor resource base; low yields owing to lack of access to irrigation and other inputs; poor quality of soil resulting from erosion; or lack of access to resources for investment because of lack of collateral or adverse climatic or market conditions. Poor quality of infrastructure reflects persistent denial of opportunities for income generation and growth.

While different lists of backward districts are available, Table 2.17 lists the 52 districts that suffer from the highest levels of persistent deprivation that are common to HDI and Adjusted HDI (AHD1) methods of estimation based on data from Census (1991), Bhalla and Singh (2001) and CMIE (2000). All the districts are from six of the seven states identified as having extensive rural poverty (Nath, 2006).

Multiple deprivations that historically marginalised groups suffer make it harder for them to escape poverty, as different forms of poverty tend to be mutually reinforcing. Regions that are particularly likely to have large numbers of chronically poor people include tribal and forested (or degraded forest) regions, much of which are in the central and eastern ‘poverty heartlands’ and in semi-arid areas. However, semi-arid areas in the more industrial states of western and southern India have experienced more dynamic evolution: migration in such areas may result in improvement of economic conditions for those who live there, owing to better investment opportunities and market functioning compared with in forest-based regions. In forest regions, the issues is not so much agronomic or natural conditions as poor people’s access to the resources that are there, their human capital endowment (e.g. literacy levels) and the way they are incorporated into labour markets (Mehta and Shah, 2001).
Backward areas, chronic poverty and extremist conflicts

What are the socio-political consequences of chronic poverty? From the perspective of the political sociology of poverty, there are four major results in such districts:

1. Radicalisation of economic conflict (emergence of extra-parliamentary groups and spread of Maoist ways of conflicts, popularly called Naxalism) and marginalisation of parliamentary political organisations;

2. Criminalisation of political processes (like elections) and politicisation of criminal activities;

3. Flight of capital and decline in the entrepreneurial climate; and

4. Externalisation of victims of poverty through migration, ethnic exclusion, etc.

Together, these factors may promote a crisis
of governance, to the extent that any new initiative for poverty alleviation becomes a victim of the breakdown of law and order.

The Indian Ministry of Home Affairs has acknowledged that this complex situation affects 13 states and 125 districts (out of 604). Juxtaposing the list of the 100 poorest districts and 125 extremism-affected districts, several districts can be seen to be trapped in a vicious circle of chronic poverty and continuous conflict between extremists and state agencies. Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh has termed this extremism ‘the most serious threat to India’s national security.’ Indian policy makers and the media speak of a ‘red corridor’ in the making, from the Uttar Pradesh–Bihar border with Nepal in the north, coming through West Bengal, Jharkhand, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtatra, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. Dr. Singh suggests this notion is exaggerated but recommends a two-pronged response to the challenge of forces that draw legitimacy from the grievances of poor, tribal, landless labourers and small peasant households to promote militant conflicts: setting up specialised forces to combat extremism and increasing the tempo of development activities.

Social status
Is poverty, and chronic poverty, becoming an increasingly social phenomenon? Do those who remain stuck in poverty, despite the opportunities made available by growth, face significant barriers in accessing these opportunities? This could be based on discrimination against particular social groups or categories of individual, or against aspects of people’s behaviour. In India, the poor are widely seen to belong predominantly to the SCs and STs, officially recognised categories that are protected constitutionally and for which many affirmative public actions have been taken to attempt to redress the disadvantages facing them. Chapters 3 and 4 address these issues in more detail.

Treating the household as the basic unit may also mislead. Being poor and a woman; being a girl; being poor and an older person: all of these may increase the likelihood of chronic poverty. In the poorest of all casual labour categories, it is women who are significantly worse-off (Bhalla et al., 2004); among casual labourers generally, women are slightly worse-off than men. There can be a variety of gender-based disadvantages within poor households, in terms of eating priorities, work burdens (mothers and oldest daughters) and barriers to accessing the labour market, as Sudarshan and Bhattacharya (2006) demonstrate. Poor older people typically continue working, suffer high levels of unmet basic needs and have very few assets to their names. Older women are particularly assetless and dependent on others, and in cities have relatively high workforce participation rates, suggesting it is they who keep ageing poor households going (Rajan, 2006). Once poor, older people are likely to remain poor for the rest of their lives.

Agriculture and poverty
Many studies emphasise the linkages between agricultural growth and poverty reduction. The policy interest in raising agricultural productivity through the various development plans has been not only in the context of raising food production, which is a critical objective, but also because of the implications of agricultural growth for poverty reduction. Where agricultural productivity has been raised through irrigation and technological progress, incidence of poverty has also dropped, as in the northwest of the country. The Eleventh Plan aims to achieve average annual growth of 4%, up from 3% in the previous five years. However, achieving sustained high rates of growth under different
agro-climatic conditions is a challenge for agricultural policy, particularly in rain-fed conditions, where incidence of poverty is also high.

At the national level, the pace of diversification of agriculture and the growth of jobs in the non-farm sector have been slow. Consequently, the proportion of the labour force dependent on agriculture is quite high – two and a half times the contribution to GDP. There is also slow growth in agricultural productivity, inadequate availability of rural infrastructure like roads, markets and power and low levels of literacy and skills. In states where agricultural productivity is high and where the rural sector has been accorded high priority, the proportion of workers dependent on agriculture (relative to the contribution of agriculture to state GDP) is much lower than the national average. Such states have also experienced a rapid decline in rural poverty. On the other hand, in states that have been at the forefront in implementing economic reforms but that do not seem to have accorded due priority to agriculture and rural infrastructure, the labour force dependent on agriculture is disproportionately high and the decline in rural poverty has been slow.

Achieving higher agricultural growth under diverse agro-climatic conditions in the country is more likely to have a significant impact on poverty reduction. Chapter 7 discusses the role of agriculture in an employment-generating growth strategy in greater detail.

Land and poverty
Marginal and small farmers constitute an overwhelming proportion of the rural population and contribute to less than half of agricultural output. NCEUS (2008) notes that more than 80% of farmers belong to marginal and small farm size groups, owning or operating less than 2 hectares of land. Further, the percentage of marginal farmers nearly doubled over 50 years from 1953-54 to 2002-03, from 38% to around 70%.

NCEUS (2008) finds that industrialised countries provide considerable protection to agriculture, even though only small proportions of their populations are in farming: ‘Such policies have a devastating effect, among others, on farmers in developing countries as well as the international environment (natural, economic, political and social). In the absence of proper steps, the future of these farmers seems very bleak.’

The Alternative Survey Group (2007) uses Census data to point out that the number of cultivators and agricultural labourers increased from 9.72 crore in 1950 to over 23.4 crore in 2001 – that is, by more than 2.3 times over a period of a half century. The increase in the number of farm labourers was a sign of ‘de-peasantisation,’ and their declining access to regular work signified pauperisation. Thus, the size of this poorest segment increased almost four times, from about 2.7 crore to about 10.7 crore over the second half of the 20th century.

A caste/class view of poverty
The asymmetric distribution of land is striking if this is categorised by size and social group (Table 2.18).

In class terms, in 2003, more than 83.8% of all rural households were surviving with less than 2 hectares of land, and 67% or every two of the three rural households had less than 1 hectare of land. At the other extreme, only 6% of households owned more than 4 hectares of land.

In social group terms, over 80% of the poor in the country now belong to socially disadvantaged groups like SCs, STs, the most backward castes among OBCs and weaker sections among the Muslims. As Table 2.18 shows, more than 92% of SC farmers, a similar percentage of ST farmers and 84% of OBC
farmers possess less than 2 hectares of land. The same is true for 78% of farmers from the ‘others’ category, which includes rural households from the upper castes and minorities.

Access to land is an important determinant of access to economic resources such as credit, as well as other resources that determine outcomes in terms of income. Further, the social identity of farmers is also seen to mediate access to economic resources and delivery of public services. Together, these factors account for lower levels of living of farmers in these groups, pointing to the need for concerted and multifaceted state policies and actions to ameliorate their disadvantages (NCEUS, 2009). Investing in infrastructure, knowledge generation and extension to support and empower marginal farmers, many of whom are women, so as to increase productivity on these marginal holdings, can be an important source of food security (Planning Commission, 2007).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Poverty is the largest and most serious development challenge facing India. Although there has been sustained overall economic growth performance since the early 1980s in the country, the reduction in the rate of incidence of poverty has been extremely slow. Performance has been unsatisfactory, not only with regard to income poverty but also with regard to measures such as life expectancy and literacy.

India has undertaken periodic assessments of the incidence of poverty since the 1950s. Consumption expenditure surveys have been used to identify cut-off levels of expenditure below which households have been classified as poor. There have been a number of improvements and changes in the methodology for assessing the poverty lines used to estimate poverty and in gathering the information. Despite this, officially accepted measures of poverty incidence remain at about a third of the population, whereas estimates of the HCR range from 27.5% to around 80% of the population under different approaches. Against the international poverty line of PPP $1.25 per capita per day, the HCR for 2005 is estimated at 41%, and the latest World Bank assessment points out that India is home to the largest proportion of poor in the world. Nevertheless, it must be recognised that it is difficult to measure incidence of poverty in a comparable manner over time and across regions, and allowance must be made in the estimates for the variations that arise because of deficiencies in the measurement. This complexity has given rise to alternative approaches. ‘Absolute poverty’ measures, such as calorie norms, are also not devoid of controversy. Meanwhile, besides the HCR, it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social group</th>
<th>&lt;0.4 ha</th>
<th>0.4-1ha</th>
<th>% in each landholding category</th>
<th>1-2 ha</th>
<th>2-4 ha</th>
<th>&gt;4 ha</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Up to 2 ha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBC</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: NCEUS (2009), based on NSSO 59th Round Situation Assessment of Farmers.
is also common to use measures of the depth of poverty and of its severity, using consumer expenditure surveys.

The latest Expert Group on the measurement of poverty in India has revisited the issues and recommended adoption of a common ‘basket of consumption’ of the poor in both rural and urban areas for construction of the poverty line, unlike the previous practice of adopting different consumption baskets in rural and urban areas. Measurement methods have been strengthened by using household data on prices of consumption goods rather than estimates obtained from other sources. The revisions also include use of the MRP in obtaining consumption expenditure data from households rather than the URP. However, the Expert Group has recommended continuation of the practice of not reconciling the difference between sample survey findings on consumption and estimates provided by the National Accounts. Justification for this approach has to rest on the argument that the sample data provide accurate estimates of consumption patterns and consumption expenditures at the lower end of the consumption expenditure distribution of households.

Besides measurement of poverty based on detailed information on consumption and consumption expenditure, there have been attempts to apply alternative measures of poverty in India. For example, households have been classified into ‘below poverty line’ and ‘above poverty line’ based on a selected set of indicators, such as type of house, assets owned, occupation, social class and so on. This classification is used to target certain welfare programme benefits to the poor. Poverty status has also been linked to measures of hunger.

Analysis of the pattern of incidence of poverty has shown there is a ‘geography of poverty,’ since it is concentrated in the rural areas of certain states. There is also a ‘sociology of poverty,’ since the proportion of the poor is higher among certain social groups. Additionally, there are identifiable occupational features of the poor: ‘they are concentrated in agricultural labour and artisanal households in rural areas, and among casual labourers in urban areas’ (Planning Commission (2008). A higher concentration of poverty in certain geographical regions and types of households and greater vulnerability of certain groups together point to the need for analysis and programmes that capture the details of the structure of poverty.

The various assessments show that India continues to face enormous challenges in reducing its incidence of poverty. Although the measurement of this complex phenomenon is not easy and requires continued improvement, it is necessary to address issues of poverty with a sense of urgency. One dimension of poverty that has attracted much less attention from researchers and policy makers is long-duration or chronic poverty. This takes us to poverty dynamics, which the next chapter explores in some detail.
1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid growth provides the basis for expanding incomes and employment as well as the resources to finance programmes for poverty alleviation. However, it does not automatically create ‘high-quality’ employment for those locked in low-quality, low-income occupations, nor does it necessarily translate into inclusive growth. While the percentage of those in poverty in India has declined during the past six decades of planning for development and growth, the number of those in poverty, even at the low levels of expenditure at which the poverty line is set, is unacceptably high. In addition, the large proportion of the population in poverty over long periods of time suggests that a significant number of people have continued to suffer extended-duration or chronic poverty. While some of the poor may be exiting poverty, many of the non-poor may be entering it. Chronic poverty and poverty dynamics are now generally recognised concepts. In his first address to the nation as Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh noted with concern that ‘chronic poverty afflicts millions who lack income and food security’ (Singh, 2004).

Despite the voluminous literature on poverty in India, there is little published research providing a disaggregated understanding of the dynamics of poverty. Why are a large number of people in India persistently poor? Why do a large number of people who are not poor become poor? What enables those who are poor to escape from poverty? What are the pathways out of poverty, and what factors prevent the poor from accessing them? For poverty reduction policies to be effective, they need to bring the instruments of escape from poverty within the reach of the poor.

This chapter seeks to provide a disaggregated understanding of factors behind the dynamics of poverty. Section 2 discusses the nature of poverty dynamics: persistence of, entry into and exit from poverty. Section 3 presents magnitudes of dynamics based on a variety of studies. Section 4 outlines the factors keeping people in poverty, Section 5 those leading to entry of the non-poor into it and Section 6 those enabling exit from it. Section 7 summarises lessons from the assessment of poverty dynamics within a framework of the drivers, maintainers and interrupters of poverty.

2. THE DYNAMICS: POVERTY PERSISTENCE, ENTRY AND ESCAPE

The distinction between chronic, persistent or extended-duration poverty and transient poverty is now recognised in discussions of poverty in the Indian context, but estimation
of the incidence of these two types of poverty is not common.

Reduction in poverty requires that the earnings of the poor increase. This could occur through increased productivity, higher wages or transfers of income-generating assets or incomes. If options for increasing income are either weak or absent, poverty will persist. When there are opportunities for improvements in earnings, through access to decent work or skills, combined with higher wages, transfer of income-generating assets or improvement in the productivity of owned assets, and if the increase in earnings is significant, the poor may escape from poverty. When shocks occur that lead to a decline in income levels, for instance crop failures, ill-health, disabling accidents or other disasters, the number of people who are poor will increase. Poverty dynamics recognise the existence of processes through which the poor either escape from poverty or fail to escape it and the non-poor either remain non-poor or become poor. The ‘drivers-maintainers-interrupters of poverty’ framework (Hulme et al., 2001) captures these processes related to poverty dynamics.

An important pathway out of poverty is the ability of income earners to move out of low-income occupations into those that yield higher incomes. Alternatively, existing occupations must yield higher incomes. As Chapter 2 noted, in both rural and urban areas, the main occupation of those who are landless and poor is wage labour. Has there been any reduction in the proportion of labour dependent on such occupations? Meanwhile, if real wages increase over time, this may raise the incomes of landless wage earners. Is there evidence of these factors providing pathways out of poverty? We first examine the pattern of the structure of employment over time in the Indian economy and the prospects these changes provide for poverty reduction.

Tables 3.1a and 3.1b present the findings of a series of sample surveys, conducted over a 10-year period from 1989-90 to 1998-99, which show the occupational distribution of households in urban and rural areas, respectively. The data show a rise in the number of ‘wage earner’ households in both urban and rural areas during the 1990s.

In urban areas, there was a rise in the proportion of wage-earning households (households whose chief earner is a daily wage earner) from 18.37% of the total in 1989-90 to 20.87% in 1998-99 (Table 3.1a). The proportion of salary-earning households increased by less than 1 percentage point. New job opportunities during this period were relatively greater in the lower-paying wage-earning job category. There was also an increase in the number of petty shopkeeper households. It is clear that the relatively less skilled and those without access to capital are forced to find livelihoods at the bottom of the pyramid of occupations. Landless workers who migrate from rural to urban areas are also likely to find jobs as wage earners in urban areas. Unless the average earnings of wage-dependent households increase significantly, they will continue to be vulnerable to poverty.

The pattern is more striking in rural areas. The percentage of wage-earning households increased sharply, from 26.45% in 1989-90 to 35.22% in 1998-99 (Table 3.1b). The percentage of cultivator households dropped in a nearly symmetrical fashion, from 50.52% in 1989-90 to 40.89% in 1998-99. There was also an increase in the proportion of salary-earning households, from 9.86% to 11.26%. The patterns in these surveys point to a large proportion of households continuing to depend on relatively low and uncertain incomes from casual daily wage work.

Do the patterns that emerge in terms of analysis of households differ from those based on analysis of data on workers? The Census
provides data on distribution of workers across occupations. Tables 3.2a and 3.2b summarise the pattern of changes in the distribution of workers across broad occupation categories for urban and rural areas, respectively. There is a much greater change in the structure of employment than the occupation of the chief earner of the household indicates.

In both rural and urban areas, growth of employment in the 1990s was in the ‘household industry,’ essentially informal and small enterprises and ‘other occupations.’ In addition, there was a huge increase in the number of ‘marginal workers’ as compared with ‘main workers.’ The data presented here do not identify the increasing entry of female labour into the workforce during this period, which represents another reason for the rise in the number of marginal workers.

Between 1991 and 2001, relatively more rural workers found employment in household industry and ‘other occupations’ than in farming as cultivators or labourers. This trend reflects the fact that the agriculture sector is not able to provide increased employment: new entrants into the labour force must find employment elsewhere.

Non-agriculture sectors are now emerging as growing sources of employment for rural labour. Chapter 2 discussed the diversification of sources of income of households, particularly in rural areas. Do these non-farm occupations provide a higher average level of income? What alternative occupations are available for people at lower income levels? In the remaining sections of this chapter, we focus on changes in the overall consumption patterns of households, in order to capture the net impact of the pattern of employment across occupations as well as changes in earnings in different types of occupations that lead to changes in households’ ‘poverty status.’

### 3. MAGNITUDES OF POVERTY DYNAMICS

Contributing to an understanding of poverty dynamics, Addison et al. (2009) note that static analyses of poverty do not shed light on processes that are central to the persistence of poverty and/or its elimination. They point to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivator</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage earner</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>20.74</td>
<td>20.77</td>
<td>20.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary earner</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.91</td>
<td>40.69</td>
<td>40.51</td>
<td>40.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artisan</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>6.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty shopkeeper</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>15.92</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>16.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Businessperson</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultivator</td>
<td></td>
<td>50.52</td>
<td>41.02</td>
<td>40.86</td>
<td>40.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage earner</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.45</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>35.23</td>
<td>35.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary earner</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>11.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artisan</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petty shopkeeper</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Businessperson</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2a: Change in the number of workers in urban areas between the decennial Census years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>% change, by type of worker</th>
<th>Cultivators</th>
<th>Agricultural labour</th>
<th>Household industry</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total workers</td>
<td>1991 over 1981</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>-12.7</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001 over 1991</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Main workers</td>
<td>1991 over 1981</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>-12.5</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001 over 1991</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
<td>-30.0</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal workers</td>
<td>1991 over 1981</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>-15.5</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001 over 1991</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>239.3</td>
<td>494.3</td>
<td>912.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IAMR (2009a), derived from data on worker populations from selected Censuses.

Table 3.2b: Change in the number of workers in rural areas between the decennial Census years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>% change, by type of worker</th>
<th>Cultivators</th>
<th>Agricultural labour</th>
<th>Household industry</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total workers</td>
<td>1991 over 1981</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001 over 1991</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>124.8</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Main workers</td>
<td>1991 over 1981</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001 over 1991</td>
<td>-5.8</td>
<td>-14.0</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marginal workers</td>
<td>1991 over 1981</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>-11.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2001 over 1991</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>281.3</td>
<td>543.9</td>
<td>680.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IAMR (2009a), derived from data on worker populations from selected Censuses.

three approaches used in the collection of data on poverty dynamics: panel data methods; one-off indicators, such as those related to nutrition; and retrospective data.

In one of the early studies using longitudinal data, Gaiha (1988) analysed an NCAER rural household survey dataset to provide estimates of poverty dynamics for a panel of households over a three-year period from 1968-69 to 1970-71.

Gaiha estimated the following distribution of households in 1968-69 as compared with their status in 1970-71:

- Poor in both the years (‘still poor’): 21.09%;
- Poor in 1968-69 and became poorer in 1970-71 (‘more poor’): 12.18%;
- Poor in 1968-69 but non-poor in 1970-71 (‘exit’): 24.00%;
• Non-poor in 1968-69 but became poor in 1970-71 (‘entry’): 12.69%; and
• Never poor: 30.04%.

The survey points to considerable mobility across the ‘poverty line,’ although 33.27% were ‘chronically poor’ (the still poor and those who became more poor) over the three-year period. The study concludes that,

‘[…] the escape from poverty was not a result of growth trickling down to the poor; instead it was largely an outcome of the direct involvement of a section of the cultivating poor in the growth process itself, initiated by the new agricultural technology.’

In a follow-up survey of the same households in 1981-82, NCAER (1986a, 1986b) reported the extent of persistence of, exit from and entry into poverty between 1970-71 and 1981-82. The two estimates are based on different poverty lines, and the number of households used in the panel also varies in the two studies, because of attrition. Therefore, the estimates differ to some extent with respect to the percentage of the poor in 1970-71. The NCAER estimates show much lower incidence of chronic poverty (poor in both periods considered) for 1970-71 to 1981-82 than the estimates for 1968-69 to 1970-71:

• Chronic poor: 27.88%;
• Exit from poverty: 25.06%;
• Entry into poverty: 17.01%;
• Never poor: 30.05%;
• Panel: 100%;
• Poor in 1981-82 = chronic poor + those entering into poverty, or 44.89%.

Rates of exit from poverty are similar, but the rate of entry is higher in the second of the two periods under consideration. The two periods spanned very different lengths of time – the first study had only two intervening years, whereas the second had 10 intervening years – so the variations in poverty dynamics are not surprising. A broad estimate that 30% of the households were unable to break through the poverty line emerges from these early studies. It might also be pointed out that, between 1973-74 and 1983, the HCR in rural areas estimated using NSS data declined by 16 percentage points according to the Task Force methodology (Planning Commission, 1979) and by about 11 percentage points according to the Expert Group methodology (Planning Commission, 1993). However, the HCR remained at 40-45% as per alternative estimates. The chronic nature of poverty at the household level is one significant factor behind the persistence of high levels of poverty.

Few studies capture duration of poverty spells in India. The World Bank (1997) ‘takes a longer term perspective by focusing on determinants of persistent chronic poverty,’ referring to the transient poverty arising from unforeseen shocks to income and pointing to the role of effective safety nets in addressing this problem. The report also refers to a number of village studies that reflect ‘widespread and pervasive poverty which has been slowly falling over time.’ In particular, it refers to studies by Jodha (1989) in two villages and presents brief reviews of some village-level studies.

Results of studies by Gaiha and Deolalikar (1993), Singh and Binswanger (1993) and Krishna (2003a) show that incidence of persistent or chronic poverty is by no means small. Gaiha and Deolalikar and Singh and Binswanger analysed International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) panel data from six villages in the semi-arid region of rural south India covering the period 1975-76 to 1983-84. Gaiha and Deolalikar found that 87.8% of sample households were poor at some time during the
nine-year panel period. Further, over 60% of households were poor roughly half the time (i.e. during five out of nine sample years) and more than a fifth of households were poor during all nine years. They conclude that ‘the persistently poor are by no means a small subset of the poor.’ Singh and Binswanger show that 60% of households in the panel were initially poor. After nine years, 37% of poor households escaped poverty whereas 63% were chronically poor. In other words, 38% of all households (and 63% of those in poverty) were chronically poor.

Shah and Sah (2003) used qualitative methods in two tribal villages in southwest Madhya Pradesh and found that about 58% of sample households were in chronic poverty. Further, all the severely poor were also chronically poor.

Gaiha and Imai (2004), based on ICRISAT panel data for 183 households of five sample villages in Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra for 1975-84, found that large segments of rural households experienced long spells of poverty (over three years) even without negative crop shocks. Occurrence of crop shocks led to an increased proportion of households experiencing short spells of poverty (one to two years).

There are a few studies of poverty dynamics in other countries of South Asia. Sen (2003) used longitudinal data for 1987-88 and 2000 for 379 households in Bangladesh and found that 119 or 31% of the sample were chronically poor or ‘always poor’; 25% were never poor; 26% ascended out of poverty; and 18% descended into it.

These studies in India and Bangladesh seem somewhat different from experiences in Pakistan. Results of a five-year longitudinal household survey of 686 households in rural Pakistan showed that, while incidence of income poverty was high, at 60%, only 35% remained in poverty for two years or more and only 3% of sample households were poor in all five years of the panel (Baulch and McCulloch, 1998).

Bhide and Mehta (2005) extended the analysis of NCAER rural household panel data using one additional round of the survey in 1998. Between 1981-82 and 1998-99, about 39% of poor households remained poor – a measure of chronic poverty. The chronically poor were about 25% of the total sample. This estimate is lower than estimates for the period 1970-71 to 1981-82 presented in NCAER (1986a). With some changes in the panel’s composition to enable further analysis, Dhamija and Bhide (2009) report that the chronically poor were 23% of the entire sample (as compared with 25% in Bhide and Mehta, 2005). Although overall estimates of the chronically poor among the total sample were the same in Bhide and Mehta (2005) and Dhamija and Bhide (2009), the share of the chronically poor in the poor varied because of changes in the panel composition. Nevertheless, the chronically poor among the total rural poor were an estimated 40-50% in the various formulations of the NCAER panel data covering the surveys in 1970-71, 1981-82 and 1998-99.

Table 3.3 summarises the findings of an analysis of a panel of rural households. About a quarter of nearly 3,000 rural households in the NCAER panel dataset drawn from over 250 villages in the country experienced poverty at two time points between 1970-71 and 1981-82 and 1981-82 and 1998-99, or were chronically poor. As might be expected, incidence of chronic poverty was even higher in the period 1968-69, 1969-70 and 1970-71 (column 2). Mehta and Bhide (2003) re-examined the data for 1970-71 and 1981-82 using a slightly different composition of the panel compared with the original analysis in NCAER (1986a) (column 4).

The percentage of households that were not poor and became poor increased between
1981-82 and 1998-99. At the same time, the percentage of households that were poor and escaped from poverty declined during this period. Although the exact magnitudes of these movements may not be applicable to the country as a whole, available estimates draw attention to the significant scale of incidence of chronic poverty. They also indicate that a significant proportion of non-poor households may fall into poverty while a large proportion of those that are poor manage to escape from it. It is very important to recognise that these processes have huge implications for policies directed towards reaching those who are poor or vulnerable to poverty.

4. FACTORS IN CHRONIC OR PERSISTENT POVERTY

The defining feature of chronic poverty is its extended duration. Based on a review of the literature, Mehta and Shah (2001) conclude that chronic poverty is disproportionately high among historically marginalised groups such as SCs, STs, the elderly, women among these groups and the disabled. Further, the multiple deprivations these groups suffer make it harder for them to escape from poverty. Caste and tribe are structural factors that predispose certain groups to long-term poverty and deprivation. Different forms of disadvantages tend to be mutually reinforcing, so people in groups ‘jammed’ by one are likely to face others as well (de Haan and Lipton, 1998).

A number of factors emerge as the commonly observed distinguishing features of households in chronic poverty, which can be called markers:

- SC household;
- ST household;
- Owns no land;
- Owns no house;
- Has no marketable skills other than being a wage labour;
- Has a large family;
- Head of the household is a woman;
- Has old or disabled dependents;
- Has no community support;
- Does not have one meal several days in a year.

Households in chronic poverty may have some or all the markers: the larger the number of markers, the greater the severity of the condition. For example, a woman-headed SC or ST household with no assets and skills, which does not have one meal on several days in the year, is at one extreme. Combining the operational definitions and markers, we have degrees of chronic poverty, from destitution to those recovering from external shocks (Nath, 2005).
Growth may be a necessary but not sufficient condition for poverty reduction in rural areas, and the impact of growth on poverty varies depending on the nature of the agricultural growth process. For instance, if growth takes place in a setting of extreme inequality in endowments, its benefits are not likely to ‘trickle down’ to large segments of the poor (Gaiha, 1995). Estimating the elasticity of the HCR with regard to agricultural income in ICRISAT villages, Gaiha found it to be barely 0.77. If a modest rate of growth of agricultural income, say 1% per year, is assumed, it will take about 50 years for the HCR in Maharashtra (about 30% in 1989-1990) to fall to half (about 15%). Gaiha concludes that agricultural growth alone will not make a dent in rural poverty, or it will take too long. However, it should also be noted that some of the poorest regions or districts in the country are also those that have not experienced significant economic growth. Rapid poverty alleviation requires direct anti-poverty interventions, which needs resources that may be raised from growth. Consumer price stabilisation in rural areas may have to be assigned a key role in an anti-poverty strategy. An effective buffer stock operation, combined with an effective and well-targeted public distribution system (PDS), would help minimise the poor’s hardships. Employment generation and better governance are also needed, besides growth, to shift the chronically poor out of low-income traps (Gaiha, 1989, 1995).

Examining the factors or characteristics that explain the persistence of poverty, Bhide and Mehta (2008) found that the ST status of a household emerges as important. However, caste or SC status is not a statistically significant variable in explaining persistence of poverty. ST households are characterised by remote habitations much more than others households are. More than the caste status, occupation, assetlessness and inability to benefit from opportunities in nearby urban economies influence persistence of poverty.

Households that were poor in 1970-71 and had a larger number of members tended to remain poor in 1981-82 relative to those with fewer members. Thus, even if poor households chose

Box 3.1: Persistence of poverty – the Case of Jayalakshmi

Shocks and absence of social safety nets combined with poor public services can push households into destitution. Jayalakshmi is almost 80 years old and lives alone in a crumbling hut in Juvalalapalem village in Andhra Pradesh. Her husband was a small farmer with about 1.5 acres of land, who could make ends meet only with great difficulty. He died after a prolonged illness, during which he could barely work, leaving Jayalakshmi with a son to take care of. Tragically, the son too died, in the prime of his youth – she doesn’t know why. Jayalakshmi sold off the little piece of land so she could afford medical care for him. Jayalakshmi is now all alone and relies completely on the Rs 200 a month the government gives as an allowance to widows in rural areas. Recently, a non-governmental organisation (NGO), the Parivartan Foundation, started giving Rs 400 a month to people living in total destitution like Jayalakshmi, who are too old to make a living and to learn skills. As Jayalakshmi said, with tears in her eyes, ‘I have no one to care for me. No family. Even the government couldn’t help me when my life was falling apart.’

In some households, many generations are trapped in a vicious cycle of poverty, illiteracy, ill-health and resulting morbidity. For some, like Jayalakshmi, the cycle ends in a tragic way. A few are able to break free, but this requires ability to withstand shocks, strong social safety nets and efficient public service delivery. Conditions have improved in recent years, but this may not be enough to pull people out of poverty.

Source: Adapted from Mandava (2010).
a larger size to ensure additional earning potential, this did not help them escape poverty. Increases in household size and in the proportion of children also increase the probability of persistence of poverty, whether moderate or severe. Incidentally, the proportion of females among household members does not appear to have any impact on the persistence of poverty.\(^2\)

Across three types of assets considered during the period of the 1970s, the initial level of cropland was not a statistically significant variable in explaining the mobility of poor households out of poverty. Improvement in the productivity of land held by the poor, if any, was not enough to lift the poor out of poverty. However, later studies found crop land to be a significant variable influencing exit from poverty. Initial levels of ownership of house and income from livestock and also difference in the area cultivated between the two data points emerge as significant explanatory variables. An increase in the crop area cultivated by poor households and improvements in asset positions relating to house and livestock are also significant in explaining the probability of a reduction in the persistence of poverty.

Households with literate heads in the initial period were found to have greater probability of moving out of poverty, more particularly for households that were initially severely poor. Acquiring literacy over time helps moderately poor households escape from poverty, although the results are ambiguous for the severely poor.

Larger villages provide relatively more diverse opportunities for employment than smaller villages, and therefore can be expected to reduce incidence of poverty. This result was strong and unambiguous in the regressions of determinants of incidence of poverty. A relatively larger urban population in the neighbourhood in the initial period reduced the probability of persistence of poverty. An increase in the urban population of the district also reduced the probability of persistence of poverty.

Better infrastructure has a significant positive impact on reducing the persistence of poverty, especially if initial infrastructure levels are good, regardless of the severity of poverty. Thus, variation in the state of infrastructure at the village level influences the mobility of poor households out of poverty.

In summary, panel data analysis shows that factors related to the persistence of poverty are ST (or adivasi) status, larger household size, increase in household size, larger number of dependent children and increase in the number of dependent children. Persistence of poverty remains a reality for a large proportion of the poor. Lack of a significant difference in the probability of exit from poverty for SC households compared with others may simply reflect greater incidence of poverty among these households and therefore vulnerability to chronic poverty.

**Social groups and persistence of poverty**

Shah and Guru (2003) note that SCs and STs account for nearly 25% of the country’s population and constitute the largest of the marginalised or socially excluded communities in India. There are significant variations in the genesis, form and outcomes of exclusion these two sets of marginalised groups face. The root cause of exclusion among SCs is mainly caste-based hierarchy within the majority Hindu population, whereas exclusion among STs has its roots in the diverse history of invasions, settlement and, more recently,

\(^2\) In an analysis carried out separately for the two years, the impact of gender composition on incidence of poverty was found to be significant only in 1970-71.
nationalisation of forest areas and resources, especially since the colonial period. Added to these are physical remoteness and lack of market-based economies in the forested regions where most tribals live.

The SCs are a collection of castes that suffered the socially oppressive practice of untouchability. While some of them are small and marginal farmers, most SC families in rural areas work as agricultural labourers. In urban areas, a large proportion of unorganised workers are from the SCs. The STs were identified on the basis of certain well-defined criteria, including distinctive culture and pre-agricultural modes of production (Sankaran, 2000).

SCs constitute a significant proportion of the population of several states of India and are estimated to be highest in Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh. However, just two states, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal, together account for a third of India’s total SC population. As Table 3.4 shows, these two states, together with Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Karnataka, account for around 77% of the SCs of India.

Research corroborates the greater vulnerability of SCs and STs to poverty. For example, Kozel and Parker (2001) identify a typical poor household as one that is at the low end of the caste hierarchy – most often a member of the SCs or STs. Lanjouw and Stern (1991) also postulate a strong correlation between caste and poverty in India. Based on a case study of Palanpur, they note with concern that, among this group, poverty remains endemic. This is considered to be a reflection not only of poor endowments of productive assets, but also of low educational standards and vulnerability to caste-based discrimination, resulting in, among other things, little access to any kind of regular employment outside the village. In other words, lower levels of access to physical,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>SCs as % of state population</th>
<th>% of India’s SCs in state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>21.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>23.02</td>
<td>11.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>16.19</td>
<td>7.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil Nadu</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>7.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthan</td>
<td>17.16</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>15.17</td>
<td>5.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>28.85</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>16.53</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>19.35</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarat</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>11.61</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>16.92</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assam</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttarakhand</td>
<td>17.87</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>24.72</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripura</td>
<td>17.37</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pondicherry</td>
<td>16.19</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandigarh</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipur</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikkim</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goa</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghalaya</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arunachal Pradesh</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daman and Diu</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadra and Nagar Haveli</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mizoram</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagaland</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakshadweep</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman and Nicobar Islands</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Computed based on data from the 2001 Census and presented in descending order based on proportion of India’s SCs in the state, or column 3.
human and social capital result in a greater likelihood of these groups being vulnerable to persistent or chronic poverty.

The multiplicity of spheres of exclusion STs and other marginalised communities in India face is an outcome of historically determined social processes and institutions. Unfortunately, developmental initiatives have at best mitigated processes of exclusion. Development of social and economic infrastructure, especially for education, health, connectivity and market linkages, has helped improve some indicators, such as literacy, infant mortality and crop productivity, among tribal populations, mainly in forest regions. Despite this, absolute levels of human development and the poverty scenario are dismal among STs.

While 85-95% of the population of Lakshadweep, Mizoram, Nagaland and Meghalaya comprises STs, they are predominant in several other states and UTs as well. Around 79% of India’s ST population resides in Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal (Table 3.5).

According to the 2001 Census, literacy among tribal populations increased from nearly 8.5% during 1961 to 16.3% in 1981 and then to 47.1% in 2001. This is a significant achievement, but the relative scenario is not so encouraging: the literacy rate in 2001 of the ‘general’ (non-SC/ST) population had reached nearly 65%, nearly 18 percentage points higher than for STs.

In terms of poverty ratio, tribals are among the hardest-hit communities. In 2004-05, 47.3% of tribal communities in rural areas lived below the official poverty line. Moreover, the disparity ratio between tribal and non-SC/ST populations has increased over time. During 1983, the disparity ratio was 1.73; this rose to 2.12 in 1999-00 (Thorat and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>STs as % of state population</th>
<th>% of India’s STs in state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>20.27</td>
<td>14.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>10.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>22.13</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarat</td>
<td>14.76</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthan</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assam</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghalaya</td>
<td>85.94</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagaland</td>
<td>89.15</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripura</td>
<td>31.05</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mizoram</td>
<td>94.46</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipur</td>
<td>34.20</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arunachal Pradesh</td>
<td>64.22</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil Nadu</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttarakhand</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadra and Nagar Haveli</td>
<td>62.24</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikkim</td>
<td>20.60</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakshadweep</td>
<td>94.51</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman and Nicobar Islands</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daman and Diu</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goa</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandigarh</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pondicherry</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Computed based on data from the 2001 Census and presented in descending order based on proportion of India’s STs in the state, or column 3.
Poverty reduction among tribal populations is slower compared with overall poverty reduction. Estimates for 1993-94 and 2004-05 indicate that, against a decline in poverty for the whole population from about 37% to 27%, the decline among the rural tribal population was less impressive, i.e. from 51.9% to 47.3% (Planning Commission, 2008).

Given the predominance of agriculture as a source of livelihood among large proportions of tribal communities in India, increasing productivity in this sector is seen to be a most important strategy for reducing poverty among these (and also other rural) communities in the country (Thorat and Mahamallik, 2006). This is particularly tricky, however, since a large proportion of tribal communities live in forest-dominated regions where agriculture constitutes part of a more predominant forest ecological system. These regions may not be the most suitable for promoting high growth in agricultural productivity, given topography (hilly and in the upper basin catchments), landholding size (very small) and physical remoteness (from markets).

Tribals in most cases have remained poor because of a lack of entitlement to their core resources, i.e. forests, to which they have limited access and over which they lack control in management decisions. These communities have also faced continuous adversity from ‘development’ projects, especially those pertaining to irrigation, mining and infrastructural development. A rough estimate suggests that over 20 million people, mostly tribals, have been displaced as a result of various development projects over the years, and that this has accelerated since economic liberalisation (Shah and Kumar, 2008). It is clear that the faster pace of economic growth that followed liberalisation of economic policies should have paid greater attention to the adverse consequences that large projects can have for people.

Forests are also areas of rich mineral resources, and a mineral development policy that protects the surface rights of STs and creates a viable mineral sector is yet to be put in place. This is a contentious field: the Supreme Court judgment in 1997 on the Samata case – which upheld the constitutional rights of the STs in the scheduled areas – is a useful pointer (Nath, 2005).

Is social marginalisation the most critical driver of chronic poverty among tribals in forest-based economies? What role does relative remoteness play in explaining significantly high incidence of poverty in such areas? Padhi et al. (2006) demonstrate that relatively better forest management policies as well as better access to public distribution of food are likely reasons for relatively lower incidence of poverty in the northern region of Orissa as against the southern region of the state (both are forested and have high proportions of tribals). However, there is a caveat in the findings: the authors recognise the plausible significant impact of a lower risk of exogenous shocks as well as of development-induced displacement in the north vis-à-vis the south, which has as high as 86% of its rural population living under conditions of poverty.

Analysis by Shah et al. (2008) draws attention to the details of how entitlement failure, combined with physical remoteness and inability of the state to reach out to forest dwellers (STs and others), has led to an abysmal situation whereby a large majority of people suffer from severe malnutrition. This may have severely constrained their ability to undertake the hard manual work that various employment generation programmes provide.

---

3 The ratio measures the gap between the proportion of the poor among tribal and non-tribal populations.
The persistence of poverty among STs is echoed in Prime Minister Singh’s reference to the ‘development deficit’ at the 55th National Development Council meeting held on 24 July 2010 in New Delhi. The Prime Minister stated that the ‘problems of marginalized sections of our country, many of whom live in areas which are affected by left-wing extremism, call out for special attention,’ and further,

‘Our development schemes have not worked well in these backward and impoverished parts of our country, particularly the areas inhabited by the adivasi population. We must make a concerted effort to bridge the development deficit in these backward areas and reduce whatever sense of alienation that may exist among the adivasis living in these areas. As the word “adivasi” implies, they were the original inhabitants and their rights must be fully protected.’

5. FACTORS ENABLING ESCAPE FROM POVERTY

Panel data-based research shows that the correlates of entries and exits differ from the correlates of poverty status (Baulch and McCulloch, 1998). Poor households that have managed to retain some land are more likely to exit poverty (CPRC, 2008; Dhamija and Bhide, 2009). Bhide and Mehta (2005) found that physical assets, village infrastructure and urban linkages are important in reducing rural poverty. Bhalla et al. (2006) corroborate this, concluding, based on analysis of NSS data, that anti-chronic poverty strategies need to focus first and foremost on improving rural infrastructure in those states where poverty ratios are persistently high, as better infrastructure also promotes a shift from low-productivity casual labour in agriculture to more productive casual work in the non-farm sector: ‘Infrastructure is the key to higher real wages, and one of the keys to improvements in literacy and school attendance.’

Panel data show that better village-level infrastructure and district urbanisation are associated with a higher rate of household exit from poverty, through greater connection to economic opportunity, especially labour markets (CPRC, 2008). A higher urban population in a district indicates alternative nearby opportunities that help rural people move out of poverty (Dhamija and Bhide, 2009).

Analysis of consumption expenditure growth highlights the role of factors that are not associated with physical assets alone (Dhamija and Bhide, 2009). To achieve growth in consumption expenditure over time, it is not only access to assets that is important but also the productivity of those assets. For instance, Shah (2009) argues that, since landless households constitute a major proportion of those in chronic poverty, agricultural productivity rather than just ownership of land per se is significant in reducing rural poverty.

To the extent that access to irrigation helps in enhancing land productivity, water emerges as the most critical factor shaping people’s economic well-being (Dhamija and Bhide, 2009). However, the available evidence indicates that access to irrigation is a necessary but not sufficient condition for poverty reduction, especially in much of the dry-land regions. Out-migration and access to non-farm employment are other important factors. Migration is more likely to be successful when prior information and contacts reduce costs and increase benefits (CPRC, 2008); distress migration to urban areas may prevent exit from poverty.

Escape from poverty is enabled by literacy, ownership of a house, increase in cultivated area and income from livestock. In addition, infrastructure and a large urban population in the neighbourhood help exit from poverty. The same factors enable escape from severe poverty. Additionally, increase in village size.
is significant in creating opportunities for employment and income. Panel data analysis also points to changing importance of various factors over time and therefore suggests that policy interventions for poverty reduction take into account these variations in conditions.

Greater access to cultivable land, combined with modern agricultural inputs, has also enabled the cultivating poor to overcome poverty – that is, ‘escape from poverty was not a result of growth trickling down to the rural poor’ (Gaiha, 1988). Among the factors associated with the upward movement of households in the lower income categories were more ‘intensive use’ of labour resources and acquisition of land (NCAER, 1986a, 1986b).

The initially poor who have escaped poverty experienced a decline in their family size by more than one member, were able to maintain their operational holding size in the face of increased demographic pressure and were able to increase its irrigation level (Singh andBinswanger, 1993). Escape from poverty has also been associated with diversified income sources and information and contacts (Krishna, 2003a).

Sen (2003) found that escape resulted from overcoming structural obstacles by pursuing multiple strategies, such as crop intensification, agricultural diversification, off-farm activity and irrigation, permitting rapid accumulation of a mix of assets. Further, ascending households are faster accumulators of human, physical and financial assets and better diversifiers with regard to adopting modern varieties of rice and occupational diversification to higher-productivity non-agricultural activities. These households also show increased supply of labour with declining dependency. The pace of improvement in human capital (years of schooling) is highest for ascending households.

6. ENTRY INTO POVERTY

The factors associated with downward mobility are symmetrically opposite to those associated with upward mobility (NCAER, 1986a, 1986b). Other reasons for descent into poverty include high health care costs, high-interest consumption debt to private moneylenders and social expenses on deaths and marriages (Krishna, 2003a). Low-caste households and small farmers are more

---

**Box 3.2: Education as an exit route from poverty**

Mandava Vishnuvardhana Rao hails from Amudara Lanka village in the delta of the River Krishna in Andhra Pradesh. The story of his exit from poverty is remarkable, and shows how capacity and awareness programmes, coupled with secure livelihoods and effective implementation of welfare schemes, can create the opportunity to escape even abject poverty.

Vishnuvardhana is the youngest of six children born into a landless agricultural labourer’s house. In spite of their poverty, his parents sent him to school and did not let him drop out to earn money. He attended the government school in his village and then high school in a nearby village until 10th Class. When he was in 7th Class, his academic excellence earned him a scholarship from the state government. Nobody in the village knew such a scheme existed, so the scope for corruption by government officials was high, but Vishnuvardhana’s headmaster and others encouraged him greatly.

Vishnuvardhana went on to study in a Telugu-language medium junior college, where he wrote his exams in English by studying in the library so he could pursue higher studies. He was admitted to the Indian Institute of Technology in Madras, but the cyclone of 1977 devastated his village, which meant he could not pay the fees. Instead, he joined the Regional Engineering College (now the National Institute of Technology) in Warangal on a merit scholarship. On graduating, he took up a public sector job and subsequently entered the Indian Police Service.

*Source*: Adapted from Mandava (2010).
Box 3.3: Skills development as an exit route from poverty

Low educational attainment and lack of awareness of opportunities is leading to unemployment among youth in rural areas. Vocation-oriented skills development can help youth from disadvantaged backgrounds benefit from economic growth. In particular, training in ‘soft skills’ is vital to develop motivation and the right attitude towards work. Aajeevika Bureau is a specialised, non-profit, public service organisation, set up to provide solutions, services and security to seasonal migrants who leave their villages to find work in cities, factories and farms. Even youth with basic schooling can take advantage of vocational training and entrepreneurship opportunities, and this is also a potent tool in fighting migration to urban areas.

One of many such cases is that of Babulal, a 19-year-old resident of Sagwara village in Rajasthan. Babulal used to while away his time with friends, dreaming of a better life. His father was distressed by this and enrolled Babulal in a course on hotel and guest service at Aajeevika Bureau. The course was residential, to help students focus better. Although Babulal was initially reluctant to learn, he soon found the course useful and started taking a keen interest in it. Every day he learnt something new. On completing the month-long course, Babulal found a job as a housekeeper at Hotel Swaroop Vilas. He earns Rs 2,300 a month including Provident Fund contribution. Babulal now has a professional outlook on life: he understands the need to study and pursues his education along with his work. He has also opened a bank account and developed the habit of saving.

Ram Singh Dasana is 19 years old and hails from Gawar village in a predominantly tribal area in Rajasthan. Like most youth from his village, he could not pass the 10th Class exam. He went to Mumbai and found work in a hardware shop but could not live on such a meagre amount in the city and came back to his village within two months. Subsequently, he started working in a general store in Udaipur for Rs 1,500 a month as a salesman, and showed a knack for the work. While visiting his village, he heard of a training course in sales and marketing being organised in Udaipur by Aajeevika Bureau, sponsored by Rajasthan Mission on Livelihoods and the Sir Ratan Tata Trust. He joined the programme and worked hard. After finishing, he was turned down for a job at a multinational corporation (MNC) because he had not passed 10th Class, but found a job at a retail chain outlet as a delivery boy, earning Rs 3,000 a month. He has decided to take the 10th Class exams again so he can be promoted to salesman.

Source: Adapted from detailed profiles at Aajeevika Bureau.

Box 3.4: Watershed reforms as an exit route from poverty

The Thange family, from the Hindu Maratha caste, represents an impressive case of movement out of abject poverty. The family comprises the parents, two sons (aged 33 and 27), two daughters-in-law and three grandchildren.

Before the watershed reforms, the family owned a little land (3 acres) but productivity was low, as it was rain-dependent. They lived in a small thatched hut. They struggled hard to secure even two square meals a day, working as agricultural labourers on other people’s land.

The reforms in May 2007 changed their lives dramatically. Their land is no longer rain-fed but is fully irrigated from a dug well. Productivity levels have increased dramatically. The profit accrued from agriculture, along with the older son’s salary (he works in the local high school), is used to invest in livestock. Higher productivity also means that green fodder is available for the animals. They now own 13 cows, three goats and six hens, and dairy production is an impressive 200 litres per day.

The family has graduated from a thatched hut to a 1,400 square foot pucca house. The house is additionally used as an anganwadi (government-sponsored child and mother care centre). The family owns three motorcycles, one tractor, a television, a cooler, a fridge and a mobile phone. Their monthly income has increased from around Rs 2,000 to Rs 35,000. They are in the process of changing from a BPL ration card to an Above Poverty Line (APL) card.

vulnerable to long spells of poverty in the event of a large or severe crop shock (Gaiha and Imai, 2004).

Descent into poverty is found to be associated with lifecycle changes and crises like floods and ill-health. The key causes of downward mobility are crisis or discrete shocks, unfavourable lifecycle factors and structural factors, such as loss of natural or human or financial assets or adverse market conditions (Sen, 2003). Resilience to shocks also depends on ownership of assets by the household prior to the shock.

Similarly, based on a panel of 300 poor women informal sector workers and their households in Madras city over 1980-85, Noponen (1991) found that, on average, four economic stress events affected the sampled households over the five-year study period. Ill-health had the greatest influence on the sampled households. Stress of fire- or flood-related house damage was also prominent. The overwhelming response to economic stress events was ‘indebtedness.’

Exploring household poverty trends in 12 villages of southern Rajasthan, Krishna (2003a) found that, while many had escaped from poverty over the previous 25 years, an almost equal number had fallen into poverty in the same period: the net decline in poverty was quite small. Similarly, in a study conducted in 1993 in 20 villages in Vadodara and Panchmahals districts of Gujarat, 9.2% of households had escaped from poverty over the previous 25 years but another 7.3% had descended into poverty (Krishna et al., 2003).

In a survey conducted in 2004-05 in the poorest pockets of Uttar Pradesh, major reasons cited for descent into poverty included ill-health (74% of households), expenditure on social functions such as marriage (67%), loss of jobs (9%) and failure of crops (7%), as well as migration of a working member or loss in business, among others (Jha, 2007). In the 20 villages in Gujarat cited above, ill-health and health-related expenses were mentioned as critical in 85% of all cases of falling into poverty, not just for the relatively poorer households but also for several well-to-do households (Krishna et al., 2003). This situation is exacerbated if high-interest private loans are taken to tide people over crisis, which may lead to further entrenchment in poverty.

NRHM (2005) notes that 25% of Indians fall below the poverty line because of hospital expenses. Hospitalised Indians spend on average 58% of their total annual expenditure on medical care. Most do not have insurance and borrow heavily or sell assets to cover expenses. Health shocks are particularly severe when the disease is severe and requires medication for an extended period. Apart from direct costs, there are indirect costs of lost income owing to days missed and/or diminished productivity of the ill person and carers (Begum and Sen, 2004). Prolonged illness exacerbates the distress of those who are poor and drives many non-poor below the poverty line.

At the macro level, public health expenditure is low, at 1.3% of GDP in 1990, declining to 0.9% in 1999 (NRHM, 2005). India devotes a smaller share of its income to health spending than Bangladesh (1.4% in 2000) and Sri Lanka (1.8% in 2000) (Bhalotra, 2006). In the case of HIV, for instance, funds are relatively large, but the majority are unable to access medication (Mehta and Gupta, 2006). The NRHM, launched in 2005, is working towards addressing this ‘macro–micro disconnect’ (ibid) and making health services more accessible, affordable and needs-based, with a much-needed focus on delivery of care and recipients of care.

Meanwhile, another disturbing phenomenon with regard to entry into poverty is the spate of farmer suicides in the period 2002-06, mainly by landed farmers who do not fall into
the ‘poorest’ bracket but who are pushed into poverty and desperation. Almost all the cases are debt-related (Banik and Bhaumik, 2006) and are of small and marginal farmers (TISS, 2005). Cases are reported from Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Maharashtra, Assam and Karnataka, often states that have performed relatively well according to official estimates of poverty reduction. Maharashtra, despite a high growth trajectory, has pockets of severe deprivation.

This phenomenon is not limited to drought-prone areas. In fact, farmers are committing suicide in more irrigated areas as well. Sainath (2004) cites the transition from food crops to cash crops, especially water-intensive and high-outlay crops such as sugarcane, as effecting major changes in the agriculture sector in Andhra Pradesh and proving fatal for farmers. In this state, crop failure for two or more consecutive years led to distress sales of land or cattle. Many had spent exorbitant sums accessing water and had lost money in borewells. Across the high-distress states, most farmers were not getting remunerative prices.

A study conducted by the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS, 2005) on suicides in Maharashtra included landless and the landed (small, middle and large landowning farmers) and identified the main causes as repeated crop failures, inability to meet the rising cost of cultivation and indebtedness. A major reason for crop failure was pest attacks. Most families indicated that they did not have access to extension machinery from the government to provide correct information on how to deal with pests and the declining productivity of land. Information on crop care comes only through agents selling products, who create a ‘false sense of prosperity,’ prompting farmers to undertake risks through fertiliser-based cropping or use of sub-standard products. Rising input costs, such as for electricity, high-yielding seed varieties, fertilisers, energy

Box 3.5: HIV/AIDS as a factor in entry into poverty

One interviewee in Mehta and Gupta (2006) was a 25-year-old HIV-positive widow with two daughters. Her husband died of HIV/AIDS and she works as a domestic worker and earns Rs 1,800 per month. She spends Rs 1,500 per month on antiretroviral (ARV) medicine and hopes to get access to ARV from the government hospital, but demand is significantly higher than supply and waiting lists are long. Her major worry is providing for her daughters and what will happen to them after she dies.

Another group of interviewees was a homeless family living on a footpath in Kurla in Mumbai, in a 6 by 6 foot space under a makeshift roof made of a plastic sheet. The husband used to work as a plumber and supported the family before falling ill. The doctor told him to take medicine for six months. The medicine cost Rs 800 per month. The wife sold her jewellery for Rs 10,000, which enabled him to take the medicine for four months, but then he had to discontinue. They have six children, and the whole family lived with the husband’s family before, but then they were thrown out when he fell ill. With no income and nowhere to live, they started living on the footpath. The Mumbai Municipal Corporation demolishes the tiny space they live in every few months.

An NGO heard the family members were going to commit suicide, so they started helping with basic rations, medication and educational expenditure for the children for a few months – to be tapered off once things stabilised. The wife started working part time cleaning floors and washing utensils and clothes, and now earns Rs 1,500 per month. The husband is HIV-positive and is now taking ARV medicine but suffers from fever, vomiting, diarrhoea and weakness. There are days when he is so unwell he cannot get up and his wife has to take leave to care for him. They have to visit the hospital for medication several times each month and each visit is expensive. They have to spend on x-rays and CD-4 tests, so the wife has had to borrow money from the houses where she works.

(diesel) and transportation, are not commensurate with yield and price obtained. The minimum support price is not available to all farmers, particularly small and marginal farmers. High-yield varieties, pesticides and fertilisers require water, which leads to severe water scarcity as well. Over 75% of farmers had loan commitments to non-formal sources, and debts had accumulated much beyond what they could return. This was exacerbated by lack of opportunities for non-farm employment.

Some of the key reasons for farmer suicides include the shift to commercial farming without the support of state extension; lack of technical support owing to withdrawal of state agricultural extension services; dependence on sales staff for knowledge on seeds, pesticides, fertilisers, etc. and on general crop care; decline in public investment in agriculture and irrigation because of fiscal pressures; low rates of germination of seeds provided by large global firms; poor seeds and pesticides; and debt at very high rates of interest from private moneylenders to sink bore-wells that fail (Mehta and Ghosh, 2005).

7. DRIVERS, MAINTAINERS AND INTERRUPTERS OF POVERTY: A SUMMARY

While the extent of poverty is measured systematically and regularly, attempts to understand the duration of poverty are few and episodic, with researchers using alternative approaches to assess this dimension. The panel data approach has been used in studies based on the NCAER and ICRISAT datasets, but these pertain to rural India. Urban panel studies are rare in the Indian context. Additionally, anthropometric measures of nutrition or under-nutrition have been used to assess chronic poverty, and life history methods have also been adopted to assess poverty dynamics.

Studies on the dynamics of poverty indicate that a significant proportion of households remain in poverty for long periods of time. Estimates of high levels of incidence of poverty over long periods reflect persistence of poverty facing the poor. Absence of ladders that can enable the poor to move out of poverty translates into such persistence of poverty. Tragically, a large proportion of those who are poor work more than eight hours a day on tasks that require manual labour and are characterised by high levels of difficulty and drudgery. The number of days for which they receive work and the amounts they are paid are critical determinants of their poverty.

Analysis of panel data and a review of the literature point to factors that act as ‘drivers’ forcing people into poverty. These could be related to the sudden onset of a long-term and expensive illness, a disaster such as a flood or earthquake, a failed crop, a failed investment or a policy change that leads to a loss of livelihood or reduction in income. Similarly, there are factors that ‘maintain’ people in poverty. These include illiteracy, living in a remote geographic location that provides few livelihood opportunities, poor access to health care facilities, forced sale of assets to meet a crisis, indebtedness and bonded labour – any of which could force people to get stuck in poverty. ‘Interrupters’ are factors that can enable escape from poverty. These include access to diversified income sources, linkages with urban areas, improvements in rural infrastructure, accumulation of human, physical and financial assets, access to water for irrigation and increase in wages. Table 3.6 lists a number of ‘drivers,’ ‘maintainers’ and ‘interrupters’ of poverty that require policy attention.

There is a substantial literature exploring the links between growth and poverty reduction, based on which there is an emerging consensus that growth alone will not make a dent in either rural or urban poverty, or that it will take too long. It is important to take cognisance of
poverty dynamics and to focus attention on factors that can prevent persistence of poverty, enable exit from it and prevent entry into it. Each of these three aspects needs policy attention. Ensuring the effectiveness of poverty reduction programmes is a severe challenge facing policy makers. The dynamics of poverty also has effects that spill over into the political choices people are compelled to make. The next two chapters address some of these issues.

Table 3.6: Drivers, maintainers and interrupters of chronic poverty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Maintainers</th>
<th>Interrupters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health shock</td>
<td>Illiteracy/lack of skills</td>
<td>Diversification of income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudden disability</td>
<td>Poverty/disability/old age</td>
<td>Intensive farming/crop diversification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large social expenditure</td>
<td>Social exclusion</td>
<td>Off-farm work/new job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High interest borrowing</td>
<td>Geography (remoteness)</td>
<td>Urban linkages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment failure</td>
<td>Drink/drug addiction</td>
<td>Improved rural infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop failure</td>
<td>Poor health care facilities</td>
<td>Kinship networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural disaster</td>
<td>Larger household size</td>
<td>Asset accumulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of productive assets</td>
<td>Lack of job information</td>
<td>Marketable skills/linkages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro policy change</td>
<td>Forced sale of assets</td>
<td>Information network on job opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of job</td>
<td>Indebtedness</td>
<td>Decrease in dependency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and class conflict</td>
<td>Bonded labour</td>
<td>Increase in wages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance failure</td>
<td>Access to credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social safety networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poverty, People and the Paradigm Shift: New Trajectories of Politics and Governance in the LPG era

1. INTRODUCTION

Post-1991-92 is recognised as the era of paradigm shift in India’s political economy, based on the coming together of three processes of economic change: liberalisation, privatisation and globalisation (LPG). This shift had been coming since the early 1980s, although the balance of payments crisis in 1990-91 was the decisive trigger. India then moved away from the regulatory model of development, which it had worked under for several decades since Independence and which was much criticised for its slow rate of growth and its limited progress on the poverty alleviation front. The economic reforms that followed, to encourage free and fair competition in all economic spheres as a spur to efficiency and growth, were introduced through decontrol, deregulation and a reduction in government intervention. These reforms generated an economic growth rate above the world average, one approaching that of China. This new direction has led to the frequent identification of India as one of the prospective great powers of the 21st century.

However, this period has also been criticised as being one of marginalisation of the common people and of ‘jobless growth,’ which is found to be associated with four problems: 1) increasing inequality of income and opportunities; 2) a widening of the inter-sectoral productivity gap; 3) a continued decline in the share of value added and a rise in profit; and 4) a faster widening wage gap between the skilled and the unskilled labour force. There has been a decline in employment in the primary sector in absolute terms, as well as almost no non-farm diversification, and the growth rate of employment in the secondary sector and services has been only 1% per annum. In social terms, this has meant a decline in female employment and sluggish growth in male employment. It is also clear there has been no improvement in the chances of agricultural labourers and marginal farmers, or those of casual workers in urban areas (Economic & Political Weekly, 2010).

According to a Prime Minister’s High-Level Committee (2006) report (Sachar Committee) focusing particularly on the social, economic and educational status of Muslims in India,

‘Despite the economic boom being talked about in India today one finds that Muslims in India have had to bear the brunt of the

1 Anand Kumar.
so called “competitive forces” unleashed by liberalization. Internal and external liberalization has brought with it considerable costs in terms of unemployment and displacement of workers who have lost their jobs to competitive companies that import products. Muslims, by and large, are engaged in the unorganized sector of the economy which rarely enjoys protection of any kind and therefore the adverse impact of liberalization has been more acute for them.

This has also been a phase of significant political and social change, as articulated through national elections, changing socio-political coalitions, the Five-Year Plans, new national acts, the MDGs and a number of social mobilizations, including extremist challenges. The emergence of alliances between major and smaller parties at central level is a very significant development, given that central government between 1952 and 1989 involved a single party majority. Between 1989 and 2004, the country underwent six general elections and was ruled by multiple coalitions. Since 1991, two national coalitions have been elected: one led by the Congress Party (1991, 2004, 2009; known as the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) since 2004) and one by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) (1998, 1999).

In the past 20 years, a two-party system has evolved in most states too, particularly those affected by chronic poverty. There are also some coalitions, such as those in Jharkhand, West Bengal, Tripura, Bihar, Punjab and Kerala. Some regional parties participate in central government; meanwhile, the pattern of government across the country has become more and more federalised, with many states governed by a party or coalition other than that governing the centre. Multi-party coalitions, including through the making of post-election alliances, are now the norm in the states as well as at the centre. This means relatively higher support across the board for smaller political parties with a narrower social and geographical focus.

One new and serious consequence of the period of frequent elections and multiple coalition governments has been politicisation of the civil administration. However, the political situation has become relatively more stable since 1989, and since 2004-05 there have been no mid-term elections or premature endings to a government at the centre. India has now been led by the same Prime Minister and political alliance for two consecutive terms.

It is significant that, since the introduction of economic reforms, several of the poorest states have been governed by regional political formations or by a national party that is not in power at the central level. There has also been a strong wave of identity politics among communities trapped in poverty. This has included a rise in the prominence of communal issues, formation and split of the ‘backward-class’ vote bank, dalit assertion and intensified efforts by women to attain political space. Tribal political elites in the Hindi belt have also successfully distanced themselves from others by demanding their own territories, which in 2000 were carved out of Bihar (Jharkhand), Uttar Pradesh (Uttarakhand) and Madhya Pradesh (Chhattisgarh).

A rise in the number of non-party networks of democratic people’s movements and civil society activists has been a prominent feature of this era. These have challenged the purpose and process of the paradigm shift, using peaceful and democratic means around issues of livelihoods, agriculture, displacement, disinvestment, the environment and human rights. Some have also been associated with the nationwide and sometimes worldwide networks of anti-globalisation groups.

The re-emergence and expansion of anti-
parliamentary and anti-constitutional underground extremist groups (also known as Maoists and Naxalites) has been a critical influence on the course of policy making and the political culture in the past two decades. This has promoted a dual response from the central state: benign neglect and cooption of peaceful protesters; and militarisation of violent and extremist conflicts. Both have created spaces beyond the party system and electoral politics, and both have contributed to a deficit in development, legitimacy and democratic governance.

This has essentially been a period that has witnessed a rediscovery of the virtues of the welfare state, in the context of promoting ‘liberalisation with a human face’ as well as fulfilling the promise of ‘inclusive growth.’ Steps towards realising the MDGs are indicative of this. The state has taken a number of new initiatives, in the fields of food security, livelihood guarantee, women’s empowerment, social justice, education, employment, political decentralisation, active citizenship, good governance and enlargement of the role of civil society, among others. These changes have created new trajectories of politics and governance, which are unfolding in response to the changing realities of the economy, polity, society and people. These trajectories include new patterns of stratification, mobility and migration, power competition, conflict and social mobilisation. For example, a sizeable number of people have experienced mobility from the margins towards the middle classes and can now be counted as gainers from the economic reforms. On the other hand, a staggering number are trapped in chronic and other forms of poverty, even after two decades of economic reform.

This chapter aims to present a holistic view of the evolution of these new trajectories of politics and governance. It begins by looking at the results of the economic reforms and related debates on the poverty situation (Sections 2 and 3). It follows this with a discussion of the provincialisation of poverty and the poverty of politics, generating a more local view of poverty in India (Section 4). In relation to both the national and the local situation, Section 5 gives an overview of the major political deficits associated with the LPG approach. Section 6 then reviews the arguments of those protesting the paradigm shift in the context of the new trajectories of politics and governance, and Section 7 looks in more detail at the extremist dimension of protest. Section 8 concludes the chapter.

2. ECONOMIC REFORM RESULTS AND ‘MISGIVINGS’

What results have the economic reforms had in the context of growth, poverty and politics? Who has gained and who has been left behind? Answering these questions will give us an insight into the continuities and changes in patterns of conflict and social movement, as well as those in political formations and political behaviour.

It is useful to refer to the ‘medium-term perspective’ the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council generated in 2001, 10 years after the economic reforms began, in order to understand the changes that were made subsequently. This report noted that the growth rate of the economy in the post-reform period was higher than in the previous decade, putting India among the top 10 fastest-growing developing countries. The rate of inflation was modest. In some sectors, such as software and information technology (IT), the economy performed ‘exceptionally well.’ Estimates of poverty also showed a significant decline as compared with 1993-94. The report also noted a substantial change in public and political perceptions towards favouring greater competition and recognising the potential benefits of letting markets function.
The report also admitted that the impact of economic reforms was uneven, with many more losers than gainers. The reforms also created a wave of resentment and resistance across the country (Sharma, 2007). Grey areas were the condition of agriculture and the peasantry, the new poverty caused by large-scale unemployment, price rises, a lack of job security and the poor condition of the unorganised sector. Displacement, livelihood crisis and land alienation caused by big projects evoked a series of local and national mobilisations, with several serious resistance movements against some of the special economic zone (SEZ) proposals. Environmental problems associated with some of the projects, particularly related to water resources, also contributed in this context.

In response, the Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Council argued that the reforms were not pro-elite or indifferent to the poor. If the gains had not reached the poor, it stated, it was because of a lack of implementation of the reforms in agriculture, small-scale industry, education and health care. The report stressed that Indians must not deprive themselves of the advantages of international trade, which had been a source of strength for the Chinese economy, for example:

‘National pride and self esteem are best promoted by ensuring that we have high economic growth and can produce good quality products that sell all over the world. It cannot be promoted on the basis of an economy producing poor quality, high cost goods which need a protected market to survive at home and which no one would buy abroad. It is worth examining how China has succeeded in achieving a high rate of growth and virtual abolition of poverty on the basis of billions of dollars worth of exports of a wide variety of goods. It is that which has earned China respect in the world as an economic giant.’

The report asserted that anxieties about foreign direct investment (FDI) represented an ‘isolationist mentality’ and were misplaced, as FDI ‘adds to our investible resources, technical know-how and organizational capacity,’ and foreign firms also assist in exploiting foreign markets. The report underlined the need to overcome India’s fear of marginalisation in the global economy, pointing to the inevitability of globalisation and the imperative for India to reform rapidly and to position itself to compete.

The report also addressed the question of the role of government under a laissez-faire approach:

‘Economic reform does not imply a minimized role for the government. What it means is a redefinition of the role of the government – away from government ownership and intervention in economic matters and towards greater attention to social and economic infrastructure and to law and order, efficient justice, rule of law and, in general, to better governance.’

Dr. Manmohan Singh, architect of the LPG approach since 1991, first as Finance Minister (1992-1997) and then as Prime Minister (since 2004), found it necessary in 2007 to present a social charter spelling out expectations of the corporate elite in the context of inclusive growth. Dr. Singh had become aware that corporate leaders were growing indifferent to the prevailing economic conditions of the people and that a situation of growth vs. equity was unfolding. The social charter specifically points to the need to address growing corruption, prevalence of monopoly practices and lack of competition in the business sector (Box 4.1).

The business community, represented by Venugopal N. Dhoot, Chairman of Videocon Group and President of the Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India, responded as follows (Mumbai Mirror, 2007).
Box 4.1: Social charter for business leaders

1. Have a healthy respect for workers: invest in their welfare, health, children’s education and pension.
2. Corporate responsibility: social responsibility for the needs of the community and region.
3. Employ weaker sections: the number of SCs/ST/OBCs, minorities and women must increase. Show sensitivity to the physically less able and employ retired armed forces personnel.
4. Give moderate pay to promoters and executives and prevent vulgar displays of wealth by the rich.
5. Invest in people: employment promotion as well as scholarships to those who show promise.
6. End cartels and indecent profits: end keeping prices high through cartel formation and stop obstruction of forces of competition.
7. Invest in eco-friendly technology: reduce conspicuous consumption as it is socially undesirable and environmentally unsustainable.
8. Promote enterprise and innovation: maintain a competitive edge and invest in research and development.
9. Fight corruption: need for a code of conduct to fight corrupt business practices.
10. Be sensitive to social responsibilities.

*Source: Mumbai Mirror (2007).*

‘Manmohan Singh is correct when he asks corporate India to resist excessive remuneration to promoters and senior executives and to reduce conspicuous consumption. But he should also show how such wealth can percolate down to the lower classes, as there is no mechanism in India by which the riches of promoters, chief executive officers (CEOs) and senior executives can be sent to the under-privileged. You have to understand that CEOs are getting fat salaries on the back of the competitive work environment across the country and the globe. Besides, retaining talent is one of the biggest challenges India is facing. At the same time, of course, we should be responsible towards society through our positive deeds and behavior.’

3. THE POVERTY SITUATION

It is next relevant to look at poverty and its changing profile in relation to the reforms, beginning with the oft-repeated claim by policy makers that India has successfully reduced the overall share of the poor in the population in the past three decades – from 44.5% in 1983 to 36% in 1993-94 (three years after the reforms began) to 27.5% in 2004 (13 years after). As Chapter 2 showed, though, official methods of measuring poverty have come in for much criticism, with estimates of the HCR reaching as high as 80% of the population under different approaches. Given that the government has used official figures to underpin continued reforms, this is a significant issue.

Moreover, the total number of the poor has remained nearly the same in the past 30 years, at around 300 million. The decline in poverty has also been faster in developed states and among socially advanced groups. The pace of the decline in rural poverty actually slowed after the reforms began, although the poorest in rural areas have experienced a significant improvement in income, thus coming closer to the official poverty line income level. The decline in urban poverty has been faster, and there has been a rise in rural-urban and intra-urban income inequalities, especially since 1992 (Bhide and Mehta, 2006).

Village-level infrastructure and extent of urbanisation are significant variables: policy-level interventions at the local level that improve access to infrastructure seem important in reducing persistence of poverty. Of land, livestock and house, land is the only asset that is important in distinguishing between persistence of and exit from poverty. Meanwhile, the role of ST status in the social composition of poverty has persisted, although
there has been a decline in the significance of
SC status since the 1970s. Composition of
households in terms of dependants or
percentage of females (access to labour
markets) is a significant factor in influencing
the transition out of poverty, as Chapters 2 and
3 discussed.

A rise in agricultural productivity after the Green
Revolution, an improved per capita GDP
growth rate, a rise in wages and the moderate
inflation rate experienced for a great part of this
period explain the bulk of the decline in poverty.
Various government poverty alleviation
programmes and public distribution of food
grains have also contributed significantly to
poverty reduction, especially transient poverty
in periods of drought. Improvements in literacy
and a rise in the awareness of the poor by means
of the mass media have also played a significant
role in this. Furthermore, the increasing
involvement of NGOs in empowering the poor
and the sustained functioning of democratic
institutions have contributed a great deal to the
protection of human rights and to building up
the potential for social action.

The slow pace of change is attributable mainly
to unfavourable initial conditions, marked by
a failure of the land reforms to redistribute land
to the landless and the consequent persistence
of the inequalities inherent in the country’s
social structure and power relations. These
factors have undermined the effective
implementation of many of India’s poverty
alleviation programmes.

Focusing specifically on the relationship
between the economic reforms and rural
poverty, the reforms have improved the terms
of trade for agriculture, by reducing protection
of the industry and thus increasing private
investment. But these benefits have been
outweighed by a decline in public investment
in agriculture and slow growth in rural
infrastructure. Supply of institutional credit to
agriculture and other rural activities has
regressed, with substantial declines in the
number of smallholder bank accounts and in
the credit-deposit ratios of bank branches in
rural and semi-urban areas. Growth of public
expenditure on social services and rural
development has decelerated, particularly by
those states that account for the bulk of such
spending, explained in large part by a decline
in transfers from the centre.

Experience from other countries shows that a
decline in rural poverty is associated with a
significant decline in the proportion of the
labour force engaged in agriculture and its
increasing absorption in the non-farm sector.
In India, the pace of diversification of
agriculture and the growth of the non-farm
sector have been slow. Consequently, the
proportion of the labour force dependent on
agriculture is quite high – two and half times
the sector’s contribution to GDP. Growth in
agricultural productivity has also been slow,
exacerbated by inadequate roads, markets and
power and low literacy and skills levels. States
where productivity is high and where the rural
sector has been accorded high priority have a
much lower proportion of workers dependent
on agriculture against the national average
(relative to its contribution to state GDP). Such
states have also experienced a more rapid
decline in rural poverty. On the other hand,
states which were at the forefront in
implementing economic reforms but which did
not seem to accord due priority to agriculture
and rural infrastructure have a
disproportionally large labour force dependent
on agriculture and the decline in rural poverty
has been slow.

It is also important to note that growth alone
is not sufficient to prevent people from falling
back into the poverty trap. Assessing whether
economic growth has translated into a high
degree of poverty reduction requires more
careful investigation of the factors that act
variously as incentives and obstacles, whose
nature is likely to change in relation to the local political economy. Growth must be complemented by, for example, improvements in mother/child care facilities, nutrition and health care for children, women and the aged. This is particularly because falling into poverty is usually associated with a combination of factors, which often include poor health and large expenses on health care, as well as social functions associated with marriage and death: high-interest loans are taken out from private sources to meet these often crippling expenses (Krishna, 2003b, 2010).

Indices of human development, such as levels of literacy, gender disparities and provision of basic needs like drinking water and health care, show generally poorer performance in the less developed states and among socially disadvantaged groups. For example, the IMR in 2005 was 14 per 1,000 live births in Kerala but 76 in Madhya Pradesh. Male (female) life expectancy in the period from 2001 to 2006 was only 59 (58) years in Madhya Pradesh, against 71.7 (75) years in Kerala. Bihar had the lowest literacy rate in 2001 (47% male and 33.1% female), against Kerala’s 90.9% and 87.7%, with Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat and Punjab also far ahead of Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh on this measure. It is not by chance that there is a regular flow of manpower from the low- to the high-literacy states. Meanwhile, nutritional poverty persists at a high level: 42% of children are still underweight across India. This rate is below 40% in Assam, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Haryana and above the national average in Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Jharkhand, Uttarakhand and Chhattisgarh.

What is the inference of this pathology of poverty two decades after the economic reforms began? The policy shift has been of less consequence for agricultural states and households, as well as for urban enterprises in the unorganised sector. It has not been so influential in regions with insufficient infrastructure to carry forward the growth impact to reduce poverty. It has also been least helpful for socially marginalised groups and in spatially remote areas. As such, it appears there may be a need to reorient established policies and programmes through grassroots social action and a challenge to established politics and social forces, to prioritise five dimensions:

1. Diversification and the development of physical and social infrastructure to raise agricultural productivity;

2. Public investment in less developed and remote areas where poverty is concentrated;

3. Fiscal reforms and a reduction in inessential expenditure to enable greater access to institutional credit;

4. Active participation of the people in decision making to improve governance and decision-making processes; and

5. Active participation of the people in programme and policy implementation processes.

These last two points need greater devolution of powers to elected Panchayats (local governments) and more space for NGOs and social movements representing the marginalised (Hanumantha Rao, 2005).

4. THE PROVINCIALISATION OF POVERTY AND THE POVERTY OF POLITICS

It may also be useful to take a more local view of poverty, using a political lens. Here, we look at two key political processes and their consequences for poverty in the poorer states: that is, competition among political parties through electoral processes and social
mobilisation by civil society groups and networks. It is meaningful to look at all seven significant poverty states separately (Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Uttarakhand, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh), to show the common features as well as the specificities in terms of their economy, political order and social structure. Table 4.1 looks at economic commonalities.

### Table 4.1: People below the poverty line in the seven poorest states, 2004-2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HCR (%)</th>
<th>Poor persons (lakh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>369.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>249.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>178.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>590.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>116.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttarakhand</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>3,017.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Orissa is the poorest state in India today. It is 19% below the national average of people below the poverty line. Uttar Pradesh is nearest to the national average, because of progress made in its western districts after the Green Revolution, but it also has the largest number of people below the poverty line. These are concentrated mostly in agricultural and handicraft-based livelihoods in the east, central and Bundelkhand parts of the state, with growing demand in the east and Bundelkhand for the creation of separate states. Bihar, Uttarakhand, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh all have around 40% of their population below the poverty line.

All except Orissa are northern hinterland states, where agriculture and allied activities are prominent. All except Madhya Pradesh have been categorised as ‘low-performing state economies’ (Madhya Pradesh belongs to the ‘medium-performing state economies’ group on the basis of its relatively better rate of growth (Kalirajan et al., 2010). They have all attracted a very low proportion of private domestic investment, and also of FDI, at least during the 1990s (Madhya Pradesh has since received a significant proportion of private domestic and foreign investment proposals and Orissa has attracted a significant proportion of approvals from private foreign investors). In the case of public investment, there is a positive association between public capital outlays and state GDP growth rates (see Kalirajan et al., 2010 for more).

Politically, the states are divided into two categories: those under the rule of a national party (and its allies) and those under the rule of a dominant regional party (and its allies) (Table 4.2). In the first category are Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Uttarakhand, where there has been competition for power between the Congress Party and BJP with no significant presence of other parties. In the second category are Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand and Orissa. Here, the national parties have been present for most of the period since the economic reforms as junior partners (as in Bihar and Jharkhand, and Orissa for a term) or as insignificant opposition.

Political stability is another useful basis for categorising the seven states. Except Jharkhand, all states seem to have been enjoying relative political stability in legislative terms. All except Jharkhand have been able to introduce Panchayati Raj-related provisions relatively successfully in the past decade. In fact, Bihar has been given credit for leading the country in terms of women’s

---

2 All the four ‘high-performing state economies’ are maritime (Karnataka, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat), as are the three states thought to have most potential to improve (West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala).
empowerment at grassroots level in local government.

Meanwhile, the states can also be divided in terms of presence or absence of major social movements and extremist underground activities. All of the seven states have experienced tumultuous times, which have led to very deep political and cultural divisions, generating a tendency towards identity politics, which goes against the politics of common causes and results in a pushing away of questions of poverty-related programmes and their implementation. Such politics are strengthened during electoral mobilisation.

From an administrative viewpoint, Chhattisgarh, Orissa and Jharkhand have faced similar institutional constraints in terms of confronting the challenge of Maoist violence and related extremist political groups in the past few years. They do not belong to the political formation ruling at the centre, which can lead to conflict between the centre and the states. They also have a large number of India’s most backward districts between the three of them, many of which are also listed as extremist-affected districts. Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Uttarakhand do not have a significant presence of Maoist groups at present (Planning Commission Expert Group, 2008). More details on the issue of extremism in India can be found in the sections below.

In terms of social structure, like all other states of India, these seven states have great diversity in terms of caste, religion and language. In general terms, Jharkhand, Uttarakhand, Chhattisgarh and Orissa have a larger presence of STs and SCs than of other castes and communities. Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh have mostly the dominant castes, but with a significant presence of SCs also. These social differences acquire political significance in the context of the poverty problem because, in many states, there is high gap in levels of poverty between the general group, the OBCs, the SCs, the STs and the backward sections of the Muslims and other minorities (see Table 4.3).

Gender-wise, all the states have a female-male sex ratio that is higher than the national average. Maternal mortality rates (MMRs) and IMRs are also high, as a result of insufficient health services. None of the states has any significant women’s movement dealing with issues of gender justice, in spite of the presence of several women in leadership roles, including in chief minister positions.

### Table 4.2: Ruling party and main opposition in the seven poorest states, 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Ruling party</th>
<th>Main opposition party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>Janata Dal (United)*+BJP (2nd term)</td>
<td>Rashtriya Janata Dal*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>BJP (2nd term)</td>
<td>Congress Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>Jharkhand Mukti Morcha**+BJP</td>
<td>Congress Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>BJP (2nd term)</td>
<td>Congress Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>Biju Janata Dal** (2nd term)</td>
<td>Congress Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>Bahujan Samaj Party* (since 2007)</td>
<td>Samajwadi Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttarakhand</td>
<td>Bharatiya Janata Party (2nd term)</td>
<td>Congress Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Congress-led alliance (2nd term)</td>
<td>BJP-led alliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: * = regional party (in more than one state); ** = party in only one state.
In religious terms, Hindus and Muslims make up the majority in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh. There are a number of Christians in Jharkhand and Orissa. Clusters of Buddhist, Jain and Sikh communities live mostly in the urban centres of these states.

Except Orissa (official language Oriya), all the states use Hindi as the official language, although there are significant other language groups in most of them, including Urdu and several local dialects.

Table 4.3 shows the distribution of poverty by social group in these seven states.

According to Table 4.3, there is a gap of more than 10% between the number of BPL population in the country and that in Orissa, Bihar, Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand. If we exclude the western part of Uttar Pradesh, the same would be true for this state. Second, there is significant variation along caste lines. The gap is widest between the general group and the SCs and STs (at 25% nationally). The gap between the general group and the OBCs is also significant (10%). The BPL-related difference between Hindus and minorities is also important, as it is an indicator of the degree of secularity in the socioeconomic approach towards poor people. This gap is not so prominent between Hindus and Muslims (around 4%). But other minorities, like Christians and Buddhists, are reported to be in very difficult conditions in some states, including Orissa (70%), Jharkhand (46%), Uttar Pradesh (40%) and Bihar (33%).

It is also important to note that a set of demands has emerged in the poverty zone in the past 20 years as a result of a number of events and episodes relating to rural mobilisation. This is key to understanding the new agenda of peasant groups and activists in these areas, which most notably involves calls to repeal the Land Acquisition Act of 1894 in conjunction with demands to repeal the SEZ Act of 2005. There have also been calls to complete the unfinished agenda of land reforms, with support from tenant cultivators and landless peasants, based on a second, broader-based, Green Revolution that involves poor and middle peasants. There have been protests against declining investment in agriculture and corporatisation of the sector, as well as against genetically modified (GM) crops and World Trade Organization (WTO) initiatives in the field of agriculture. There is also a constant cry for the deepening of

Table 4.3: Population below the poverty line in the seven poorest states, by social group – rural, 2004-2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>All Hindus</th>
<th>SCs/STs</th>
<th>OBCs</th>
<th>General</th>
<th>Muslims</th>
<th>Other minorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttarakhand</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Prime Minister’s High-Level Committee (2006).
democratic rights at the village level through further improvements to the *Panchayati Raj* institutions.

5. **THE FOUR DEFICITS IN THE LPG APPROACH**

This subsection discusses the major defects or deficits in the LPG approach from the perspective of the needs of the poor and the challenge of poverty, as described above for India as a whole and for the poorest states. These major deficits relate particularly to the political context in which the approach has unfolded.

**Legitimacy deficit**

First of all, the state has been rolled back, through disinvestment, and the market has moved forward, through liberalisation (particularly the finance and IT sectors); privatisation (a large number of enterprises have been opened up through de-licensing and disinvestment); and commercialisation (of a variety of services, such as health, education, water, information, etc.). This has created a shift from government to a form of governance concerned with the relationships among three actors: state, market and civil society. The monopoly of political institutions providing services has been diluted, with the private sector and civil society institutions filling the space (Mathur, 2008). The alliance between the political elite and the economic elite has strengthened and the role of the bureaucratic elite has declined. However, the political elite is losing support because of the increasing preference it gives to the interests of national and global entrepreneurs and because of major incidents of corruption in high places.

According to Bimal Jalan, eminent economist, former Governor of the Reserve Bank of India and now a nominated member of *Rajya Sabha* (the council of states elected by the states’ assemblies), the disjuncture between economics and politics has become deeper and more prominent over the past few years. As the economy has become more vibrant and resilient, politics has become ‘messier’ and more fragmented. India is now among the fastest-growing countries in the world, with a strong balance of payments and one of the highest levels of foreign exchange reserves. Capital inflows, domestic savings and investment rates are high. The rate of inflation is modest and financial and macroeconomic projections are highly favourable. The political situation, though, is becoming a matter of great concern, with increasing lawlessness in several parts of the country, growing incidence of political corruption, lack of coherence in the functioning of government, even at cabinet level, and public delivery of health, literacy, sanitation and rural infrastructure in an abysmal state. It is difficult to visualise a poverty-free and prosperous India without an effective system of governance (Jalan, 2008).

This wave of so-called ‘millionairisation of mass politics,’ particularly the parliamentary sphere of the Indian political system, through expensive elections and non-performing legislatures, can be termed a situation of leadership crisis, or a ‘legitimacy deficit.’

**Development deficit**

Home Minister P. Chidambaram has pointed to a ‘trust deficit’ in the context of people’s resistance to government-approved projects of industrialisation, which probably relates to the ongoing ‘development deficit’ of the past two decades. Growth has not been inclusive. This fact is reflected in the still very large numbers of very poor people in the country and the very significant area constituted by poor states (Mehta and Shepherd, 2006; Radhakrishna and Ray, 2005).

This has impacted the geography, sociology, economics and politics of poverty in India since 1991-92 on the basis of gainers and losers:
The geographical divide shows through the increased relative share of poverty and the poor of backward states such as Bihar, Orissa, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra. \(^3\)

- In social terms, poverty is disproportionately high among SCs, STs and the more backward OBCs.

- In gender terms, income poverty among females tends to be marginally higher in both rural and urban areas. Women are also victims of several other forms of discrimination and exclusion. For example, there are complaints of unfair wages to women. Women also remain marginalised in most state-sponsored poverty alleviation schemes and programmes, including credit support, health care, education, old age pensions and political reservations. This problem is more acute among single women (never married, separated, divorced and widowed) and female-headed households.

- In occupational and economic terms, agricultural labourers, self-employed farmers, the artisans of rural India and the casual workers of urban India are victims of chronic poverty.

- Politically, more and more poor people from discriminated against and deprived communities of poverty zones are turning to extremist political groups for relief and justice, particularly against a background of increasing mistrust of industrialisation-related initiatives of the corporate sector. This is accentuated by a decline in the significance of poverty and the interests of the poor in political parties’ policies and programmes (Nath, 2006).

### Democracy deficit

There is more and more evidence of a ‘democracy deficit’ in the sphere of state-society relationships, reflected in the spate of coalition governments at the centre over the past 15 years. Political empowerment of OBCs, SCs and STs through their inclusion in central and state coalition regimes does not appear to have halted a growing indifference to poverty and to citizens’ peaceful protest activities.

The poor, particularly the chronically poor, have been unable to exercise influence commensurate to their electoral strength, for three reasons. First of all, since the paradigm shift, poor states have been influenced deeply by identity politics and ethnic mobilisations (particularly in the northeast and other pockets of high tribal concentration). This has meant a growth in vertical solidarity and mobilisation around issues of identity and representation, and a decline in horizontal solidarity and mobilisation around issues of wages, prices, livelihoods, infrastructure and land reform. This has consequently contributed to a decline in the significance of issues of poverty, as well as leading to fresh waves of caste, communal and ethnic polarisation.

Second, although a very large number of people suffer from chronic poverty, many of those in this category are SCs, STs, older people, disabled people or members of women-headed households, who for the most part have little power in the community.

Third, mainstream parties have been found by many to be obtaining support by other means,
including purchase of votes, intimidation and rigging. Meanwhile, increasing militarisation of the state response to militant movements and an increasingly visible crime-politics-nexus is weakening the appeal of political parties. This has all contributed to the rise of extremism across the country (see sections below).

**Governance deficit**

The declining capacity of the state and its institutions is a major indicator of a ‘governance deficit’ in India, compounded by a growth in corruption among state functionaries. It is common knowledge that the Indian bureaucracy has not adjusted to the new paradigm of governance and continues to act in a mode reminiscent of an era gone by. Meanwhile, a surge in new institutions, networks and actors has led to the neglect of existing institutions. All have a tendency to encroach on the functions of one another, demonstrated by frequent ‘squabbles’ among Parliament, the Supreme Court and the bureaucracy (Mathur, 2008).

The realities in the poorer states can be summarised in the words of P.S. Appu, former Chief Secretary of Bihar (2010):

‘If the laws are suitably modified and efficiently implemented, it may become possible to make a dent on India’s abysmal poverty. But considering that India’s administration has become dysfunctional, the panchayati raj system is a shambles, pervasive corruption is eating into the country’s vitals, and governance has evaporated, there is not much room for optimism.’

The problem of bad governance has been studied in great detail from the perspective of service delivery and poor households (Transparency International India, 2008). In 2008, about one third of BPL households paid a bribe to access one or more of 11 public services, including health, education, police services, voter ID cards, water, sanitation, the PDS and electricity. Many of the corruption cases were found to be related to overcoming procedural delays and ignoring the need for official records and documents. Assam, Jammu and Kashmir, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh had alarming levels of corruption.

**Response by the state and the political elite**

The state and the elite have tried to respond to these deficits by means of a set of empowerment measures, including bold initiatives in drinking water, microfinance, health, sanitation, education and livelihood promotion, through a variety of schemes and projects.

In addition, the political geography at the national level was reorganised in 2000 with the creation of three new states – Jharkhand, Uttarakhand and Chhattisgarh – out of the three largest poverty states – Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar – to provide political space and identity to STs in these regions. This was also a step towards ending the asymmetrical relationship between these new states and their ‘parent’ states, which had been continuing as a colonial legacy.

Similarly, there has been more capacity building and empowerment of the Panchayati Raj institutions related to grassroots democracy. The 74th Constitutional Amendment Act in 1992 created legitimate space for 2.5 lakh elected grassroots institutions of local government in rural and urban India, leading to the election of 32 lakh representatives, including 10 lakh women, who are now responsive and responsible to the people. There have been efforts to make these the key agencies in implementing employment guarantee programmes and rural infrastructure schemes. A total of Rs 81,000 crore has been channelled to rural development and welfare
through local government since the implementation of the constitutional amendment (Ayyer, 2007).

Most significantly, a set of new acts promotes inclusion and prevents exclusion, dealing with the rights to information, employment, education, participation in grassroots governance (with a 50% quota for women in Panchayati Raj institutions) and natural resource management (see Chapter 6 in particular).

However, and despite all of these efforts, the deficits remain, and continue to contribute to protest against the LPG approach and against the paradigm shift that has occurred in the past 20 years. The next section gives more details on the position of these protesters.

6. POLITICS OF THE PARADIGM SHIFT PROTESTERS

Government’s claims of a need to carry on the reforms while dealing with the infrastructure deficit and upgrading the capabilities of marginalised groups have not satisfied protesters who are distrustful of the market and trade-based prescriptions of growth with equity. This group fears the intentions of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the WTO, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which are based on the inevitability of corporate capitalism-based globalisation. Protestors have rallied around a set of objections to the economic reforms, saying they have opened the doors of the Indian economy, society and polity to foreign companies and transnational institutions.

This new type of politics against the LPG approach in India protests the paradigm shift by bringing together the adversely affected sections of society. The movement has succeeded in attracting the attention of farmers, fishers, small-scale entrepreneurs, self-employed persons, the science and technology community and social activists, creating platforms based on economic nationalism (swadeshi); political freedom (national sovereignty); anti-imperialism; and inclusive growth. There are different formations within this movement, each with its own political orientation (leftist, rightist, Gandhian socialist, environmentalist, feminist, etc.); the Alternative Survey Group, the Anti-GATT Forum, Swadeshi Jagaran Manch (SJM) and Azadi Bachao Andolan are among the more important. In addition, the ideological framework of Maoism and the political practice of Naxalism have grown in several pockets of the ‘red corridor,’ which connects the extremists of Andhra Pradesh and the Maoists of Nepal via Orissa, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Bihar (see Section 7).

What is the orientation? According to Shiva (1998) – one of the key anti-globalisation pro-swadeshi campaigners – globalisation is not a natural phenomenon, but an ideology to promote rule by corporations. It is not a new stage of human evolution, but a new version of colonialism. It is not going to increase citizens’ freedom and democracy by reducing the power of the state, but will subordinate citizens to corporations after dismantling the state. It will not lead to prosperity through growth in goods and services, as it is going to promote growth only in international trade and financial transactions. It is going to damage the environment, first through non-sustainable production and consumption patterns and second by dismantling laws and policies for environmental protection. Finally, Shiva asserts that the claim that globalisation will lead to peace by removing national borders and creating a global village is also untrue, as globalisation promotes violence and disintegration of societies through economic insecurities, ethnicisation of communities and ghettoisation of all forms of dissent. Shiva points to alternatives to the present form of
globalisation, as outlined in Gandhian, socialist, feminist, environmentalist and several other approaches.

A number of networks of protesters have focused on the implications of the entry of foreign corporate houses into agriculture and manufacturing, particularly through the SEZ scheme, which was enacted into law in May 2005 and came into operation in February 2006. They say the successive governments of India have renounced traditional policies of *swadeshi*, self-reliance and import substitution and have opened the Indian market and economy to big companies, both foreign and domestic. Consequently, giant MNCs have taken control of industry and the financial and service sectors and have the freedom to operate in agricultural and retail markets. The protesters see it as objectionable that MNCs demand the government’s non-interference, as well as thousands of acres in 379 locations (SEZs) on which to establish their business, housing ‘colonies,’ parks, etc., unhindered by laws and administrative rules. The activists’ response has been a series of protest activities in different parts of India, with the aim of interlinking these and incorporating broader society to generate a nationwide movement against the SEZs:

‘But the good thing this time is that people have awakened earlier. People of Nandigram (West Bengal) have thrown out a SEZ of the criminal Salim Group from their area by offering a big sacrifice of their life and honour. Brave farmers of Hazaribag (Jharkhand) are struggling to save their 180 villages from destruction. People in Raigarh (Maharashtra), Kaling Nagar and Kashipur (Orissa) and in Jhajjar (Haryana) are fighting to save their land and life. This struggle has to extend over the whole country. Now it is for the common people – farmers, *adivasis*, students and youths, workers and small traders – to get united and fight and win this new freedom struggle’ (Tyagi, 2007).

Meanwhile, Vedanta Alumina Limited Group, a global company under the ownership of a non-resident Indian, failed to establish a mining project in Nyamgiri Hills of Orissa, despite full support from the state government. The resistance of the Dongaria Kondh tribe and several civil society groups underscored the limits of the new paradigm – Vedanta Group termed it a ‘question of controversy, votes and tribals’ (India Today, 2010) – and the project failed to get clearance from the centre and the
Supreme Court. It was found to be violating the Forest Rights Act, the Forest Conservation Act, the Environment Protection Act and the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, which applies to STs covered under the Vth Schedule of the Constitution of India (Nai Azadi Udghosh, 2010).

These and similar ideas have become popular around the country as people have come forward to resist encroachment on their land for SEZs, on their hills and land by foreign and Indian mining companies and on their livelihoods by the entry of MNCs into their local markets. They have received support from the World Social Forum and have provided an ideological orientation for the launch of movements on the right to food and work. India hosted the fourth World Social Forum meeting in New Delhi and Mumbai (16-21 January 2004), with the very active participation of trade unions, peasant organisations, human rights groups, environmental activists and a variety of socio-cultural and political networks. This was the first ever meeting outside Brazil.

The protesters have been particularly critical about the role and prescriptions of the World Bank in the fields of health, education, housing and the economy. For example, an Independent People’s Tribunal on the World Bank’s Country Assistance Strategy and its social, economic and environmental implications and impacts was held in New Delhi on 21-24 September 2008, as the culmination of a long process of consultations across the country. This underlined the sectoral and regional impacts of World Bank projects in India, especially on vulnerable communities, including women, children, dalits, minorities, adivasis, workers, fishers and farmers. It also interrogated the impact of World Bank loan conditionality on India’s sovereignty and democratic processes, especially for the social sectors (food, health, water and education), particularly in terms of poverty alleviation and reducing inequality. The 13-member jury included former justices of the Indian Supreme Court and High Courts, writers, scientists, economists, religious leaders, social workers and former Indian government officials. Its Statement of Findings took note of the fact that,

‘[…] the World Bank tends to legitimize its action through its self-proclaimed mandate of poverty reduction and development. While in reality, its actions exclude the poor in the best of cases, and hurt and worsen their situation in most other cases. And yet the poor in India excluded and hurt by the World Bank are not marginal in numbers, constituting 27.5% of the population while three-fourths of the entire population live around Rs.20 per person per day (purchasing power). To exclude and hurt the majority of Indian citizens in the name of development and poverty alleviation is not merely callous; it verges on a social crime’ (World Bank Tribunal Secretariat, 2008).

The Alternative Survey Group, a group of academicians and policy analysts, has since the early 1990s presented annual alternative economic surveys with the purpose of critiquing liberalisation policies and programmes, with special attention to the issues of poverty, employment, health, education, agriculture, industry, governance, social exclusion and social movements. The group suggests (2004) that liberalisation as a development policy is magnifying ‘mal-development,’ highlighting the fall in India’s HDI ranking from 124 in 2000 to 126 in 2004. It is causing structural imbalances and institutional distortions, which are resulting in a transformation of the political economy that

---

4 Although another company with the same ownership but a better environmental plan has been invited to develop the mine instead.
is disempowering the masses (ibid, 2006). The economic reforms have contributed towards pampering the corporate sector and pauperising the masses: since the reforms, just 36 billionaires command wealth equal to one quarter of the country’s GDP; and annual pay of the top eight corporate executives is between Rs 10 crore and Rs 24.5 crore, whereas the wage rate for women casual workers is only Rs 34.51 and for male adults Rs 51.2 (ibid, 2007).

The Alternative Survey Group (2008) identifies the dual political implications of liberalisation-based policies as being decline of the developmental state and decay of the democratic system from the perspective of marginal groups. It points to four main causes for concern for the future under such policies: declining purchasing power of the rupee owing to price rises; a reduction in manufacturing activities, enabling corporate capital to move into retail trade and other domains of small entrepreneurs and self-employed persons; a deepening crisis in Indian agriculture, as indicated by the large numbers of farmer suicides; and an increasing trade deficit.

7. THE EXTREMIST DIMENSION OF PROTEST

Protests have also taken increasingly extreme forms. Violent responses to poverty and injustice in post-colonial India first arose in the form of the Naxalbari uprising in West Bengal in May 1967, under the first non-Congress United Front government. This provided impetus for the formation of the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) (CPI (ML)) in April 1969 and the Maoist Communist Centre (MCC) in October 1969. These organisations were subject to strong repressive measures in the 1970s, which forced them to abandon the line of mass peasant struggle and shift to guerrilla activities, mainly in the forests and mountainous areas beyond West Bengal.

The 1980s and 1990s saw a number of extremist activities in pockets of Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh. The People’s War Group (PWG), founded in 1980, was the key organisation of the extremists in this phase of activism. CPI (ML) Liberation was another significant formation, making its presence known in the peasant conflicts of Bihar. The Indian People’s Front (IPF), a group of radical communists with a focus on mass activities through a variety of front organisations, was established in 1982. The Maoist Communist Centre of India (MCCI), formed in 2003, a major organisation of the CPI (ML) tradition, has in recent years been associated with violent activity in tribal and poor peasant communities across India.

PWG, MCCI and CPI (ML) Party Units merged in September 2004 to form CPI (Maoist). This move is associated with a new wave of extremist activities, aimed at transforming existing armed squads into a full-fledged People’s Liberation Army and existing guerrilla zones into base areas. This group was a major force in the backward regions of Andhra Pradesh until strong police measures between 2006 and 2008 forced it out and into new pockets in Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and West Bengal. The government of India has admitted that, in the past few years, this trend has become significant in underdeveloped regions and among poorer sections, particularly adivasis and dalits in hilly and forest zones (Times of India, 2009a). It also reports that 2,000 police stations in 223 districts of 20 states, accounting for 40% of India’s geographical area, are now ‘Naxal-affected’ (Sen, 2010; Times of India, 2009b). These are concentrated particularly in the 92,000 square km red corridor area.

Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh has in the past few years repeatedly called this the biggest internal security threat for India. Although he refuses to accept that extremist
activities are spreading because of poverty and underdevelopment (Mehra, 2009), it is difficult to dismiss the fact that most Maoist and extremist strongholds are in terrains and areas that have remain alienated from the economic, political and socio-cultural processes of development and progress. Most Naxal-affected areas have at least 10 common features associated with marginality (Box 4.2), and also have become subject to encroachment by global and Indian corporations seeking minerals and other resources often found in tribal regions.

Box 4.2: Factors associated with districts affected by extremist activities

| 1. High share of SC/ST population; |
| 2. Low level of literacy; |
| 3. High level of infant mortality; |
| 4. Low level of urbanisation; |
| 5. High share of forest cover; |
| 6. High share of agricultural labour; |
| 7. Low per capita food grain production; |
| 8. Low level of road length per 100 km²; |
| 9. High share of rural households with no bank account; |
| 10. High share of rural households without specified assets. |

A closer look shows affected states are divided into ‘forward’ or progressive districts and ‘backward’ or left-out districts, or pockets of districts (Table 4.4).

Through violent resistance to corporate and state projects of mining, dam building and land acquisition, this appears to be a social movement against the colonisation of tribal territories and exploitation of the poor. In an interview, a CPI (Maoist) spokesperson demanded that (Rajkumar, 2010):

1. All mining and other so-called development projects that lead to displacement of tribals and destruction of their way of life be immediately disbanded;
2. All memoranda of understanding with ‘imperialists’ like Vedanta and big business houses be scrapped; and
3. Lands snatched from tribals by unscrupulous landlords, other non-adivasis and the government be restored to their rightful owners.

But are the Maoists really in command of 40% of the country, as the government recently claimed (Times of India, 2009b)? Rajkumar admits that,

| Table 4.4: Factors distinguishing extremism-affected and ‘forward’ districts |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Orissa                          | Jharkhand      | Chhattisgarh   | Bihar          | Andhra Pradesh |
| Share of SCs/STs (%)            | 65/23          | 45/30          | 69/36          | 19/18          | 26/22          |
| Literacy rate (%)               | 44/76          | 40/51          | 50/68          | 46/48          | 56/68          |
| IMR per 1,000 live births      | 123/73         | N/A            | 76/57          | N/A            | 34/28          |
| Urbanisation (%)                | 17/23          | 10/37          | 7/29           | 12/8.6         | 24/27          |
| Forest coverage (%)             | 39/15          | 38/16          | 53/28          | 8/1            | 17/14          |
| Agricultural labourers (%)      | 35/25          | 29/20          | 26/34          | 52/46          | 40/51          |

Note: For each state, the table compares four affected districts with four comparatively developed districts. The classification should be taken as informal and indicative. The figures presented are unweighted averages of the relevant district-specific figures.

Although we influence over a wider area, our actual control is confined to a small area when compared to the vast geographical area of our country. And this area is witnessing real development. The exploiting classes have absolute control over more than 90 per cent of the country’s geographical area. If at all they wish to reach out to the masses with their so-called reforms, who is preventing them from doing so? Instead of addressing the burning problems of the poor in these vast regions under their absolute control they are talking of recapturing the territory from the Maoists.’

The uneven pattern of change is providing fertile ground for politics against relative deprivation in all the major states. In the case of Naxal-affected districts, this is exacerbated by the pre-existing tribal/non-tribal divide in terms of economy, social system and culture. In non-Naxal states, there are movements for regional autonomy or new statehood to remove the sting of marginalisation and relative backwardness.

With regard to the density and spread of extremist politics in recent years, an average of more than 1,500 incidents were reported nationally every year between 2003 and 2008, with a high of 2258 in 2009 (Table 4.5). These incidents have led to the death of hundreds of civilians, Naxal activists and police personnel each year and have created a brutal cycle among all actors involved. Table 4.5 shows that the extremists have the capacity to consistently inflict serious blows on the state through violent activities, including attacks on police camps and the killing of police personnel.

In most Naxal-affected areas, there is large-scale deployment of police and paramilitary forces under strong laws and acts, such as the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) and the Chhattisgarh Special Powers Act. As many media organisations and civil rights groups point out, the state system has also become engaged in arming groups of citizens to resist extremist activities in Naxal-affected states, working in close cooperation with the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), the national police and other state agencies. Meanwhile, Naxal groups are operating as parallel ‘authorities’ – collecting ‘taxes,’ forcing families to send their youth to join the movement, killing suspects and those who do not follow their instructions. They also target

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of Events</th>
<th>Civilians Killed</th>
<th>No. of Security forces Killed</th>
<th>No. of Naxalites Killed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1465</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1597</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1533</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1509</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1565</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1591</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2258</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010*</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

official facilities, including schools, hospitals and other welfare activity centres, which has lost them support: obedience comes mainly through fear (The Week, 2010).

It is useful to look at a comparative picture of this process in terms of poor and not-so-poor Indian states. Table 4.6 presents data on five years of incidents and deaths caused by extremist conflict, for four poor states – Orissa, Bihar, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh (in bold) – and three relatively less poor states – Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and West Bengal. In the given period, Andhra Pradesh (not so poor) demonstrated a rapid drop in both incidents and deaths. Maharashtra (not so poor) and Bihar (poor) also showed a drop in the number of incidents and deaths. But there was a significant increase in extremist incidents and related deaths in Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Orissa (all poor) and West Bengal (not so poor), indicating expansion and intensification mainly in areas that suffer poverty.

However, it is important not to assume a necessarily direct causal link between poverty and underdevelopment and extremism. A continued prominent streak of extremist activities in states like Maharashtra and an increase in West Bengal, both states that have been marked by higher growth and political stability, suggest that other components provide space for extremist activities (or not).

8. CONCLUSIONS

To summarise this narrative on the relationship patterns between poverty, people and the new paradigm in India, the past two decades have been very significant from the point of view of both economic development and political change. Market-induced global competition has been successful in creating a stable and growing economy, which has also influenced poverty reduction in several ways. However, success in enhancing the growth rate is set next to failure of the paradigm in terms of making a major impact on the economics, sociology, geography and politics of poverty. The dynamics of the paradigm shift have been accompanied by several deficits, mainly in relation to legitimacy, development, democracy and governance.

This combination of success and failure has created a social setting for a new trajectory of politics since the 1990s, and has been at the root of several new trends in political
mobilisation of the poor and in policy making. Protests and activism have taken the following forms: use of electoral power to change the political regime; party-based activism; civil society movements to resist programmes and projects seen as contrary to the interests of the poor; tribal-, class- and caste-based conflicts; and local and national resistance movements. Meanwhile, in the policy sphere, this period has been marked by a shift from benign neglect to rapid enactments of a set of basic capacity-building rights to check destitution and disenchantment among those seen as the losers in the economic reforms.

There has been a new emphasis on policies being inclusive, through the rights-based approach to citizenship entitlements. This means also addressing the needs of marginalised millions of women, the STs, the SCs, the most backward sections of the Hindus and Muslims and other faith communities. ‘Coalition imperatives’ in government at central and state levels are certainly a disturbingly new feature in India’s post-colonial polity. Meanwhile, the growing reach and significance of democratic protest movements and extremist extra-constitutional challenges around issues of the poor and poverty are equally critical for a country that was until very recently appreciated for its rapid advance towards relatively peaceful parliamentary democracy.
Understanding Poverty Reduction Outcomes of Development Interventions: ICDS, PDS, NRHM, MGNREGA and Ralegan Siddhi and Hivre Bazaar

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past six decades, there have been systematic efforts to reduce poverty in India. These include increasing economic growth; direct attacks on poverty; land and tenancy reforms; participatory and empowerment approaches; and provision of basic minimum services (Mehta and Shah, 2003). These efforts, plus the efforts of the poor themselves, have contributed to a decline in poverty incidence measured by official assessments, from 54.9% in 1973-74 to 36% in 1993-94 and then 27.5% in 2004-05. However, the official poverty line is a matter of some debate: other estimates of poverty in the country are much higher (see Chapter 2). In addition, interventions have fallen far short of the goal of eradicating poverty (see Chapters 1-4). This means poverty reduction is both the most critical development issue and a policy failure.

India has implemented a large range of poverty alleviation programmes and schemes, in recognition of the chronic and multidimensional nature of poverty, the prevalence of a geography of poverty (its concentration in certain states) and the existence of a sociology of poverty (the proportion of the poor is higher in certain social groups). The main occupational features of the poor are well-recognised: they are concentrated in agricultural labour and artisanal households in rural areas and among casual labourers in urban areas. Most are unskilled and food-insecure and lack assets; some are dependent on others.

The main thrust of India’s policy alleviation strategy has been the use of economic growth as a driver of employment and income for the poor and also to directly provide employment and income support to the poor. The large number of programmes and schemes that target vulnerable groups fall into the latter category. Direct attacks on poverty have provided wage employment; support to asset building and self-employment; food, nutrition, skills, education, housing and income support; and subsidies for especially vulnerable groups.
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Meanwhile, programmes with universal coverage, such as rural water supply and sanitation, rural electrification and rural infrastructure, have also benefited the poor, directly or indirectly.

In recognition of the economic backwardness and concentration of poverty and deprivation in certain parts of the country, and as the programmes evolved, area-based interventions were set up, initially in desert and drought-affected areas or regions. This led to a further typology among poverty reduction programmes, distinguished by their focus on ‘poor or backward regions’ or ‘regions distinguished by specific disadvantage.’ For instance, the Drought-Prone Area Programme, the Desert Development Programme and the Hill Area Development Programme specifically targeted areas that also had an implicit disadvantage in terms of land productivity, access to infrastructure and development of industry. From a number of precursor programmes (Nayyar, 2004) has emerged the Backward Regions Grant Fund, which aims to support the development of 250 backward districts, with a specific component targeting SC and ST categories so as not to bypass the poor.

The various targeted programmes, be these development-oriented or aimed at poverty reduction, reflect both the evolution of approaches and the need for flexibility in the design of schemes depending on the specific conditions of a region or economic environment. Evolution has occurred in terms of not just targeting or coverage, but also institutional mechanisms for delivering projects or project services. For instance, forest conservation programmes have moved away from a government-controlled approach to one of ‘joint forest management,’ in which local people participate and in which management plans recognise the livelihood needs of forest populations.

As Section 2 shows, many of these schemes represent short-term efforts to ameliorate poverty and provide consumption support to the poor. But how do we explain why large numbers of people still live in poverty, despite plans, policies, programmes and budgetary allocations towards poverty alleviation? What are the ‘fault lines’ (Nath, 2004) in Indian poverty alleviation efforts? Can these be identified and corrected? Do policy responses address the dynamics of poverty that Chapter 3 described?

Section 2 tries to relate some of the major programmes to this last question. Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 analyse major programmes and schemes in order to understand inadequacies and draw lessons as to why they have not succeeded in addressing poverty and achieving their objectives. Section 7 looks at village-based initiatives such as Ralegan Siddhi and Hivre Bazaar, as different strategies for poverty alleviation, to identify lessons from their success. Section 8 concludes the chapter.

2. DO POVERTY ALLEVIATION SCHEMES ADDRESS THE DYNAMICS OF POVERTY?

To be effective, poverty alleviation schemes need to address chronic poverty and the dynamics of poverty. Table 5.1 lists some of the major direct and indirect poverty alleviation programmes and schemes and categorises them into five groups, that is, those pertaining to employment and self-employment; infrastructure and basic services; nutrition and education; health and insurance; and programmes for specific groups. It tries to identify whether each scheme seeks to prevent entry into poverty, enable escape from it or ameliorate persistent poverty and improve quality of life.

Table 5.1 shows how, except for self-employment, self-help group and infrastructure-related programmes and
Table 5.1: Poverty alleviation schemes and poverty dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme/scheme</th>
<th>Prevent entry into poverty</th>
<th>Enable escape from poverty</th>
<th>Ameliorate persistent poverty/ improve quality of life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment and self-employment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarnjayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarna Jayanti Shahari Rozgar Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Self-Employment Programme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Wage Employment Programme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support to Training and Employment Programme for Women</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-help groups and microfinance</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nutrition and education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Public Distribution System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Child Development Services Scheme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midday meals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health and health insurance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Rural Health Mission</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janani Suraksha Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National AIDS Control Programme III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aam Admi Bima Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rashtriya Swasthiya Bima Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure and basic services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indira Awaas Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sanitation Campaign</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bharat Nirman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jawahar Lal Nehru Urban Renewal Mission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerated Rural Water Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Watershed Management Programme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward Regions Grant Fund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Programmes for specific groups</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled Caste Sub-Plan and Tribal Sub-Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Child Protection Scheme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Old Age Pension Scheme</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kishori Shakti Yojana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source:</strong> Mehta and Pratap (forthcoming).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
schemes, most interventions listed in column 1 aim to ameliorate persistent poverty. Sustained implementation of these programmes may assist the poor in very gradually improving their capacity to earn better wages, either through improved nutrition or through accessing benefits from other programmes. Nutrition and health-related schemes seek to ameliorate distress and prevent entry into poverty as a result of ill-health. Self-employment, midday meals, education, infrastructure development, special component schemes and Kishori Shakti Yojana (working on empowerment of adolescent girls) seek to enable escape from poverty, although impacts of midday meal and education-related schemes on the intergenerational transmission of poverty will occur only in the long run.

If these schemes had been adequate and effective, a significant dent would have been made in poverty. Why has this gamut of schemes failed to deliver the desired outcomes? Are there design flaws? Weaknesses in implementation? Inadequate funds? Errors of exclusion owing to lack of access to scheme benefits resulting from an inability to obtain BPL cards by those who deserve them? Inadequate provisioning amounts to a denial of services. Is the state evading its responsibilities in this regard? Does non-availability lead to discretionary implementation and manipulation of programmes and schemes by vested interests? (Arora, 1995). Some of these issues are analysed below in the context of the following programmes and schemes:

- ICDS and PDS from schemes pertaining to nutrition and education, to understand whether it alleviates hunger, ameliorates persistent poverty and improves quality of life;
- NRHM from programmes that prevent entry into poverty and are concerned with health-related issues; and
- MGNREGA from schemes concerned with providing employment, raising income and reducing the impact of poverty through work.

3. INTEGRATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT SCHEME

As Chapter 2 pointed out, food is clearly the foremost need of the poor, and those below the poverty line spend a very large proportion of their earnings on food. India is one of four countries with the highest prevalence of underweight in children under five (more than 40%). With 42% of the world’s underweight children and 31% of its stunted children living in India (IFPRI, 2010), this is now a global concern:

‘A hungry child sees roti [traditional Indian round flat bread] everywhere. A mother told her child to see the round, white moon in the distance. With hunger pangs gnawing at his stomach, the child said all he could see was a roti in the distance, as if to say, all he could see was his hunger for food or roti in everything while access to it was as distant as the moon.’

Deprived children lack access to development opportunities and face serious constraints to their development. A multitude of social, economic, political and environmental factors have lifetime consequences. Micronutrient deficiencies in diet, anaemia during infancy and maternal under-nutrition lead to poor brain development. Low birthweight among newborns has serious adverse implications, including stunting and reduced intellectual

---
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development. This affects nearly one of every three children born in South Asia (Mehta and Shepherd, 2004; M. Swaminathan, 2004).

ICDS is one of world’s largest outreach programmes for early childhood care and development. It was launched on 2 October 1975. It is centrally sponsored and implemented through the state governments/UTs. Care and health services are provided in an integrated manner at the grassroots level through anganwadis. The programme reaches out to children below six years and to expectant and nursing mothers. Most children going to anganwadis belong to BPL families and relatively vulnerable sections of the population. However, in view of the high levels of malnutrition among children in India, and especially among children belonging to poor families, efforts are being made to universalise the programme.

**Purpose, strategy and components**
The objectives of ICDS are: 1) to improve the nutritional and health status of children below the age of six; 2) to lay the foundation for proper psychological, physical and social development; 3) to reduce incidence of mortality, morbidity, malnutrition and school dropout; 4) to achieve effective coordination of policy and implementation among various departments to promote child development; and 5) to enhance the capability of mothers to address the normal health and nutritional needs of children, through proper health and nutrition education to lactating and nursing mothers aged 15-45.

Table 5.2 shows the target group and provider for each type of service.

The ICDS administrative unit is the community development block in rural areas, the tribal block in tribal areas and the ward or slum in urban areas, irrespective of the number of villages and the population. Table 5.3 shows the revised population norms for setting up a project, anganwadi centre and mini-centre. The population norms have been lowered in an effort to increase reach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Target group</th>
<th>Service provider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplementary nutrition</td>
<td>Children below 6; pregnant and lactating mothers</td>
<td>Anganwadi worker, anganwadi helper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunisation*</td>
<td>Children below 6; pregnant and lactating mothers</td>
<td>Auxiliary nurse midwife, medical officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health check-up*</td>
<td>Children below 6; pregnant and lactating mothers</td>
<td>Auxiliary nurse midwife, medical officer, anganwadi worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral</td>
<td>Children below 6; pregnant and lactating mothers</td>
<td>Anganwadi worker, auxiliary nurse midwife, medical officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-school education</td>
<td>Children 3-6</td>
<td>Anganwadi worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition and health education</td>
<td>Women 15-45</td>
<td>Anganwadi worker, auxiliary nurse midwife, medical officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: * The Anganwadi worker assists auxiliary nurse midwife in identifying the target group.

*Source: MWCD (http://wcd.nic.in/).*

3http://wcd.nic.in/.
Prior to 2005-06, the government provided 100% of financing for inputs other than supplementary nutrition, which the states were to provide out of their own resources. The states experienced resource constraints in this regard, so in 2005-06 the central government decided to provide support up to 50% of the financial norms for the services provided or 50% of expenditure they incurred on supplementary nutrition, whichever was less. In financial year 2009-10, the central government modified the pattern of funding to supplementary nutrition in states in the northeast from a 50:50 to a 90:10 ratio. Other states and UTs continued at 50:50, with all other ICDS components modified to 90:10 (from 100% central assistance earlier). The central government has also recently revised the cost of supplementary nutrition and norms (Table 5.4) for different category of beneficiaries, as follows:

- For children aged 6-72 months, the amount has been increased from Rs 2 to Rs 4 per beneficiary per day.
- For severely malnourished children aged 6-72 months, it has been increased from Rs 2.7 to Rs 6 per beneficiary per day.
- For pregnant women and nursing mothers, it has been increased from Rs 2.3 to Rs 5 per beneficiary per day.

The Supreme Court has ordered that ICDS be ‘geographically universalised,’ that is, there must be an anganwadi in every habitation. A Supreme Court judgement dated 13 December 2006 ordered that the government sanction and operationalise a minimum of 14 lakh centres ‘in a phased and even manner,’ between that time and December 2008, including identification of SC and ST habitations for

### Table 5.4: Population norms for anganwadis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Number of centres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural/urban projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150-400</td>
<td>1 (mini-centre)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400-800</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800-1600</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,600-2,400</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thereafter in multiples of 800</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tribal, riverine, desert, hilly and other difficult areas/projects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Number of centres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150-300</td>
<td>1 (mini-centre)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300-800</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: MWCD (http://wcd.nic.in/).*

### Table 5.4: Revision of feeding and nutrition norms at ICDS anganwadis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Previous (per beneficiary per day)</th>
<th>Revised (per beneficiary per day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calories (kcal)</td>
<td>Protein (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children (6-72 months)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severely malnourished children (6-72 months)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant women and Nursing mothers</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: MWCD (http://wcd.nic.in/icds.htm).*
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centres as a priority (Saxena and Mander, 2009). Hence, ICDS has been expanded: Table 5.5 shows the total number of projects and centres.

**Outcomes and issues needing attention**

Malnourishment levels remain extremely high among India’s children, as Table 5.6 shows. Only just over half of children weighed in *anganwadis* were of normal weight. Meanwhile, there were sharp disparities between states/UTs in this regard. While no children weighed in Arunachal Pradesh were malnourished, a shocking 95.64% of children weighed in Uttarakhand were. Even states with a better economic development record, such as Gujarat and Karnataka, showed close to 60% of children malnourished. At the national level, whereas 32.4% and 13.07% of children, respectively, were moderately malnourished (Grades I and II), 0.4% of children were severely malnourished (Grades III and IV). The highest levels of severe malnourishment were recorded in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Uttarakhand, followed by Orissa, Jharkhand, Gujarat, Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan.

A large number of reasons explain why ICDS has not significantly reduced malnutrition. The *Citizens’ Initiative for the Rights of Children Under Six* Report (CIRCUS 2006) or the focus on children under six (FOCUS) study surveyed 203 villages of 18 districts of Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh. It found that ICDS was performing well in Tamil Nadu: *anganwadis* were open throughout the year, nutritious food was available every day, health services were regular, preschool education was provided and immunisation services were delivered regularly, in close coordination with the primary health care system. The scheme also functioned well in Maharashtra and Himachal Pradesh. Drèze (2006) notes that Tamil Nadu provides an example of the potential of ICDS, since 96% of sample mothers in the state considered ICDS ‘important’ for their child’s well-being, and half of them considered it to be ‘very important.’ However, in Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh, immunisation services left much to be desired, and growth charts were missing, poorly maintained or out of date in most cases. Some health services had been neglected in all six states in the FOCUS 2006 survey.

The Tamil Nadu experience suggests that child attendance at the *anganwadi* is higher when cooked food is provided than when ready-to-eat items are distributed. In the FOCUS 2006, while supplementary nutrition was provided in all surveyed *anganwadis*, there was a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5.5: Expansion of ICDS – sanctioned projects and <em>anganwadis</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanctioned projects/ centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>anganwadis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (<em>anganwadis</em> + mini centres)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Total number of centres budgeted for is 14 lakh, leaving a cushion for *anganwadis* on demand.

* State-wise number of projects/centres/mini-centres sanctioned in 2008-09 under the third phase of expansion of the scheme is also available.

Source: MWCD (http://wcd.nic.in/icds.htm).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/UT</th>
<th>Total no. weighed</th>
<th>Normal weight (%)</th>
<th>% distribution of children by degree of malnourishment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grade I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td>5,227,418</td>
<td>50.04</td>
<td>32.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arunachal Pradesh</td>
<td>59,121</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assam</td>
<td>1,886,366</td>
<td>64.47</td>
<td>25.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>1,955,948</td>
<td>46.97</td>
<td>33.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goa</td>
<td>53,885</td>
<td>62.44</td>
<td>31.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gujarat</td>
<td>3,525,703</td>
<td>43.13</td>
<td>37.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>2,048,843</td>
<td>56.09</td>
<td>33.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>428,711</td>
<td>62.72</td>
<td>29.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jammu and Kashmir</td>
<td>197,577</td>
<td>68.88</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>2,324,591</td>
<td>56.43</td>
<td>29.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td>2,896,331</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>35.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>1,861,742</td>
<td>62.82</td>
<td>29.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td>6,805,350</td>
<td>56.14</td>
<td>29.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td>7,624,908</td>
<td>62.11</td>
<td>31.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipur</td>
<td>190,815</td>
<td>86.17</td>
<td>9.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghalaya</td>
<td>184,814</td>
<td>61.67</td>
<td>28.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mizoram</td>
<td>114,920</td>
<td>73.14</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagaland</td>
<td>178,277</td>
<td>93.63</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orissa</td>
<td>4,336,917</td>
<td>47.33</td>
<td>37.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>2,044,221</td>
<td>65.15</td>
<td>31.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasthan</td>
<td>3,909,343</td>
<td>52.69</td>
<td>31.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikkim</td>
<td>36,114</td>
<td>82.59</td>
<td>15.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamil Nadu</td>
<td>4,034,813</td>
<td>63.53</td>
<td>34.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripura</td>
<td>197,995</td>
<td>61.61</td>
<td>30.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>8,400,169</td>
<td>47.34</td>
<td>32.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttarakhand</td>
<td>117,259</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Bengal</td>
<td>5,209,557</td>
<td>50.84</td>
<td>34.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman and Nicobar Islands</td>
<td>21,562</td>
<td>84.36</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandigarh</td>
<td>69,660</td>
<td>68.31</td>
<td>30.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>272,002</td>
<td>50.07</td>
<td>33.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dadra and Nagar Haveli</td>
<td>14,696</td>
<td>27.69</td>
<td>48.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daman and Diu</td>
<td>7,663</td>
<td>47.23</td>
<td>42.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakshadweep</td>
<td>6,851</td>
<td>61.13</td>
<td>38.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pondicherry</td>
<td>27,415</td>
<td>60.27</td>
<td>34.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All India</strong></td>
<td><strong>66,271,557</strong></td>
<td><strong>54.16</strong></td>
<td><strong>32.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Computed based on MWCD data (http://wcd.nic.in/).*
disparity in the quality of nutrition. In *anganwadis* of Uttar Pradesh, children were provided *panjiri* ‘ready-to-eat’ mixture. In Rajasthan, there was no variety, and many parents suggested this was the major reason for poor child attendance. There was variety in Himachal Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, although in Tamil Nadu a fortified, precooked ‘health powder’ was mixed with boiling water or milk for children below two years, and a hot lunch of rice, *dal* and vegetables freshly cooked with oil, spices and condiments, with occasional variants such as a weekly egg, was served to children in the three-to-six age group.

The FOCUS 2006 survey also found disparities with regard to physical infrastructure, ranging from independent all-weather buildings with adequate space for ‘play-way learning’ and separate spaces for storage and cooking in Tamil Nadu, to a one-room *anganwadi* in Uttar Pradesh. In Maharashtra, *anganwadis* were located near primary schools, with a source of clean drinking water as well as other essential facilities, such as furniture, utensils, storage containers, toys, charts and related equipment.

Where *anganwadis* are located in the home of the centre’s worker or helper, there are frequent disruptions, as when guests are visiting the family. The rent budget for *anganwadis* in the National Capital Territory of Delhi is just Rs 500-750 per month. Unless space is available in a school or public building, which is rare, *anganwadis* are housed in small spaces such as house verandas (Mehta and Ali, 2008).

*Anganwadi* workers are frequently asked to perform tasks that are not related to ICDS. These can include attendance at events organised by political parties or visiting potential beneficiaries of non-ICDS schemes to check the veracity of information in completed forms. The FOCUS 2006 survey found that 79% of *anganwadi* workers had been mobilised for non-ICDS duties during the previous six months and 60% had not been paid for the previous 30 days. In three districts of Delhi, Mehta and Ali (2008) found that, despite workers and helpers being the key to the success or failure of the project, the honorarium paid is extremely low: Rs 1,500 and Rs 750 per month, respectively, during fieldwork in 2007. Even these payments are often delayed for several months. MWCD issued a circular in October 2010 asking state governments to pay an additional honorarium to workers and helpers. This varies significantly, from Rs 200 in Uttar Pradesh to Rs 2,607 in Tamil Nadu.

Problems with regard to the functioning of ICDS include poor quality of supplementary nutrition provided; unsanitary conditions in and lack of regular cleaning of public spaces in slums and *jhuggi jhonpris* (squatter settlements); poor and unsafe water; and lack of funds for toys, weighing scales, charts, medical kits, mats, stationery, brooms, etc., which are inexpensive but important sources of support (Mehta and Ali, 2008). With overworked supervisors; scattered geographical coverage; overloading of staff with non-ICDS tasks; poor supervision owing to non-ICDS-related demands on time; lack of training, skills and motivation of workers and helpers, it is hardly surprising the programme cannot make a dent in malnutrition.

Citing data from the third National Family Health Survey (NFHS 3), Saxena and Srivastava (2009) note that 81% of children under six were living in an area served by a centre. However, only 32.9% of these had used any of its services in the preceding 12 months. Further, only 26.5% of children had received supplementary nutrition; 21% of pregnant women and 17% of lactating mothers had received supplementary food; and 20% of children had been immunised in the centre.
During 1998-2005 (between NFHS 2 and 3), the proportion of underweight children declined from 54% to 44% in Orissa and from 61% to 52% in Chhattisgarh (Saxena and Srivastava, 2009). Further, the proportion of children receiving services from *anganwadis* was over 65% in these two states, or twice as high as the national average and six times higher than in Bihar (9.9%). Therefore, Orissa and Chhattisgarh may still have high malnutrition and may be ‘among the poorest states but they are the best ICDS performers and most successful at reducing undernutrition’ (ibid).

The trigger for change in Chhattisgarh was the *mitanin* (‘friend’) programme launched in 2002 (in Saxena and Srivastava, 2009). Orissa used a similar approach. The *mitanin* is chosen by the local community and trained and supported by a block training team, the auxiliary nurse midwife and the *anganwadi* worker. The authors recommend the use of an outreach- rather than a centre-based approach. In Chhattisgarh, for example, *mitanins* sensitise and counsel the entire family when they come to weigh children and explain the significance of the malnutrition grades. They also argue for independent verification of records, as *anganwadi* workers ‘have too many registers to complete and are reported to be under pressure to enter “correct” rather than accurate data’ (ibid). Additionally, they recommend packaged foods be banned, involvement of *panchayats* and mothers’ groups be increased and access to water and sanitation be monitored.

Based on a review of the literature and fieldwork, it can be concluded that having a scheme in place is not enough. Unless projects are resourced adequately, strengthened significantly and monitored closely, they cannot carry out the massive task assigned to them. The scheme suffers from flaws such as overloading of staff at all levels; poor norms and lack of adequate funds for payment of rent for space and a honorarium to staff; inadequate funds for equipment; exclusion as a result of limited coverage; poor convergence with providers of services relating to cleanliness and safe drinking water; and lack of outreach and awareness generation to communities. Hence, high levels of malnutrition remain.

### 4. PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

#### Background

The PDS in India today is a part of the government’s food grains operations, which have the twin objectives of price support to farmers who produce the major food grains and assured supplies of food grains to the poor at reasonable prices. It is operated jointly by the central and state governments. The central government is responsible for procurement, storage, transportation and bulk allocation of food grains. The state government is responsible for distributing the grains to consumers through its network of fair price shops (FPSs). State governments also hold the operational responsibilities, including allocation within the state, identification of BPL families, issuing of ration cards, supervision and monitoring of the FPSs.

The PDS is a massive programme, often said to be the largest of its kind in the world in terms...
of coverage. It comprises about 500,000 FPSs and supplies grains to an estimated 65 million poor households. In 2009-10, it provided 23.4 million tonnes of grain to consumers. Out of this, 6.4 million were provided to the severely poor (Antodaya Anna Yojana, or AAY, card holders, a scheme to provide access to food for the poorest set up in 2000) and another 10.4 million tonnes to the remaining poor or BPL card holders. The remaining 6.2 million tonnes were purchased by non-poor households (APL card holders). Total purchases by all households from the PDS made up 94% of the grain made available. The percentage of purchases in the total allocation made available for distribution was the highest in the case of APL (97.4%), followed by AAY card holders (95.9%) and then BPL card holders (91.6%).

The PDS has evolved over the past seven decades since its origins during the World War II period and the Bengal Famine of 1943. Food shortages in the 1960s led to a streamlining of the system, and increased availability of food grains as a consequence of the Green Revolution in the late 1970s and 1980s saw the system extended to tribal areas and areas with high incidence of poverty. The scheme had an urban bias for several decades, but has become increasingly pro-poor.

A revamp of the system in 1992 strengthened it in backward regions. The Revamped PDS (RPDS) was launched in 1,775 blocks where area-specific programmes were being implemented, such as the Drought Prone Area Programme, the Integrated Tribal Development Projects, the Desert Development Programme and certain Designated Hill Areas. PDS infrastructure was improved in these areas, and food grains for distribution were issued at 50 paise below the central issue price (CIP). Elsewhere, the entitlement was increased to 20 kg per card from 10 kg. The RPDS sought to increase the effective reach of PDS commodities and their delivery by state governments at FPSs, while providing additional ration cards for households left uncovered and addressing requirements like additional FPSs, storage capacity, etc. The revamp also expanded the basket of commodities for distribution through PDS outlets to include tea, salt, pulses and soap on top of rice, wheat, sugar, kerosene and edible oil.

The PDS saw another major change in 1997, when it was renamed the Targeted PDS (TPDS) and became more focused on supplying essential commodities to the poor. Grain was made available to BPL households at 50% of the ‘economic cost’ to the government and to APL households at the economic cost.

Prices fixed in July and December 2000 for BPL and AAY households, respectively, and in July 2002 for APL households, have not been revised since, even though the economic cost to the government has gone up considerably. States/UTs fix the retail price after taking into account factors such as margins for wholesalers and retailers, transportation charges, levies and local taxes. Under the TPDS, states were initially asked to issue food grains at a difference of not more than 50 paise per kg over and above the CIP for BPL households, which in turn was fixed at 50% of the economic cost. Now, states/UTs can ignore this restriction, except for AAY households, for which the end retail price is to stay at Rs 2 per kg for wheat and Rs 3 per kg for rice. AAY families today are supplied with 35 kg of grain per family per month, up from 25 kg per month in 2000 but at the same 2000 price. The allocation was increased from 20 kg in 2000 to 25 kg in 2001 for BPL households and, along with AAY and APL households, to 35 kg per month in 2002.

There has been a steady increase in the number of poor families the PDS covers. State
governments are responsible for identifying poor households to become eligible for BPL/ AAY cards. However, there is a ceiling on the number of BPL households subsidised using central funds. This is determined by Planning Commission estimates of poverty in each state and not by the number of BPL cards each state issues. The PDS is supplemented by the midday meal scheme for students in government-run and -aided primary schools, as well as a few additional programmes that seek to supplement the nutrition of at-risk people.

The PDS and poverty reduction

Given its essential character of assuring supplies of basic nutrition, recent initiatives on food security are seeking to universalise the PDS to the entire population. This push is based also on the argument that current methods of identifying the poor are extremely weak and that the risk of excluding poor families from the system is extremely high. Evaluations have shown large errors in this regard. A study of 16 states (PEO, 2005) found a rate of exclusion of the poor from BPL card eligibility of 47% in Assam, 33% in Maharashtra, 30% in Bihar and 27% in Orissa. The exclusion error was less than 10% in Punjab and Andhra Pradesh. In Tamil Nadu, the PDS was universal, so there were no exclusion errors. However, the ‘inclusion error,’ implying provision of BPL cards to the non-poor, was high in Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. There is also the problem of ‘ghost cards,’ where the number of cards issued exceeds the number of households.

The need to reduce corruption and ensure better targeting is clear. In a study of the impact of the PDS on poverty, using data for 1986-87, Radhakrishna (1997) shows the impact of the untargeted and relatively less extensive approach had very little impact on poverty. He estimates that, without the PDS, the poverty HCR might have been only 2 percentage points higher. However, with better targeting, the impact on the poor may have increased.

The current PDS supports only a part of the poor’s food requirements. Desai et al. (2010), for both rural and urban areas, found only 55% of BPL and AAY card holders who had consumed rice in the previous month had bought it at a FPS, and only 13% had bought all their rice there. In the case of wheat, 44% of BPL/AAY families bought from a FPS and only 28% met all their needs through the PDS. Desai et al. also report that 60% of children up to 5th Class receive midday meals or free grains.

However, the reasons the poor did not buy wheat and rice from FPSs would likely include lack of readily available funds; inability to buy more than small amounts at one time and therefore a need to purchase small amounts frequently rather than the monthly amount all at once; lack of safe and protected storage space; need to purchase on udhaar (through short-term debt); inconvenient times and days of opening of the FPSs; and lack of availability of the grain at the shop when they go to buy their ration. Most of these issues can be rectified. Clearly, the effectiveness of the PDS in meeting the needs of the poor is also determined by the efficiency of the supply system.

5. MAHATMA GANDHI NATIONAL RURAL EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEE ACT

Background

MGNREGA guarantees 100 days of unskilled work at the minimum wage to each household. It was passed unanimously in the Lok Sabha (the lower house of Parliament) on 23 August 2005. It came into force in 200 districts on 2 February 2006 and was extended to an additional 130 districts in 2007-08. The Act was universalised with effect from 1 April 2008 and now covers the entire country.
The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS) is not just another wage employment programme. It is legally enforceable, and changes can be initiated only through constitutional amendment. It draws on India’s long experience with wage employment generation schemes (Table 5.7).

Table 5.7: Milestones on the journey towards MGNREGS (1960-2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Main provisions (schemes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960-61</td>
<td>Rural Manpower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-72</td>
<td>Crash Scheme for Rural Employment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Pilot Intensive Rural Employment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973-76</td>
<td>Small Farmers Development Agency Marginal Farmers and Agricultural Labour Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Food for Work Programme and Antyodaya Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>National Rural Employment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Rural Landless Employment Guarantee Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>Jawahar Rozgar Yojana Employment Assurance Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00</td>
<td>Jawahar Rozgar Yojana merged with Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana and made a rural infrastructure programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Sampoorna Gram Rozgar Yojana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>National Food for Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 September 2005</td>
<td>Notification of NREGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 February 2006</td>
<td>NREGA introduced in 200 districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>NREGA Phase II – extended to additional 130 districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 April 2008</td>
<td>NREGA Phase III – extended to cover all districts of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 October 2009</td>
<td>NREGA renamed MGNREGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Kumar et al. (2010).

The programme is implemented as a centrally sponsored scheme on a cost-sharing basis. The central government bears the cost of payment of wages for unskilled manual workers; up to 75% of the material cost and wages of skilled and semi-skilled workers; and administrative expenses towards the salaries of programme officers, their supporting staff and gram rozgar sevak (village employment facilitators) as well as towards worksite facilities. The state government bears 25% of the material cost and wages of skilled and semi-skilled workers; unemployment allowance payable in case the state government cannot provide wage employment within 15 days of application; and the administrative expenses of the State Employment Guarantee Council.

MGNREGS has had the advantage of being able to build on the experience of the Maharashtra Employment Guarantee Scheme (MEGS), which has been in operation for several decades. While MGNREGS is patterned on MEGS, it deviates from it in many ways, as Table 5.8 shows.

The flaws in MEGS included: limited number of days of work actually provided; low wages; lack of worksite facilities; lack of upgrading of skills; limited administrative systems for monitoring and tracking implementation; poor sustainability of assets created under the scheme; and lack of convergence with other schemes (Shah and Mehta, 2008). MGNREGS has tried to correct many of these. Like MEGS, it makes provision for compensation and treatment in case of injury and for onsite facilities like safe drinking water, care of small children, periods of rest and first aid. It bans contractors and restricts the use of labour-displacing machines. It requires that the wage component be at least 60% of the expenditure in any project. It tries to create much-needed
rural assets through watershed development; water conservation and harvesting; irrigation works; forestry; land development; flood control; construction of roads; etc. (in Ghosh et al., 2008).

**Impacts**

What are the achievements of MGNREGS so far? In addition to access to work, many of those who work on sites where MGNREGS is being implemented are the chronically poor. Higher wages, reduction in the need for distress migration, reduction in indebtedness and investment in community assets in the village are among the key short-term impacts observed in some districts, as listed below:8

- Greater economic and livelihood security during lean periods, as there is a fallback employment option (Drèze and Oldiges, 2008; Sainath, 2008; Sudarshan, 2010a, 2010b).
- Increase in agricultural wages (CSE, 2008a; Kumar et al., 2010; MoRD, 2008; Singh, 2007).
- Reduction in distress migration (CSE, 2008a; Deccan Chronicle, 2007; Menon, 2008; MoRD, 2008).
- Reduction in indebtedness (MoRD, 2008).
- Investment in productive community assets, such as roads, water conservation structures, drought-proofing structures, flood protection, afforestation and plantation (CSE, 2008a; Menon, 2008).
- Increased participation of women, especially in Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh (CSE, 2008a; Drèze and Lal, 2007; MoRD, 2008).
- Mobilisation of the poor for livelihood-related activities and strengthening of the process of participatory democracy through economic decentralisation (Kumar et al., 2010).
- Women finding work convenient as it is close; no job search is needed; and the government is a trusted employer. This has reportedly encouraged non-working women, widows and the elderly to participate (Sudarshan, 2010a, 2010b).

The Office of the Comptroller & Auditor General (CAG) assessed MGNREGS in the early stages of its implementation, in terms of its conformity with MGNREGA’s provisions and guidelines, finding most states were not following these (CAG, 2007). Other methods of monitoring include analysis of reports submitted by national-level monitors (Mehta et al., 2006a; 2006b), which form the basis for mid-course correction and help determine subsequent release of funds to state governments. A large number of researchers and activists also monitor MGNREGS: monitoring visits by outsiders cannot match the accuracy of reports from a locally present, continuously watchful civil society (Gopal, 2009; Kumar et al., 2010). Transparent sharing of information and a vigilant community are necessary to prevent corruption-based disenchantment.

To what extent are women able to exercise their right to work through MGNREGS? Sudarshan (2010b) found wide variations across states, within states and across districts in the share of work days going to women. In 15 states out of 26, the share of women in total work days was over 33% in November 2007 (data for 2006-07), and 20 of the same 26 in 2009-10. Six states had a share of 25% or less in 2006-07 (but just three states in this group in 2009-10). At the two extremes in terms of

---

8 For details on districts, please refer to sources cited.
## Table 5.8: MEGS and MGNREGS – comparing the design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>MEGS</th>
<th>MGNREGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• To provide gainful and productive employment to those in need of work and who are prepared to do unskilled manual labour but cannot find work on their own. • To create durable community assets for longer-term development.</td>
<td>• Enhance households’ livelihood security and strengthen livelihood resource base of rural poor through unskilled manual work; • Safety net to reduce migration by rural poor in lean period; creation of productive assets to ensure development of rural areas; protecting environment; empowering rural women; fostering social equity; etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>All adults in villages and C class towns.</td>
<td>Only households in villages in designated districts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>33 of 35 districts of Maharashtra (excluding Mumbai City district and Mumbai Suburban district).</td>
<td>Phase I 200 districts. Phase II an additional 130 districts. Phase III extended to the entire country from April 2008.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative arrangements</td>
<td>No separate administrative machinery. Minimal administrative costs. Works implemented through various government departments such as Irrigation, Public Works, Agriculture, Forest and local bodies, such as Zilla Parishads (district councils).</td>
<td>MoRD as nodal central ministry. Administrative hierarchy at central and state levels and below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days of work</td>
<td>Round-the-year guarantee with the understanding that works will not be initiated in peak agricultural season.</td>
<td>100 days per household.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>All adult women as entitled to demand work as adult men.</td>
<td>One-third of beneficiaries must be women but rights of women subsumed within the household.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job cards</td>
<td>Nil.</td>
<td>To be provided within 15 days of application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of work</td>
<td>By tehsildar (official of the revenue department at sub-district level).</td>
<td>By Gram Sabha (congregation of all village members above 18) in villages to be displayed after approval of shelf of projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage rate</td>
<td>Zone-wise prevailing minimum rates of wages revised as of 26 March 2001: Zone 1 Rs 51; Zone 2 Rs 49; Zone 3 Rs 47; Zone 4 Rs 45, applied on a piece-rate basis.</td>
<td>Minimum wages applied to task completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days taken for payment of wages as per design</td>
<td>15 days.</td>
<td>15 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worksite facilities</td>
<td>Drinking water facilities, shelter for rest at break time, first aid box, crèche, shelter and midwife to look after children of labourers, wired goggles for stone-crushing labourers.</td>
<td>Drinking water, shade, crèche, first aid kit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment allowance</td>
<td>Failure to provide employment within 15 days of receipt of demand leads to payment of unemployment allowance at rate of Rs 1 (now Rs 10) per day.</td>
<td>One-third of the applicable wage to be given if work not provided within 15 days of application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements for payment</td>
<td>By technically qualified persons as per schedule of rates, so fixed that a person working seven hours would normally earn a wage equal to the wage rate.</td>
<td>By technically qualified junior engineer, assistant engineer or village monitoring committee based on a schedule of rates so fixed that a person working seven hours would normally earn a wage equal to the wage rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision</td>
<td>Site supervisor from the government department implementing the project.</td>
<td>Qualified technical personnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of funds</td>
<td>Levy of specific taxes (by state government) with state government matching amount thus collected.</td>
<td>Central and state government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Village and tehsil (an administrative division below the district and above the village) committees consisting of male and female workers, head of village council, tehsildar and kotwal (officer in charge of local police station).</td>
<td>Vigilance and monitoring committees set up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grievance redressal</td>
<td>Putting in a complaint to the tehsildar.</td>
<td>Complaint registers or open days run by senior officials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target group</td>
<td>Open to all adult individuals regardless of caste, gender or income group. Self-targeting or targeted based on low wages and unskilled arduous work.</td>
<td>Open to all adults at household level regardless of caste, gender and income group. Self-targeting or targeted based on low wages and unskilled arduous work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

percentage share in 2006-07 were Jammu and Kashmir (5%) and Himachal Pradesh (13%) on the one hand; and Tamil Nadu (82%), Tripura (76%), Rajasthan (68%) and Kerala (66%) on the other. In 2009-10, Himachal Pradesh had moved into the highest share group.

Payment of wages to those working on MGNREGS sites is critical to ameliorating poverty. However, wages paid are significantly less than the stipulated minimum wage, owing to application of a schedule of rates and measurement of work. Based on fieldwork in a few areas in three states, Sudarshan (2010b) points to uncertainty with regard to wage payments, on two counts. First, workers do not know in advance how much work needs to be done in order for them to be eligible for the minimum wage. Second, there are names on the muster rolls of persons who are not actually present at the worksite.9 And, even though the government of Rajasthan took the initiative of reducing the prescription for calculating wages under MGNREGA by 30% in October 2007, as women and old labourers were not able to accomplish their allotted tasks and thus were deprived of the minimum wage, official data from Abu Road in Rajasthan confirm that wages paid are generally below the minimum wage (Table 5.9). This is despite some increase in the average wages earned.

Table 5.9: Abu Road, Rajasthan – wages paid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Minimum wage paid (Rs)</th>
<th>Maximum wage paid (Rs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Block Development Office, Abu Road, cited in Sudarshan (2010b).

The track record of different states on implementing MGNREGS varies. Rajasthan’s success in participation of households is attributed to the social audits initiated by the grassroots social movement MKSS (Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sangathan) and the Right to Information (RTI) campaign (see Chapter 6). This has resulted in high levels of awareness (Ghosh et al., 2008). Rajasthan’s government showed initiative in introducing revised wage/productivity norms, so as to increase actual earnings; later, in early 2009, it introduced regular training for ‘mates’ (site supervisors), reduced the qualification required for women so as to encourage them to work as site supervisors and set up a committee chaired by the Minister of Rural Development and including civil society activists that meets once a month to discuss implementation issues (Sudarshan, 2010b).

Social audits conducted by CSOs in partnership with the state government, and digitisation of the entire process, from registration to pay order, are considered key to Andhra Pradesh’s success (Burra, 2007; Menon, 2008). The state has made a radical move to institutionalise social audits for all MGNREGS programmes to check corruption (Aiyar, 2007). Information pertaining to all card holders and works undertaken can be seen on the website or at software kiosks across 657 tehsils (Venkateshwarlu, 2007).

Sudarshan (2010b) reports that in Kerala, the minimum wage of Rs 125 is paid to all workers for each day worked on MGNREGS. This wage is well above the prevalent market wage for women (Rs 70-80), but well below that for men (Rs 200 or above). Regular implementation of MGNREGS has created a shortage of agricultural labourers, and in turn has led to some upward movement of female unskilled wages. The response to this has taken

---

9 It has been observed that members of upper-caste families get their names included on the muster roll but leave the work to be done by lower-caste and female labour. Personal communication from D.N. Reddy, Institute for Human Development.
two forms. In some places, MGNREGS works are kept open only when agricultural work is not available, to prevent a clash. In others, rubber and coconut plantation owners have been forced to raise the daily agricultural wage.

In an assessment of the official statistics and analyses by various agencies and researchers, Sharma (2009) notes that, as compared with its previous version, the Sampoorna Gramaen Rozgar Yojana, the scheme has led to an improved share of ST households in employment and improved participation by women. The nominal wage rate in rural areas has increased as the scheme has unfolded, but real wage rates have not. This study also points to large variations in the various outcomes across states. For instance, women’s participation in employment generated is low in the northern region. Nevertheless, there have been positive effects on the lives of the poor where the programme has been implemented properly.

Overall successes and flaws
The biggest success of MGNREGS is that it has given the right and opportunity to access work to the poor as well as bringing issues of livelihoods, entitlements and corruption centre stage. Social audits and reports mention that the programme has instilled a sense of security, increased transparency and accountability in governance (Aiyar, 2007). Its major flaws are that it offers ‘hard labour that ends in a wasted body and a surfeit of […] earth embankments’ that may get washed away with the next rain (Handa, 2008); and that, whereas MEGS provides a round-the-year guarantee (except in the peak agricultural season) to all adults willing to do unskilled manual work, provided they are over 18, MGNREGS provides the guarantee at the household and not the individual level and, also, limits the entitlement to 100 days.

Generating awareness as to the availability of on-demand work and social audits is not enough. If MGNREGS is not just another wage employment programme, and the purpose is to ‘create much-needed rural assets’ that raise agricultural productivity and create livelihood opportunities, the next step has to be provision of technical support and skills to use MGNREGS allocations to build quality assets that are sustainable. Works can be identified through convergence with, for instance, forestry departments, so it is possible to address, in addition to income poverty, ecological poverty facing women in provisioning water, grass for livestock and fuel-wood (Sudarshan, 2010a).

In sum, while the many monitoring and auditing reports list planning and implementation failures and tell us performance differs across villages and sites; while deviations from guidelines continue; and while delayed payment of wages and payment below the minimum wage remain an issue; it is important to note that none of the audit reports mentions lack of demand for work or villagers not needing the job opportunities MGNREGS creates.

MGNREGS is self-targeting. There are reports of manipulation by vested interests, but the major reason for failure to achieve outcomes is design flaws. If MGNREGS is to reduce poverty, work must not be backbreaking and lead to emaciation and ill-health in difficult conditions.10 And moving people out of poverty cannot be achieved by allowing just 100 days of work per household per year. Committing to more effective poverty reduction requires increasing the entitlement in terms of days; providing work on demand to all adults instead of limiting it to the household level; and ensuring payment of minimum wages for work done. Reported implementation failures can be rectified.

---

10 We are grateful to R. Handa for stressing this.
through increased transparency and closer monitoring. Meanwhile, although the scope for strengthening implementation, providing skills and building high-quality sustainable assets, etc., remains very wide, it is impossible to deny the fact that MGNREGS has filled a major void in meeting demand for work.

6. NATIONAL RURAL HEALTH MISSION

The health situation, ill-health and entry into poverty

High health care-related costs owing to the onset of a long illness can lead to entry into poverty, and also worsen the situation of those already poor. Ill-health creates immense stress, even among those who are financially secure. Most households in India do not have medical insurance, and sell invaluable assets and additionally borrow money to try and save family members who suffer from serious illness. The importance of publicly available, good quality health care to enable greater access to health services cannot be overestimated in preventing the non-poor from entering poverty or reducing the suffering of those below the poverty line (Mehta, 2009).

It is now generally accepted that ‘India’s achievements in the field of health leave much to be desired and the burden of disease among the Indian population remains high’ (Bajpai et al., 2009). The authors note that illness and death from infectious diseases such as malaria and TB are re-emerging as epidemics that can be prevented and/or treated cost effectively with primary health care services under the government health system. However, the extensive public primary health care infrastructure is ‘inadequate’ and ‘grossly underutilized’ owing to its ‘dismal quality’ (ibid). Further,

‘[…] in most public health centers which provide primary healthcare services, drugs and equipments are missing or in short supply, there is shortage of staff and the system is characterized by endemic absenteeism on the part of medical personnel due to lack of control and oversight.’

There are wide disparities on health-related indicators, between rural and urban areas, between better and poorer performing states and between better-off and more vulnerable sections of society. Health care centres in many villages are non-functional, ill-equipped and inadequately manned. The rural system has been described as ‘wasteful and inefficient’ and delivering ‘very low quality health services […] far less than the guidelines laid down by the government’ (Bajpai et al., 2009). Health and health care access is also highly inequitable (Duggal, 2009).

Private health care facilities are used extensively in India (Desai et al., 2010). Kurian (2010) points out that the major weakness of the system is the absence of an accessible basic doctor and the fact that ‘70% of primary health care is provided by unqualified practitioners in the private sector.’ Over 80% of health expenditure in India is private (ibid). Baru (2006) explains that the growth of private sector in provisioning of health care was facilitated by fiscal constraints on government budgets, leading to cuts in public expenditure in the social sectors and increasing the space for private sector growth. Meanwhile, private sector growth has also been enabled through growth of the pharmaceutical and medical equipment industries and their search for markets for their products. Using data for two districts for Andhra Pradesh, Baru (1993) found the number of private institutions at the secondary level of care was skewed in favour of the developed districts rather than the poorer ones. Private secondary and tertiary levels of care were confined largely to urban areas and rural areas where there was agrarian prosperity.
Baru draws attention to rising costs in the public sector, better quality of care provided and an increase in the cost of drugs acting as push factors in increased utilisation of the private sector.

Inequity in use of public health subsidies is clear, since only 10% of public health subsidies accrue to the poorest 20% of the population, whereas over three times as much (31%) accrues to the richest 20% (Mahal, 2002). This could owe to problems such as distance from medical facilities and the opportunity cost of accessing public health facilities in terms of forgone incomes facing the rural poor if they seek health care. Income growth, infrastructure development that improves access to hospital care and improved quality of health care and accountability of providers would help improve the allocation of subsidies (ibid). Maharashtra, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu have the most egalitarian distribution of public health subsidies. In contrast, in Bihar, Rajasthan, Orissa, Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh, between 37% and 50% of health-related subsidies accrue to the richest 20% of the population (ibid). Noting that those who need care are not seeking care because they cannot afford it, and therefore may not be seeking care when they need it the most (Iyer and Sen, 2001), Baru (2006) argues that at the state level this calls for a rational use of available resources and also for a policy that will strengthen public provisioning and regulate the private sector.

Through the Common Minimum Programme, the UPA government promised to increase public spending on health to at least 2-3% of GDP, with a focus on primary health care; to raise public investment in the control of communicable diseases; and to give special attention to poorer sections in health care. However, spending on health has fallen far short of these promises (Table 5.10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Public expenditure on health (% of GDP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Ministry of Health and Family Welfare National Health Accounts.*

It is increasingly recognised that ‘poorer populations bear the brunt of health disadvantages’ and are ‘beleaguered with ill health whether it be their efforts for child survival or anxieties pertaining to child nutrition’ (Joe et al., 2008). Examining spatial and temporal dimensions of health outcomes, Agrawal (2010) finds that the impressive rate of growth of economic output is not accompanied by similar achievements in health; the rate of decline of IMR decelerated during the late 1990s. Further, the majority of infant deaths are concentrated in some of the poorer states of the country. Sen et al. (2007) highlight the interplay of systematic hierarchies and systemic failures in determining health outcomes for poor women. Using empirical evidence and insights based on data collected from 1,920 households in 60 villages in two sub-districts of Koppal, they find ‘the more insecure the household’s economic status, the greater the chance that health-seeking will be rationed within the household, and this is borne disproportionately by girls and women.’

Based on a survey of 5,759 individuals in 1,024 households in 100 hamlets in rural Udaipur in collaboration with Seva Mandir and Vidya Bhavan, Banerjee et al. (2003) conclude that the quality of the public service is ‘abyssmal and unregulated and private providers who are
often unqualified provide the bulk of health care in the area.’ Households in the sample were poor: average per capita household expenditure was Rs 470 per month and more than 40% were living in BPL households. The authors found that 51% of men and 56% of women were anaemic. There was also evidence of respiratory difficulties. A third of adults reported cold symptoms in the previous 30 days, 12% saying the condition was serious; 33% fever; 42% ‘body ache’; 23% fatigue; 14% problems with vision; 42% headaches; 33% back aches; 23% upper abdominal pain; 11% chest pains; and 11% weight loss.

Micro studies frequently capture such high levels of morbidity – far higher than those reported in NSS data. Such morbidity and malnutrition incidence, combined with high levels of poverty, calls for urgent and priority commitment and allocation of substantial resources to the health sector. Instead, as Srinivasan et al. (2007) show using data from three NFHS rounds, the pace of interventions to address maternal and child health has slowed, with a ‘dampening’ of the full immunisation programme during 1998-99 to 2005-06. In view of high rates of malnutrition and infant mortality, this is cause for serious concern.

**Purpose, strategy and components**

The NRHM 2005-12 mission document (NRHM, 2005) pointed to relatively low public expenditure on public health; inequitable allocation of resources, with those in lower income groups accessing much less health care through public services than those in higher income groups; disparities across regions in public health care facilities; and lack of community participation in the provision of services.

The NRHM was launched to provide accessible, affordable and accountable quality health services to rural areas throughout the country, especially to the poor, women and children, with a special focus on 18 states with weak public health indicators and/or infrastructure. Within this, it addresses existing inter-state and inter-district disparities, especially in the 18 high-focus states. The NRHM aims to undertake ‘architectural correction of the health system […] to promote policies that strengthen public health management and service delivery.’ It also articulates the government’s commitment to increasing spending on health from 0.9% to 2-3% of GDP.

The NRHM’s core strategies include assigning significant responsibility to the *Panchayati Raj* institutions in the management of rural public health care systems, along with measures to enhance the capacity of the institutions for this purpose. Other strategies involve improving access to health care at the household level through female health care activists at the village level, and numerous other measures aimed at achieving convergence of alternative approaches to rural health care and strengthening institutions and facilities at village, block and district level. The challenge facing the NRHM is huge.

**Targets and achievements**

The NRHM seeks to attain a large number of outcomes at the national and community levels. Table 5.11 summarises achievements with regard to each of the national-level indicators specified in the mission document.

While there has been progress on most indicators, there are serious concerns with regard to meeting the most critical. For instance, with the IMR at 53 and the MMR at 254, targets on these will not be met – and the shortfall remains significant. West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu reported the highest percentage decline on MMR between 2001-03 and 2004-06. Performance in Bihar, Orissa, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Table 5.11: Progress on the NRHM – targets and achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target to be achieved by 2012</th>
<th>Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMR: reduce to 30 per 1,000 live births</td>
<td>55 in 2007; 53 in 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR: reduce to 100 per 100,000 live births</td>
<td>254 in 2004-06 (SRS Bulletin, April 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fertility rate: reduce to 2.1</td>
<td>2.7 in 2007 (National Health Profile, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://cbhidghs.nic.in/index2.asp?slid=1068&amp;sublinkid=721">http://cbhidghs.nic.in/index2.asp?slid=1068&amp;sublinkid=721</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaria mortality: reduce by 50% up to 2010, additional 10% by 2012</td>
<td>1,704 in 2006; 1,173 in 2007; 935 in 2008; 29 in 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://nrhm-mis.nic.in">http://nrhm-mis.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kala-azar mortality: reduce by 100% by 2010 and sustain elimination until 2012</td>
<td>187 in 2006; 189 in 2007; 146 in 2008; 5 in 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://nrhm-mis.nic.in">http://nrhm-mis.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filaria/microfilaria: reduce by 70% by 2010, 80% by 2012 of 85.92% and eliminate by 2015</td>
<td>82% against eligible 518 million in 2007, coverage in 2008 <a href="http://nvbdcp.gov.in/MDA.html">http://nvbdcp.gov.in/MDA.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dengue mortality: reduce by 50% by 2010 and sustain at that level until 2012</td>
<td>184 in 2006; 69 in 2007; 80 in 2008; 4 up to April 2009; data awaited for rest of 2009 and 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://nrhm-mis.nic.in">http://nrhm-mis.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese encephalitis mortality: reduce by 50% by 2010 and sustain at that level until 2012</td>
<td>658 in 2006; 963 in 2007; 684 in 2008; 53 up to April 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://nrhm-mis.nic.in">http://nrhm-mis.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataract operation: increase to 46 lakh per year until 2012</td>
<td>4,693,073 in 2009-10; 5,826,931 in 2008-09, National Programme for Control of Blindness <a href="http://www.npcb.nic.in/">www.npcb.nic.in/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leprosy prevalence: reduce from 1.8/10,000 in 2005 to less than 1/10,000 thereafter</td>
<td>Prevalence rate reported at 0.72 per 10,000 population for the year 2008-09 ending on 31 March 2009 <a href="http://nlep.nic.in/Progress%20report%2031st%20March%202008-09.doc">http://nlep.nic.in/Progress%20report%2031st%20March%202008-09.doc</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuberculosis DOTS services: maintain 85% cure rate through entire mission period</td>
<td>87% success rate of new smear positive patients April 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://www.tbcindia.org/pdfs/TB%20India%202010.pdf">www.tbcindia.org/pdfs/TB%20India%202010.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade community health centres (CHCs) to Indian Public Health Standards (IPHIS)</td>
<td>March 2007 6,630 sub-centres, 224 primary health centres (PHCs), 938 CHCs; March 2008 4,276 CHCs <a href="http://mohfw.nic.in/Bulletin%20on%20RHS%20-%20March,%202008%20-%20PDF%20Version/RHS%20Bulletin%20-%20March%202008%20-%20Final%20Tables.pdf">http://mohfw.nic.in/Bulletin%20on%20RHS%20-%20March,%202008%20-%20PDF%20Version/RHS%20Bulletin%20-%20March%202008%20-%20Final%20Tables.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase utilisation of first referral units from less than 20% to 75%</td>
<td>1,813 (RHS Bulletin, March 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engage 250,000 female accredited social health activists (ASHAs) in 10 states</td>
<td>794,768 ASHAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="http://mohfw.nic.in/NRHM/asha.htm#data">http://mohfw.nic.in/NRHM/asha.htm#data</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Column 1 NRHM (2005); column 2 mentioned separately for each indicator.
Pradesh was also significant. However, Punjab and Haryana actually showed an increase in MMR during this period (Bajpai et al., 2009).

Further, there are concerns regarding accuracy of estimates, since mechanisms for collection and reporting of data on maternal and neonatal deaths were lacking in the districts of 17 states audited by CAG (2008). Further, slippages are not surprising: CAG found immunisation targets were fixed on an *ad hoc* basis in 15 states/UTs.

Serious note should be taken of CAG (2008) findings that, despite higher rates of immunisation, incidence of infant and child disease has *increased* in nine states. In audited districts of 22 states/UTs, there was a shortfall in the administering of the first and second doses of vitamin A owing to short supply at health centres. Despite two national immunisation days and six special national immunisation days (and additional rounds in selected districts of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh), 1,640 new polio cases were detected in 17 states/UTs in 2005-08. Quality control remained important: in spite of a complete ban on cataract surgery in camps, 19.52 lakh such cataract surgeries were performed in 14 States/UTs, which was 47% of the total number of cataract surgeries in these states.

Below is an overview of auditing and evaluation findings on planning; fund flow management; infrastructure development and amenities; capacity building; procurement; and supply of medicines, equipment and medical personnel.

**Implementation: planning, community participation and funds flow**

NRHM planning has been constrained by non-completion of household and facility surveys and state-specific perspective plans; lack of preparation of district-level annual plans in nine states and block- and village-level annual plans in 24 states/UTs; and a need to generate planning capacities (CAG, 2008). Gill (2009) notes that evaluation was not built into the project design and baseline figures are lacking; this hampers assessment of how the mission is faring in various regions.

The NRHM emphasises local participation as key to successful implementation. Progress on this has been slow, with village health and sanitation committees not constituted in nine states. Patient welfare committees are weak and have no grievance redressal mechanisms or outreach and awareness generation efforts (CAG, 2008).

The People’s Mid-Term Appraisal of the Eleventh Five-Year Plan (CBGA, 2009) also found village health and sanitation committees were largely not in place – none was reported in villages in Orissa, Rajasthan and Jharkhand; 22.27% of the necessary committees were reported in Madhya Pradesh; and they were beginning to be formed in Chhattisgarh. Further,

‘[… ] genuine communitisation and decentralisation processes are also not still visible under the NRHM. Community involvement even in ASHA selection has been negligible. Village health and sanitation committees are hardly present. District health action plans, which should have been the reference point for all activities and spending are just beginning to come in only now from few districts. Even in these cases it is doubtful to what extent there has been participation of the village communities in the preparation of the plan. The problem is compounded by promotion of outsourcing measures for activities such as recruitment and preparation of district plans.’

Total outlay/expenditure on the NRHM during 2005-06 to 2007-08 was Rs 24,151.45 crore. The centre contributed 100% of funds in the
first two years, with states to contribute 15% of funds during the Eleventh Plan. However, in the context of fund flow management, CAG (2008) found many states were yet to contribute their share of funds to the mission. Reasons were as follows: owing to high unspent balances in previous years, many high-focus states where diseases are endemic and health indicators poor received relatively less in central grants; release of funds to state and thus district and block levels needed streamlining to ensure prompt and effective utilisation; in 2005-07, Rs 720.20 crore was released to state health societies to upgrade CHCs to meet IPHS without receiving proposals and plans of action and, consequently, most remained unspent; and most states were yet to adopt e-banking. Since central funds go out on a weighting system, based on state population and category, a significant proportion of NRHM funds go to Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. Unspent funds are large. For example, over 40% of funds to Uttar Pradesh remain unspent, with serious implications for the performance of the scheme (Gill, 2009).

Implementation: infrastructure development and capacity building

Bajpai et al. (2009) report satisfactory availability of essential infrastructure like electricity, water supply, drinking water, toilets and round-the-clock delivery facility in all CHCs. However, they also found telephone facilities did not exist in 29% of CHCs; an all-weather approach road in 21%; functional vehicles in 14%; linkages with blood banks in 57%; and medical stores in 7%.

At PHC level, only 19% of PHCs reviewed in three states by Bajpai et al. (2009) have been upgraded under the NRHM. None has the necessary equipment for surgery and 16% do not have equipment for deliveries. A total of 26% do not have a regular supply of medicines. Only 29% have a regular supply of Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy (AYUSH) medicine and only 39% have consulting rooms for AYUSH doctors. Some 13% do not have a fully equipped labour room, 13% do not have beds and 16% do not have sitting facilities for relatives of patients. None of the PHCs provides food to patients. Linen is washed once a week and replaced once a year on average. Meanwhile, essential infrastructure is missing in some PHCs: electricity (16%); water supply (10%); drinking water (10%); functional generator (52%); toilet (7%); round-the-clock delivery facility (32%); telephone (48%); all-weather approach road (13%); functional vehicles (81%); and linkages with blood banks (81%). The IPHS are obviously not being met.

In Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan, Gill (2009) found that infrastructure does exist in all public health facilities at all levels in all states (except for 20% of sub-centres in Andhra Pradesh and 50% of additional PHCs and 20% of sub-centres in Bihar). However, in Bihar especially, additional PHCs are derelict and all PHCs and sub-centres operate out of rented buildings. Construction is taking place at the level of CHCs in Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar and at the level of PHCs in Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. There is no construction at sub-centre level. Electricity is erratic in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, leading to liberal purchase and use of generators and inverters. Water supply is problematic in Rajasthan and to some extent Bihar, with slow construction of toilets and waste disposal pits and low usage of facilities. In Rajasthan, facilities are very clean. There is no shortage of cleaning staff in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar but facilities need to be better maintained.

Andhra Pradesh contracts out emergency vehicles to a not-for-profit; Bihar CHCs use Omnis donated by the local Member of the
Legislative Assembly (MLA); Uttar Pradesh CHCs and PHCs depend on a few ambulances provided by the state government; and Rajasthan also depends on such ambulances at CHC level but has to hire private vehicles at PHC level.

Implementation: medical care service providers

CAG (2008) notes that, while the innovative practice of engaging ASHAs has had a positive impact on taking health care to and enhancing awareness of the patient, persistent shortage of service providers at different levels in different states/UTs continues to pose a challenge. Despite engagement of contract workers, there are shortages of specialist doctors at CHCs, staff nurses at CHCs/PHCs and auxiliary nursing midwives/multi-purpose workers at sub-centres. Poor upkeep and maintenance and high absenteeism of manpower in rural areas are the main problems in the health delivery system in the public sector.

Bajpai et al. (2009) found that only 64% of CHCs had a general practitioner; 43% a physician; 50% a surgeon; 36% a paediatrician; 29% an AYUSH doctor; and 14% an anaesthetist. Thus, availability of specialised doctors at CHC level in the high-focus states is far from meeting the IPHS, even after NRHM implementation. Even after four years of implementation, 7% of CHCs do not have a doctors’ residence and 14% do not have a nurses’ residence. As a result, not all CHCs have a round-the-clock service: attendants at nights are available in only 57% of CHCs.

At PHC level, there are shortages of general practitioners, AYUSH doctors, staff nurses, auxiliary nursing midwives, ward boys, male and female health assistants, lady health visitors, health educators and laboratory technicians.

Noting that paramedical staff are the backbone of the rural public health system, Gill (2009) draws attention to shortages and vacancies of doctors, specialists, anaesthetists, obstetricians/gynaecologists, nurses and technicians. At CHC level, vacancies are highest in Uttar Pradesh, followed by Bihar, Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan. At the PHC level, vacancies are highest in Bihar, followed by Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh.

Implementation: procurement and supply of medicines and equipment

In the context of procurement and supply of medicines and equipment, CAG (2008) found no manual had been prepared in 26 states/UTs; formulary lists of drugs were not available, nor were standard bid documents adopted, in 13 states; inadequate procurement planning affected equipment utilisation, with Rs 3.96 crore of equipment lying unutilised in six states; and cold chain equipment worth Rs 10.43 crore and telemedicine facility-equipped mobile medical units worth Rs10.72 crore remained non-functional owing to lack of supporting infrastructure in Jharkhand. In nine states, the required stock of essential drugs, contraceptives and vaccines (adequate for two months of consumption) was not available in any of the tested PHCs and CHCs.

Apart from an administrative fee of Rs 2 for a prescription, public health facilities are to dispense medicines free of cost to BPL and other deprived patients. Provision of medicines of course requires their availability. A random check of medicine storerooms in Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan showed considerable variation in the stock of medicines across type of health centres.

Efforts have been made to put in place mechanisms to enable access to reliable health care, especially for the poor and vulnerable,
through ‘architectural correction’ of the health sector based on delegation and decentralisation of authority; involvement of Panchayati Raj institutions; and other supportive policy reform measures in medical education, public health management, incorporation of ‘Indian systems of medicine,’ regulation of health care providers and new health financing mechanisms. However, this stops short of guaranteeing access to either adequate or reliable health care of any standard or quality.

**Concluding issues in the context of health and the NRHM**

Notwithstanding all of the above, the NRHM has had a positive impact on health care delivery, based on indicators such as increased patient inflow at PHCs and CHCs and improved institutional deliveries and immunisation, resulting from the positive impact of engaging ASHAs (CAG, 2008). It is unique in its use of institutional instruments to structurally reconfigure the public health system to facilitate decentralisation and community involvement; its efforts to promote inter-sectoral convergence in services; and its integration of segregated vertical disease-specific programmes at national, state, district and block levels (Gill 2009).

While NRHM has made progress in overhauling the public health delivery system, it has several limitations. It ‘promotes provision of a limited package of services through the government health centres, rather than comprehensive services’ (CBGA, 2009). The ASHA worker in the village is not a substitute for access to a basic doctor, and this remains the NRHM’s major lacuna. Hence, the NRHM needs strengthening, especially with regard to human resources for health. That is, it needs more doctors, nurses and auxiliary nurse midwives, as well as drug availability (Srinath Reddy, 2009).

Insurance plays a minor role in the Indian health sector, and Kurian (2010) points out that almost three-fourths of total health expenditure is out-of-pocket expenditure by households. In the context of insurance, Reddy cautions that,

‘[…] the whole problem of private insurance is not only that not many people can afford it, but even those who have acquired private health insurance find that the whole amount of risk coverage is very limited because those who are likely to have events fairly soon are weeded out of the insurance schemes and the coverage provided is not adequate for such people.’

Importantly, he stresses the need to ‘ensure that universal healthcare especially of essential health services is available and one should not be dependent on out of pocket spending.’

If decentralised public health services are to improve significantly, there is a need for a substantial injection of resources into the sector, in the context of continued government support. Priority allocations should go to correcting existing disparities in access to outpatient and inpatient quality treatment in rural areas. Meanwhile, the weaknesses identified above need to be addressed if the NRHM is to deliver ‘accessible, affordable and accountable quality health services to rural areas.’ Privatisation is not a solution: the experience of other countries shows that, while it may enlarge health services and improve their quality, it keeps the poor away.

While the NRHM has made a significant positive impact in terms of expanding health infrastructure, it is as yet inadequate to achieve the objectives set for it. What is required is an overhaul of the delivery system to provide effective universal access to primary health services. At one level, the flow of financial resources from the centre to the states needs to be strengthened. But there is also a need to
make community participation in the management of health services more effective. Building awareness among communities and devolving the resources to manage services are necessary steps to make community participation more effective. No individual should fail to secure adequate medical care because of an inability to pay. The state cannot and must not abdicate its responsibility to provide quality health care (preventive, promotive and curative) for all, especially vulnerable groups, although the definition of ‘vulnerable’ cannot be determined by ownership of a BPL card, since this will deny benefits to a large number of people.

7. **RALEGAN SIDDHI AND HIVRE BAZAAR: RURAL DEVELOPMENT AND POVERTY REDUCTION**

Ralegan Siddhi is a village located in the acute drought-prone and rain-shadow zone of Parner tehsil of Ahmednagar district, in central Maharashtra. It is at a distance of 87 km from Pune and 5 km from the Pune-Aurangabad state highway. The village has an area of 982.31 hectares and is characterised by erratic and scanty annual rainfall of 450-650 mm. The village gets rain on approximately 35 days of the year.

Before 1975, Ralegan Siddhi was one of the many villages of India plagued by acute poverty, barren land, hunger and deprivation, a fragile ecosystem, neglect and hopelessness. Population pressure, indiscriminate use of natural resources, lack of efforts at regeneration, recurrent cycles of drought, water runoff and soil depletion resulted in low productivity and low income. The majority of villagers were farmers, with 70% of households living below the poverty line. Today, though, Ralegan Siddhi is virtually unrecognisable as an Indian village, and few households can be categorised as poor. Agriculture is still the main source of livelihood, and non-agricultural employment opportunities are limited. Those employed in services work as cobblers, drivers, teachers, blacksmiths, grocers, health workers and shopkeepers.

How did the change take place? The key interventions pertained to the introduction of watershed development, soil and water conservation and irrigation. But this was not all: there was community participation in the variety of social and economic programmes under Anna Hazare’s dynamic leadership. Villagers contributed labour to the various development activities and accepted community-imposed regulations, such as equitable distribution of water and prudent choice of crops. For example, sugarcane, a water-intensive crop, was banned, and crops like pulses, oilseeds and certain cash crops with low water requirements were encouraged.

Wherever a water source was developed collectively, water is distributed in turn. A second turn is not given unless all landholders have received their first turn. Since there is no guarantee of a regular supply of water, water is ‘rationed’ by following a particular timetable for delivery. The landless have access to the commons.

What is also striking about the story of Ralegan is the ‘convergence’ of development activities and effective implementation of projects. Where all other attempts had failed in the region, Ralegan succeeded in implementing the ‘lift irrigation’ scheme on the Kukadi Canal in the early 1990s. The Ralegan model owes its success to its strong ‘value system,’ which was based on equity, putting the poorest first, eradication of hunger, fairness, transparency, gender balance and fighting corruption.

The experience of Ralegan has led to efforts to replicate the model. Watershed development schemes launched across the country have benefited from the experience. One notable
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success is the village of Hivre Bazaar, also in Ahmednagar district. Hivre Bazaar was crippled by the same social, economic and ecological issues as Ralegan. It suffered erratic and low annual rainfall – 350-400 mm on average. Severe water paucity for drinking and irrigation purposes led to very low productivity: water-intensive crops could grow on only half an acre of land. Hard rock makes up 80% of the land, and before the reforms indiscriminate grazing had eroded the green cover. Meanwhile, of a total of 180 households, 168, or 95%, were below the poverty line. Unemployment had led to heavy migration and, as in Ralegan, alcoholism was a serious concern. Crime and conflict were common and social indicators such as health and education were poor.

The development interventions in Hivre Bazaar were along the lines followed in Ralegan: watershed development, water and soil conservation, community participation and equitable considerations. By 2005, a drought year, only 11 of 210 households were below the poverty line. This number had decreased to 3 by 2007.

In sum, Ralegan Siddhi and Hivre Bazaar are outstanding examples of village-based poverty alleviation efforts based on people’s efforts to help themselves out of poverty, as well as to spur the government to implement anti-poverty and social development policies with accountability and transparency. Not only have the villages been able to take advantage of a large number of government programmes and schemes, but also these have been implemented in an equitable, transparent and participatory manner, with judicious management and usage of all available resources. Having identified the poorest in the village, efforts are now focused on enabling them to take advantage of the opportunities of the programmes and schemes being implemented. In Anna Hazare’s words, ‘gaon ko hee kendra bindu manana padega’ – the village has to be recognised as the central point of all development planning efforts.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In recognition of the geography, sociology and chronic and multidimensional nature of poverty, the government has implemented a large number of schemes to ameliorate distress resulting from poverty. So why has the trickle-down effect of economic growth, combined with poverty reduction programmes, not eradicated poverty? In the context of the programmes discussed here, a combination of factors has led to this outcome. For instance, for MGNREGS, the number of days of work to which a household is entitled and the wages paid are inadequate. Further, technical support and capacity or skills are required if quality assets that will be sustainable are to be built so as to enable movement out of poverty. In ICDS, too, overloading of staff and inadequate provision of funds to enable anganwadis to function emerge as the key dampener. For other schemes there are additional issues, such as misallocation of BPL cards and errors of exclusion because of targeting of programme benefits according to ownership of BPL cards. Meanwhile, there are serious questions as to the feasibility of using cash payments instead, as these are amenable to even higher levels of manipulation and corruption. The effectiveness of the schemes varies both across and within states. There are structural issues underlying this varied performance. Several states are unable to make financial contributions required for implementing schemes.

Different types of anti-poverty interventions are needed to address chronic and transitory poverty. While interventions to improve the human and physical capital of the poor are likely to be successful in reducing chronic poverty in the long term, in the short term a
large reduction in income poverty could be achieved in other ways. Escape from poverty and severe poverty is enabled through increased income-earning opportunities generated by growth in village size, proximity to urban areas, improved infrastructure, literacy, access to assets and income from assets. This highlights the importance of investments in employment and income-generating interventions in rural areas as well as infrastructure development and growth.

Poverty reduction cannot be viewed simply as a welfare issue in isolation of the need to create opportunities for income growth. The Eleventh Plan’s argument is that,

‘[...] an inclusive growth strategy that focuses only on human capital formation or directly targeted poverty reduction is likely to fail. The structure of growth and also the pattern of production have to be employment-generating, especially outside agriculture’ (Planning Commission, 2008).

As such, the Eleventh Plan argues strongly for a strategy that is three-pronged, comprising economic growth, income poverty reduction through targeted programmes and human capital formation. Hence, economic growth is critical to reduce poverty in a sustainable way. Composition of growth matters and has to generate jobs, but growth needs to be reasonably high to provide the resources required for poverty alleviation. The Eleventh Plan sets out strategies for higher and more balanced growth across sectors and across regions. It allocates more resources for development programmes and poverty reduction. In the rural context, the Panchayati Raj institutions have been called on to play a greater role.

Several initiatives are needed to improve the effectiveness of public services and programmes. Whether these relate to decentralisation of governance; correcting design, targeting and implementation failures; or alternative methods of providing income support, reaching the chronically poor and enabling them to cross the poverty line sustainably must remain the goal. The examples of Ralegan Siddhi and Hivre Bazaar hold out the promise of success of local leadership and initiatives. There are other such successful local initiatives, but they urgently need attention, replication and support. Despite their disadvantages, it is possible for poor states to make significant progress in addressing the constraints to effective implementation, as described in the examples of efforts made to develop a cadre of workers or mitanins in close proximity to the community in Orissa and Chhattisgarh. Improving the efficiency of delivery systems is imperative, but resources also need to be provided to the local institutions that may be more effective at implementing programmes, with strong monitoring and evaluation mechanisms in place to create checks and balances.

While government efforts have been directed towards ameliorating distress, they have been less cognisant of the trajectories into poverty and the importance of addressing these. Nor have systematic efforts been made to accurately identify poor households and undertake adequate and sustained measures to enable the poorest households to escape poverty. This can be initiated by building a cadre of young and committed workers trained to identify drivers and maintainers of poverty and potential interrupters of poverty, as Chapter 3 described. The task of this cadre of workers should be to identify and demand support to prevent any new entry into poverty in any village or slum; to identify the poorest, ensure they are linked with the relevant government programmes for social protection and interrupt their poverty; to identify potential opportunities for employment and skills development; and to prevent intergenerational transmission of poverty.
India’s Rights-Based Approach and Chronic Poverty

1. INTRODUCTION
India’s adoption of a rights-based approach to development logically should do much to address chronic poverty. A rights-based approach recognises the multidimensional character of persistent poverty and its underlying power dynamics. India has already passed legislation on the rights to information, employment and education. These are being implemented, along with a controversial Forest Rights Act. However, this chapter argues that the approach’s success depends on the detailed guarantees, standards, norms and procedures generated by the political process framing the legislation, and also on a quicker transformation to a more demand-led implementing structure and process: it is currently intrinsically difficult and risky for poor people to make demands, and they continue to rely on interlocutors and intermediaries, which entails its own risks. The chapter also discusses the extent to which implementation and delivery can be transformed more rapidly precisely because a rights-based approach is taken. Overall, poverty eradication in India requires substantial transformation of the delivery system and political behaviour, with continued and significant strengthening of collective action.

The interconnectedness of aspects of deprivation and development suggests that, over time, it will be necessary to extend the rights-based approach to cover new rights. There is already passionate advocacy on the right to food, and a more measured case is being made on the right to health. Issues that are critical for the chronically poor in particular, such as gender equality, cut across the rights being determined; others, for example inclusive growth, lie outside of any rights that could be established. A major question lies in whether to continue legislating for new rights at this point in time, or to consolidate and invest in generating a consensus on how to achieve the rights to food and health.

2. RIGHTS AND CHRONIC POVERTY
While governments have been wary of taking on rights-based approaches to poverty reduction, this may now change rapidly: a larger proportion of world poverty is now found in middle-income countries with
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respectable economic growth records and the resources to enable the granting of rights (Sumner, 2010), such as India. However, actually allocating such resources and applying them to achieve critical development outcomes may be very complex. In this regard, establishing a right provides a new set of tools to get demands met and can act as a powerful weapon for the weak.

The idea of a rights-based approach to poverty has seen increasing enthusiasm in the international development community in the past couple of decades.2 The approach defines basic human development needs as rights to which claimants are entitled, thereby shifting development ‘out of the realm of a privilege that benevolent regimes might – or might not – provide their citizens […] to a right that could be “legally enforced,” claimed, and asserted’ (Batliwala, 2007). A global social movement, which originated among civil and political rights activists, supports a rights-based approach to development in general and specific rights in particular (e.g. the right to food). Policy makers have also developed a social guarantees approach to convert abstract rights into defined standards against which citizens can hold public policy to account. This emphasises not only access but also quality of provision, financial protection and availability of redress mechanisms (Gacitúa-Marió et al., 2004). The processes supporting standards should strengthen citizenship and address the ‘citizenship trap’ identified in the second international Chronic Poverty Report (CPRC, 2008).

Rights are universal, and so include the poorest in a way that few other approaches do.3 Human rights are rooted in the notion of equality and inclusion. As such, a rights-based approach to development can help tackle the long-term multidimensional causes of persistent poverty, targeting not only economic poverty but also socio-political exclusion – ‘economics + x.’ Looking at poverty using a human rights lens brings into sharp relief the social, economic and political dynamics that keep generations of people trapped in chronic poverty, discussed in Chapters 2 to 4. A rights-based approach recognises the interconnectedness of development objectives: political as well as economic and social rights are important for the poor.

Importantly, such an approach demands recognition of the power dynamics that underlie chronic poverty and of the development process itself (rather than focusing merely on outcomes), as well as emphasising the need for participation by all stakeholders to ensure their rights are realised (Ultvedt, 2004). In so doing, it raises issues of power and inequality in access to resources or services, which are so critical in determining who remains poor.

A rights-based approach also offers the potential to empower people to actively demand their rights. A rights perspective could therefore help break down negative stereotypes and myths about the ‘laziness’ and ‘passivity’ of people living in chronic poverty and demonstrate their efforts to escape poverty. Construing extreme poverty as a denial of human rights highlights the severity of such a condition to all members of society and appeals to people’s sense of justice in persuading them to accept societal obligations to eliminate it. It also adds distinct value to poverty reduction when a significant portion of the population suffers from extreme poverty.

A rights-based approach to development
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implies clear duties on the part of the state to guarantee all of its citizens, including those living in chronic poverty, the rights to which they are entitled. When development rights are incorporated into the national legal system, poverty alleviation becomes a ‘justiciable’ duty (not just a benevolent act of charity left to the discretion of the state). The primacy of accountability and transparency in the approach offers significant opportunities for people to hold governments to account and claim their entitlements through the legal system (Sengupta, 2010). This could be a ‘missing ingredient’ in India’s delivery system, to ensure the allocation and delivery of promised financial and human resources.

Incorporating rights into the domestic legal system subjects the state, as ‘primary duty bearer,’ to monitoring and ongoing review by civil society and human rights institutions. When rich elites oppose poverty reduction interventions, construing extreme poverty as a violation or denial of human rights helps overcome their resistance, by increasing the cost of opposing these interventions and convincing them of the desirability of reducing poverty (Sengupta, 2010). Rights also often come with obligations on the part of citizens, something that authoritarian states have typically used more extensively.

However, there are limits to a rights-based approach. Rights need to be justiciable, which means being specifiable and contestable in law. A diffuse ‘right to development’ would be hard to implement. Meanwhile, in practice, rights have to be achieved gradually, while developing the necessary tax base and political consensus; this is a sticking point for ‘rights fundamentalists,’ who are impatient to see rights achieved immediately. In addition, some people will achieve rights before others. They can be applied to the poorest early if there are deliberate attempts to focus on such groups. However, there can be a massive downside to targeting – many deserving people can be excluded while less or non-deserving people are included.4

3. INDIA’S RIGHTS-BASED APPROACH

The approach and new rights legislation

The current flow of new rights legislation is occurring in parallel with implementation of actions to achieve the MDGs, which have been incorporated into India’s five-year plans. Within this framework, targets expressed as averages provide incentives to focus on the ‘less deprives’ among the deprived, who can be lifted out of poverty more easily. In this context, establishing rights in the law may be a critical ingredient in a more equitable approach to development.

Chapters 2 to 4 show that India’s performance on poverty reduction has been disappointing compared with that on economic growth; that a substantial proportion of poverty today is chronic; and that this has at its core both a strong geographical dimension (the poorest states) and a strong occupational dimension (casual labourers and small and marginal farm households). While GDP has more than doubled since 1991, malnutrition indicators have improved by only a few percentage points. Per capita availability and consumption of food grains have declined since 1996; the percentage of underweight children remained stagnant between 1998 and 2006; and the calorie consumption of the bottom half of the population has declined consistently since

4In India, exclusion errors typically are substantial. Reliance on the BPL lists have been particularly criticised. The costs of exclusion (‘violating rights’ in the language of rights) may be greater than those of allowing universal entitlement, as argued by the Right to Food Campaign in its criticism of the 2010 draft National Food Security Bill. By contrast, the virtue of an employment guarantee at low wages is that it is self-targeted. There are no targeting costs, although the substantial debate on the wage to be applied is effectively a debate about targeting.
1987. There are also massive unmet needs in addressing ill-health (Saxena, 2010), and performance on gender equality and child and maternal mortality has been disappointing, although the MMR has at last declined significantly (Hogan et al., 2010). This is a shocking state of affairs in a $3 trillion economy.

Economic liberalisation laid the foundations for rapid economic growth but, as Chapter 4 discussed, many have highlighted a downside for the poor. In the run-up to the 2004 elections, politicians seeking votes from poor people were aware they needed to present measures that would restore damaged well-being and agency. As a corrective to liberalisation, India’s approach has been a cautious one, and one very much set within the boundaries of liberalisation. Nevertheless, India is now leading the world in terms of its rights-based approach to development. Few other countries have legislated for development rights so broadly. 5 India has made impressive strides in pursuit of this agenda and in terms of the justiciability of economic, social and cultural rights (FIAN, 2008): it has ‘recently grown rich in legal “rights”’ (Banyan, 2010). India has instituted several policies, schemes and laws, purportedly aimed at supporting the most vulnerable to access their rights.

In 2005, India passed a law empowering citizens with the right to access information from government authorities. This Act was originally a response of the previous NDA government to the 1990s national civil society campaign for the right to information, and took the form of the first Freedom of Information Act in 2002. When the UPA government came to power in 2004, it reviewed the Act, later repealing it with the passage of the new Right to Information Act (the RTI) in 2005.

Also in 2005, India passed the now internationally renowned National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (now MGNREGA), to be implemented incrementally in three stages. As Chapter 5 outlined, MGNREGA introduced, for the first time, a state obligation to guarantee rural households 100 days of paid employment a year. Politically speaking, proposing this Act helped the UPA win the 2004 elections. The Congress Party’s election manifesto identified with ‘the common man,’ admitting that ordinary people had been left out in its previous periods of rule since 1989.

A Forest Rights Act 6 was passed in 2006 to give forest dwellers greater security of access to land and stronger provisions for consultation and resettlement where they are required to give way to wildlife conservation. Supporters see this as redressing historical injustices committed against forest dwellers, but it has been controversial (see below). The 2009 Right to Education Act guarantees free education and makes it compulsory for all children aged 6-14. At the time of writing, the Indian government had announced its plans to introduce a Right to Food Act, but standards and implementation modalities remain disputed.

This flurry of rights-based legislation altogether represents a substantial broadening of the explicit political commitments made by the state to citizens over time since the narrow focus on famine prevention of the 1960s and 1970s (Curtis et al., 1988; de Waal, 1996). It is interesting to note, however, that, while famine is a thing of the past, hunger and malnutrition are not.

5 Although Latin American countries also have a strong tradition of legislating for or including rights in constitutions, especially for indigenous people and with respect to land and forests.
6 The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act 2006.
For most of the recently legislated rights, there was a groundswell of activity at the state level preceding the development of Bills at the national level. For example, Maharashtra passed a Right to Information Act in 2002 and has longstanding experience with employment guarantee (see below; also Chapter 5). Across the country, the right to work has long been the subject of agitation and activity, with many private members’ Bills tabled since the 1960s. Several states have had food for work schemes in place for a long time, and some have introduced unemployment allowances for educated jobseekers. This history demonstrates the combination of parliamentary politics and civic action and agitation that often underlies progressive change in India.

The legal basis
India’s progressive post-Independence Constitution is grounded firmly in principles of equality, justice, rights and freedom. It provides a strong foundation from which to directly promote, fulfil and protect the rights of citizens, including those living in chronic poverty. Article 21 guarantees the fundamental right to the protection of life and liberty and has been used to interpret basic needs as guaranteed rights (e.g. the right to food). The Directive Principles of State Policy include several articles on social, economic and cultural rights, and provide important guidelines to central and state governments on framing rights policies and legislation and to the judiciary on the interpretation of fundamental rights. Importantly, they entail an obligation for the state to deliver on these. Moreover, the Constitution allows for public litigation to protect the basic human rights of the most vulnerable (FIAN, 2008). Chapter 1 discussed the several strong and specific constitutional provisions that have an impact on poverty.

India has ratified the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), from which other social and economic rights emanate. It is also a state party to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). In signing up to various international treaties and conventions on human rights, India implicitly grants rights to its citizens. In the context of the country’s evolving rights-based approach, we can interpret the latest steps (legislation guaranteeing citizens the right to education and the right to work and a proposal to grant the right to 25 kg of food grains at Rs 3 per kg to all BPL households) as signifying efforts to convert abstract rights into justiciable standards.

Since the emergency of the late 1970s, India’s Supreme Court has been at the forefront in asserting and promoting rights, often in response to public interest litigation. Thus, prior to the current wave of legislation, a variety of Supreme Court judgments bearing on economic and social rights had already been passed, as interpretations of the constitutionally defined right to life, most notably the right to food (Cheriyan, 2006). As such, the culture of setting standards for state-backed guarantees to citizens was already embedded institutionally.

The right to food: a debate on standards and implementation
Chapter 2 established the size of the nutritional and food security challenge facing India and the reasons for its very slow progress, despite a food surplus status. The state has been reluctant to apply the same level of resourcing and urgency to chronic hunger that it applied to eliminating the possibility of famine in the first two decades after Independence. Prevention of famine still sees massive public expenditure and institutional effort: both political democracy and the media made the development of routine responses to famine
conditions an imperative. Today, the media does occasionally focus on individual ‘hunger deaths,’ but the chronic hunger experienced by millions of children as well as adults goes largely unremarked and unaddressed. The sufferers are powerless; many may not be able to vote and can therefore be ignored politically. There are few interlocutors to speak for the poor and hungry and of organisations to represent them.

In this vacuum, the judiciary has been fundamental in drawing clear links between the right to food and the right to life, laying the foundations for the current campaign for a Right to Food Act. According to the Supreme Court of India, ‘[the] right to life guaranteed by any civilised society implies the right to food, water, decent environment, education, medical care, and shelter’ (in FIAN, 2008). This progressive interpretation suggests that the Indian government has a constitutional obligation to take steps to ensure to all individuals a dignified life with adequate food.

The landmark Right to Food Case of 2001 is recognised as the turning point in the right to food debate, providing a focal point around which civil society could rally. In this case, the People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL), together with other NGOs, filed a public interest litigation case at the Supreme Court, seeking legal enforcement of the right to food. The case emerged in the context of drought and severe hunger in rural Rajasthan, while the national government stored millions of tons of grain (some of it reportedly rotting). The PUCL petition held federal institutions and the central government responsible for malnutrition and demanded use of the food grains to prevent hunger and starvation. It argued that the fundamental right to life under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution included the right to food, and that the right to food would imply a duty on the part of the state to provide it (Khera, 2009).

In an interim order in November 2001, the Supreme Court converted most food- and employment-related schemes into ‘legal entitlements.’ The government of India and the state governments cannot change this without the court’s permission and until final judgement is passed on the case. The Supreme Court then directed central and state governments to universalise midday meals for all primary school children in India. The interim order also universalised the ICDS programme, making it mandatory for governments to provide supplementary nutrition and other ICDS services to all children below the age of six, all pregnant and lactating women and all adolescent girls. In October 2007, the Supreme Court passed further orders directing the government of India to increase the number of ICDS centres to cover 14 lakh habitations. The same interim order directed the government to make ‘earnest effort to cover the slums under ICDS’ and to ensure that all SC/ST habitations received anganwadis ‘as soon as possible.’

The Right to Food Case is a large and complex litigation effort and involves a wide range of state and civil society actors. More than 400 affidavits have been filed, with over 60 interim applications and 47 interim orders so far (Jain, 2010). These include the provision of a 35 kg ration per BPL family; subsidised rations for poor families under the Antyodaya Anna Yojana scheme; supplementary nutritious food and care for infants and children under the age of six through ICDS; security for pregnant and nursing women under the National Maternity Benefit Scheme and the Janani Suraksha Yojana scheme; school midday meals; national pensions; and provisions for the destitute, the urban poor, homeless children, single women

---

7 See www.righttofoodindia.org/icds/icds_orders.html.
and widows. However, Chapter 5 showed how ICDS, along with other anti-poverty schemes, remains grossly underfunded and has inadequate human resources.

There is great variation in levels of implementation of the right to food in the different states, with the Right to Food Campaign active in some states but not others. For example, some states provide 100% coverage of school midday meals, others none.

**Standards and implementation mechanisms: intrinsic to the realisation of rights**

Given this background, the Right to Food Campaign has heavily criticised the standards laid out in the new National Food Security Bill, developed in response to the Supreme Court’s efforts and the growing public campaign, as being lesser than the previous rights granted by the Supreme Court.

This is a complex issue. It is clear that the PDS can work, for example in Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. However, some states are unable to access their entitlements from the Food Corporation of India (FCI), as they do not have the resources to pay for transport and other costs. Some may have to trade off between this and other investments to support economic growth. Meanwhile, the system has become notorious for waste and for storing more than is needed or can be used. The right to food debate has reopened the issue, bringing in new actors, but the passing of an Act would by itself not solve the problems entrenched in the current food security system.

Among the standards criticised by the Right to Food Campaign is the proposal of a reduction in the current entitlement of 35 kg (based on the Supreme Court order) to 25 kg grain per household per month. This entitlement is nutritionally inadequate, given that an average family of five requires about 60 kg of food grain, 5 kg of pulses and 4 litres of edible oil (Jain, 2010). The campaign’s alternative proposal is, for each adult, 14 kg of cereals per month at Rs 2 per kg, 1.5 kg of pulses at Rs 20 per kg and 800 grams of cooking oil at Rs 35 per kg, with children getting half the entitlements and the ration cards being made in the name of the female head of household.

Second, the Bill makes use of the TPDS (see Chapter 5), which relies on the BPL lists of households, which are widely recognised to be subject to high errors of exclusion. The campaign proposes that the government follow the Supreme Court in making the entitlement universal. Third, the Supreme Court has recently been considering a report proposing the expansion of the PDS entitlement, which process would be negated by this new legislation.

This debate illustrates that translating rights into guarantees or standards is fraught with challenges and can be contested. Much of this chapter focuses on this issue, together with the question of implementing and realising rights once standards have been legislated for, particularly in relation to employment and education. The major concern here, however, is not with the intense debates around these standards, but with the question of whether legislated standards can be delivered and, if so, whether separately or together they promise an end to chronic poverty in India.

The political will to address food security varies considerably, both from politician to politician and from state to state. Lack of political will is commonly identified as the underlying cause of India’s appalling hunger and food insecurity record:

‘India could feed its entire people, but it doesn’t. The chronic conditions [...] for many millions of people in India are unacceptable in terms of the basic requirements of human dignity. The problems are not rooted in the vagaries of
natural phenomena, but in deeply embedded political and economic patterns. There are massive governmental programs or “schemes” as they are called, for feeding poor children, providing subsidised foods, etc. but still the problems persist. Enormous amounts of money are spent on such programmes. Yet, somehow the benefits don’t reach the people who need them most’ (Kent, 2002).

A serious political analysis of this issue concludes that the ‘programmatic nature’ of a state’s political regime is the key factor, i.e. the degree to which the regime is focused on development objectives and programmes rather than patronage (Harris, 2000).

Nevertheless, the focus of the debate needs to broaden. Food security is about not just availability, but also knowledge on how to use food (as well as cash to buy food); about child nutritional requirements (e.g. breastfeeding for the first six months); and about intra-household equity issues. These issues have so far been overwhelmed in the debate by the PDS entitlement question when, in fact, they are just as important. It is possible to envisage food security being achieved through a combination of employment guarantee and social assistance schemes (providing cash) and macroeconomic and food stock management to control food price inflation.

The new politics of rights

India is fast establishing itself as a key player in the world economy, and there is little doubt that the national economy is now at the point where it can achieve both sustained expansion and significant improvements in the lives of its people (ILO, 2007). However, it is widely acknowledged that the significant economic growth resulting from India’s large-scale liberalisation and privatisation programmes of the 1990s has failed to benefit all of its citizens, resulting in deep social and economic inequities. Liberalisation has been associated with a relative expansion of informal employment and with significant regional disparities in the flow of new capital and generation of employment. A recognised weakness of economic growth has been its lack of inclusiveness. Caste- and gender-based inequalities are particular challenges, with women in the informal economy among the worst-off (ibid).

The paucity of employment for such groups justifies attempts to shore up the quantity (and quality) of employment available to them. The absence of concerted pressure or protest on this issue might indicate a lack of demand for a right to employment, but there is no doubt that the politicians who picked this issue up and ran with it in the 2004 elections struck a chord with the electorate. This is democracy in action, with change in government achieved partly through an imaginative initiative to address a fundamental problem facing a sizeable portion of usually neglected voters.

The neoliberal state has also stepped back from commitments to directly provide basic services to all its citizens, with private commercial interests increasingly moving into sectors of social investment, such as education, health and food distribution. The surprise defeat of the incumbent regimes in the 1996 and 2004 national elections was a political expression of the unpopularity of these policies among the masses. Accompanying discourses on ‘deficits’ in development, governance, legitimacy and democracy were supported by various commissions and expert groups set up by the government and the Planning Commission to consider issues concerning employment generation, the working poor in the large unorganised sector of the economy, religious minority groups and the challenges of development in extremism-affected areas.

It is against this political backdrop that India’s rights-based approach has evolved, with the aim of promoting inclusive growth and
supporting the most vulnerable and marginalised sections of society. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the institution of new rights and the reintroduction of the state in areas of social investment have gone forward cautiously and in conjunction with the wider liberalisation and privatisation agenda that has been in place since the 1990s.

So, the rights to education and health can be interpreted as providing a framework within which both public and private sectors can operate. This would imply acceptance of the inability or low likelihood of the state providing effective services for all in the near future, despite the additional revenues available from growth. The critical issue here on education is not so much who provides the services, but that poor parents increasingly demand that their children be educated to a level that improves their life chances. Such demand has been lacking in the past, although it may now be increasing. A rights-based approach of itself will not address the problem of demand. Measures to stimulate it include scholarships, conditional cash transfers, school feeding programmes and measures to enhance the quality of education, including its links with the labour market.

More broadly, there is opposition to the rights-based approach on the grounds that taking ‘confrontational positions’ in claiming rights is difficult and may even be counterproductive for poor people. For example, Shack/Slum Dwellers International argues that confrontational approaches to development (like a rights-based approach) make poor people vulnerable to a backlash from rights violators and reduce the collaboration that is possible subsequent to a dispute on rights (Patel and Mitlin, 2009). Dalits and other groups of low socio-economic status are only too aware of the damage confrontational approaches can bring, even though dalit organisations are widespread and there are many attempts to assert their rights (Shah et al., 2006).

While it is undoubtedly practically difficult, or impossible, for poor people to sue for their individual rights, class actions are possible, and these may give some shelter from antagonistic interests. Nevertheless, if rights legislation is used to point the finger of blame at local or state officials for preventing rights being achieved, this could attract powerful hostility towards the claimants, a fear of which may well deter them. The civil society alternative may well be to strategically build collaborative approaches and coalitions of different interests on a local basis that include those of the poor but also those of other groups. However, once a legal right exists, it should at least have the potential to be another weapon in the armoury of otherwise relatively disempowered groups.

Collective organisation is critical to the achievement of whatever rights are legislated for. This is very visible in terms of the achievement of rights for women. It is no accident that much development work now hinges on the formation of savings groups, user groups and other collectives, and women’s participation in these is key, both to their status and position but also to the effectiveness of the development process (Agarwal, 2010a). It is only when vulnerable and marginalised people organise themselves, or are assisted and stimulated to organise, that they are able to develop strategies to provide them with greater security and opportunity.

4. IMPACTS OF RIGHTS-BASED LEGISLATION ON THE CHRONICALLY POOR

Table 6.1 summarises the standards in the legislation and, based on existing knowledge on what is adequate to prevent impoverishment and to raise people who may have been poor for a long time out of poverty, what the likely
Table 6.1: Do current or proposed standards and norms enable chronic poverty to be addressed?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Standards/norms</th>
<th>Likely or actual impact on chronically poor people</th>
<th>Access by chronically poor people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Right to inspect and copy documents, records, including electronic (with many exceptions). Fees are charged; BPL individuals are exempt.</td>
<td>A less corrupt administration would mean that substantial additional resources could flow to them.</td>
<td>Chronically poor people unlikely to make use of Act directly, given education levels. Will require significant civil society support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest land</td>
<td>Ownership right up to 4 ha of land actually cultivated by forest dwellers or tribals on 13 December 2005; usage rights for minor forest producers; right to rehabilitation following eviction or forced resettlement, and right to basic amenities.</td>
<td>Access to land remains a critical constraint to escaping poverty in rural areas. Ownership rights will benefit tribal people previously unable to use land as collateral, and may enable those wishing to leave farming to rent out land and move into the non-farm sector. The risk is that new landowners may sell land and, while benefiting in the short term, suffer in the long term.</td>
<td>Will require class actions to assert rights and challenging vested interests to implement the prescribed rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>100 days labour at the minimum wage, or Rs 100 a day.</td>
<td>Chronically poor individuals and households cannot get as much employment as they need at a decent wage. The Act has two benefits: greater availability of employment and a higher overall wage level.</td>
<td>Access is for the able bodied. Where the minimum wage is lower than the market rate, little benefit will be produced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Free, compulsory education ages 6-14: 8 years of education.</td>
<td>Education is vital for escaping poverty. 9 years of education is significantly more than most chronically poor children get. As a portable asset, it also enables better migration, so opens out new opportunities.</td>
<td>Access may be ensured, but quality of education provided will remain a challenge. Meanwhile, although education is compulsory, poor parents are often reluctant to keep children in school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>25 kg grain per BPL household per month.</td>
<td>Unclear what providing significantly less than the required quantum of a household’s grain requirement would achieve in terms of food security.</td>
<td>Access to food depends on several factors. Access to the PDS depends on distribution of BPL card – many do not have one.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

impact is on chronic poverty if the standards are implemented as prescribed in the law.

Evidence on the actual impacts of these laws is as yet very incomplete. In particular, one has only just been enacted (education); another awaits comprehensive evaluation (employment). Our analysis looks at what is available on impacts and implementation issues, in particular relating to adequacy of resources and whether they reach the intended right holders; awareness among right holders of their rights and of what these are; procedures and cultures of implementing organisations;
motivations to demand a right; and availability of redress mechanisms in case rights are not granted.

**Right to information**

While chronically poor people are unlikely to make much direct use of the 2005 RTI, they could benefit significantly from the more accountable and transparent administration that would result if administrators were held to account. Very specifically, the rights granted in the other Acts considered here would be more meaningful if the administrative process were more open and above board. Thus, for example, the ability of citizens (in practice, so far, civil society organisations (CSOs)) to hold MGNREGS administrators to account has exposed malpractices such as significant siphoning off of funds; withholding of job cards from those entitled to them; job card holders not knowing how to apply for work or that they are entitled to work or an unemployment allowance within 15 days of applying; and discrimination against women in the payment of wages. CSOs have also carried out social audits that have exposed the low proportion of allocated funds that have reached the underemployed in some cases.

A recent review of the Act (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009) draws attention to many implementation issues, some of which could prevent chronically poor people benefiting. Roles and responsibilities that are defined clearly in the Act are not always allocated clearly in practice. Human and financial resources in the information commissions are inadequate to implement and monitor the Act. Public awareness is low: 13% of rural and 33% of urban populations surveyed, or 12% of women and 26% of men interviewed in a sample of 5,000 citizens. Awareness is mostly the result of journalists’ or CSO investigations, rather than of any campaign.

The PricewaterhouseCoopers report recommends increasing awareness once capacity to respond has been enhanced. It also suggests that methods of accessing information be made more convenient, as record management procedures do not always make retrieval easy. It would be more effective if the commissions appointed fewer government officers and more people from outside government with appropriate backgrounds – and integrity and good service records – such as from the fields of law, science and technology, journalism, mass media, social services, management or IT.

**Forest land**

Access to land remains associated strongly with escaping poverty (see Chapters 2 to 4). The 2006 Forest Rights Act is designed to strengthen land titling for those with the weakest rights to land, which is a positive step for the many tribal people who are forest dwellers and among the chronically poor. As with the right to food, the history of this legislation gives pride of place to a Supreme Court case, which concluded that ‘tribals have a definite right over the forests and any sort of forest diversion or eviction should have their informed consent.’ This was in the context of eviction notices to about 168,000 families defined as ‘forest encroachers’ on about 150,000 hectares in 2002 (Patnaik, 2008).

The Act has been very controversial, not least because it has been much in the headlines as a barrier to major investments. Meanwhile, environmentalists have campaigned against what they see as the handing over of the forests to tribals, making it impossible to designate areas for wildlife conservation, especially for tigers. Supporters of the Act have countered it does not grant new rights but rather provides incentives for forest dwellers to conserve the forests, as many already do; and that it is still possible to designate conservation areas – the
Act simply gives displaced people more rights and lays down better procedures. However, some of the Act’s supporters feel the procedures are more bureaucratic and less democratic than necessary, and some feel the Act can be used to exclude some categories of forest dweller.

It is worth asking in more detail why the standards and norms of the Act as passed have disappointed its supporters. A Joint Parliamentary Committee took the radical step of putting the Gram Sabha at the centre of decision-making processes on the Act, but the Act gives authority to a sub-divisional committee dominated by forestry officers, many of whom opposed it in the first place.

The process of claiming land ownership is quite complex, with multiple approvals and significant evidence required to back a claim. There is also significant provision to create further ‘critical wildlife habitats’ in 650 national parks and sanctuaries prior to vesting people’s rights to land, thus negating the spirit of the Act. All of these measures, in the context of the considerable power exercised by forest administrators and other interests, such as mining companies, seem to water down the radical potential of the Act (Box 6.1).

Prior to the Act, the power to exercise rights given to forest communities by the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act 1996 had already been watered down in many states, and also by a Ministry of Environment and Forests expert committee to define ownership, such that communities’ rights were almost non-existent (Patnaik, 2008). This was not a good precedent for the Forest Rights Act.

Furthermore, implementation of the Act has been problematic on a number of counts, particularly because of the incomplete nature of land records and means to verify the land use as well as the users. Rollout has been slow, and the Act was notified only after considerable protest in 2007, indicating a degree of public demand. Although no objective evaluation has been carried out, a recent report by the Council on Social Development (2009) is enough to ring alarm bells. This details widespread misunderstanding of the Act, states not implementing it at all and little involvement of the Gram Sabhas. In 2010, the Act was put to use by the Supreme Court to prevent large MNC Vedanta developing a bauxite mine, although another company with the same ownership but a better environmental plan has been invited to develop the mine instead (see also Chapter 4).

---

**Box 6.1: Dilution of standards in the drafting process**

Technical challenges and political contests during the drafting of the Act and the subsequent rules for implementation led to a number of dilutions, ambiguities and omissions, which make implementation highly contingent on whether implementing agencies go with the spirit of the Act or seek to obstruct it or minimise its impact. Areas of dilution/ambiguity/omission relate to:

- Full identification of rights-deprived groups;
- Adequacy and safeguards within the implementation procedures and their timetable;
- Local institutional basis for the claims process; and
- Effectiveness of awareness raising for prospective claimants.

For each of these areas, limitations are reducing the scope for the redress of rights deprivations, with the contest for rights now shifting to demands for complementary institutional reform in the powers and mandate of the forest bureaucracy.

*Source: Sarin and Springati-Baginski (2010).*
Employment

Background

MGNREGA is fundamentally embedded in a rights-based approach: it gives life to the constitutional duty of the state to provide the right to an adequate means of livelihood and the right to work (NCEUS, 2010), and is associated with notions of participation, empowerment, local democracy, inclusion and entitlement. Providing wage employment is expected to enable those who depend on their labour to be more resilient in the face of risk and to put upward pressure on wages. What distinguishes MGNREGS from other public works schemes is a state obligation to guarantee people’s right to paid employment and their entitlement to demand this right – in other words, it is meant to be demand-driven.

The work provided is manual and unskilled and must create sustainable assets and promote villages’ infrastructural development. In this sense, MGNREGA is targeting some of the causes and maintainers of chronic poverty. The guarantee of waged employment for rural households constitutes a safety net that should substantially reduce chronically poor people’s vulnerability. The Act further aims to arrest rural distress migration by creating opportunities in people’s home villages. Significantly, it offers the scope to revive the agricultural economy through increased local demand for food and by developing rural infrastructure; to provide social security; to empower and encourage participation and mobilisation of the poorest; and to generate demand for non-farm goods and services through increased purchasing power in the poorest areas.

MGNREGA was an ‘elite creation’ of a coalition of political and civil society leaders. It would not have been made had there not been the need to win an election, so electoral democracy was its real origin. Meanwhile, the political benefits of extending coverage have proved irresistible.

Impacts and implementation issues

MGNREGA provided over 52.5 million rural households with paid employment and an average 53.91 of person days of work per household in 2009-10 (MoRD data). Demand outstripped supply slightly: 52.9 million households requested employment, although this is likely to be a significant underestimate. NCEUS (2010) also indicates substantial unmet demand, but found the work was being provided to the right group. Many of those working for MGNREGS belong to SC/ST households, and there is nearly 46% participation of women (above the mandated 33%), as Chapter 5 showed, although this varies massively across states (ibid). Some attribute this successful focus on the most marginalised to MGNREGA’s self-targeting nature (ILO, 2010).

Impacts include modest increases in income and consumption and some increases in asset ownership, especially livestock. Almost half the sites surveyed were paying the minimum wage, and a knock-on effect was observed on agricultural wages (NCEUS, 2010). In some cases, this has enabled households to access improved food consumption, children’s education and health care. There has also been an increase in village infrastructure as a result of MGNREGS, which has in turn led to increased agricultural productivity (ibid). Projects focused on environmental sustainability are noted across states. In most cases, though, nowhere near 100 days of employment are provided, limiting these effects. Meanwhile, although there have been mixed reports overall of the impact on migration, there has been a decrease in migration across the six poorest states, widely perceived to be a result of MGNREGS.
These results are tentative: more rigorous evaluation will be critical to guide public discussion and build a lasting and cross-party political consensus as to its value. The real impacts on chronic poverty may not be seen until many more people are able to access the full 100 days (NCEUS, 2010).

In terms of likely long-term impacts, more can be learnt from evaluations over three decades of MEGS, on which MGNREGS was based (see also Chapter 5). MEGS had little direct impact on the poverty headcount, but did help bring the severely poor up towards the poverty line and warded off starvation deaths – so reduced inequality and raised the welfare levels of the chronically poor (Moore and Jadhav, 2005; Shah and Mehta, 2008). Low wages until the 1990s meant the scheme had little impact on the incidence of poverty, but it did over time drag up the agricultural wage rate by 18%, which would have had considerable long-term impacts on the severity of poverty (ibid). Given that MGNREGS’s design is very similar to that of MEGS, impacts can be expected to be broadly the same.

This raises some significant policy issues: should a right to social security for the ‘unemployable’ not go alongside MGNREGA? The Ethiopian Productive Safety Nets Programme (PSNP) has adopted such a provision. Should a greater variety of work opportunity not be created? For example, it has been suggested that job applicants do some administrative work. Meanwhile, in South Africa, there is a debate about funding care work through public works, which would open up many new opportunities for those less able to make hard manual work pay.

Critical implementation issues include the following (see also Chapter 5):

**Awareness:** Primary data from the field suggest large numbers of people are still not aware of their right to demand work (PACS, 2007).

**Availability of and waiting time for work:** The average number of work days provided annually is 18.45 and the average waiting time is 15-30 days (PACS, 2007). Poor planning has led to significant delays, mainly in the provision of technical approval for projects, with knock-on effects on workers.

**Wage payment:** The most significant concern relates to workers not being paid the minimum wage prevailing in their state (Roy and Dev, 2010). In addition, a piece rate-based wage payment process has often resulted in confusion among workers and further allowed for corruption and exploitation.

**Gender discrimination:** There are big concerns about gender discrimination in the payment of wages across states, as well as in the provision of work.

**Targeting of guarantee to the household:** NCEUS (2010) and many others recommend expanding the number of days guaranteed in particularly deprived areas, and focusing on the individual as opposed to the household, so as to enable more benefits to flow to women.

**Understaffing:** The central government allocation to staffing is limited to 2% of the overall budget – not enough in many areas.

**Accountability and transparency:** There are fundamental shortcomings across states in terms of maintenance of records, accurate completion of job cards, formation of monitoring groups, conducting of social audits, etc.

**Organisational culture:** Work is often allocated in a top-down, authoritarian fashion rather than in response to demand – the shift in culture towards a state fulfilling an entitlement has not been made (PACS, 2007).
and can also be seen in the ‘success’ of Andhra Pradesh in the implementation of MGNREGS, where CSOs have played a strong role (Box 6.2).

**Education**

**Background**

India’s newest Act, implemented since April 2010, regards the Right to Free and Compulsory Elementary Education for children 6-14. It was presented to Parliament under the NDA regime but became an Act only under UPA II in 2010. Education has been a focus of public attention and political discussion since the 1970s, but lack of political will by all regimes has led to slow progress in getting to the statute book, especially in relation to providing the necessary financial and human resources. Now, though, resources are available, thanks to higher economic growth and tax revenues.

The Act pays attention to the need to ensure an inclusive education experience. It is very clear on the standards of education to be provided in terms of teacher-student ratios, facilities and subjects. Notable features of the Act compared with previous rights-based legislation include more careful construction

---

**Box 6.2: The role of the social audit in MGNREGS – the case of Andhra Pradesh**

Andhra Pradesh has been highlighted as an example of MGNREGS success, particularly in terms of transparency and accountability, against a general backdrop of massive leakages in funds reaching the poor as reported across the rest of India. This is attributed to support for the scheme among its political and bureaucratic leadership, use of IT and the role played by civil society.

The use of IT (e.g. in issuing job cards, preparing work estimates, muster rolls and payments, etc.), coupled with administrative backing and a strong social audit system, has addressed issues of corruption and made information more available. Computerisation and the institution of post office accounts for the payment of wages have led to a significant reduction in wage payment delays.

The state government has established a distinct unit to focus exclusively on the social audit process, which has improved transparency, governance and accountability at local level. Active village participation and partnership between CSOs and the state government have been key enabling factors in this. This stands in contrast with other states, where corrupt vested interests have (often violently) resisted attempts to conduct effective and democratic social audits.

The social audit process involves the filing of work applications in compliance with the RTI. District resource persons train ‘energetic literate youth,’ generally from the families of MGNREGS workers, to carry out door-to-door audits (e.g. checking the validity of muster roles, recording statements from workers) and conduct public meetings in every village. The culmination of the process is a large public meeting at which individual village social audit findings are presented, workers are called to testify on particular issues and relevant officials are required to respond. Senior officials allocate responsibility and decide remedial or disciplinary actions, which the social audit teams follow up on.

In Andhra Pradesh, the social audit is being conducted by approximately 30,000 trained village youth, and has covered an estimated 12 million people. Almost Rs 1.25 crore of misappropriated funds has been recovered. In addition, an estimated 40 lakh of MGNREGS records have been subjected to public scrutiny under the RTI. This has led to a significant increase in workers’ awareness of MGNREGS.

For all its impressive successes, particularly in terms of rural governance, the approach to the social audit system remains top-down in Andhra Pradesh. Moreover, concerns about the quality of assets created and the lack of adequate government attention paid to strengthening people’s planning and implementation of works are cited as continuing weaknesses of implementation in the state.

*Source: Shah and Ambasta (2008).*
of monitoring and redress mechanisms, through commissions on child rights set up under the 2005 Protection of Child Rights Act. It also pays greater attention to service quality, which in the long term may lead to spin-off effects. It is also categorically different in that, for the first time in India, completing elementary education is compulsory and going against this incurs a penalty – thereby putting much more onus on citizens. The Act is relatively silent on how this is to be achieved, and whether it will be implemented is another issue. However, making education compulsory is known to be one of the main mechanisms contributing to the long-term tightening of wage labour markets and rising wage levels, and is therefore a potentially very significant anti-poverty measure.

**Potential implementation issues and impacts**

Education is an important potential interrupter of chronic and intergenerational poverty (Mehta and Shepherd, 2006). Making primary education a universal justiciable right opens up a path out of persistent poverty. However, providing primary education as a right alone will not enable people to break free of the causes and maintainers of intergenerational chronic poverty. How well the right is implemented and enforced, particularly in terms of providing fair access to diverse, relevant and high-quality education, is vital. The first step must be to improve the quality of primary education, which will itself act as an incentive to remain in school. Beyond this, it is highly likely that at least two years of post-primary education is needed to have a sustainable impact on future earnings (Shah, 2010a), and that this threshold will rise in future. Returns to primary education have been declining relative to post-primary over the years as more and more people have become educated.

Equally important is the issue of pedagogy, which could emphasise vocational training and children’s holistic development in the early stages of education. This, in turn, may help address the abovementioned issue of an increase in the threshold of education necessary to be able to find meaningful and remunerative returns to work, especially for those who are self-employed. Linking education to the evolution of the labour market, and ensuring that economic growth supplies opportunities for both skilled and less and unskilled labour, is therefore also critical (Duraisamy, 2002).

Meanwhile, there is no point in making arrangements for SC/ST children to attend private or state schools if they will find the experience intolerable owing to discrimination in the classroom. The training of teachers (and also of parents) in promoting equality and preventing discrimination will be an important foundation for non-discriminatory classrooms. It is also necessary to address the cultural barriers that prevent girls from attending school. Compulsory education needs to be supplemented by awareness raising by civic, village and religious leaders to highlight the importance of educating girls for the whole family and community.

Implementation also needs to take into account the indirect costs (and resulting hardship) the poorest would face, which are most likely to adversely affect girls (Chandrasekhar and Mukhopadhyay, 2006). For example, the poorest families stand to experience loss of income when a child is required to attend school. Moreover, their struggles in meeting the costs of attending school (e.g. books, transport) are likely to impact attendance and performance negatively. Some form of accompanying social transfer would help enable people in chronic poverty to ‘enjoy’ their entitlement and make implementation more effective and inclusive. Meanwhile, one
of the major menaces in both public and private schools is that teachers do not teach in the school but outside it, in private classes. This is widely recognised as a major cause of corruption and malpractice, especially in private schools, and increases not only the work/time burden on children but also the financial burden on parents.

Existing schemes (e.g. midday meals, cash incentives for attendance, free uniform scheme for girls, free textbooks for all children, scholarship schemes, free bicycles for girls) have the potential to make an enormous difference to the ability of the poorest families to educate their children. However, implementation is highly varied, erratic or simply non-existent, particularly in remote rural areas and some of the poorer states, where infrastructure is thin. Where midday meals have been implemented well, studies have shown alleviation of classroom hunger, promotion of inclusion (e.g. children of different castes eating together) and improved performance and attendance, particularly among girls. Moreover, they have improved community participation in the running of schools (e.g. ensuring the quality of meals) and have brought employment opportunities for SCs/STs as cooks. However, there have reports of opposition in some areas based on caste discrimination, with parents objecting to their children eating meals cooked by SCs along with children of lower castes.

The need is to improve the efficacy of these interventions while simultaneously exploring alternative mechanisms to ensure the rightful access of all to what has been promised by policy. Some states are yet to implement the midday meal scheme altogether. In Rajasthan, for example, both the quantity of rice provided and the regularity of its distribution are overwhelmingly erratic, with some children receiving meals only once or twice a year. According to parents and teachers, other support schemes (free uniforms, free textbooks, cash incentives for attendance, etc.) are ‘implemented in a manner that makes the irregularity of rice distribution look like a model of efficiency’ (Rana and Das, 2004).

In Jharkhand’s Dumka district, several problems facing the most marginalised in accessing primary school education have come to light, which are of relevance when considering the possible impacts of the Act on the poorest. These include poor school facilities, a teacher shortage and education not in the mother tongue for tribal children. Community governance (provided for in the Act) and incentives to attend school (not provided for) would help in this regard. For example, in Rajasthan, poor community participation has been identified as a key factor in the poor performance of teachers and schools (Rana and Das, 2004). The reservation of spaces for women and disadvantaged parents in the Act’s school management committees is a positive step. The issue of language is a complex one, as education in the mother tongue may not help children much when it comes to employment. Usually, governments resolve such issues over time, encouraging children to maintain their mother tongue but gradually introducing a lingua franca (or more than one) as the years progress.

**The controversial role of private schools**

One major debate has been on the role of the private sector in the provision of education. Reservation of spaces in private schools for children of disadvantaged backgrounds on the one hand shows the government’s intention to enable equitable access to the right to education to all, removing the conditionality of payment for this right that excludes poor children from attending such schools. However, some would agree with the first UN Rapporteur for Education, who recommended that,
‘The right to education […] demands that public authorities take charge of education because it is simply too dangerous not to do so. Human rights law requires policy makers to ask the questions, which bean-counters avoid’ (Tomasevski, 2008).

This puts a questions mark as to the compatibility of private education provision and a rights-based approach to education. But what happens when and if ‘public authorities’ cannot or do not seem to want to deliver, as has been the case in India? In this case, making private schools take on poor children is surely a progressive step.

The Act provides for the closure of private schools that are found to be not up to scratch and for deprived children to attend them free of charge. In this regard, the legislation has been criticised for not including specific provisions for public–private partnerships, as the only way the right to education obligation can be met is through the use of low-cost private schools. Even an education budget of 6% of GDP would not be sufficient to fund implementation of universal education through the government school system alone. The government can save money by involving private schools, which can then be directed at improving the quality of public primary schools and post-primary education.

Not surprisingly, this has generated fierce opposition (Jain and Saxena, 2010; Ramachandran, 2009). However, private education has mushroomed in India since the 1990s, with even less well-off parents attempting to provide their children with better private education where they are able. It seems reasonable that it be treated as part of the mainstream, as the government is now doing. Other implications include the need to review public schools – some of which may need to close. The critical issue is not whether the state alone can deliver the right to education but whether it can, in partnership with the citizenry, ensure the right is realised for all – especially the poor – without creating a further gulf between those attending public and private schools.

5. DISCUSSION

The power of a rights-based approach lies partly in the synergies achieved by the successive achievements of rights. The right to employment, underpinned by the right to information, potentially combines with the right to education to result in tightened wage labour markets and a more rapid increase in wage rates over time than would otherwise be the case, given the existing labour surplus situation. This is achieved by providing guaranteed employment at minimum wages and taking large numbers of today’s and future children out of the labour market by keeping them in school. Given the very large number of chronically poor Indians who are dependent fully or partially on the wage labour market, raising the wage rate is probably the single result of development that will alleviate the poverty of the poorest people in India.

While this outcome is not an intention of the Acts, it is an illustration of the power of the synergies among them. However, this will emerge as a result of a combination of human development, social security and employment measures – there is no magic bullet. In addition, it is important that the move towards ‘decent work’ does not undermine women’s participation in the labour market. Meanwhile, the rights to education and employment must apply equally, and be supported by emphasising, within a right to health (see below), the right to reproductive health.
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8 This figure is ‘articulated by various committees as the ideal norm in due course of time. Currently we do not spend even 4% GDP on education when we consider combined budgets of the centres and the states’ (Jain and Dholakia, 2009).
services, especially for poor women not yet participating in the demographic transition.

If tightening the wage labour market is a good result to aim for, and one the current set of rights should help achieve, the question then lies in what combination of rights would make the biggest and fastest dent in chronic poverty as a whole.

Additional rights? The case for health

Additional developmental rights granted in other middle-income developing countries that India might consider include the rights to health, water and housing. Of these, it is very clear that, in India, a right to access a range of health services, free at the point of delivery, would make a substantial difference to the chronically poor, enabling them to participate more in labour markets and reducing poverty more widely, since the costs of treating ill-health are such a widespread cause of impoverishment. All Indians, including the poor, lay out a great deal on health care. Much of this expenditure is in the private sector, for both short- and longer-term illnesses – although the balance between public and private services varies greatly between states. Using public services often requires just as much cash outlay (Desai et al., 2010) – although the balance between fees and other costs may be different, fees being lower in the public sector. In any case, this high level of expenditure overall often puts people into debt.

The Ministry of Health is already considering a Bill on the Right to Health.9 This would be a ‘Framework Bill,’ providing room for constitutionally mandated authorities to develop their own responses. This kind of approach allows for flexibility and adjustment to the various conditions across the country, which is necessary to achieve development goals. The Bill recognises that the rights to food, education, water and housing are also necessary to achieve health outcomes.

With the exception of maternity provision, standards in the private health sector are very varied (Desai et al., 2010). A right to health would set standards that the public sector would have to meet and, where the private sector provides support, would require more sensitive and firmer regulation. As with education, poor people would be able to access both private and public providers without payment, and this would prevent at least some of the impoverishing effect of ill-health. An adequate system of compensation or incentives to private providers is required to achieve this. India could explore insurance-based health system models operating in other countries.

Other possible rights – and the danger of spreading too thinly

The Ministry of Health recognises that access to water is a precondition for health. It might be good also to focus on sanitation as a critically neglected input into enhancing health. A question lies in whether separate legislation is required, since a right to health could recognise water (and sanitation) as a contributing factor, leaving it up to the states to work out how to provide services. Water and sanitation are also different from other rights legislated for so far: rights to these are arguably both individual and collective, and varied levels of scarcity over space and time conditions what can be provided.

Meanwhile, whereas other legal provisions ensure gender equality, its appearance in existing rights-based legislation leaves something to be desired, given the systemic gender discrimination in many aspects of social and economic life in India. For example, girls still experience lower expenditure on their health, lower enrolment and retention in school
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9http://mohfw.nic.in/nrhm/draft_bill.htm.
and a less sympathetic environment in these public services, despite many attempts to redress this situation (Desai et al., 2010). Discrimination regarding type of work and wages also still continues.

A supplementary Gender Equality Bill, adding to or amending existing rights legislation, would create additional incentives to address gender discrimination in achieving socioeconomic rights, just as legislation and the National Commission for Women have made inroads into issues such as domestic violence and rape. The Bill could focus particularly on important issues in persistent poverty that are not already well taken care of by policy, such as the rights of teenage girls and young adult women to adequate nutrition and education as a way of interrupting intergenerational transmission of poverty (Bird, 2010; Saxena, 2009). Poor women (and men) are so disadvantaged they may need to be able to work in groups to achieve the degree of solidarity and confidence required to articulate and pursue their rights.

There is a danger, however, of too much legislation on rights. Perhaps it is more useful to have a highly selective set of laws and really focus on implementing these well, using the new resources becoming available as a result of economic growth, and on ensuring that targeting errors are greatly reduced and that states (especially the poorest) and decentralised government bodies have the capacity to contribute positively to their achievement.

**Implementation**

Overall, a rights-based approach represents significant value added as far as India’s chronically poor are concerned. However, its impact depends on the standards and norms applied in individual pieces of legislation, and of course on the quality of implementation, which can be thwarted by longstanding structural problems of governance, politics and political economy. Political commitment, especially at state and local levels, may lead in the direction of ‘elite capture’ of service delivery and asset creation; administrative capacity may be too limited, especially in remote regions and poorly governed states; where resources are increased to fulfil political pledges, corruption risks increase.

India’s poorest states experience all these disadvantages and more. Revenue collection there is far weaker, limiting the possibilities for both state-level initiatives and provision of counterpart funds to central government budgets. So, precisely where rights and services are least obtainable and most needed, they are most difficult to realise. Partly as a result, regional inequalities are greater than class or inter-group inequalities – for example in health and education (Desai et al., 2010).

Implementing a rights-based approach to development is clearly no panacea. The question is whether it can help address some of these deeply embedded political and governance issues, given that it is a different approach. The broader thrust of change in India’s approach to the implementation of development since the 1990s has been to strengthen demand, with constitutional reforms on decentralisation leading the way. A rights-based approach complements this, provided people have the information they need on rights and how to achieve them; duty-bearing agencies adjust their modus operandi to respond to demand, rather than simply determining their own priorities; and effective redress mechanisms exist in case duty bearers do not uphold rights.

Among the issues involved with implementation, even if all the other conditions are met, demand may be the most difficult to change. Do poor people have the motivation to claim their rights? There are two sides to this: is the right attractive enough to claim –
are the benefits big or immediate enough (see below on incentives) and are the opportunity costs low enough? And, are people empowered to make the claim or are they constrained by social relationships – for example, do intra-household relationships constrain women from taking advantage of the right to education? Demand for the right in the first place is also an issue: rights in India have tended to be granted rather than to be demanded through civic action. While this does not prevent civic action from growing up around rights as they are granted, it may leave authorities free to implement in conditions where pressure on them is inadequate.

States have reportedly been slow in handing out job cards and accepting applicants for work, partly in order to contain costs. In education, there is clearly a big difference between the 6% of GDP that various committees have thought a reasonable proportion to spend and the 15% that is necessary if public schools all employ the required number of teachers at salaries recommended by the Sixth Central Pay Commission in 2008. This gap has contributed to the impassioned debate as to the necessity and merits of non-state education providers, and whether the introduction of a right is not a ticket to the privatisation of a public service. Up until 2010, not 4% of GDP had been spent on education; even 6% seems to be a major challenge, especially as GDP is itself expanding so rapidly.

The experience of MGNREGS clearly illustrates the importance of awareness. In general, there has been a reluctance to publicise rights adequately, on the grounds that it is better to make sure the capacity to respond to claims is there beforehand. This means a two-stage process is required for each legislated right – something that is realised with respect to RTI. However, this seems to be a ‘chicken and egg’ question: if the authorities do not develop the ‘capacity to respond,’ it may be necessary to let people know their rights first and then let capacity catch up.

Again, MGNREGS illustrates that a change in organisational culture from service supply to a demand-responsive approach can be difficult to achieve. Government officials charged with making rights a reality also need to be disciplined if they consistently fail to do so. On the one hand, this requires appropriate approaches to internal human resource management; on the other, it can be strengthened greatly if there are mass movements keeping an eye on performance. This is, of course, basic to the good functioning of any organisation.

There are stronger redressal mechanisms for the right to education than in MGNREGA, since existing commissions are being used. These already include many of the professional and voluntary interests that will help ensure the legislation is monitored energetically. However, the National Commission for the Protection of Child Rights has, as yet, a ‘barely symbolic presence in states and districts,’ and it is not clear whether it will be enhanced with staff who will be able to work with the states to find solutions to the problems that will undoubtedly emerge (Kumar, 2010). Where administrators are clearly found to be at fault for not delivering on rights, redress needs to have a disciplinary aspect to motivate them to pay more attention to legally established rights (Houtzager et al., 2008). In a political culture where scams are widely accepted, it will take considerable effort, courage and civic organisation to bring greater discipline into some state administrations. State reform from the inside will help immeasurably, but is not an alternative, as monitoring and pressure on states to reform is half the battle.

Again, there is much debate as to whether the incentives to make use of rights are adequate
and well-implemented. In the case of MGNREGS, this has related to the structure of payments – that is, the adequacy of a fixed wage or a state minimum wage, which could be higher or lower than this – although demand has nevertheless been substantial. In education, one issue has been the very varied and often poor quality of incentive schemes to encourage attendance at schools. The barriers to school enrolment and attendance are often enormous for poor children, especially girls. The incentives – midday meals, cash, free school uniforms, free textbooks, scholarships – could have substantial impacts but are implemented patchily across states and districts. As with many areas of policy in India, many schemes are in operation simultaneously, with broadly similar objectives, none of which are uniformly well-implemented. Based on precedent, the standard response of the government machinery is to invent a new scheme, one that plugs the holes in existing provision but does not solve the structural problems inhibiting implementation.

What policy makers could do is step back from the range of existing schemes and ask whether there is one scheme that would satisfy all or most of the objectives, and focus resources and monitoring and implementation efforts on just this. For this exercise to succeed, it would be useful to gain a perspective on what has worked well not only in India but also in other comparable countries. For example, there is now substantial evidence from Latin America that cash transfers conditional on attendance at school have had a major impact.

6. CONCLUSION

The rights-based approach to development in India represents the forging of a new social contract in a relatively favourable economic environment. It has developed as a result of the imperatives of electoral politics in the coalition era, combined with civic action over a long period of time, building on India’s progressive Constitution. As a whole, it represents a substantial extension of the social contract between state and citizen, from the baseline of protection against famine achieved in the 1960s, through to the establishment of the rights to information, work and education. Adding the rights to food and health will represent a further strengthening of the social contract.

The approach is good in principle for chronically poor people and adds value to the top-down schemes already in place to achieve development objectives across the board. However, when formulating the specific standards and guarantees, there is scope for interference by interests opposed to rights or to additional public expenditure. Limiting the reach of the rights will mean limited outcomes, as the modest (though still significant) impact of MGNREGA so far illustrates.

The establishment in law of rights does not of itself get around the implementation problems facing governments across India. Politics and governance often work against effective implementation. The establishment of oversight bodies and redress mechanisms and an effective harnessing of the judicial system are therefore required to help turn governance quality around, especially in the poorest states. Where administrations are found to be at fault, there will also be a need for disciplinary procedures. Along with greater awareness among the public and active CSO participation, these are the key aspects of a rights-based approach to help turn around ineffective administration and counteract negative and predatory politics. This is a medium- to long-term process, and one that involves institutional change leading to behavioural change.

In addition, people will not claim their rights unless the incentives are adequate. The benefit
from exercising the right may be enough in itself (e.g. wages earned), or the right may need an additional push to overcome short-term costs. Rights legislation thus far enacted has rightly taken a mixed supply- and demand-driven approach: information and employment have to be demanded; education is compulsory. However, it may be that an incentive-based approach to education will be more successful than a sanctions-based one: the midday meals scheme has already had some success in this regard, as have conditional cash (and food) transfers in other countries. Implementation of the various incentive schemes for attending school really needs to be more effective if the right to education is to be possible. Furthermore, if the courts are not effective in making rights justiciable, claims will not be made, especially by individuals.

In recognition of these two caveats, there is a debate on whether too many fronts have been generated simultaneously in legislating for rights to development outcomes. Implementation is very challenging and needs adequate time and resources. In several cases, rights are being established without strong civil society campaigns, which means organisations working with the poor will need time to mobilise. The question lies in whether establishing more rights generates ‘economies of scale.’ Does it make it easier to establish social audit, legal redressal and other accountability mechanisms, or are the processes and institutions involved specific to each right?

If it is the former, continue legislating and develop as generic as possible institutional mechanisms to deal with implementation and, especially, accountability. If it is the latter, build the civic action necessary to do this as well as consensus on the content and implementation modalities of the new laws prior to enactment. This does not deny the importance from a poverty reduction perspective of the rights to food and health, but recognises that substantial investment is required for the governance of rights to be able to catch up with the legislation.
1. CONTEXT

As we have seen, India has experienced impressive growth over a sustained period of time, and yet a number of development challenges remain, particularly in relation to the persistence of poverty in the country. As such, development discourse in India, like elsewhere, has started moving away from a central focus on higher economic growth *per se* to consider broader-based development that could also address the challenge of reducing chronic poverty within a reasonable period of time. The focus on growth’s inclusiveness in the Eleventh Five-Year Plan is a testimony to the shift that has taken place recently in the country’s policy arena.

Growing concerns about the current pattern of growth as the core strategy for poverty reduction are a result of a number of processes, socioeconomic and political, that have dampened the prospects of prosperity and well-being of a large segment of the population. These include the inability of a significant proportion of the labour force to find productive employment; the widening gap between the formal and informal segments of the economy and across society; severe food inflation over an extended period of time; and massive disruption of the (natural) resource base that supports the livelihoods of the poor across the different agro-ecological regions. There is growing realisation that the positive impacts of the upturn in growth may be less than its adverse impacts. Meanwhile, recent global financial, food and climate-related crises have worsened the fate of the millions of chronically poor and of the common people.

‘The wonderful story of economic growth is not quite a fairy tale. And everybody does not live happily after that. It is essential to recognize that economic growth in independent India was respectable during the first phase between 1950 and 1980, and was impressive during 1980 and after. However, the growth was not transformed into development’ (Nayyar, 2008).

Sustaining the pace of economic growth, and ensuring this growth can address the hitherto intractable challenges of underemployment and development-induced displacement, appears to be a tall order. The goal of attaining a sustained high rate of economic growth by continuing with the same set of reform policies has come under severe scrutiny from
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1 Amita Shah.
2 Rising unemployment in the wake of faster growth in output has raised serious doubts about the economic and political stability and even the desirability of such a process of growth. This point has been made abundantly clear by a number of scholars, who have questioned processes of globalisation and their adverse impacts across a large number of countries (see Bhaduri, 2008; Rodrik, 1999; Storm and Rao, 2004; UNDP, 2003).
academia, civil society and those who have borne the brunt of the adverse impacts of economic progress in the country.

It has been amply argued that economic growth in a globalising world economy may still not be self-perpetuating, being driven by certain structural factors that go beyond emerging global markets, competition and flow of capital.\(^3\) It is thus imperative to recognise that growth is important, as it is cumulative, but should not be reduced to simple arithmetic, as there is nothing automatic about it. At the same time, much of poverty is structurally constructed, so analyses and understandings of the poverty phenomenon should not be treated as analogous to ‘studying the poor.’\(^4\)

‘More of the same type of growth’ is not likely to bring about a higher rate of growth; even if it does, such growth is not necessarily going to hasten poverty reduction – and may in fact increase it in some parts of the country for some time to come. Critics of the neoliberal growth paradigm have even questioned the empirical robustness of the link between trade liberalisation, growth and poverty reduction (Bardhan, 2007; Stiglitz, 2010). The issue arising in some developing economies with large populations is not that there is poverty in spite of moderate to high economic growth, but that this poverty is often created by the very nature of the economic growth itself. It has also been recognised that more of the same type of growth is socially and politically untenable. It thus becomes all the more pertinent to ask ‘What kind of growth?’ ‘For whom?’ and ‘At what cost?’ rather than ‘How much growth?’\(^5\)

On yet another plane, a number of parallel discourses are increasingly propagating an agenda for an alternative approach, including climate change and ecological sustainability; decentralised democracy and citizenship; gender equity; labour standards and decent jobs; and global political institutions/governance, including trade regimes.\(^6\) All these have given rise to not only a search for a new lifestyle but also new macro as well as institutional economics for growth and poverty reduction (Harris and Goodwin, 2010; Harriss, 2007), although these tend to move in parallel rather than seeking convergence and integration within a holistic framework. The quest, therefore, has to be for an alternative approach to economic growth that deviates from mainstream assumptions, which envisage self-sustaining growth through endogenous technological progress, with trade expansion and market competition as the major mechanisms to propel growth across countries.\(^7\)
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3 Rodrik (2003) suggests that, whereas accumulation and productivity increase as proximate factors leading to economic growth, the deeper determinants emanate from a range of structural factors; he focuses on three such factors: geography, trade integration and institutions. Also see Bardhan (2007); Reinert (2007); Stiglitz (2010).

4 Sachs (2005) refers to seven indicators that help in understanding poverty, most of which refer to the structural attributes of a country.

5 More recently, Bose and Chattopadhyay (2010) suggest that changes in economic growth do not necessarily have any link with changes in economic regimes or economic structure in most countries.

6 Besides standard critiques of neoliberal growth, some of these new strands include approaches like ‘prosperity without growth’ (Jackson, 2009) or ‘de-growth’ among developed economies, etc. (see www.isee2010.org).

7 Such ‘self-serving capitalism’ was effectively demonstrated while advocating for economic reforms during the early 1990s. Emphasising the importance of domestic as against foreign global investment in tracking poverty traps, Sachs (2005) notes that ‘the rich countries do not have to invest enough in the poorest countries to make them rich; they need to invest enough so that these countries can get their foot on the ladder. After that, the tremendous dynamism of self-sustaining economic growth can take hold.’ Three years down the line, confidence in the global economic dynamism reaching out to the poorest countries started shaking, eventually giving rise to a new discourse on economic growth within and across countries to salvage poverty reduction. For details, see Stiglitz (2010); Stiglitz et al. (2006).
This chapter seeks to review and reflect on the recent discourse on alternative approaches to growth, with a special focus on mitigating chronic poverty within a reasonable timeframe in India. In doing so, the analysis raises and tries to address some of the critical questions emerging from contemporary discourses on growth and poverty reduction in the country. Is there a real need to search for an alternative approach? How would an alternative approach differ from the mainstream economics of growth India is currently following? Is it possible for one country like India to tread on a different growth path without corresponding changes taking place in the rest of the world’s economies? What are the critical elements and a starting point for shifting to alternative growth? Last but not the least, how to move in the direction of an alternative growth model? We try to address these questions in light of existing evidence and emerging perspectives on alternative growth in the Indian context.

Section 2 presents a quick review of some of the major strands of the discourse on alternative growth in the Indian context. Section 3 gives an overview of evidence on the link between economic growth and poverty reduction in the past few decades. Section 4 looks at the central role of agriculture in prompting overall economic growth in general and poverty reduction in particular, and the policy imperatives involved. Section 5 highlights key points for an alternative approach to growth in light of the discussion and evidence presented in the preceding analyses.

2. WHY ‘MORE OF THE SAME GROWTH’ MAY NOT WORK IN INDIA

Recent evidence and the policy discourse

The Indian economy post-reform saw initial good growth until the mid-1990s, followed by a slowdown in 1997-98 to 2002-03 and then a period of sustained high growth from 2002-03. Moderate growth has marked the past two to three years, in the wake of economic recession, unfavourable weather conditions and growing food inflation. Analysis of growth and poverty reduction in the post-liberalisation period is therefore complex, especially given the multiple challenges facing the economy since 2007-08, made up of the global recession, failing monsoons and food crisis, on which the mainstream literature is yet to reflect adequately.

The current discourse in India (as elsewhere) is fairly polarised. It consists of those on the mainstream pro-neoliberal path, pleading for the completion of much-needed economic reforms in a number of sectors (e.g. infrastructure, agriculture, labour, banking, energy, education and retail trade) (Acharya, 2008; Virmani, 2004). It also includes those disillusioned as to the efficacy of neoliberal growth in addressing poverty. This latter view is influenced particularly by critiques of the neoliberal approach and is informed by a reaction to the slow but also fairly uncertain outcome of economic growth with respect to poverty reduction in the country. Overall, limited impacts on poverty reduction combined with political compulsions on the eve of formulating the Eleventh Plan have culminated in a somewhat cautious approach towards the next round of economic reforms.
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8This refers to a large extent to the growing Naxalite movements in large parts of the country where poverty is fairly chronic, but was also seen in the nationwide bandh (protest) in July 2010, called jointly by national-level opposition parties. The bandh focused mainly on price rises caused by the decision to decontrol petroleum prices.
The growth experience and economic reforms

According to the latest report of the Mid-Term Economic Review (Planning Commission, 2010), presented on 7 December 2010, GDP growth is likely to recover to a level of close to 9%, with robust growth in agriculture, following a good monsoon, and also in services. High economic growth in India in the past two decades (Table 7.1) has led to confidence among economists and policy makers to forge ahead with the unfinished task of the economic reforms in the later part of the 2000s. Virmani (2004) suggests that, to accomplish the elimination of poverty and underemployment, it is essential to complete the reform process and initiate a new round, encompassing fundamental fiscal changes and extending the reforms to relatively untouched sectors, like education, health, social infrastructure, factor markets and legal institutions. Further, he pleads that all bottlenecks to ‘competition’ be removed so as to move towards faster growth.

There are, however, variations in analyses of the growth story. Taking a fairly long-term view of India’s growth performance, Nayyar (2008) argues that, whereas overall growth has shown an increasing trend during the post-reform period, growth rates have been fairly variable, and have not been so encouraging during at least eight of the 18 years. This refers in particular to the adverse effects of the 1997-98 Asian and the 2008-09 international financial crises. Conversely, high growth during 2003-04 to 2007-08 seems to have been triggered by a favourable economic environment – national as well as global. In this period, an important factor was good rainfall and a higher rate of growth in agriculture, except in 2004-05, which could owe partly to the already high growth rate (10%) experienced in the preceding year. As such, it is argued that India’s growth performance is not necessarily attributable to the reforms process. In fact, there are those who feel there have been two turning points in Indian economic growth – 1950 and 1980 – and that the 1980s saw a high rate of productivity growth before the reforms process began in 1991. It is further argued that the new emphasis on economic growth is more crisis-than strategy-driven.

Table 7.1: Sectoral growth rates of the economy, 1992-03 to 2009-10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP (at factor cost)</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita GDP</td>
<td><strong>4.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.5</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


What, then, does the growth experience imply with respect to its predictability and sustainability, at least in the medium term – that is, the timeframe that should matter for future poverty reduction in the country? Apart from various macroeconomic policy implications, two important features come to the fore. First, although growth rates have been higher than the 3.5% of the so-called ‘Hindu rate of growth,’ which is characterised by stagnancy over a long period of time, they have nevertheless been fairly variable over time and also space. Between 1980-81 and 1989-90 were five years when GDP growth was between 3.5% and 5%; leaving aside the oil crisis year of 1991-92, from 1992-93 to 2009-10 were three years when growth was at this level. Second, growth performance, among other things, is significantly sensitive to weather conditions and also to the external economic scenario.

Whether or not the external scenario could become more favourable for growth once more, and whether the Indian economy will remain relatively insulated (compared with certain export-dependent economies) from such shocks for more time to come, is beyond the scope of this chapter. The central issue here lies in whether to continue with a growth approach that is inherently uncertain with regard to the next 10-15 years, during which a great part of poverty reduction goals ought to be realised. Perhaps implicit in the current approach is an assumption that poverty reduction can take place irrespective of fluctuations (cyclical or otherwise); uncertainties with respect to global finance and trade, environment and climate, food production and prices; and political insurgency – internal as well as external threats. This, in turn, implies a disconnect between growth and poverty reduction, or between the processes by which wealth is generated and by which it reaches the poor. Concern as to this disconnect led to the initial shift towards an inclusive growth approach in the Eleventh Plan. Apparently, this does not mean changing the composition of growth; rather, the emphasis is first on growth ‘of the same type’ then on setting up distribution mechanisms through a series of anti-poverty programmes, as Chapter 5 discussed.

Reflecting on the dilemmas of policy making in India, Basu (2008) asserts that, whereas globalisation may lead to greater inequality and poverty, it is important to recognise also a shrinking policy commitment to poverty reduction measures in a globalising world. A need exists to move in the direction of international coordination on the adoption of anti-poverty policies, as voiced by the parallel discourses mentioned earlier. Meanwhile, the validity of the inclusive growth approach and how effectively it has worked on the ground needs to be discussed in light of how the recent experience of economic growth has worked for the poor.

Growth and poverty reduction: recent evidence

Whereas initial experiences suggest that growth, especially agricultural growth, led to a reduction in rural poverty (Ahluwalia, 1978), recent experience is somewhat less clear. According to estimates by Datt and Ravallion (2010), poverty (HCR) has shown a declining trend since 1958, but this decline has been faster since 1991 (Table 7.2). The extent to
which this has been the result of an increase in income/consumption among the people is somewhat unclear, depending on the data source. As Table 7.2 indicates, the elasticity of poverty reduction based on mean consumption expenditure data from the NSSO suggests a faster decline in the post-1991 period than in the period before that. However, mean private consumption data based on the National Accounts suggests elasticity has declined from -1.0 to -0.7. However, Datt and Ravallion caution that poverty reduction trends for the pre- and post-reform periods are not statistically significant. Overall, the evidence suggests that,

‘While there are some signs that the higher post-reform growth rates are delivering a steeper decline in poverty, we do not see in the aggregate numbers a robust case for believing that the growth process of the reform period has been more poverty-reducing at a given rate of growth.’

**Growth and chronic poverty**

A similar observation emanates from a longitudinal study based on NCAER panel data, discussed earlier in this report. According to the analysis, the poverty-reducing impact of growth was somewhat mixed during the two waves of the panel; the impact was observed clearly in the second rather than the first wave. This implies that ‘growth alone may not be sufficient to achieve poverty reduction’ (Bhide and Mehta, 2008), thereby indicating the importance of ‘growth plus distribution’ in reaching out to the poor: ‘The broad consensus is that economic growth alone is rather a blunt tool for poverty reduction, and that a policy agenda that addresses both distributional concerns and poverty reduction could enhance both economic growth and equity’ (Son and Kakwani, 2004).

The analysis also indicated that the impact of growth on averting entry into poverty is less clear. What is concerning is the finding that higher growth may have led to certain non-poor individuals and households slipping into poverty and some moderate poor slipping into the severely poor category. The findings could also be seen as a pointer to the criticality of addressing the nature of growth rather than growth *per se* – as a number of studies have highlighted (Jha, 2000).

**Sectoral linkages**

Another important message emerging from the analysis by Datt and Ravallion is that poverty reduction is increasingly being linked to urban rather than rural growth, which is more susceptible to uncertainties and fluctuations and thus may not be as dependable as a mechanism for poverty reduction. Similarly, recent evidence tends to suggest that agriculture–industry linkages are weakening.

**Table 7.2: Poverty elasticity of economic growth, 1958 to the present**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>% per annum</th>
<th>Population growth</th>
<th>Elasticty of HCR with regard to growth in:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear %</td>
<td>Exponential %</td>
<td>Mean consumption (NSSO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958-2006</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-1991</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-1991</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Based on Datt and Ravallion (2010).*
over time, as external forces are influencing the latter substantially (Chandrasekhar, 2008), although the disconnect between the two may vary across states and regions, thus resulting in differential impacts on agrarian change and therefore poverty reduction. It is imperative to recognise that growth, especially that centred round urban industry export sectors, is likely simultaneously to have created new poor, as witnessed during the recent financial crisis in different parts of the world, including India. Besides this, it has also created steeper inequalities across states, regions and households. It is plausible that increasing inequality, even with somewhat lower levels of poverty, may not be politically tenable in a democratic society such as India. This strengthens the need to explore an alternative approach to growth.

Growing inequality and policy implications

With a Gini coefficient of 36.8 for the period 2004-05, India is rated as having moderate inequality compared with several other developing countries (World Bank, 2009). According to these estimates, the disparity in consumption expenditure across different segments of the population is fairly high. Whereas the bottom 10% of the population consumes only 3.6% of the total consumption expenditure in the country, the top 10% accounts for a 31.1% share and the top 20% takes a share of 45%. Although moderate in a relative sense, this kind of inequality in a country where close to 40% of people live below the international poverty line is anything but tolerable.

According to the available evidence, inequality has increased in the post-reform period, and the gap between rich and poor has increased during the phase of higher economic growth (Basu, 2008; Chaudhuri and Ravallion, 2006). In fact, income inequality in India is to the tune of Rs 500:1, or even Rs. 1,000:1, considering a person earning Rs 100 per day (or Rs 3,000 per month) and a corporate mogul who earns Rs 30 lakh per month. As we know, a substantial proportion of Indian workers earn less than Rs 100 per day. This makes income inequality so severe it may jeopardise political stability in the country.

While there is no universally accepted norm for a ‘tolerable’ limit to income/wealth inequity across countries, there are certain culturally/politically contextualised norms that different societies have upheld at different points in time. For instance, in the early phase of planning in India, the notionally prevailing norm for income inequality was 10:1. For the corporate sector, the norm prescribed by the management guru Peter Drucker was 20:1 (Bidwai, 2007). And this is more lenient than what Gandhi envisaged when gearing towards self-rule. He felt a reasonable level of income inequality in society was on a par with the relative lengths of a person’s fingers.

The question is, should income inequality really matter, especially if it is accompanied by high (though fluctuating) economic growth and also poverty reduction? A number of economic and socio-political arguments suggest it does matter, particularly in a democratic semi-capitalist society such as India’s. The recent discourse on poverty and inequality has brought to the fore a number of possibilities, ranging from a ‘trade-off’ to a ‘win-win’ scenario between the two. The most important economic argument against
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11Bhaduri (2008); Rodrik (1999); Storm and Rao (2004); UNDP (2003, 2009).

12Growing income inequality has in fact become a matter of discomfort for the central government. The Prime Minister back in 2008 criticised the ‘disproportionately’ high salaries paid by MNCs, even to those at the medium level of professional cadres, thereby creating pressure on others to follow. It was feared such extreme inequality would lead to unwarranted consequences, like rapid proliferation of consumerism and social disharmony.
inequality emanates from the negative feedback effects of low mean income. At the same time, some of the factors constraining growth may also lead to a lower share in the growth by the poor (Ravallion, 2005).

Often missed out in this economic analysis are the cascading effects and resource drains that may follow a sudden eruption of severe inequality when a handful of the population – often in urban areas – creates a consumption boom at the high end of the market. This not only creates a spiralling effect within certain segments of the urban economy, such as real estate, hospitality and tourism, but also may lead to short-term scarcity of certain basic commodities/assets (land, water, electricity, food) and jack up prices to a level that is unaffordable for the poorer segments of the community. As such, while it may give a substantial boost to the economy, it is nevertheless important to look into the social and environmental implications of ostentatious consumption taking place in the midst of poverty in and around urban areas (Bidwai, 2007). A boom in the retail sector may accentuate the scenario of propelling consumerism with few safeguards against adverse environmental and also socio-political consequences, as the promoters of such outfits often gain a monopoly margin, with a smaller share passed on to the producers (Bardhan, 2007).

It appears, then, that the quest for pro-poor growth may still fail to address the issue of stark and growing inequality, which seems to have gone beyond the level of tolerance and has affected the contemporary cultural/political context in different parts of the country.

**Inter-state disparities in growth and poverty**

Over time, different states have experienced different rates of economic growth and poverty reduction. Studies examining inter-state disparities in the post-reform period (up to 2003-04) suggest that the industrialised states of Gujarat, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and West Bengal, plus Kerala, grew fastest during this period (Dholakia, 2009), and only a few states achieved rapid economic growth and poverty reduction. There was also an absence of convergence in growth across states (Bhattacharya and Sakthivel, 2004), and a growing disconnect between growth and poverty reduction across and also within states.13

This observation is at a variance with the proposition that a slow pace of poverty reduction owes mainly to lower economic growth (IBRD, 2000). Although it should also be said that, in states where poverty is widespread, economic growth has been low, in a number of states poverty reduction has been sluggish despite higher economic growth. This is attributed mainly to growing inequality, the slow increase in agricultural wages and the rising price of food grains under the PDS. Once again, then, effectiveness of economic growth for poverty reduction depends considerably on the pattern of such growth (Jha, 2000). This suggests a diverse scenario (Shiddhalingaswami and Shah, 2008), as demonstrated by the two-way classification of states into four groups by growth in per capita net state domestic product: virtuous (cycle), vicious (cycle), lopsided-high and lopsided-low (Table 7.3).

Seven out of 15 major states were in the virtuous category in 2001, but nearly an equal number (six) were in the vicious category. States in the virtuous category represent a mixed typology of states, consisting of agriculturally prosperous (Punjab and Haryana); industrially developed (Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka);
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and that with high levels of human capital (Kerala). The states with low economic growth and high incidence of poverty are by and large the BIMARUO states,\(^{14}\) with the exception of Rajasthan. Incidentally, Rajasthan was the only state in 2001 with a low level of poverty but also low economic growth.

The growing disjuncture between growth and poverty reduction in general is likely to throw up additional challenges for the chronically poor, especially those employed at the very bottom end of the large and growing informal segment of the economy, not to mention those out of the workforce. The following section discusses this issue.

### 3. EMERGING CHALLENGES FOR GROWTH AND POVERTY REDUCTION

At the outset, three sets of factors pose a serious challenge in translating growth into development: absence of employment opportunities (for all) and dignity of life; lack of sustainability of natural resources and access to food; and regional disparities (in resource endowments and economic opportunities). Essentially, they are all linked closely and organically and embedded into the structure of growth itself. A growth process that does not absorb surplus labour but draws mainly on increased capital intensity is likely to be more extractive in terms of natural resource use and more commercial in nature, thus based on narrow specialisation rather than
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\(^{14}\)Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and Orissa, a historically challenged set of northern states.
being diverse and spatially broad-based. This is the inherent logic of a growth mechanism that focuses on output as against (broad-based) employment enhancement. What follows presents a brief account of the major challenges facing the growth approach in India.

**Neglect of the employment aspect**

Despite a robust growth rate of about 8% between 1994 and 2000, employment elasticity of output growth was found to be only 0.15 (Bhaduri, 2008).\(^{15}\) In agriculture, which still accounts for about 50% of the workforce, elasticity was as low as 0.02. The scenario has not improved significantly since then, as the unemployment rate increased during the period of high economic growth. As such, absence of adequate employment opportunities is by far the most critical challenge posed by the growth experience in the post-reform period. In fact, more than poverty *per se*, open unemployment and underemployment for a large proportion of the population is a long-term problem facing the economy. In urban areas, the problem is more acute among educated youth. Table 7.4 presents the official statistics on employment in the pre- and post-reform period, although these capture only part of the reality.

The larger reality is that, during the 1980s and 1990s, as much as 57% of the growth in output per worker owed to an increase in total productivity, another 33% to capital accumulation and 10% to education. Since economic growth during this period was attributable largely to growth in labour productivity, the sharp decline in employment growth during the period is just a corollary of this (Nayyar, 2008). It is therefore argued that the problem of unemployment is not likely to go away simply by pushing for higher growth rates: it has almost developed into a ‘scissors crisis’ between labour productivity in the primary and secondary + tertiary sectors (Bhaduri, 2008).

In fact, lack of labour absorption in an economy with a large-scale labour surplus and underutilised capacity is a theoretical puzzle, which the mainstream growth approach has refused to recognise and address. It has overlooked an obvious point that, in the presence of excess capacity, an increase in investment that enhances domestic demand may lead to an increase in the productivity of overall investment. Such additional investments could go into promoting labour-intensive activities such as agriculture, rural infrastructure and small-scale industry, which could directly expand the wage income on a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7.4: Employment scenarios over time, 1993-94 to 2004-05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growth rate (% per annum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94 to 1999-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999-00 to 2004-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983 to 1993-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94 to 2004-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Labour force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Number of unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate during the year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.06 (1993-94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.31 (1999-00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.22 (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.28 (2004-05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Based on Planning Commission (2008).*

mass scale, thereby raising domestic demand in the economy. Increased investment in agriculture may help in increasing productivity and perhaps also intensity of employment per unit of land. This offers a more useful way of increasing GDP growth directly in terms of employment growth.

**Underemployment and the working poor**

Official estimates indicate as many as 94 million working poor by 2004-05, which had declined from about 98 million in 1999-00 (Table 7.5). The decline was (surprisingly) mainly among casual workers; among the self-employed and wage/salary earners the number increased.

The phenomenon of the working poor is a combined effect of growing underemployment on the one hand and low labour productivity in agriculture and also in the unorganised manufacturing and services sectors on the other. This raises the issue not only of obtaining work (which might be better than no work), but also of the nature and terms of employment, that is, the issues pertaining to decent work.

It is likely that a large proportion of the working poor, especially in the categories of self- and wage-employed in rural areas (rural artisans, marginal farmers, agricultural labourers) are chronically poor. Also, many of the unemployed (sick, disabled, women) are likely to be chronically poor. While provision of social security to such workers is important, this by itself cannot solve large-scale unemployment and underemployment in the country. In addition, it is imperative to note that social protection cannot be a perfect substitute for employment creation for a majority of workers trapped in low productivity for which they are seldom responsible, hoping that employment will follow suit. Not being employed in a productive activity on decent terms can be disempowering – individually as well as socially. It is therefore essential to bring employment growth on a sound basis, especially in countries like India, where a substantial proportion of the labour force is unemployed or underemployed.

**Constraints to migration**

Migration has been (and ought to be) one of the important mechanisms by means of which the poor (if not the poorest) have been able to

| Table 7.5: Changes in estimates of the working poor, 1999-00 to 2004-05 |
|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
|                         | 1999-00     | 2004-05     |                         |
|                         | Rural | Urban | All | Rural | Urban | All |
| Self-employed           | 19.39 | 23.60 | 20.19 | 16.08 | 22.87 | 17.47 |
|                         |        |       | (42,150) |        |       | (45,280) |
| Wage/salary earners     | 11.62 | 11.10 | 11.29 | 9.30 | 11.49 | 10.73 |
|                         |        |       | (6,658) |        |       | (7,576) |
| Casual                  | 36.34 | 43.96 | 37.34 | 30.34 | 41.90 | 31.90 |
|                         |        |       | (48,998) |        |       | (41,446) |
| All                     | 25.21 | 22.29 | **24.52** | 20.27 | 21.22 | **20.51** |
|                         |        |       | (97,806) |        |       | (94,302) |

*Note: Figures in parentheses are actual numbers of workers in ‘000s.

*Source: Based on Planning Commission (2008).*
access employment opportunities, especially in urban areas. A recent study by Krishna and Shariff (2010) on intergenerational poverty in a drought-prone region in Rajasthan clearly indicates that migration works as an effective exit route out of poverty. While the phenomenon is widely known, especially in dry-land regions of India and the world over, the interface between migration and poverty reduction is complex and varied. Notwithstanding this, there is a fair amount of consensus that much of out-migration, especially that of short duration, is of the distress type, rooted mainly in inadequate investment in productive resources and amenities in rural areas. These structural aspects of uneven development need to be addressed if the goal is to enhance access to productive employment for a large potential workforce. At the same time, it is imperative to improve conditions for migrant workers at destination, that is, to work simultaneously on both ends of the migratory channel.16

Increased vulnerability during the financial crisis

Initially, there was complacency as to the limited adverse impacts of the recent global financial crisis on developing economies with limited integration into the global economy. However, the crisis has recently been shown to have impacted at least some economic segments, the workers engaged in them and the family members dependent on the earnings of these workers. With an estimated 60 million people pushed into poverty the world over, and 100 million likely to face a similar scenario (Chhibber, 2009), the crisis had hit a large number of workers and non-workers in India. According to Labour Bureau (2009) estimates, the economic slowdown has hit nearly 1 million jobs in India. This of course does not include those affected indirectly, many of whom are ‘non-visible’ workers in the informal sector. A recent study covering six sub-sectors in six states in the country presents a fairly comprehensive account of the multifarious nature of the adverse impacts facing producers and workers in the small/unorganised segment of the economy (UNDP, 2009).17 Important findings include the following:

‘The impact of the global crisis on workers has been on all dimensions of employment: The direct loss of employment has been up to 60 per cent; the wage rate in the industry has almost declined by half and the monthly income of the workers has declined by 47 per cent […] In absence of any institutional support […] a majority of the workers are left to fend for themselves […] Reduction in food consumption, a strategy adopted by 80 per cent of the workers, has clearly reduced nutritional levels among them. Reduction in educational expenditure, including withdrawal of children from school, is indeed a matter of grave concern.’

This scenario, a not unfamiliar one, leads to serious doubts about continuing with globalisation if the central concerns are to be sustained employment, food security and human development among those who already face a high risk of falling into poverty.

Climatic variability and sustainable food production

Another important challenge facing the mainstream approach to economic growth and poverty reduction pertains to extraction of natural resources to prompt higher growth in sectors like agriculture, fisheries,
manufacturing, industrial infrastructure and mining. Although there is no systematic account of the environmental consequences of these activities over the past two decades, a plethora of micro-level studies, plus overall assessment of the state of the environment, provide fairly detailed and convincing evidence on the deteriorating conditions of natural resources in India.18

The question that deserves special attention here relates to the extent to which this constitutes an integral part of the high-growth strategy in the long run. There may not be a simple answer to this question, but experience by and large suggests that realisation of a higher rate of growth in most of these sectors, including agriculture, goes hand-in-hand with increased use of natural resources (land, water, forests, minerals, marine resources) on the one hand and increased pollution on the other. Ample demonstration of this is available in the increasing shift towards more water-intensive crops, including vegetables and horticulture; conversion of agricultural land for secondary and tertiary sector use, including urban growth; increased dependence on groundwater; afforestation (including for carbon trading) as against natural regeneration; development of ports and trade routes; etc.

There is little doubt that increased production of any type is likely to disturb and, at times, degrade the natural environment, especially when it is already in a fragile state, and particularly in a heavily populated agrarian economy such as India. The solution lies not in cutting down on production, especially of basic commodities such as food, fibre, fodder, minerals, non-timber forest products, etc. Instead, the need is to find solutions that minimise the environmental cost of production in different sectors and also compensate for it through various measures of resource conservation and regeneration. The net result should be improving rather than depleting the stock of natural capital, which would obviously hold the key to future growth.

It might be argued that the environmental cost of aggregate output in future is likely to be lower as the economy moves from predominance of primary sector exports and from a lower to a higher stage of economic growth, as indicated by the much-debated environmental Kuznets curve. The debate is on here, but the challenges thrown up by climate change (or variability) compel us to rethink commodity composition as well as the intensity of the natural resource use of future growth, especially in agriculture and related activities. The export orientation of natural resource-intensive primary products may further aggravate the problem.

**Climate change and policy response**

The grim scenarios projected by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have raised alarm bells around the world, even though actual impacts within countries are subject to variations in the model (see Mittal and Sethi, 2009). Meanwhile, agriculture in India, like elsewhere in the world, has already started facing the consequences of climate variability and increased climatic uncertainties. The policy response has been somewhat disjointed and devoid of long-term strategy relating to issues of production, food security and employment generation. The Eleventh Plan refers to a long list of commitments in terms of both adaptation and mitigation under expected climate change scenarios (Planning Commission, 2008). However, it is noteworthy that the central thrust of the policy response, especially for adaptation, lies in speeding up the process of (economic) development and

18 3iNetwork (2009); CSE (2008b); Shah (2006).
growth. In the context of the growth–poverty discourse (ibid),

‘The most important adaptation measure is development itself. A stronger economy is more able to adapt both in terms of cost of adaptation and technological capability. Achieving rapid economic growth as targeted in the Eleventh Plan is therefore a key element in adaptation.’

Note that using ‘development’ and ‘stronger economy’ almost interchangeably is inherently flawed; at best, it reflects a lack of clarity on development.19

Within this overarching aim of economic growth, the Eleventh Plan talks of a number of policy initiatives as adaptation measures. Broadly speaking, these include varietal research in agriculture, coping with water scarcity and institutional mechanisms for disaster management. However, these measures are not linked organically to the growth strategy, especially for agriculture, as discussed later. Equally important is the issue of the institutional mechanisms essential to ensuring effective implementation of these ‘non-market’ policy interventions in order to enhance the status of natural resources and their sustainable use in production.

Global carbon markets: implications for food security

A global response to climate change has been to develop and foster carbon trading across the globe. India has been keen to be involved in such opportunities. However, any such market-based solutions put in place across board may have differential implications for issues like biodiversity, control over land and other resources and also food security (Chand, 2008). The experience of promoting bio-fuel through corporate farming in states like Rajasthan and Gujarat has also highlighted some of the potential dangers of a market-based solution to the challenges of climate change. CSOs have raised a number of questions. Is bio-fuel a substitute for food production? Whose consumption is being supported at the cost of whom? What will be the long-term implications for land use? These issues need to be addressed while calibrating the various options for carbon markets in a context-specific situation.

The onus is therefore on developing national polices rather than getting sucked into the larger and more or less undifferentiated mechanisms of the global carbon market. Critical questions remain. Are there any local solutions that may work better for the larger goals of sustainability, productivity and food security? How could these be adapted to global market opportunities? How to negotiate for locally suitable solutions to the global problem? The issue of a coordinated approach to global governance requires special attention here.

Participatory governance: local and global

Lastly, the issue of governance and an effective voice for the poor is the most critical component of the alternative growth agenda in India. This must be addressed at various levels, from local to global, as the locus of spheres of production under an alternative growth perspective needs to change, as discussed later, from international export to domestic markets; from inputs to labour-intensive farming and other production; from extractive to resource-regenerating activities; and from urban-centric to spatially balanced development. Effective governance becomes all the more important when considering the challenge of distribution through anti-poverty programmes under the existing perspective of inclusive growth.

19A recent article by Ghose (2010) discussed this issue at length.
It might be noted that, unlike markets, governance and institutions are not self-perpetuating, and there is nothing that works automatically. Yet, it is the last and the most critical link in making growth work for the poor. It is therefore imperative that a framework for addressing growth and poverty reduction in a vast and diverse democracy such as India incorporates politics and other social institutions as an integral part, as opposed to a separate dimension or an add-on.

4. CENTRALITY OF AGRICULTURE IN PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS

Agricultural growth is increasingly being recognised as the single most important factor not only for macroeconomic growth but also for poverty reduction in India. The early 1980s marked a turning point in India’s agriculture and allied sectors, with unprecedented growth of 4% per cent per annum. Unfortunately, the sector failed to show any buoyancy in the post-reform period. The growth rate declined to 3% in the latter half of the 1990s and further to 2% in 2000-01 to 2004-05 (Mathur et al., 2006). The growth rate continues to fluctuate since then.

A concern to prevent agricultural stagnation exerting a major constraint to sustained overall growth in the economy is therefore central to India’s neoliberal growth policies (Planning Commission, 2008). A wide-ranging field of study has demonstrated the significant growth-inducing as well as poverty-reducing impacts of agricultural growth in the country. In fact, this is in line with earlier evidence on the poverty-reducing impact of agricultural growth from the Green Revolution era (Mellor and Desai, 1986). However, recent studies suggest not only that the percolation mechanism of growth in terms of poverty reduction has weakened (elasticity ranging between -0.86 and -0.77) in the post-reform period, but also that the pace of poverty reduction has declined—the point already made earlier in this chapter. Moreover, the pace of poverty reduction is found to be neither consistent nor smooth (Dev and Ravi, 2007; Radhakrishna and Chandrasekhar, 2008). This can be attributed mainly to the low level and fluctuating nature of agricultural growth, especially since the 1990s (Bhalla, 2009).

This is not entirely surprising, as reducing poverty below a certain threshold is more complex than the initial phase of poverty reduction. In the same vein, extending an approach like that of Green Revolution to promoting agricultural growth in the remaining parts of the country is likely to face serious constraints. This is because the next phase of agricultural growth will see relatively difficult scenarios with respect to a number of factors, such as agronomic potential (in rain-fed and semi-arid regions); agrarian relations (in the erstwhile feudal belt); socio-cultural issues (concentrated in poverty-stricken central eastern states with a predominance of tribal communities); economic issues (predominantly agrarian economies with little sectoral diversification and market development); and spatial issues (remote from the industrially developed southern western states in the country). These disadvantages seem to be operating simultaneously and in a manner that sees them impinge on each other.

Recent analysis examining the factors influencing agricultural growth and sectoral linkages in the Indian economy brings out some useful, though not entirely new, findings (Kalirajan et al., 2010). It demonstrates that high-growth states have attained better performance in all three sectors and that growth in agriculture is associated closely with
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growth in industry and services. However, the growth impulses across states are somewhat limited. This implies that state-specific polices and institutions are critical to promoting agricultural growth in different parts of the country.

Revitalising agriculture, therefore, is a key element of the strategy for inclusive growth in the Eleventh Plan, and improving land productivity by expanding irrigation is deemed central to attaining 4% per annum growth. The approach seeks to follow a conventional path by concentrating mainly on two aspects: 1) overcoming agronomic constraints by tapping groundwater resources in humid/sub-humid regions in central eastern regions; and 2) enhancing market linkages by promoting crop diversification, especially in dry-land regions. The common thread linking the two is increased public investment, especially in irrigation, rural connectivity and electrification. This suggests continuing with the input-intensive and market-oriented approach to attaining agricultural growth, without addressing the issues of resource sustainability, food production and security and regional disparities that emanate from low resource endowment, especially in dry-land regions.

Meanwhile, put on the back burner is the agenda for exploring an alternative path, one which could simultaneously address some of the structural constraints, including reversing the declining primary productivity of land and water; improving agrarian relations and checking further fragmentation of holdings; promoting a broad-based non-farm economy focusing on basic infrastructure; and ensuring entitlements to food, drinking water and health, and thereby better educational attainment.

**Percolation of agricultural growth: the recent scenario**

The choice of a faster growth path seems to be grounded in a rationale of minimising the opportunity cost of growth, thereby attaining poverty reduction earlier rather than later. However, there is no guarantee that faster growth in agriculture, irrespective of its locus, composition and distributive implications, will reduce poverty in the short- to medium-term timeframe and within the micro-level context of the rural economy, given weak percolation mechanisms. These latter may emanate from factors such as, among others: 1) a significant infrastructural gap, especially in central eastern regions; 2) crop diversification in water-scarce dry-land regions, leading to a shift towards more water-intensive crops; and 3) concentration of higher-valued crops, especially in water-scarce regions, among relatively (water) resource-rich farmers.

An additional dimension that needs careful scrutiny is the fact that these households are rapidly losing their stake in agriculture, for a number of reasons, including a high level of risks and uncertainties (emanating from weather- as well as market-related fluctuations); a growing rural-urban gap and lifestyle-related demonstration effects; and, above all, a more or less hopeless scenario on the employment front – both rural and urban. It is quite likely that several of these households, having gained from the buoyancy of agricultural growth, may give up farming by leasing out their land, selling it off to
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21World Bank (2006) spells out differential pathways for promoting agricultural growth, for three categories of areas identified by Fan and Hazell (2000): high-potential irrigated areas; areas with moderate-to-high potential; and low-potential dry-land areas. The pathways suggested for the three categories refer to intensification; diversification of farm production as well as non-farm linkages; and exit from agriculture, respectively.

22This, clearly, relates to recognition of the fact that growth alone is not sufficient for poverty reduction, especially that agricultural growth even during 2001-07 was lower (2.5 %) compared with in the 1990s (3 %) (Panda, 2008).
farmers and/or even converting it for non-agriculture uses.

This reiterates the possibility of a trade-off between faster growth and inclusive growth in agriculture, rather than the two moving hand-in-hand. The current policy approach seems to address this by incorporating elements of rural development and also cash transfers to those who may not be included in the growth process – either as small/marginal producers, especially in remote areas, or as wage earners in both farm and non-farm sectors. The actual outcomes of this, however, depend on a number of complex factors.

It is not entirely clear how the surplus earned on the fast growth track is likely to be invested and thereby create new jobs – and, for these jobs, what type they will be, where they will be located and within what timeframe they will be created. As against this, what multiplier impacts might the inclusive growth tract in the agriculture sector generate? In fact, the outcomes of this path are difficult to discern, as it has not yet been put to a fair test. Nevertheless, these concerns bring us back to an earlier debate, on whether the area-based growth in agriculture during the early 1960s was more pro-poor than the yield-based growth in the post-Green Revolution phase (Ahluwalia, 1986). This issue needs fresh enquiry in light of the recent emergence of high agricultural growth in several states, including Gujarat, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh (Bhalla, 2009).

At the end of the day, the critical developmental concern is that of creating enough job opportunities with a reasonable level of productivity, hence earnings for the rapidly growing population in rural as well as urban areas. Of course, added to this is the issue of adequate food grain production, which in turn may lead to self-sufficiency at national and global levels in an increasingly uncertain economic environment. Last but not least is the issue of resource use sustainability, especially of groundwater and, at times, of crops that are rapidly going out of cultivation, especially in certain rapidly growing state economies. These intriguing questions need to be examined in context-specific scenarios in different parts of the country.

This revalidates Ahluwalia’s remarks back in 1986 stressing that ‘what needs to be examined is not the existence of a percolation mechanism of high agricultural growth; rather the relevant issue is that of whether the percolation mechanism has actually worked and in what manner.’

**Diversification, food inflation and security**

In the absence of a well-integrated approach to agricultural growth and sustainable use of natural resources, as discussed above, the ‘food crisis’ is likely to worsen. This is particularly in light of the fact that the major impetus for agricultural growth, in the wake of globalisation, is likely to come from commercial crops such as cotton, horti/flori/pisci culture, vegetables, spices, plantations and even bio-fuels. This kind of diversification, as well as increasing resource use intensity, may reduce the scope for food grain production. This, in turn, may lead to intensifying incentives for increasing chemicalisation in food production and/or the spread of GM technology, the long-term environmental impacts of which are yet to be gauged in the Indian context. The alternative approach, therefore, is to go for selective and strategic diversification of production, which of course may imply loss of exports and/or income for a selected subset of producers of these diversified crops, given the costs and prices of the crop outputs in domestic markets.

**Food inflation: what is to blame?**

The issue that has raised the most serious questions as to the nature of agricultural
growth with respect to the poor and poverty reduction is that of the relentless increase in food prices over the past two years. During this period, prices of rice and wheat increased by 19%; of pulses 58-113%; of sugar 71%; and of onion and potatoes 32% (Chandrasekhar, 2010). Food grain production may have suffered, but the buffer stock is still within the safe zone. For instance, the total stock of rice and wheat was 47.4 million tonnes as against total production of about 217 million tonnes during 2009-10. Even keeping back a minimum buffer stock of 20 million tonnes in January 2010, there was enough food grain to be released into the market to check prices (Government of India, 2009).

Whereas a number of factors have contributed to food inflation over a sustained period of time, protecting the interests of futures trading in food grains emerges as one of the critical factors responsible for this situation (Joshi, 2010).

‘Our policy stance on futures markets depends on what we expect them to do to the spot prices. [...] An enabling Government takes the view that if we cannot establish a connection between an existence of futures trading and inflation in the spot prices, we should allow futures trade. This is in contrast to what an intrusive Government tends to do [...] In fact it is true that the theoretical literature maintains a somewhat ambivalent position on this’ (Government of India, 2009).

Rather than sound and responsible policy measures, it has been ‘the rain god’ that has been the saviour. It is of great concern that the poor have this year again had to wait until December to see whether the monsoon will be beneficial and enable them to eat.

Meanwhile, higher prices have not brought the expected supply response, partly because of a poor monsoon in the past two years, and perhaps also because of the deeper causes of agrarian crisis, which the recent literature discusses in great detail (Bhalla, 2008; Vaidyanathan, 2006).

Whatever the macroeconomic explanations, food inflation of this intensity and over a sustained period of time is simply not tenable. It may already have led to dire consequences in terms of deepening of hunger and malnourishment among a large proportion of the chronically poor. Absence of official statistics, though, once again may keep from us the stark realities facing the poor and not-so poor, let alone the chronically poor. The situation is being aggravated by the tardy performance of the TPDS, owing mainly to lack of political will and inability of the poor states to strengthen their financial as well as institutional support.

This situation is particularly alarming when it comes to thinking about the growth approach. A critical question in this context is, how much should it matter whether the growth theory is proved right in the long run (if at all), if the poor have gone hungry in the meantime? This is the major challenge in moving towards an alternative growth where the thrust is not on proving the markets right; rather, the emphasis is on how the poor and the marginalised can be assured of the benefits of growth.

The liberalisation of retail marketing: distorted logic

Ironically, inaction in relation to checking food inflation has been made into yet another argument in favour of liberalising retail trade in food and other essential commodities. The argument put forward is that, instead of protesting against the rise in fuel prices on the pretext of preventing a further price rise spiral, it is important to open up the food grains supply chain to foreign investment. The standard claim of the proponents of neoliberal policies is that this will, on the one hand,
increase the purchase price for small producers and, on the other, reduce the retail price for poor and middle-class consumers. Though theoretically valid, this claim is not validated uniformly across countries and situations. There is some evidence of adverse impacts on both small producers and small retailers, who may not have the wherewithal to comply with the rules and conditionality accompanying such investments.

These kinds of apprehensions have led a high-level authority within the ruling Congress Party to demand a delay to the move to open up retail trading for MNCs and global chains. While it is difficult to gauge the validity of the two claims, the real issue is to discern a more context-specific rather than global solution to some of the issues that have significant bearing on the well-being of the poor.

Bhaduri (2005b) illustrates this scenario by telling the story of a man searching for a key under an electric lamp, not because the key was lost there but because it was easier for him to search where there was light. The next section makes an effort to search for the key by looking in the place where it seems it was lost.

5. TOWARDS ALTERNATIVE GROWTH: HOW TO MOVE FORWARD?

This section presents a broad outline of what might be called alternative growth in the contemporary context in India. In doing so, it draws on the discussion on inclusive growth in the Eleventh Plan, presents some of the key elements of an alternative growth strategy and briefly discusses the policy implications.

Alternative growth: not the same as the Eleventh Plan’s inclusive growth
The Eleventh Plan approach, as has been put in practice so far, is a good defence for the political economy of a high growth trajectory. Despite being influenced by left-oriented intellectuals and government political partners, the plan does not chart a different pathway for economic growth. Rather, it advocates fairly effectively the case for handing out a larger share of state revenues to the poor, the underemployed, those trapped in remote rural areas, those facing socio-political marginalisation and those lagging in terms of human development. At best, this amounts to what has been described as moderating the outcomes of economic policies, by adopting social safety nets, rather than changing the structure and composition of growth itself.

It has also been argued that the approach may fail to reduce regional disparity (Chelliah, 2010), despite the fact the Eleventh Plan has created more space and also made greater financial allocations to low-growth states. These apprehensions have arisen because merely promoting distinctly higher growth rates in these states has not worked in the past. It is therefore argued that, unless there is a substantial change to the approach and methods, we will not succeed in transforming such states. Envisaging a trade-off in increasing the overall rate of growth to a level of 8-9%, a more effective approach could be to target about 6% growth for the low-growth states, so as to make such growth more inclusive (ibid).

A similar argument could be made for agriculture, where inclusiveness is seen mainly to involve fiscal and market integration of poor farmers and service providers, all operating at the low end of the market. This is indeed a desirable goal for inclusive or pro-poor growth, but again may not go a long way unless basic investments in land and water, sustainable farm technologies, broad-based extension services and appropriate price policies are in place. Meanwhile, it is important to devise land and water use policies as well as supplying basic infrastructure in lagging regions.
As Rodrik (2002) describes, the agenda for alternative growth does not imply rejecting some of the sound principles of mainstream economics, such as those relating to property rights, the rule of law, sound money, debt management, etc. At the same time, the idea is not to reject growth. Rather, the need is to promote ‘a development-friendly international economic regime’ that goes beyond the integration of poor economies into the global market and kindles the spirit of domestic investment. In essence, this would mean a combination of unconventional institutional innovations and elements of conventional economics. These policies are targeted at domestic investors and tailored to domestic institutional realities. Further, Rodrik remarks that designing such a growth strategy is both harder and easier than implementing typical integration policies. Once the initial constraints are addressed, relatively simple policy changes can yield enormous economic payoffs and start a virtuous cycle of growth and additional reforms.

Alternative growth therefore refers to moving away from a ‘more of the same type of growth’ approach, especially by hastening the process of economic reforms. Table 7.6 reiterates the rationale underlying the search for an alternative growth approach. It might be noted that what Table 7.6 depicts as ‘contradictions’ may not relate entirely to the growth processes followed until now; some of this may also owe to the failure of politics, as discussed in Chapter 4.

### Employment-oriented sustainable growth

Employment-oriented sustainable growth

What is presented here is not a blueprint for all countries and all times. The challenge is to craft a solution that is suitable to the situation and at the same time amenable to appropriate interface with the larger processes of development in other parts of the world as suggested by the Chinese experience (Rodrik, 2002). What this implies in the contemporary Indian scenario has been discussed in light of the employment-centred growth approach several scholars have recently advocated. If the central problem of growth in the recent past is its jobless nature, more of the same type of
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**Table 7.6: Issues involved in promoting ‘more of the same type of growth’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Promises</th>
<th>Contradictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher growth in GDP and higher export earnings</td>
<td>Poverty and market-related uncertainties and displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Releases the constraints of capital investment</td>
<td>Underinvested areas of economy and society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved access to better technology</td>
<td>Underemployment and unemployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher prices (thereby income) in export markets</td>
<td>Inequitable sharing between capital and labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban growth and reduced pressure on natural resources</td>
<td>Urban congestion, pollution and lack of amenities for the poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food security through intensive farming and trade liberalisation</td>
<td>Lack of sustainability of natural resource use; price fluctuation and speculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased employment with better earnings in organised sector through labour market flexibility</td>
<td>Uncertain security under cyclical and other fluctuations in global markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced poverty through increased expenditure on safety nets and social protection measures</td>
<td>Access to means of production and employment and institutional support for operationalisation of social safety nets yet to find a legitimate space in the economy – hence a political voice in national and international fora</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
growth is not likely to solve the problem. As a corollary, alternative growth has to focus on job creation, which may have a better chance if it is aligned with its prescription of the domestic orientation of markets and adaptation to local institutions.

Bhalla (2009) looks at failing demand for labour and thus stunted growth in poverty reduction in the post-reform period. Comparing changes in activity status between 1983 to 1993-94 and 1993-94 to 1999-00, she observes a reversal in status with respect to self- and wage employment among rural workers. Whereas the share of self-employment declined in the first period, it registered an increase in the post-reform period. Since a large part of self-employment in rural areas was driven by a collapse in demand for casual labour, the reversal signifies impoverishment. This phenomenon is substantiated by a report by NCEUS (2009), which notes that,

‘[…] in the Indian context a good part of the workforce need not necessarily indicate a strong demand for work but rather represents the necessity to eke out a living, however precarious, by creating one’s own employment. A sizeable percentage of the self employed […] are those who are forced by circumstances to eke out such living.’

The analysis also suggests that the proportion of hired as against self-employed workers has a fairly substantial poverty reduction impact, as indicated by the elasticity of the share as well as growth in hired workers with respect to poverty reduction in rural areas. It is in this context that MGNREGS assumes significant importance for poverty reduction: an initial analysis of the scheme (Patnaik, 2005) indicates that the value of the wage income multiplier under a given scenario could be around 1.33.23 The notion of the centrality of agricultural growth also becomes particularly relevant, provided it simultaneously focuses on the challenges of environmental sustainability and livelihood stability as well as providing additional employment.

Key elements of the strategy
These observations, supported by conventional theories of economic transition, lead us to a growth strategy that focuses on creating additional demand for productive labour, especially in rural areas. In a major departure from mainstream economics, we look at growth in terms of level of employment and growth in labour productivity, that is, GDP per worker as against share of investment in GDP and productivity of investment. This implies that, as long as employment growth takes place without a drastic reduction in labour productivity, the economy will continue to grow faster (Bhaduri, 2005b). Applying simple arithmetic, Bhaduri (2006) argues that, if GDP grows at 6-8%, and if half of this growth goes to support employment-enhancing schemes, it will require about 3-4% of GDP to support such policy initiatives.

An approach such as this has the implicit advantage of promoting a range of technologies and associated institutions that may simultaneously help in addressing the concerns of environmental sustainability and of decent work or appropriate labour processes. In other words, the approach may internalise the cost of regeneration of natural resources and also that of social protection. In the process, it may open up legitimate space for local institutions and participation by communities, as it targets farmers and
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23A preliminary calculation suggests Rs 1 spent on MGNREGS can give rise to a wage bill of Rs 4/3. This implies that, in order to generate a stipulated amount of say Rs 36,000 crore of wage bill in the economy, the actual cost of the project would be about Rs 27,000 crore or even less. Bhaduri (2005b) has put forward a similar argument.
industrial workers as well as service providers. This obviously brings about better outcomes in terms of overall and sustainable development as against maximisation of income per se. The full employment approach is not a complete substitute for social security and safety net programmes. However, it is likely that the approach will reduce the magnitude of actual need for these measures and, more importantly, help break initial constraints to their effective delivery.

Creating additional productive capacities, credit flows and institutions

Two aspects are crucial to employment expansion. On the supply side, income expansion must be productive. On the demand side, it should be carefully linked with the expansion of the domestic market (Bhaduri, 2008). One of the important features of the approach is creation of productive employment that generates additional capacities in the economy to enhance production. This may involve activities like natural resource development, production of wage goods, creation of basic amenities, promotion of skills and entrepreneurship and credit flow to generate the new businesses and services needed to support these activities.

An initial flux of dynamism in agriculture and non-farm activities may create better conditions for absorbing microcredit and microfinance. If properly governed and regulated, these institutions could then become hubs of innovations across different levels – policies, technologies, institutions, marketing, etc. Also, they could create space for social entrepreneurship which, in turn, could provide the much-needed institutional base for the implementation of social safety nets for those outside the labour force. Essentially, this may amount to relieving the constraints the initial conditions of poverty or lack of development put on stimulating the growth process.

Primary focus on the domestic market, with ‘thin globalisation’

The approach focuses primarily on domestic markets,24 so as to avoid being specialised, input- (energy-)intensive and narrow-based.25 However, this does not rule out strategic integration into global markets. It is necessary to look at the domestic market in a larger context by correcting the misplaced notion of the dichotomy of import substitution and export promotion as mutually exclusive choices the country must make (Nayyar, 2008). This entails striking the right balance between the two in the true spirit of ‘walking on two legs’ – that is, the Chinese industrialisation path during the pre-globalisation phase.

Production spheres in both agriculture and industry must be guided by considerations of environmental sustainability and decent work conditions. If the market (domestic or global) does not create effective demand for products that are of a higher price on account of environmental or labour standards, the state can support this until consumers can pay for such products. In the event it is necessary to compromise such standards in the short term, a clearly laid-out rationale, timeframe and abatement mechanisms should support any such decision.

24This is particularly important as growth in aggregate demand during the high economic growth periods of 1980-81 and 2002-03 was driven mainly by the government, rather than by the private final consumption expenditure ratio (Mohanty and Reddy, 2010).

25Focusing on the domestic market presents a different angle from which to look at labour productivity. For instance, a rough estimate suggests that a 1% fall in total consumption expenditure in India will require a 12% increase in exports to compensate. Hence, it is argued that, ‘for the employment expansion not to degenerate into a self-defeating strategy of simply transferring income from the state to the poor, two mutually reinforcing conditions have to be satisfied. On the supply side income generation must be productive for the society; and on the demand side employment generation has to expand the domestic market sufficiently without large leaks into imports’ (Bhaduri, 2008).
Such a new regime of state support to cover the environment/labour cost should not be confused with the earlier regime of protection that snubbed innovations and efficiency. There may be a call for a blending of market-based and state-supported measures, such as labelling, certification and incentives for innovation along with basic support in terms of investment from the state. In fact, strong incentive structures for innovations should accompany the employment-oriented sustainable production system. These structures could be created in the process of expanding productive capacities. All of this would involve putting domestic policies in order.

**Shifting the framework for price support and subsidies**

The issue of subsidies remains critical to the approach of employment-oriented sustainable growth, for the same reason the issue is politically sensitive today. Note, however, that the provisioning of fiscal support and subsidies is practised all over the world, economic reforms and trade liberalisation notwithstanding. These instruments continue to be of vital importance for developing economies, not only to support high growth in GDP under the uneven developmental scenario across the globe, but also to ensure environmentally sustainable development in farm and non-farm sectors.

Some of the major achievements in the arena of economic growth in post-Independence India have involved strong financial support and subsidies from the state. These include the Green Revolution, the White Revolution, the software boom, immunisation and the reduction in the mortality rate, as well as the proliferation of dynamic and versatile small and tiny manufacturing industries, etc.

The issue, therefore, is not whether to continue with the subsidy regime, but how to restructure subsidies in a manner that supports and promotes environmental sustainability and employment generation in farm and non-farm activities. For example, the need is to support efficient rather than intensive use of water. Similarly, it is important to support small local adaptations in addition to fundamental or basic research in agriculture and other sciences. Other examples are support to nutritious food rather than low-quality food packed and sold in supermalls and retail chains; to small electrification plants for a decentralised industrial sector rather than lighting up parts of urban settlements and highways; to an adequate supply of subsidised food grains through the PDS rather than mindlessly promoting the hospitality industry.

There may be many more examples demonstrating the need as well as the scope for such restructuring. The substantive point is that we need to change our objectives to include an adequate focus on environmental as well as labour standards, based mainly on the expansion of productive capacities and domestic markets.

**Fiscal implications**

How to finance alternative growth such as this? The answers to this question are by and large implicit in the approach itself. An important feature, pointed out by Bhaduri (2008), is that employment growth is to be financed mainly through domestic borrowing rather than depending heavily on global resources, institutional or otherwise. Equally important is financial devolution to local bodies and the social audits that may have to go along with this.

Meanwhile, there are opportunities to restructure the federal finance system, which could help undo the cumulative errors committed in the past few decades. An important dimension of the strategy is to target a higher growth rate, say of 6% per annum,
for the low-growth states. The current system of increasing the share of these states by adopting poverty criteria (measured as the difference in per capita income of a specific state in comparison with the state with the highest per capita income) \textit{per se} may not help them improve their growth rates, given their political scenarios and perhaps the initial constraints of deprivation facing them. It is therefore recommended that the central government undertake substantial direct investments in critical areas. This should, of course, go hand-in-hand with the requisite reforms in the fiscal system to help the low-growth states.

**Where to start?**

Since the agenda is fairly comprehensive, cutting across sectors and policies at local, national and global levels, it is important to make a strategic beginning by focusing on a time-bound and well-defined roadmap for the reform of agriculture and the provisioning of basic amenities in a sustainable and employment-intensive manner. MGNREGS and associated decentralised institutional mechanisms may provide a good handle for such a beginning, but this alone will not pave the way for an alternative paradigm of growth. Also, it is important to steer carefully, as destabilisation of the present growth path may occur before a substantial shift towards a new path of economic growth can be attained.

The current approach to employment creation, aside from MGNREGS, is to work mainly on supply- rather than demand-side management. Deviating from Keynes and Kalecki, who identified lack of domestic demand as the main cause of unemployment, the contemporary perspective focuses directly on labour markets to understand unemployment. In terms of policy, this implies a greater emphasis on labour market reforms and an almost complete neglect of demand management in the product market (Bhaduri, 2006) in the ambitious plan to generate 10 million additional jobs a year.

A practical way of approaching the issue of un/underemployment is to balance the two. The World Bank (2009), which is more or less in conformity with mainstream thinking, suggests a major thrust on skills formation and training on the one hand and selective deregulation of the labour market on the other. Importantly, it also stresses that what is required is not just robust economic growth but also a change in the pattern of growth to be more labour-intensive. The three-point formula for attaining this includes: 1) increasing the quality and productivity of jobs in the informal sector; 2) stimulating formal sector employment; and 3) improving labour market outputs across regions, social groups and gender.

All these put together may still not meet the huge employment gap, growing every year. It is here where demand-side interventions may become unavoidable. As noted earlier, for this to work, it will be necessary to explore incorporating various ideas and models. This, again, may call for a strategic thrust on broad-basing agriculture and allied activities; forest conservation and payment for ecosystem services; technology to improve productivity without replacing labour use in the primary sector and also in small-scale manufacturing as well as services; negotiating greater space for supporting/subsiding labour use under the WTO regime; social protection measures for those outside the labour force; etc.

Historically, different states/regions have tried different approaches to promote employment elasticity in farm and non-farm sectors, with varying levels of success. All these need to be revisited and reassessed in the context of a balanced approach to employment-generating growth and poverty reduction. A critical element in moving towards broader-based
growth is devolution of fiscal and administrative power at the local level, which may help link the aspirations and rights of the people to be active contributors to the growth process rather than passive recipients of welfare measures. In any case, strengthening democracy at grassroots levels is inevitable; combining economic and socio-political processes may make this happen faster and more effectively.

Rodrik (2002)’s new approach, similar to what has been presented here,

‘[...] focuses on experimentation – both in the institutional and productive sphere – as an important driver of economic development. The key is to realize that neither technology nor good institutions can be acquired without significant domestic adaptations. These adaptations may require a pro-active role for the state and civil society, and also collaborative agencies that foster entrepreneurship and institution building.’

6. CONCLUSIONS

Much of what has been described in this chapter may sound like a fairy tale of an imagined world. It might not seem so unreal, however, if we think of the experiences of China, which had already overcome a large part of its developmental challenges when it opened up to the global economy. This is not to suggest that all China has achieved and the means used can be considered desirable from the viewpoint of environmental sustainability and/or political freedom. Nor are we trying to prescribe the China model as fully and directly replicable in the contemporary Indian situation. However, what is clear is that: 1) it is possible to chart a different growth path than mainstream economics is generally prescribing; and 2) the search has to be context-specific and genuine in terms of giving an alternative approach a good try.

After all, what is stake? A slowing down of an economic growth that is not so pro-poor; that is extractive in terms of natural resources; that is vulnerable to market fluctuations; that is inequitable; and that is safety net-oriented? Against this, the gains, even in the short run, could be expansion of wage incomes and multiplier impacts thereof; improvements in the natural productivity of resources such as land, water and forests; and democratic space to build up institutional mechanisms. Besides all this is the huge political dividend the ruling party could gain, as it did in the case of MGNREGA. At the same time, not doing all this may lead to continued denial of the basic necessities to millions of people.

It is high time the contemporary policy discourse in India engaged seriously with the emerging realities of the aspirations, polity and market opportunities as well as the constraints facing the chronically poor in the country. At present, the poverty discourse in India remains segregated within disciplinary/departmental boundaries and on the margin of the growth dynamic. The various discourses on alternative growth and poverty reduction must be brought to a common platform so we can discuss the interconnected issues of economic growth, employment generation, socio-spatial equity, environmental sustainability and political stability within a holistic framework. The need is to bring the rich, and yet scattered, debate on these issues to the centre stage of academic discourse, policy formulation and civil society engagement in the country, and sooner rather than later.
Key Messages and Policy Recommendations

Why is it that India still has such a large number of chronically poor people, when it has made such strides economically? Here, we examine yesterday’s and today’s policy responses, and suggest more promising approaches for tomorrow. We then examine how best to take these forward. Finally, we make a few specific recommendations to policy makers.

Key messages

- **Chronic poverty is significant in India.** An analysis of panel data found that a quarter or more of the rural population of India were chronically poor. This poverty is structural – associated with low wages; insecure, casual employment; low-productivity smallholder agriculture; and low social status of SC and, especially, ST households living in the poorest and most multi-dimensionally deprived states and regions. In many of these areas, diverse protest groups have emerged.

- **Anti-poverty policy could be improved significantly** if it 1) distinguished between responding to the causes of impoverishment, promoting factors that help people escape poverty and addressing persistence of poverty; 2) recognised the dynamic nature of the diagnosis and the variation in effective remedies over time and space; and 3) accepted the need for multiple solutions, given India’s diversity.

- **Growth, even agricultural growth, will shift the chronically poor out of low-income poverty traps only over an unacceptably long time period.** High overall growth has created a stronger revenue base and stronger public expenditure flows into education, health and social protection. As yet, however, the state has failed to provide the means for chronically poor people to participate effectively in economic growth. The employment guarantee is a step in the right direction, but does not go far enough. The greater challenge lies in increasing the employment elasticity of growth; if this is not done, the chronically poor will remain concentrated in casual labour.

- **Achievements on reducing chronic poverty, as well as the hunger, ignorance, disease and inequality of opportunity that accompany it, are well below what was envisioned.** There is a massive deficit in the human and financial resources provided for
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1 The five co-authors of the report.
anti-poverty programmes and in the quality of service delivery. Addressing distortions created by corruption and governance failures and overhauling the delivery system can be accomplished through a combination of promoting local accountability through *Panchayati Raj* institutions; a rights-based approach; effective monitoring and auditing; and active support to multiple solutions to achieve socioeconomic rights across India. Increased space for proactive citizen and/or CSO action may be an essential precondition to all these operating effectively.

- **The limited effects of such a tangential approach to date are a reason for the spread of anti-establishment protest movements.**
  The spread of Naxalite extra-parliamentary politics, as well as of non-violent protests and resistance by the poor, has made it impossible for mainstream political parties to ignore chronic poverty. A different style of politics is required to make good the development deficit and to generate the state legitimacy that is missing in many remote rural areas. This would include not only extra-special efforts to make the delivery system work better in terms of delivering on entitlements and rights, but also local, state and national politics that make visible and valuable the lives and interests of the poorest, who may include casual landless labourers, migrants, marginal farmers, women and children, the elderly, the differently abled and groups that suffer from discrimination.

1. **ANALYSIS**

**Chronic poverty and poverty dynamics: ‘economics plus x’**

The chronically poor are a large group in India, roughly half of those below the poverty line. Structural issues underlie persistent poverty and deprivation – reaching the chronically poor is not simply a matter of implementing current policies more effectively. A large mass of people will stay in poverty if they remain without policies that specifically address their situation, together with the opening-up of legitimate spaces for the poor to participate in processes of growth and substantial assistance that actually reaches them. Further, addressing the needs of the chronically poor has to be based on an understanding of the differentiated picture of poverty, its causes and policy approaches. This report argues that, while the economic dimension remains central to understanding chronic poverty, other factors are present, and understanding these is equally critical.

The ‘x’ in the ‘economics plus x’ differs from one part of the country to another (even from one household to another), and could relate to caste, tribe, gender, age, occupation, health, conflict, politics or a combination of these. In particular, the political significance of chronic poverty has increased steadily in the past two decades, as it has provided fertile ground for the emergence of resistance that has its roots in the governance failures and development deficit acknowledged by the state.

The drivers-maintainers-interrupters framework Chapter 3 presented can be used to address factors causing entry into poverty (drivers) and those involved in persistence of poverty (maintainers), as well as strengthening those that can promote pathways out of it (interrupters). In particular, it is important to highlight the duration aspect within the poverty discourse, to enable a disaggregated
understanding of the poor and the causes of poverty: the poor are not a homogenous group, and differential policy responses are needed to address persistence, entry and escape, depending on whether the causes are economic in remote tribal areas or economic compounded by displacement and conflict. These factors may vary over time and across space.

**Chronic poverty**

Given the political importance chronic poverty, or long-duration poverty, has acquired, careful monitoring of the impact of new policies and institutional arrangements is needed to enable policy to address it head on. This can best be done by supporting the regular collection of panel data as part of routine national household surveys, and by ensuring that good qualitative research is carried out alongside surveys to enable the best explanations of chronic poverty (and poverty dynamics). The aim could be to inform the Twelfth Five-Year Plan with such analysis.

As Chapters 2, 3 and 4 discussed, chronic poverty is associated with low-wage, insecure, casual employment, low-productivity smallholder agriculture and low social status. SC status is a close correlate of poverty in all regions, and SCs form a significant proportion of the country’s poor. ST households are among the poorest and most multi-dimensionally deprived, concentrated in remote locations with poor infrastructure and facilities. Meanwhile, NCEUS and Parliament have recognised the importance of addressing the interests and needs of workers in the unorganised sector.

Dependence on agriculture seems to have become a poverty trap for many, especially in the wake of the jobless growth since the mid-1990s. Improvements in productivity, especially under dry-land conditions, have simply not been enough to reduce poverty. It is clear that augmenting assets such as landholdings and livestock can still be tickets out of poverty for those who depend on agriculture; short of this, it is the non-farm economy – self-employment and jobs – that provides the fastest exit route. The problem, as Chapter 7 showed, is the non-farm economy is not producing enough jobs that provide an adequate livelihood. This suggests two problems need fixing at the same time: providing incentives for a pattern of private investment that will generate more and (over time) better jobs, especially for the semi-skilled and unskilled; and investing in infrastructure, knowledge generation and extension to support and empower marginal farmers, so as to increase productivity on these micro holdings as an important source of food security. Fully implementing the employment guarantee will help; other social assistance schemes will be needed to include the chronically poor who are unable to carry out hard physical labour.

Addressing issues that concern absence of entitlement to forest resources among STs, especially women, is overdue. There is plenty of legislation, and the National Commission for STs especially addresses atrocities against tribal people. However, delivery has left much to be desired. If an overhaul of the machinery of anti-poverty delivery is needed, a start could be made with an overarching evaluation of tribal development, with the objective of contributing to a new approach to the issue. The politics of tribal development is also a deficit area, and it is this vacuum that has allowed extra-parliamentary politics to thrive. It might be possible to encourage extra-parliamentary leaders and organisations to join mainstream politics and to raise the issues of marginalised people.

However, poverty and well-being are clearly not static: people continually struggle to improve their position with whatever meagre resources they have to hand.
**Impoverishment**

Downward mobility is a significant aspect of poverty dynamics – Chapter 3 showed that it exceeded upward mobility in rural areas between 1981 and 1998. Several factors drive people into poverty. It could be the sudden onset of a long-term and expensive illness, a disaster such as a flood or earthquake, a failed crop or failed investment, or a policy change that leads to loss of livelihood or reduction in income.

**Ill-health**

Ill-health is the most frequently experienced source of impoverishment, in both rural and urban areas. Further, unlike natural disasters, which affect communities living in given spatial locations and lead to relief measures from governments, international agencies and the larger community, ill-health usually (unless it is an epidemic) affects an individual and strains individual and household resources. Ill-health exacerbates the suffering of those who are already poor and drives many of those who are non-poor into poverty. For those who work in the unorganised sector, ill-health is often associated with having to forego income owing to inability to work.

Public provisioning of quality health care can go a long way to reducing vulnerability to ill-health and the impoverishment or chronic poverty that may follow. The state is committed to providing essential health care services to those below the poverty line, based on need and not ability to pay. An effective right to health requires state provisioning of preventive, promotive and curative treatment and care for all citizens (and especially vulnerable groups) that is accessible, reliable and high in quality.

In recognition of the large number of private health care providers, some states have forged public–private partnerships to meet health needs, for instance in the context of insurance for construction workers. However, access requires registration, identification cards, proof the worker has worked in the industry for a certain number of months, regular payment of instalments and a great deal of paperwork. Many of these requirements prevent the poor from obtaining access to medical care.

In relation to providing quality health care facilities, free at the point of delivery, there is a need for an appropriate level of human and financial resourcing, and also actual service delivery and proper programme implementation. This is an urgent priority many Indian states are far from achieving. It is vital to ensure the necessary budgetary allocations, investments and monitoring and regulation of health care provisioning, as well as adequate water and sanitation to contribute to universal access to health.

**Conflict and displacement**

Other major sources of downward mobility include conflict and displacement. Policies on displacement now include mentions of greater compensation and consultation. For example, the Forest Rights Act requires investors to follow procedures that protect the access rights of local people to natural resources. However, policies in response to violent conflict in the countryside have regressed towards viewing this issue as being one of law and order, although the government has recently recognised the urgent need to strengthen the social contract in such areas through developmental measures. The Integrated Action Plan for Tribal and Backward Areas represents such an initiative.

**Assets**

Assets provide resilience in the face of shocks. A diminishing stock of assets is a major source of impoverishment – in the case of health, because savings and assets are disposed of to pay for treatment and care; in the case of
conflict, through losses of assets resulting from the conflict as well as from long-term economic decline; and in the case of disasters, through loss of property and livelihood sources.

**Escaping poverty**

**Infrastructure**

The factors known to promote escape from rural poverty – infrastructure (especially at village level), urban proximity, acquiring extra land and education – are all highly affected by policy. The role of rural infrastructure in poverty reduction cannot be overemphasised. Better infrastructure promotes the shift from low-productivity casual labour in agriculture to more productive casual work in the non-farm sector. It is also a key to higher wages and assists in improving literacy rates and school attendance. Thus, the poverty reduction payoff to investment in rural infrastructure in backward poor states is likely to be high. Creating physical infrastructure at village level, for example to prevent post-harvest spoilage losses and promote greater connectedness to urban areas, remains a clear priority. Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana and Pradhan Mantri Adarsh Gram Yojana in rural areas, and Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission for urban infrastructure and integrated development of slums, are initiatives in this direction that need closer evaluation and monitoring to make them relevant for the poor and for women.

**Education**

The association between education levels and income poverty is strong. Illiteracy and income poverty are correlated strongly, and education beyond primary school is associated strongly with not being poor. Which way causation runs may be debatable, but panel data evidence suggests having a higher level of education is a ticket to greater material prosperity. Education is also a ‘portable asset,’ and thus useful for migration. It is not subject to erosion in the way that material assets or savings are, and is therefore more secure once acquired. However, the barriers to moving far enough through the system to make a real difference to the long-term status of a poor household are significant. These mean the demand for education is suppressed unnaturally: demand from the poorest households needs stimulating as much as supply and quality of education need investment. Midday meal schemes, scholarships for disadvantaged groups and conditional cash transfers can all make a big difference.

The priority in education is nevertheless to improve the quality of basic education. This will mean that fewer children remain illiterate and that post-primary education does not have to compensate for the failures of the primary level. The right to education should help in this direction, since it specifies basic qualities to which education providers must adhere. Finding ways of helping the children of poor households to continue through post-primary education to complete the full nine years of education allowed for in the Right to Education Act will be the next priority.

**Land and water**

Research tells us that acquiring additional land has remained an important avenue to escape poverty, partly because of the agricultural production opportunities this brings and partly because it provides a platform from which to enter the more profitable non-farm economy. The problem now is to facilitate this equitably, through policy reform. The scope for land redistribution is now limited or non-existent: holdings are already small, and there is limited political space for such a policy. Encroachment by commercial interests on village resources and allocation of common property or marginal lands by local authorities have consequences
for the poorest and most marginalised, especially women, who depend on common property resources for their livelihoods. Alternatively, there is substantial scope for enhancing the productivity of such land by adopting appropriate farming systems with a special thrust on livestock and biomass production to suit different agro-climatic conditions. Moreover, these lands could be allotted to groups of landless women, with support provided by the state agricultural machinery, where this is functioning well, or by NGOs.

Renting land (or water) in is another route to acquiring it. However, rental markets are often very thin, because landowners do not have an incentive to put their land up for rent: they fear they will not get it back. This ties people into cultivating uneconomic holdings as well as restricting the supply of land to those who might make greater use of it. There is sufficient research to suggest that a major review of land rental policies across India would be timely. Any such review would need also to explore safeguards for the interests of poorer households against both the village wealthy but also broader commercial interests – companies that may seek to rent land – whose access to political power may be much greater than that of poor farm households.

Sustainable use of soil and water is critical to current and future agricultural productivity, and also to conserving and enhancing existing resources. Conserving water for irrigation (and hydropower) will be an increasingly important route to escaping poverty, as water becomes ever scarcer and more valuable. The Ralegan Siddhi and Hivre Bazaar cases are a testament to community decision making and action to ensure equitable and sustainable use of water and to prevent a decline of the water table. In the absence of powerful local leadership, replication of such initiatives is crucial to accomplishing the unfinished agenda of watershed-based development of farm productivity. A continued flow of investments and institutional handholding on a sustained basis are important requirements in large-scale replication of successful community-based natural resource management. Coordination of line departments and strengthening of the Gram Sabhas assume special significance in this context.

2. RESPONSES TO POVERTY – YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW

The Eleventh Five-Year Plan concludes that, despite the large number of programmes and schemes that have been in place in different forms for many years, there is still ‘persistence of poverty’ at a scale that is ‘not acceptable’ (Planning Commission, 2008). Further, ‘a decisive reduction in poverty and an expansion in economic opportunities for all sections of the population should therefore be a crucial element of the vision.’ The Eleventh Plan’s prescription is for a high rate of economic growth, including agriculture but generating employment especially outside agriculture; income poverty reduction schemes; and human capital development.

Anti-poverty programmes

This report suggests two major problems with existing poverty reduction programmes: inadequacy of resources, despite higher rates of economic growth; and ineffective implementation, especially (but not only) in the poorest states. Resource levels have increased, but not sufficiently – especially where state resources cannot match available central resources. And the norms applied in most schemes are inadequate, and have an ameliorative impact at best. Implementation is improving incrementally, but fundamental weaknesses resulting from distortions and manipulation lead to weak targeting. Reducing
exclusion errors will also require significantly greater resources. One approach would be to provide universal access, especially in the poorest districts, until development indicators improve in such locations, based on geographical rather than personal indicators of deprivation. Finally, it is not easy to adapt standardised schemes to local circumstances. There has been very uneven development of Panchayati Raj and urban governance institutions.

It is clear several ‘ingredients’ are necessary to address chronic poverty. Especially important are balanced economic growth, effective actions to improve governance in the poorest states, effective delivery of services and an inclusive, citizen-led approach to development planning and implementation. But none will deliver by itself: it will be the synergies among these factors that will enable more people to escape poverty and fewer to enter into it, and that will address the barriers keeping people poor.

**Growth**

Chronic poverty is fundamentally economic in character – insecure employment, not enough of it, exploitatively low wages, low returns to limited assets and vulnerability to asset and savings erosion in the face of shocks such as ill-health.

Serious challenges in translating growth into development result from an absence of employment opportunities; limited sustainability of natural resources and access to food; and regional disparities. As Chapter 7 argued, these are closely linked to and embedded in the structure of growth itself. Employment elasticity of output is extremely low, both in aggregate terms and especially in agriculture. The global financial crisis and slowdown has demonstrated the shakiness of growth, leading to a loss of jobs, wage cuts and insecure livelihoods for workers in the small and unorganised sector of the economy.

The focus on output growth in India is based on intensive use and degradation of natural resources that are already in a fragile state, such as land, water, forests, minerals and marine resources, and also on increased pollution. The solution is to minimise the environmental load of production in different sectors and also to compensate for the use of resources through conservation and regeneration, so as to preserve the stock of natural capital, which holds the key to future growth.

This report makes a clear case for identifying and shifting to a pattern of growth that reaches a larger proportion of the poor, including the chronically poor, even if this pattern involves a slightly lower rate of growth. Reaching more of the poor means generating more employment for those who can work; developing a more environmentally sustainable pattern of growth, including meeting the climate change challenge; and a more careful and strategic approach to integration with the global market, including a stronger domestic market orientation.

To achieve these ends, significant progress is needed in revitalising infrastructure (including health infrastructure), markets, institutions and service delivery; and enhancing government investment (in addition to allocating funds) in the poorest regions and states. As noted above, infrastructure is vital in connecting poor people to labour and other markets, at both village and regional level. Markets, including labour markets, will function more effectively where infrastructure investment is higher.

**Poorest states**

Chronic poverty is often portrayed as a social phenomenon. This report presents it as a primarily economic and additionally political as well as social phenomenon. It is in the poorest states (and the poorest regions of richer
states) that Naxalism has taken root as a response to persistent poverty and political and social exclusion.

Among the poorest states, performance has varied widely in recent years. Some have decentralised governance successfully and managed to contain Naxalism. These have political regimes that make specific provisions to include the excluded. Achieving peace and political inclusion permits both institution building and development efforts that can compensate, at least to a degree, for the fundamentally ‘undecent’ conditions of wage labour work and the low returns to assets chronically poor people experience.

A structural problem facing many of the poorest states is that they are mineral rich but cannot make use of the fruits of these resources, which are constitutionally considered ‘central.’ Loosening this constraint would reduce the difficulties poor states face in contributing to financing their own development.

Finally, citizens’ activism is an essential ingredient to persuade governments to get resources to the poorest. Greater accountability is key to improving institutions. It is in this context that a rights-based approach offers significant potential.

**Looking to the future**

India has a number of options in its efforts to address chronic poverty. The major one, offered up by the leading thinkers, is more, faster growth, along with a social safety net programme, shifting gradually towards involving market-based institutions in the delivery of services. This model has so far failed to deliver the expected reduction in poverty. For it to work, social sector schemes and social safety nets need to be far better designed, resourced, implemented, monitored and audited for outcomes, with inbuilt corrective mechanisms. Social protection is critical, not only to enabling the chronically poor to cope with risk (and so increase their chances of exiting poverty), but also to preventing the transitorily poor (of whom there are many) from being driven into chronic poverty. It is vital to ensure the state provides adequately for universal access to quality health care, especially for the poor, old and disabled.

Food-based interventions may play a supplementary role in preventing entry into (and further deepening of) poverty, which has been exacerbated by rising food prices. Shifting from a universal to a targeting system for the PDS will have worsened coverage of the poor who are food-insecure but do not have a BPL card, especially where governance is weak. A universal approach, at least in the poorest districts, may help repair this damage. A multi-pronged approach is needed, which might include interventions in the production system; transfer of resources through the PDS and employment programmes; and management of prices and inflation.

A second option would involve changes in how growth is managed and how India integrates with the global market, focusing a growth strategy strongly on decent employment generation; decent wages; adapting to and preventing climate change; and regional equity. This would be a more strategic approach to growth. Enhancing employment opportunities necessitates systemic solutions, where the focus is more on the composition of output growth than on the pace of growth per se. The outcome might be a slightly lower rate of growth, but it would be broader-based. The need for safety nets would still apply, especially for those outside the workforce.

Agriculture remains a very important sector for poverty reduction, and agricultural policy needs to be reassessed in light of its contribution to improved wages and working
conditions for labourers. While expediting annual agricultural growth from the current level of about 2% to 4% in the Eleventh Plan is an important precondition for promoting broad-based and sectorally balanced economic growth, its realisation necessitates a major jump in public investment in various segments of the rural economy: land and water management, roads and other infrastructure and, above all, technology development and dissemination. It also requires that growth benefit the poorer regions of the country. Access to land, skills and productivity enhancement can make a difference in reducing chronic poverty.

Regardless of the type of growth-mediated poverty reduction strategy adopted, this report recommends the deepening and extension of India’s selective rights-based approach. This could be combined with moderated growth so there is a synergy between growth and rights. The rights to employment, education, food and health will be particularly powerful in doing this, but only if they are resourced adequately and implemented effectively.

Vital to success in any of these approaches is institutional development, especially in the poorest states. Over time, the rights-based approach, combined with decentralisation and mobilisation of poor citizens in an explicitly political approach to development, will enable states to move away from reliance on centrally sponsored schemes to a greater variety of approaches to achieving the key rights. If a programme to do this incrementally is put in place over the period of the Twelfth Plan, India can expect to make a significant dent in chronic poverty.

3. THE ‘HOW’ QUESTION: OVERHAULING THE DELIVERY SYSTEM

It is very clear from research carried out by CPRC and others that India is not short of good ideas on what to do, and governments have taken the initiative based on demand from civil society as well as on research-based evidence. However, good laws, programmes and measures have foundered in their implementation. As we have seen, there is a good possibility the policy status quo simply will not deliver substantial reductions in poverty in future, just as it has not delivered in the past: many centrally sponsored schemes are so far from reaching their ambitions it is hard to imagine them getting there in the short to medium term. There is a danger the good ideas currently being pursued and any future measures will founder similarly. This is, of course, not a new issue: a literature on governance and delivery has informed successive attempts to reform the structures and processes of implementation.

**Panchayati Raj institutions**

Key changes in the past 20 years designed to improve implementation and enhance accountability have included: 1) the development of *Panchayati Raj* institutions at three levels within each district; 2) the formation of new states out of some of the biggest, poorest states; and 3) most recently, the development of the rights-based approach. One of the fault lines of Indian governance is weak social accountability. Insistence that the *Panchayati Raj* institutions allocate and monitor public resources and that elections be held to these institutions throughout the country have significantly improved the chances of accountability at local level.

If there is a gap, it is at very local level, where the *Gram Sabhas* and ward committees are often not effective, despite their inclusion in several important pieces of legislation (including the Forest Rights Act, discussed in Chapter 6). These are the institutions that are designed to promote participatory governance at a level where it is hard to pull the wool over
people’s eyes, because they can see directly what is (or is not) going on. They are a critical aspect of the accountability structure, and making them functional and building capacity is thus a critical forward-looking area for action.

**New states**

New states, based on the argument that development can be fostered more effectively in smaller states, have worked well in one case, less in others in terms of generating a new momentum for pro-poor development. While demands for new states arise from a variety of viewpoints, imbalances in development within the larger states are an important aspect that also deserves attention.

**Rights-based approach**

The rights-based approach is also a means of enhancing accountability, although it is unusual for deprived individuals to be in a position to claim rights through the legal process. The introduction of legislation on rights nevertheless offers a new and exciting framework, within which the onus is more on the citizens to claim rights for the system to deliver. The first to be implemented seriously, the right to employment, suggests much can be accomplished in a period of three years, even if implementation has fallen way short of the 100-day guarantee in MGNREGA.

Rights legislation will have covered only a few critical areas during a 10-year period (2005-2015). Each piece of legislation must be given the resources (human as well as financial) to deliver well. If these resources are concentrated on the most effective interventions, and the most deprived regions, the efficiency of government with respect to poverty reduction will improve greatly.

The potential of this approach for the chronically poor depends on standards set during negotiation of the legislation; demand for the right; adequate increases in public allocations; capacity of the state to deliver; and quality of implementation and redressal mechanisms. Thus, legislated rights by themselves are not a magic bullet—all the usual constraints to effective interventions still need to be addressed. The innovation of the rights-based approach is that it creates new institutions that promote accountability. If these have no teeth, the approach will not work.

Synergies among rights are key. For example, lack of employment opportunities for those who can work, combined with low wages, is a root cause of chronic poverty, which the right to work seeks to address. However, a fundamental weakness is that the right to work is vested in the household. Subsuming a woman’s entitlement within the household entitlement by providing one job card for the household may lead to denial of a woman’s fair share in that entitlement. This needs rectification.

Significant improvements in the existing right to employment should contribute to tightening of wage labour markets, which is a good outcome for chronically poor people. Effective implementation of the right to education, combined with provision of skills, will help decrease entry into poverty and its intergenerational transmission for those entering the workforce in the future.

However, a condition for success is adequate consensus around approaches to implementation, prior to legislation. Public debate needs to be informed by close monitoring and evaluation of different current approaches, as well as a comparison with approaches that have worked well in other countries. The new rights now under discussion are vital for any state government to be able to claim the legitimacy to govern. The first is provision of food in all situations where an individual does not have the means
to access it and suffers hunger. The second is provision of health care when a person is ill and cannot pay for treatment.

**Catering for diversity**

There is also a strong case for building the capacity to implement rights at local, regional and state levels. What is largely missing in India’s current approach to eliminating poverty is acknowledgement of diversity and the need for multiple solutions tailored to the varied histories and trajectories of different states. At the very least, centrally sponsored schemes need to have sufficient flexibility built into them, so they can adjust to the circumstances of different states and localities.

More positively, those states that have done best in terms of poverty reduction have had a distinctive approach to development. They have gained this ‘policy space’ through political movements, parties and leaders that have been in close touch with ordinary and poor people, combined with resources deriving from growth that have enabled them to undertake pro-poor public investment and expenditure.

As Chapter 7 showed, multiple solutions to address diverse poverties are especially necessary when it comes to economic growth. States have very different endowments of natural and human resources and different economic development trajectories, and as a result economic growth has had widely varying effects on poverty reduction.

**4. RECOMMENDATIONS**

The above discussion has identified relevant ‘directions of travel.’ This report also generates a number of specific recommendations.

**Institutionalise panel data**

Panel data contribute powerfully to understandings of poverty and the causal processes underlying it and its reduction. Panels should be built into national surveys from time to time (without disrupting their coherence and validity) to enable such analysis. This will greatly enrich anti-poverty policy making in future. If this can be combined with more qualitative research, the depth and accuracy of explanations of poverty can be enhanced greatly.

**Ensure universal access in poorest districts**

A number of measures and schemes are applied quite rightly to the poorest districts first. The change proposed here is to universalise access in these districts. This will minimise exclusion errors and reduce administrative burdens in districts that already have significant governance deficits. The added cost will in many cases be small, as people above the poverty line will tend to screen themselves out. This will enable a greater focus by the centre and states on the poorest districts, which will in turn do much for social cohesion and addressing the ‘legitimacy deficit’ Chapter 4 identified.

**Create institutional processes that unite poor people**

Poor people in India are deeply divided by social status, religion and political leaning. There is an urgent need to build a new social compact, as has been done by women, for example, resulting in a united movement to stop violence against women. The legislation of basic rights and their implementation offer a platform around which such a new compact can be built. Getting effective representation of poor people in such important policy and implementation processes is not straightforward, because of divisions among the poor. Legitimate horizental bodies, for example self-help groups, local producers’ and labourers’ associations and cooperatives, may provide one basis for this. There are also social
movements that may be legitimate interlocutors. Involving legitimate unifying bodies in policy discussions at central and state levels will enrich anti-poverty policy and allow for greater ease of feedback from the grassroots to policy makers. This will help in addressing the ‘trust deficit,’ which may also require political measures in the poorest and conflict-affected districts.

**Improve implementation of rights**

The powerful set of rights to information, employment, forests and education now requires full implementation. As noted above, two additional rights are needed – the right to food and the right to health care – both of which are under discussion nationally. In both cases, it is important that these not be half measures, but be backed fully by the might of state. Adequate provisioning of resources and entitlements should ensure, for example, the right to work enables an individual to move out of poverty; the right to health care prevents ill-health from leading to entry into poverty; and the right to food prevents hunger, malnutrition and death from starvation.

**Create a stronger institutional home for anti-poverty policy**

There is currently no adequate institutional ‘home’ for a discussion of pro-poor development. The work of the Planning Commission and of several ministries and departments could be usefully informed by a national commission for poverty eradication. This would be a multi-stakeholder platform that includes alliances of people’s movements for a new social compact around the elimination of poverty. NCEUS is a useful model: it has built awareness of the issues, led and contributed to debate, produced the evidence to support new policy and developed draft bills.

The new commission should be an independent statutory body charged with 1) think-tank functions (monitoring to see how rights are being achieved, advice to government and states); and 2) troubleshooting, dealing with complaint and conflict resolution and conducting evidence-based poverty impact assessment on any big projects (along similar lines to and incorporated into environmental impact assessments). It should focus on successes and facilitate parallel processes at state level, albeit without setting up a uniform/bureaucratic approach.

**Create a commission on growth, employment and poverty reduction**

Economic growth is a critical means of addressing chronic poverty, but there is a growing consensus that the current model has not yet made much of a dent in it. An urgent and high-level initiative is required to determine how growth can have more positive employment and poverty reduction outcomes in future. A commission on growth, employment and poverty reduction should examine how growth can generate more and better quality employment and thereby reduce poverty; what is required to implement the right to work beyond MGNREGA; lessons from different models of employment-rich growth in India and abroad in order to propose the multiple solutions appropriate for India’s diverse economy; how to extend growth to the poorest regions and states; and strategies pursued prior to 1990 (to avoid repeating their mistakes). The commission could benefit from work carried out for the global Commission on Growth and Development and other international literature. The commission should report to the chair of the Planning Commission.
Generate an incentive package for high-poverty states that eradicate poverty
The poorest states have seen widely varying performance in recent years. A special package could be created for states that have high levels of poverty and are willing to make commitments to eradicate it in a time-bound manner, say 10 years. Funds would be released based on process indicators and outcomes related to transparent and clean administration and programme implementation and better governance.

Build a cadre of poverty-focused workers
There is a lack of local agency for the poor that Panchayati Raj institutions address only partly. This vacuum needs to be filled by building a dedicated cadre of poverty eradication workers and officers, trained to identify drivers and maintainers and potential interrupters of poverty. Their task should be to create two-way information and support channels from each village, through block and district headquarters, to the state and national capital. They should inform and demand support to prevent any new entry into poverty in any village or slum; identify the poorest and ensure they are linked with relevant government programmes for social protection and interrupt their poverty; and identify potential opportunities for employment and skills development.

Develop a sustainable and poverty-reducing approach to agricultural growth
Agriculture will clearly remain a critical for India’s chronically poor – as wage labourers and marginal farmers. A new approach to agricultural growth for poor areas is proposed, to break the agricultural poverty trap and balance the interests of today and tomorrow. This would focus on quality as well as quantity of employment in agriculture; production and marketing of food grains and food and nutritional security; and environmental sustainability. Innovative sources of finance could include payment for environmental services and carbon markets (including global funds).

Allocate the resources to eliminate poverty
There is no denying the need to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of implementation of safety net programmes. However, at the same time, if the goal of eradication of poverty is to be achieved within an acceptable timeframe, the resources allocated to poverty reduction will need to increase substantially, in view of the massive scale on which poverty is experienced. As such, the various recommendations made above require the allocation of significant resources – both financial and physical – if they are to be translated into action. For instance, public expenditure on delivering employment, primary and vocational education, public health services and agriculture, as well as on monitoring, evaluation, mid-course correction and regulation to ensure achievement of planned outcomes, would need to increase sharply.
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